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PREFACE TO VOLUME IX.

WALTER BAGEHOT'Sconnection with the Economist
began in 1857. On 7th February of that year, the first
of a series of letters by him signed "A Banker"
appeared in its pages.

In the obituary notice of Walter Bagehot which
appeared in The N alion (New York, 5th April, 1877)
Mr. George Walker wrote :-

" The position of the Economist among newspapers
is exceptional. Although attached to the views of the
Liberal party in Great Britain, there is hardly another
journal printed in our language which is so judicial in
its character, and which has acquired such a hold on
public confidence not in England only, but also on the
Continent of Europe and in the United States. It is
not merely a financial paper, though primarily devoted
to the interests of commerce, banking and railways, but
equally vindicates its claim to the title of a 'political,
literary and general newspaper'.

" The birth of the Economist in 1843 was significant
of the revolution which had taken place in English
politics j a chapter whose first pages were written by
William Pitt, and its closing lines by Macaulay and
Lord Brougham. Many years elapsed before the
question of the suffrage-of personal participation by
the subject in the Government of the country+ebecame
again prominent. In that interval the ascendancy of:
material interests in English politics, now the controlling
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influence in the Government of Great Britain, was
definitely established. The Economist was the fruit and
exponent of the new regime. Singularly enough, its
establishment was partly due to the incapacity of the
Examiner to realise and conform to the new aspect of
public questions; or what is equally probable, to the
reluctance of its editor to share the honours of his
position with a new and ambitious aspirant. Sed non
omnes omnia possumus. What Albany Fonblanque had
so brilliantly accomplished in the field of political reform,
it remained for another master-mind to achieve in the
new field of commercial and financial subjects. The
prophet of the new dispensation was James Wilson.
He proposed to Mr. Fonblanque to contribute gratui-
tously to the Examiner papers on economical and
financial subjects. His offer was refused, and he then
established a journal which should be the special vehicle
of his philosophy on these Sciences, and which he
proposed to sustain mainly by his own exertions. In its
early years the Economist was almost wholly the work
of his own hands. He wrote not only the leaders, but
a majority of the lesser articles; and what is of hardly
inferior importance in journalism, he arranged and
classified all its various information in such a manner
that readers of every class knew just where to find the
matter that concerned them and were sure to find it

"In the seventeen years which intervened between
the establishment of the Economist in I843, and the relin-
quishment of its control by Mr. Wilson, on going to
India as Finance Minister, at the end of 1859, there
occurred a series of economical events not less momen-
tous than those political ones which had made the
reputation of the Examiner. The father of the modern
commercial system of England was doubtless Mr.
Huskisson. If Canning and Huskisson had not pre-
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maturely died, the public affairs of Great Britain would
probably have taken a different tum after 1827. Political
and religious reforms might have been postponed, but
commercial and financial reforms would certainly have
been hastened. Even after Canning's death a good
beginning was made by Mr. Huskisson, Sir Henry
Parnell, and Mr. Poulett Thompson. The Finance
Committee, from which great things were expected,
was created in 1828, and in 1830 the question of
taxation was discussed by these statesmen with a breadth
and liberality hardly surpassed in later times. The
very measures which were successfully carried by Sir
Robert Peel fifteen years afterwards were brought
forward by them at this time. They all agreed in
recommending large remissions of taxation upon various
raw materials of industry and articles of consumption
and they were equally agreed in favouring the imposition
of a property or income-tax. The further prosecution
of these economical objects was, however, arrested by
the all-absorbing question of Parliamentary reform, and
after that question had been disposed of, by the emer-
gence of Irish issues, which first divided, and ultimately
destroyed the Reform Cabinet. The agitation of re-
venue reform, and especially the demand for relief from
popular burdens, began about 1838, and for twenty
years afterwards hardly any other domestic questions
were considered than such as related to taxation, com-
merce, industry, or finance. The income-tax was
imposed by Sir Robert Peel in 1842, in the face of
great opposition from the Whigs. and solely for the
purpose of balancing the Budget. He had at that
time no disposition to reduce duties for the sake of
revenue, but a partial readjustment and remission of
certain duties adopted by him in the interests of Protec-
tion, produced results so advantageous to the Treasury,
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that the great Tory statesman became an unwilling con-
vert to the doctrine of Free Trade. Thus, under Tory
auspices, by H uskisson first, and by Sir Robert Peel and
his political legatee, Mr. Gladstone, afterwards, were the
great commercial reforms which have made England the
first of producing and trading nations conceived, promul-
gated and carried into operation. The Bank Act of
1844 was also the work of Sir Robert Peel, as had been
the Act for resuming specie payments in 18 I9.

"Such were the influences under which the Economist
was established, and such were the questions in the
discussion of which its pre-eminence and influence were
attained. Mr. Bagehot succeeded to this great inherit-
ance in 1860, when by the removal of his father-in-law,
Mr. Wilson, the control and management of the paper
passed into his hands.

" In the Economist he occupied a judicial and not a
partisan position, and no journalist in England has with
equal conscientiousness and impartiality judged the
domestic, foreign and international questions with which
English journalism has had to deal. America owes him
great respect and gratitude for his honest treatment of
her civil war .... Since the war the Economist has, in
America, entirely supplanted the Times as the represent-
ative of financial opinion in Europe; yet during all those
years of heated railway speculation, when a word in its
columns would have made the fortune of any enterprise
seeking English capital, the integrity of its judgments was
never questioned, and it has never even been suspected
of improper influences. Nor has its place in American
confidence been won by flattery of our country or its
institutions. In all its discussions of our affairs there
has been a manifest desire to get at the truth and to
speak it fearlessly.

" While Mr. Bagehot probably lacked the creative and
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organising power which enabled Mr. Wilson to establish
the Economtst and place it on so firm a footing, he has
nevertheless greatly increased its reputation and authority.
In 1843 there was neither precedent nor constituency for
such a paper. Its precedent has been numerously
followed-sea longo z1ztervallo-both on the Continent
of Europe and in the United States, and it has created a
constituency of its own over which Mr. Bagehot has
exercised a greater personal influence than was ever
acquired by his predecessor. He has been a recognised
authority in Europe on financial questions."

It was also written of Bagehot at the time ofhis death :
"All the interests connected with banking and the
money market, from the Directors of the Bank of
England down to the smallest discount establishments,
will miss the acute criticism, the steady guidance, the
admirable lucid reasonings, which made the Economist,
on its own ground, a power in the business world. And
this power was strengthened by moral forces. The
Economist, under Mr. Bagehot's management, never fell
under the shadow of a suspicion. Its censures were
often severe, and its warnings to the public could not
fail sometimes to damage the repute of insecure invest-
ments. But the anger of the irritated investor, or of the
disappointed speculator, never took the form of an im-
peachment of the motives of the critic. Even in Capel
Court, where the belief in human virtue is scarcely
developed, a suggestion that Mr. Bagehot's praise or
blame was anything else than strictly impartial would
have been scouted as an absurdity." And again:
" Where shall we find articles on city matters that week
after week command the attention and sustain the interest
of educated men who have no personal concern in such
subjects and no knowledge of them beyond that which
Mr. Bagehot has himself imparted to them."
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The articles treating of these financial questions
have not, however, been those chosen for re-publication
in the present volume. Information imparted and
judgment delivered on these subjects in each issue of the
Economist were doubtless of infinite value to those con-
cerned in finance, and even of interest to those who
were not, but it may be questioned whether these articles
would have as much permanent interest for the public as
those written on other subjects, namely on people, politics,
and literature.

Moreover, the principles underlying the fluctuating
phases of finance, have been exhaustively expounded in
Bagehot's deliberate writings printed in the earlier
volumes of this edition. Bagehot consistently applied
general principles to all questions on which he gave
judgment. on the characters and actions of men no
less than when criticising political situations and books.
Hence the permanent value of his criticisms on the
great men and the great questions of his day. In
an article of two or three columns in the Economist
he would epitomise the whole life and character of
a great statesman, or of a great political situation. In
a speech Lord Granville delivered at University
College in March, 1877, he paid the following tribute
to the judicial character of Walter Bagehot's opinions :':
"Mr. Bagehot was a valued friend of mine, but I
do not speak of him in that capacity. I consider his
loss to be a great loss to politics, to economics, to
literature, and to the community.... He resisted
the temptation which all journalists must feel in
writing on the topics of the day, to turn their thoughts
to the currents of opinion on the subject, whether with
a view of supporting or counteracting them, rather than
to a full and abstract consideration of the subject itself
Mr. Bagehot always appeared to me, while consistently
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applying the general principles he held, to consider the
subject on its own merits, and the result was an almost
judicial opinion on his part. I can say with truth that it
has constantly happened to me that when unable, either
from want of knowledge or from other circumstances, to
come to a conclusion, I have resolved to postpone the
consideration of the matter till I had seen what the next
Economist said about it; and I have reason to know
that more important persons than myself used constantly
to consult him."

In another tribute paid him it was written: "H e
was a teacher of teachers. Among his disciples were
not a few of the men who are the political leaders of
the day. He was to politicians what Gortschakoff has
long been to Russian diplomatists-an inspiring influ-
ence who made others able to do what they could not
have done without him. Some of the most beneficial
conceptions woven into recent legislation received their
finish in Bagehot's busy brain. The public associate
them with other and better known names, but most
legislators generously ascribe them to the thinker that
gave them life."

Perhaps the most interesting among the articles
chosen are those on public men. Though possessed of
an uncommon power of "intellectual detachment,"
'Bagehot's mind was in no sense self-absorbed. On the
contrary his sympathies were drawn out towards his
fellow creatures by a singularly unegotistic kind of
interest. Probing the individual qualities in the minds
and characters of prominent statesmen and writers was
a study he found profoundly interesting, and he enjoyed
unusual opportunities of pursuing this study, and giving
it expression in a literary form. Often his articles read
like the best kind of letters-frank, outspoken letters
written to the public-never indiscreet, but singularly
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fearless. He wrote of Matthew Arnold: "Mr. Arnold
is bolder than a mere critic can be ". Walter Bagehot
was likewise bolder than a mere critic-he also saw
with a poet's intuition, and, to quote words from his
essay on Hartley Coleridge, "the poet, being himself,
speaks like one who has authority; he knows and must
not deceive".

The European reputation Bagehot enjoyed as
director of the Economist vouches for the appreciation
which such unbiassed candour inspired, and as these
utterances have, since his death, been entombed in old
numbers of the Economist which but comparatively few
possess, it is obviously right to rescue from oblivion a
certain number by including them in this complete
edition of Bagehot's works.

E.I.B.
HERD'S HILL.
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MR. DISRAELI.

(From" The Economist," 2nd July, 1859.)

" THE career of the late Chancellor of the Exchequer," said one
of Mr. Disraeli's political friends soon after his comparative
failure as a Minister in 1852," is not closed; we believe its
brightest portion is in the future. We have invariably observed
that whenever Mr. Disraeli has received a check, it has only
been the herald of a great advance; and that when the world
has believed him beaten, he has always been on the eve of his
greatest victories." Read by the light of recent events, this
was undoubtedly a remarkable prophecy. Mr. Disraeli has
never held a position so eminent as that which he now holds.
He was the life and soul of the late Administration. Without
him it could not have lasted a single week. He has resigned
without accepting any reward. Lord Derby has taken the
blue ribbon. Lord Malmesbury and Sir John Pakington
have had the Order of the Bath. Mr. Disraeli, who was far
more essential to the Government than either of them, whose
management of the House of Commons won him on this
occasion universal admiration, whose recent speeches have
scarcely been rivalled for insight, point, and individual
character, by any statesman of our day,-has retired with a
dignity that will deservedly increase his influence in entering
on the leadership of the powerful Conservative Opposition.
It is not, therefore, an inappropriate time to make a few re-
marks on his general capacity and character as a statesman.
He has proved, in the last year, that his great abilities are
matured, and his character weighted, by experience. He has
shown that he can do, what in 1852 at least he had not yet
learned to do,-lead with dignity, and fail with dignity after

VOL.IX. I



MR., DISRAELI

personal exertions which, so far as their intellectual character
is concerned, might well have earned ample success. What
are the principal characteristics of his strange and brilliant
career?

Mr. DisraeIi is chiefly remarkable for the unusual combi-
nation which his mind presents of individual tenacity of pur-
pose, with a flexibility and pliancy of intellect rarely found in
men of so much audacity and strength. There never was a
statesman of eminence who, when he entered on public life,
was so strangely in need of the lessons of experience; there
never was one who was so apt a learner; there never was one
who was more resolute to tum that ready faculty to the best
account. From the day of his maiden speech, now more than
twenty-one years ago, when he appealed in vain to the House
of Commons for a cheer, and sat down with the warning, " I
am not at all surprised at the reception I have experienced.
I have begun several times several things, and I have often
succeeded at last. I will sit down now, but the time will
come when you will listen to me," up to the day when, amid
the breathless attention of the House, he delivered his gallant,
eloquent, and adroit defence of the late Government, Mr.
Disraeli has never quailed beneath the difficultiesof his arduous
career, and never failed in that self-possession, which knows
how to tum every error, every false step into the materials of
a future success. Beginning without rank, without connection,
without wealth,-with every difficulty in his path which the
prejudices of race could conjure up,-without entering into the
convictions or understanding the political traditions either of
the party he was to defend or of the party he was to assail,-
wholly destitute of the kind of practical sagacity which most
easily inspires Englishmen with confidence,-with an ill-regu-
lated Hterary ambition and a false melodramatic taste that
were well calculated to increase tenfold the existing prejudices
against him, it is difficult to conceive a greater marvel than
the brilliant success which Mr. Disraeli has achieved, single-
handed, in a sphere of life usually thought singularly exclusive
and inaccessible to unassisted adventurers.

The success of this great party-leader is, we believe, trace-
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able to two principal gifts-a very sensitive and impressible,
but extremely unoriginal imagination, and a dexterity seldom
equalled in working up aU the impressions he receives into
materials for personal attacks. Had Mr. Disraeli been a man
of deeper and more original imagination than he is, he could
not have surrendered as he has done, at every crisis in his
career, to the ascendant influence of the hour. He has never
had a political faith,-he probably does not know what it
means. No man has invented so many political theories.
No living politician's fancy has been half so prolificof sug-
gestions for new bases of political creed. No statesman has
ever been so " viewy". But notwithstanding all his strictures
on Sir Robert Peel for want of originality and imagination,
there probably never was a statesman so unoriginal as himself.
His efforts at originality-whether political or literary-have
ever been of that excessively theatrical kind which seem, as it
were, to be always gasping for breath; and he is never success-
ful except when he desists from such efforts, and simply adopts
or delineates what he sees in the actual life around him.
Whether as a novelist or as a statesman, his efforts at original
construction have always been rhapsodical. Those who knew
his early fictions and Coning-sby well, recognised last
session, in India Bill No.2, unmistakeable traces of the same
mind. The same unsound imagination which filled Mr.
Disraeli's novels with the most flimsy and eccentric theories of
history, society,and political organisation,-which invented the
"Venetian-Doge" theory of the English Constitution,-the
doctrine of the absolute ascendancy of the "Caucasian" race,
-the gospel of" Young England,"-the historical hypothesis
that Charles the First was a martyr to the principle of direct
taxation,-the identity of Tory principles with those of Free
Trade,-the theory that the "tendency of civilisation is to
pure monarchy," -that "an educated nation recoils from the
imperfect vicariat of what it calls a representative Government,"
and a thousand others,-has been equally visible whenever Mr.
Disraeli has attempted to win the admiration of the House of
Commons by any proposition of a directly constructive nature.
No politician has ever shown, in the bad sense of the word, so

I •
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romantic a political imagination,-in other words, a fancy so
little imbued with the laws of real life, so ready to revolt
against those laws, and put feeble idealities in their place.
His ideal measures, like his ideal heroes, have always seemed
the inventions of a mind on the rack to produce something
grand or startling instead of something true and life-like;
there is no trace in them of the genius which breathes in his
criticisms of actual measures, and his delineations of actual
men. Nothing has really impeded his progress more than his
efforts after originality. His mind was made to receive im-
pressions and to interpret the tendencies of others. When he
has limited himself to this he has been marvellously successful.
When he has striven to engrave something new upon his
age, he has fallen far below the standard of even average
English sense.

On the other hand, if there have been no statesmen of
eminence so devoid of constructive genius as Mr. Disraeli-if,
even, he has fallen far below his great adversary Sir Robert
Peel in his attempts to create, simply because he has been
possessed with the desire to astonish, instead of with the
desire to interpret, his age,-there has seldom been a states-
man with so great a power for understanding and delineating
all that comes within the actual range of his experience, and
turning it into a weapon of the most formidable efficiency.
Mr. Disraeli has made himself a power in the House of
Commons exactly by this art. Whenever he has lost way,
it has been by attempts at original statesmanship; but, when
he has confined his efforts to showing how well he understands
both the weak and strong points of those around him, he has
been terrible and quite unsurpassed. Whether in fiction or in
debate, there are few who have drawn so many true and
subtle -sketchesof those whom they have actually seen and
known. His power seems limited to direct experience. He
has no insight into past history,-no power of giving or
restoring life to characters with which he has not come into
personal contact. But he is an absolute master of personalities
of all kinds, whether purely critical, flattering, or caustic; and
it is by the unsparing use of this formidable literary weapon
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that, in spite of all blunders, he has won his way to the
eminence on which he now stands. He has said, in one of
his works, "nothing is great but the personal," and for him,
at least, it has been so. He has adopted the opinions of
parties as he would adopt a national costume. "Tory,"
"Radical," "Tory-Radical," " Free-Trader," "Protectionist,"
"Conservative," " Reformer," no creed has come amiss to him,
and amidst them all he has maintained the same clear eye for
the personal qualities of those around him, and the same deter-
mined will to use them for individual or party ends.

In short, Mr. Disraeli owes his great success to his very
unusual capacity for applying a literary genius, in itself
limited, to the practical purposes of public life. Had his
genius been really deeper than it is, it would have absorbed
him, and he would have devoted his life to the exercise of an
imagination which, as it is, he has principally valued as a
formidable political weapon. While his combative instinct has
been strong, and so determined him to seek a fair field for its
practical satisfaction, his literary insight has been only of that
depth which irritates and fires the intellect without absorbing
it. It has not been deep enough to engross his powers; it
has been quite deep enough to give him the sense of power.
He forms, in this respect, a remarkable contrast to Sir E. B.
Lytton, who, with probably greater literary genius, has
nothing like the same power of wielding it as a practical
instrument,-the same art of turning his literary ploughshares
and pruning hooks into swords and spears. Indeed, practical
politics is not an attractive field for men who care to delineate
life more than they care to influence it. Statesmen must
usually be occupied more with measures, social tendencies,
public wants, national convictions, than with the niceties of
individual character. Mr. Disraeli is just enough of a literary
man to indicate clearly in all his speeches that these things do
not seriously occupy him,-that he compels himself to use them
as instruments for ends which interest him far more deeply.
When we read his speeches we feel, by a kind of instinct,
that there is nothing very real or very deep,-nothing which
seems to him of essential importance,-as long as he stays in
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the field of dry argument and exposition. But when we come
to the personal phases of the question, all is changed and
living. The telling epithets, the graphic hints, the signs of
living insight, are all reserved for those passages in which he
addresses himself not to measures but to men, in which he
throws off a happy picture of a statesman's career, or de-
lineates with life-like touches the demeanour of the House
of Commons. He has nothing of the statesman's power
of imaging forth the actual effect and operation of the
measures he advocates,-nothing of the statesman's power of
penetrating to the heart of a deep national conviction. When
he attempts these things, he is apt to produce some romantic
failure that brings scorn upon himself; but, though almost all
his power is limited to the use of a keen and delicate weapon
very susceptible of abuse, he has at least recently shown
that the responsibility of a high position can make him gener-
ous and dignified,-with here and there even a certain touch of
chivalry,-in the wielding of a talent so individual and so
pungent as his own.



LORD MACAULAY.

(From" The Economist," 31St December, 1859.)

WE little thought when two years ago we congratulated the
country on the elevation of our greatest historian to the peer-
age, that we should have to record and lament his death before
his voice had once, as far as we know, been heard in the
House of Lords. Lord Macaulay died on Wednesday evening
at eight o'clock, at his residence at Kensington, of a disease
of the heart, from which he suffered long and severely in 1852.
Taken ill a fortnight ago, it was hoped that he was recovering,
when a relapse suddenly carried him off at the age of fifty-
nine.

There are few living men who are likely to contribute so
much to the enduring portion of English literature as the
historian whom we have lost. Conspicuous as were his
political claims to a peerage,-claims by no means founded
on any purely literary services,-it is chiefly as an historian
and an essayist that he will be remembered amongst us. As
a politician, no doubt he exercised now and then a very re-
markable influence. Some of his speeches in the House of
Commons are said to have changed the fate of a measure, by
entirely changing the result of a division. And we can well
imagine that this was so. Lucid exposition was his forte.
If a practical principle had to be so explained that it should
be convincing to all who grasped it, and so stated that no
intellect, however passive, could avoid being penetrated by its
logic, and delighted with the various illustrations of its applic-
ability, Lord Macaulay could always have succeeded better than
any other living man in so explaining it. He somewhere
finds fault with Mr. Hallam for indicating. rather than telling
facts by allusion. It is the worst of habits for a popular
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speaker, and one into which Lord Macaulay was in no danger
of falling. He delighted in exhaustive exposition of every
kind, whether in narrating or discussing,-and this it was
which, while it eminently fitted him to carry the House of
Commons on all occasions when that method was applicable,
rather unfitted him for wielding the ordinary powers of a
statesman. There are not many occasions in political life
when full-length portraiture, either of principles or facts, is
wanted, or is likely to be successful. Lord Macaulay's
successes are all of this class. He was a politician for great
occasions,-when the magnifying character both of his intellect
and his imagination could be brought into play with effect,-
when he might safely be permitted to draw the attention of
his hearers to a first principle, bid it expand before their eyes
in every direction, and fill all their minds with homely and
vivid illustrations of its worth. This kind of power is some-
times very useful, especially when a simple political principle
which has grown tiresome and commonplace is to be de-
fended. There are scarcely any of Lord Macaulay's most
splendid and effectivespeeches which do not owe their effective
character to some formof this power. When religious Tolera-
tion had become so hackneyed a word that it rather annoyed
men of liberal minds even to be obliged to defend it, Lord
Macaulay delighted in expounding its merits and recalling its
full meaning till it had as new and curious an interest to the
minds of his readers or his audience, as the commonest texture
acquires when you see it beneath the glass of a microscope.
He could write in favour of the civil privileges of the Jews
with power and force when to every other mind the 'question
was worked utterly dry. His speech on the Dissenters'
Chapels Bill was one of the most effective of his orations.
In short, his greatest triumphs were gained by bringing to
bear on hackneyed, though only half-known, principles of
popular right, the influence of his vivid and powerful imagi-
nation.

But the very qualities which made Lord Macaulay a great
orator for great occasions, and a great painter of great events,
unfitted him for the quick play of ordinary life. His mind
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was comprehensive enough, but just because it was exhaustive,
it was also necessarily slow. It dilated every point upon
which it dwelt, brought it into connection with innumerable
other points, and hence was not fitted for rapid movement
over an extended line of argument or a wide field of survey.
He dealt most successfully with cases where he could choose
his own point of view and elaborate it,-not where he was
forced to change with the rapidly changing scene. Had he
been able, for instance, to speak on the recent alteration in the
Government of India, we may be sure that his argument would
have been as striking and instructive as it was when that
alteration was last considered and deferred. But he was not
the man to have dealt successfully as a politician with the
rapidly changing aspects of foreign politics during the last two
years. He was admirable in his treatment of a well-under-
stood crisis, involving old, clear, and well-discussed principles,
on which conflict ran high. But he had not that quick and
ready appreciation of transient symptoms,-that half-instinctive,
half-empirical tact, which is needed in the constitution of a party
leader or a great statesman. A sound judgment on a case
where the data are clear, is a needful but very insufficient re-
quisite for a great politician. He must have ready feeling,
quick apprehension, fine political sympathies, warning instincts,
courageous instincts in the very moment of action,-and here
Lord Macaulay was probably deficient.

Probably also, like others of the great Whig statesmen of
his generation, he may have been deficient in appreciation of
the finer moral shades of political sentiment. As a professed
adherent of Expediency in its widest sense, he could scarcely
be otherwise. And the admiration for compromise which
pervades all his writings,-and something like a want of
interest in lofty motives and unbending principles,-point to
the same deficiency, and indicate the one element which
renders his brilliant estimates of men of action often unsatis-
factory and untrue. But this is not the time to dwell on the
alloys which were mingled with the great qualities which we
have lost. As a practical politician he proved to be proud
and courageous when his convictions were unpopular. If he
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estimated prudence and a genius for compromise highly in
others, it was not because he had much of it in himself. But
even if the limitations to his marvellous powerare well defined,
-if his skill does not reach to the delineation of the deeper
parts of character,-England can scarcely hope for another
historian who can paint pictures so true and expressive of her
greatest men and greatest scenes. What he has said of Burke
is eminently true of himself. "Others have, perhaps, been
equally industrious, and have collected an equal mass of
materials. But the manner in which he brought his higher
powers of intellect to work on statements of facts and on
tables of figures was peculiar to himself. In every part of
these huge bales of information which repelled almost all other
readers, his mind found something to instruct or delight.
His reason analysed and digested those vast and shapeless
masses; his imagination connected and coloured them. Out
of darkness and dullness and confusion he formed a multitude
of ingenious and vivid pictures. He had in the highest degree
that noble faculty whereby man is enabled to live in the past
and in the future, in the distant and the unreal."



THE DEATH OF COUNT CAVOUR.

(From" The Economist," 8thJune, 1861.)

THE foremost statesman in Europe,-the man whose life was
of the highest political value to the world, and second only in
importance to that of the Emperor of the French,-is no more.
The death of Count Cavour is felt to be an event of the same
unspeakable moment, though, as it seems to Englishmen,
of exactly opposite tendency, with that which so suddenly
snatched away the late Czar in the middle of the Crimean
war. The death of Nicholas was the death-blow of the
aggressive policy in Russia; and the enemies of Italy will
no doubt dare to hope that the removal of the great leader
of Italian regeneration will prove a catastrophe as fatal to the
hopes which he inspired, and the far-sighted policy by which
he advanced with sure and equal step to their realisation.
But the parallel is utterly delusive. Count Cavour was the
leader of an advancing age, and did but represent a moral
force which secured for his country the sympathy of all ad-
vancing nations, and the fear or respect of even the most
retrograde. The power by which he worked was not his own,
and does not die with him. Nicholas, on the other hand,
represented a policy which belonged to the past rather than to
the present; with strong unflinching determination he strove
to stem the tide of European opinion, and he rallied for this
purpose the forlorn hope of Russian barbarism. For his
death, therefore, there was no remedy i-the power by which
he had worked was dwindling fast even beneath his hands,
and faded rapidly away when he was struck down. He
restored and represented a dying tradition; Count Cavour
created and represented a new spring of national pride and
hope which will constitute the tradition of unborn generations.

II
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The events of his short but crowded political career, which
extended only over eleven years,-and the most important
part of it during which he was Prime Minister only over
nine,-have been too often recapitulated within the last two
days to need formal narration here. Those years of his life
in which the political character is chiefly formed were passed
in England: he did not return to Piedmont until he was thirty-
two years old; and hence it has been the greatest pride of
English statesmen to point to Count Cavour's wonderful success
as in some sense a graft taken from a British stock. Nor is it
mere national egotism to believe this. It was his clear-sighted
financial creed, and a great financial speech in 1850, which
first introduced him to power; and he had learned his
political economy from Adam Smith. It was a speech on
ecclesiastical jurisdiction, expressing his deep conviction that
all Churches should be zealously restrained from interference
with secular affairs,which first gained him extensive popularity
in Italy; and such a Church he had seen in England and
England alone. It was his steady belief in a Constitution
worked by the natural aristocracy of a country, but yet in
close connection with the popular mind, which gave him an
instrument at once sufficientlypowerful and sufficiently under
control to carry out his great designs; and such a Constitution
he had seen only in England.

Yet, though England may have supplied him with politi-
cal principles suited to his needs, it certainly could not have
given him the consummate power with which he used them.
Probably no English statesmen that ever lived would have
exhibited, under such circumstances, so striking a combina-
tion of audacity and tact,-of courage to incur a great risk, and
sagacity in measuring what risk would be too great,-of equal
power to strike, and to hold back his own supporters from
striking, according to the circumstances, as Count Cavour.
No statesman known to history has ever counted the cost of
such great dangers with so cool and strong a mind. He was
as strong in defeat as in success. It was nearly the first act
of his political career, after the great disaster of Novara, to
urge the duty of cordially strengthening Charles Albert's
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Government instead of indulging in useless recriminations.
And his first great venture as a Minister was so contrived as
to be a cordial to the Italian spirit,-a stimulant to the ex-
hausted hopes of a long oppressed nation. The master-stroke
of forcing Sardinia into a favourable comparison with Austria
by sending an army to the Crimea, while Austria remained
sullen and passive in the Principalities, gained him even far
more power at home than abroad, because it raised the hopes
and animated the national pride of Italy. Nor was it Count
Cavour's fault if he was subsequently obliged to wound that
national spirit in the equivalent rendered for the aid of
France. Had England been willing in 1856 to unite with
France and Sardinia in resolutely curbing the influence of
Austria in Italy, the same great result might possibly have
been obtained without the same humiliating price. It is well
known that Count Cavour applied, and applied in vain, to
England for a counterweight to the influence of France,-
and that the great debt of exclusive obligation afterwards in-
curred, was incurred in consequence of our refusal to interfere.

But neither in sending a Sardinian contingent to the
Crimea, nor in the negotiation of the French alliance, did
Count Cavour display so happy a combination of sagacity and
daring, as in the occupation of the Umbrian Marches last
year, and the summons to the Pope to dismiss his foreign
auxiliaries. Had Garibaldi been permitted to push on into
the Roman territory, the revolution would have passed beyond
the control of Sardinia, and an anarchy risked which would
have brought down either an Austrian or an extended French
intervention. Had Sardinia prohibited Garibaldi's movement
upon the Roman territory, as she did the further movement
upon Venetia, the unpopularity incurred would have probably
overthrown the Sardinian Ministry and seriously risked the
Sardinian leadership. The reasons for the movement were
urgent and weighty, but the danger confronted was enormous.
The Pope was driven to extremities,-Austria had a new and
almost unanswerable excuse for marching to his aid, since the
moral logic of the step would certainly have justified quite as
well the invasion of Venetia,-and the Ultramontane party in
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France was irritated into an opposition so vindictive, that it
was far from certain whether the Emperor might not be obliged
to withdraw his countenance. It cannot be doubted that in
discriminating the true moment to defy the Pope and take the
formal guidance of the Neapolitan revolution, Count Cavour
gave proof of the rarest and highest statesmanlike genius. He
had before him a problem in which all the alternatives seemed
equally menacing. He instinctively chose for his country the
solution which involved danger indeed, but no humiliation,-
not the loss of that leadership which had been, during so many
months of Garibaldi's enterprise, in partial abeyance; and the
resolve raised him to a place in the nation's affectionsof which
he can now never be deprived.

That such a statesman should be cut off while Rome is
still in the hands of France, and Venetia still in the hands
of Austria, is more than tragic,-for in tragedy the inter-
twining threads are all cut together,-but here the country's
need continues, though the man who could best satisfy it is
gone. In no one else can the same powers be found united ;-
the capacity for ruling rightly, and the capacity for convincing
a free people that they are ruled rightly ;-the power to win the
confidence of an Italian Parliament as no one else could win
it, and the power to use the authority so gained as no one else
could use it. No English statesman except Pitt has ever
gained a power so nearly equivalent to a dictatorship as Count
Cavour has exercised for the past nine years over the grow-
ing State of Sardinia. Nor is such a combination of prac-
tical sagacity and intellectual sagacity,-of the passion that
sways, the reasoning that guides, the strength that retains,
and the humour that fascinates men,-often seen combined
in the same person. Ricasoli, Minghetti, Ratazzi, all seem
dwarfed beside the great intellect and will which have so
recently been put forth in all their power, not only to grasp
new conquests, but to restrain his countrymen from snatching
at the inaccessible. But that firm faith in the destinies of his
country expressed in his last hour by the dying statesman has
been sown by him in so many Italian hearts that it will be
impossible for them to despond. It was the last crowning
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triumph of his life to reconcile all the great men who had
assisted him in the glorious work. And now, though in the
bitterness of their loss, when they look at Rome and Venetia,
many may feel inclined to echo the melancholy old words of
patriotic despondency, "The harvest is past, the summer is
ended, and we are not saved,"-they will not allow themselves
to doubt that the same Power which raised up Count Cavour
for his work, and engraved its purposes on the marvellous
triumphs of his short administration, will find instruments
noble enough to complete what he has so nobly begun.



THE LIMIT OF DEFENSIVE OUTLAY:
MR. COBDEN'S THREE PANICS.

(From" The Economist," 26th Apdl, 1862.)

MR. COBDENhas during the last ten days contributed much
to our instruction and something to our intellectual enter-
tainment. He has written a very remarkable letter on the
laws of warfare on which we have much to say, though we
are reluctantly compelled to postpone it now, and he has
even more recently published a pamphlet entitled the" Three
Panics, an historical episode," which is a shrewd and sharp
commentary upon the military, and especially upon the naval,
outlay of the last few years. It is little to say that this
essay is well worth notice: Mr. Cobden's writings must
always be so. He never writes save on a subject on which
he has abundant knowledge and peculiar views; he has too
the first literary merit-a style which drives thoughts home.
Whatever he writes must always be read with pleasure, and
will very seldom be read by anyone without instruction.
But this pamphlet deals with the question of the time. Can
any competent and fair-minded person say, in the face of the
vast increase in our naval expenditure-in the face of the
new inventions which are daily augmenting in number-
which increase faster and faster every year, that he does not
want someguiding principle-some distinct rule which shall de-
termine precisely when this vast outlay is injuriousand wasteful,
and when, on the other hand, it is beneficial and wise? On
one point we are all agreed. We all hate to spend this money;
we all hate aggression; we all hate taxation. We only pay
our present taxes because it is said that the present expendi-
ture is essential to our defence.

Mr. Cobden, as we know, believes that this notion is a
16
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pure delusion, and he-accumulates a great deal of history to
justify his opinion. He says that there was one panic in
1846, when Prince de Joinville wrote his pamphlet and when
the Duke of Wellington's letter was first published; there
was another in 1852, at the beginning of the Empire. The
military panic of I846, he tells us, was extinguished by the
commercial panic of 1847 and by the revolution of 1848;
the panic of 1852 was extinguished by the Russian war, in
which we were allied to the French Emperor, of whom we
were in such painful dread The panic of 1861, he suggests,
will conclude with the following passage of Sir G. C. Lewis's
speech on the 17th February, 1862:-

"There was one article required for Canada that was not
used by any of our regiments, and which was not in store in
this country-the article of long boots. The French Govern-
ment having been informed of our difficulty, undertook the
supply of 1,500 pairs of boots, which came over in forty-eight
hours from Paris, and at a cost for which they could have
scarcely been obtained from our contractors. I am happy to
mention this as a proof of the friendly action of the French
Government (hear, hear)," "And thus," says Mr. Cobden,
" ends the third panic."

Mr. Cobden shows at great length, and with much ability,
that the accounts given in 1846, in 1852, and in 1861, of the
proceedings in the French dockyards, were certainly incon-
sistent with one another, and were often as certainly erroneous.
He shows that the modes of comparison adopted by various
speakers were radically at variance with one another, were
often unsound, and were often adapted rather to the immediate
argumentative wants of the speaker than to any higher
purpose. He is especially watchful of certain" block-ships,"
which seem to appear whenever the Admiralty is attacked
for not having ships enough, and which seem to disappear
whenever it asks Parliament to vote money for more ships.
He shows that a startling passage in Lord Lyndhurst's
celebrated oration had little, if any, foundation. He accumu-
lates instances in which the French naval force has not only
been exaggerated, but grossly exaggerated

VOL. I~ 2
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But these are easy victories on the outworks of a great
and complicated topic. What is the true test by which we
shall determine whether our outlay is wise or unwise? That
is the heart of the question. If we decide that, we shall not
need reference to old speeches in Parliament; if we do not
decide that, all Hansard will be irrelevant-may probably
mislead into dangerous error.

What, then, is this test? It certainly is not the absolute
magnitude of the French navy. Mr. Cobden not merely
admitted, but maintained and expounded this in Parliament,
in a speech to which he refers in this Pamphlet: "France
has a large extent of coast which entitles her to maintain a
large navy, but it does not follow that France desires to have
as large a navy as you. I say that France ought not to have
as large a navy as England. Nay, I go further, and say that
if I saw a disposition on the part of France to have as large a
navy as England, and especially if I saw a disposition not to
yield to the offer of an explanation, I should suspect France of
having a sinister purpose in those armaments, and, if it came
to a question of rivalry after that offer of explanation had been
made, I would as cheerfully vote £100,000,000 sterling as I
would vote £5,000,000 under the present system; and for
this reason-and it is a reason to which I am sure the French
would yield if it were properly put to them-that England
has no frontier but the sea, and has, unfortunately, forty or
fifty colonies which have no defence except her navy. Eng-
land has five times the mercantile navy of France, and this
gives her the right to have a larger navy than France; while
France, as a military power, requires to have a large army
to guard her frontier against the other great military powers."

We must have a defensive force equal to the attacking
force: It is obvious that, as our fleet must be distributed, and
theirs may be concentrated, ours should be much larger than
theirs-must be much larger if it is to be effectual for the
purpose. Equality in figures is inferiority in reality. France,
too, may not be alone. A coalition between her and any
other great naval power may not be likely, but it is possible;
it is within those fair limits of reasonable probability which
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should regulate our measures of precaution. The Stock
Exchange was excited not very long since, to its inmost
capitalists, by a rumour that there was a general combination
between France and Russia. Many persons were ruined by
that error; and though we should not take extreme precaution,
we should take some precaution against a contingency of which
the very anticipation is so dangerous and so fatal.

But if the absolute amount of the French navy is not the
true criterion for limiting ours, what is that criterion? The
amount up to which we should reasonably insure is in this
case, as in all other cases, the limit of possible danger. The
worst event which we can fairly anticipate is the event against
which, as reasonable men, we should provide. We ought to
have a producible fleet to defend our shores, not only equal,
but decidedly superior to every producible fleet which can be
brought against us. We say producible, to get rid of the
technical expressions "in commission," "afloat," etc. We
must have at hand workable, effectual ships, better than the
very best which we can reasonably expect to be accumulated
against us. That our force should be equal will not be
enough; it must be superior. Failure to an enemy is an
ordinary defeat, is a momentary check in a very arduous en-
terprise. But failure in a Channel engagement to us would
be an irreparable calamity. The landing of a hostile army on
our shores, while our fleet is vanquished and disabled, would
be an approximation to ruin which we ought never to risk,-
which we must assuredly ward off.

But if this is the true criterion, how is it to be applied?
We boldly say that we should annually have an official esti-
mate of the marimum probable force which can be brought
against us, and a comparative view of tke means of meeting it.
We require, if we are to maintain our present outlay, or any
similar outlay, a military Budget; we require the best estimate
that can be made of the ways and means of possible enemies
on the one hand, and of our own ways and means on the
other. Of course all such estimates must be very rough:
the best of them must contain many imperfections of detail ;
but it is not too much to ask, now that our military estimates

2*
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for next year are £16,000,000, and our naval estimates are
£11,800,000, that we should have yearly, not loose talk as
now, but a bond-foie business-like official statement of what it
is apprehended may be brought against us, and of what we
have in readiness to meet it. Official men speak under a
sense of peculiar responsibility, and they will never feel its
beneficial effects more than when they speak upon the defence
of their country, and upon the probable resources of its pos-
sible enemies.

We shall have it objected that such an officialestimate as we
have now proposed would anger foreign nations. And if noth-
ing had ever been said in the English Parliament as to foreign
armaments, the objection might have conclusive weight and
force. But everyone knows that such statements ltave been
made in Parliament. Every one knows that vague assertions
about the French navy-the navy of the most susceptible
foreign nation-have been made by speakers of weight and
name. Mr. Cobden has collected several by the Prime
Minister himself. And if such statements are hazarded, they
should be exact and useful statements. We are now running
the risk of offending foreign nations, and are not obtaining
the desired advantage of instructing our own. If we incur
the danger, let us gain the prize. Let us give such full, clear,
and systematic statements as will be a fair assurance to the
country that we have approximately estimated the danger to
be encountered, and the resources with which we are to en-
counter it.

We shall be told that we cannot obtain this information,
and it is possible that sometimes there may be a little diffi-
culty. But we share with Mr. Cobden a suspicion of unknown
dangers. If a risk is imperceptible, perhaps it is unreal.
I f there are any very terrible armaments in Europe, those
who will pay well for information respecting them will easily
get the best information. Empires are not ruined in a comer.
The only fleet of which we need be afraid will be a tolerably
conspicuous fleet, of which we can nearly enough count the
number, and nearly enough also compute the power.

We are confident that if this information were sedulously
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obtained and frankly communicated,-if the discussion in the
English Parliament were periodical, full, and accurate,-the
certain effect in foreign countries would be important and
would be pacific. Now, when startling announcements are
shrouded in an atmosphere of mystery, the result is doubt-
less prejudicial. These exceptional confidences are fearful
to us, and naturally excite the enmity of others. But if
the English nation were yearly called into council on its
concerns,-if it yearly heard what were its military liabilities
and what were its military assets,-if, as a set official matter,
the military resources of foreign nations were annually ex-
pounded to us,-no odium would be excited or umbrage
would presumably be taken on any particular occasion. We
should not be computing our aggressive strength, but com-
puting our defensive strength. And what is of yet greater
importance, foreign nations would understand clearly what
now they scarcely understand at all, that our armaments are
really and exclusively regulated by theirs-that if they
diminish we shall diminish, and if they do not augment we
shall never augment. Mr. Cobden proposes some kind of
arrangement or negotiation with his friend the French Em-
peror. But, as men of business, we shrink from "under-
standings" with our competitors. Unless they are very full,
very accurate, and very comprehensive, they are sure to lead
to mis-understandings. Definite treaties are good, and
general confidence is excellent, but vague, shadowy, and
impalpable conventions will only exacerbate the ill-feeling
which they are designed to allay. A regular discussion in Parlia-
ment would obtain the expected advantage, and would not
involve the possible danger. The French Emperor and every
other Sovereign would then well know our motives. If he
was bond-ftde desirous of a sincere peace, he would reduce
his armaments; and only if he were not so desirous would he
not reduce them.

At present we are voting these vast sums upon grounds
which are inconclusiveand irrelevant; Mr. Cobden is objecting
to them for reasons which are equally so. He tells us to
disarm, but does not prove that there is no danger; we con-
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tinue arming, but we do not ascertain that there is danger.
Neither course is wise nor rational. Mr. Cobden says the
military services are always desirous of expenditure, but
there is an electioneering anecdote of the last century which
they might quote against him. A certain stupid baronet
objected to Mr. Fox that he was always opposed to Mr. Pitt,
whether Mr. Pitt were right or wrong. Horne Tooke judi-
ciously remarked that upon that showing it was an equal
objection to the baronet that he always supported Mr. Pitt
whether right or wrong. Mr. Cobden always objects to
armaments; soldiers, he says, always advocate them. Unless
we have a business-like estimate of the danger, who can say
which of them is wise and which is unwise?



MR. STANSFELD AND SIGNOR MAZZINI.

(From" The Economist," 26th Marek, 1864-)
IT is impossible to deny that the Junior Lord of the Admiralty
has come out of the recent personal attacks upon him, apropos
of the Greco affair, somewhat damaged by the encounter. It
is equally clear to us that this result is substantially an unjust
one, and that the damage incurred is due solely to the want
of tact and skill by which his, Mr. Stansfeld's, defence was so
signally marked. We believe he had a perfectly good case,
had he known how to put it forth with fitting boldness and
candour. Throughout the whole debate only Mr. Bright and
Mr. Forster said the right thing or took the right tone; and
in one point even Mr. Forster's spirited defence of his friend
was weak, and we think mischievous. Originally the facts of
the case were very simple; the allegation was very narrow;
and the culpability involved in all that anyone really believed
or entertained for a moment, absolutely nil.

The charge was brought, or rather the insinuation made,
in the accusing speech of the Public Prosecutor in France,
whose pleasure and duty it is, notoriously, to make matters
look as bad as possible against the prisoner and his friends.
One of the Prosecutor's chief aims was to connect Mazzini
with Greco's plot In this attempt, as we all know, he
signally failed. Greco's intercourse with Mazzini was of a
date much earlier than this affair; the supposed complicity
of Mazzini rested on the sole assertion of Greco, and is denied
positively by Mazzini, and we presume no one will believe
Greco in such a matter in preference to Mazzini. The only
scrap of evidence consists of two fragments of letters asserted
by the Procureur-Imperial, but not proved, to be in Mazzini's
handwriting, and with no date affixed. The sole connection
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of Mr. Stansfeld with the matter was the inference of the
Procureur, a perfectly legitimate one under the circumstances,
that the writer of these fragments discovered on Greco's
person, whoever he mt"ght be, desired him to address letters, at
some t£me or other, to the house in which Mr. Stansfeld lives.
(The other statement of the Procureur, that Mr. Stansfeld had
been in 1857 the banker of the Tibaldi conspiracy fund, was
made on no authority, sustained by not a tittle of evidence,
and fell to the ground at once as a mere loose slander, for
which no one believes there was ever the slightest shadow of
foundation. )

Unhappily, Mr. Stansfeld did not confine himself to a
simple and indignant denial of the remotest knowledge of
either the Greco plot or the Tibaldi fund, and to a frank ac-
knowledgment that he had allowed Mazzini to receive letters
at his house under cover to him or under feigned names,-and
a bold iustijicat£on and explanatWn of the reason why he had
done so. Instead of this, Mr. Stansfeld not only launched out
into praise of Mazzini's character-which as an attached friend
of many years he was right and generous in doing,-but pro-
ceeded to expound Mazzini's views, and to declare that Mazzini
shared his own detestation of the doctrine that political
assassination was ever a warrantable act-which he need not
have done, and which he could not do with safety or without
rashness.

Mr. Stansfeld is guilty, has been found guilty, has admitted
that he is guilty, of two-and only of two-things : first, of lov-
ing and admiring Mazzini personally, and secondly, of protect-
ing Mazzini's correspondence by allowing it to be addressed
to his house. In net'ther of these th£ngs is there anything to be
ashamed of, any guilt, or anything needing apology or depre-
catory ex-culpation. (When Mr. Stansfeld took office indeed,
the matter was somewhat changed, and official proprieties then
would suggest that he should have requested Mazzini to obtain
the needed security through some other friends. This he ap-
pears to have done, though we are not exactly informed when.)
There is nothing to be ashamed of in being Mazzini's friend.
He is, in our opinion, a very wrong-headed, perverse, mis-
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chievous man; a man with whose views of Italian liberty and
the means by which it can be best promoted we entirely dis-
agree; a man who, by his extreme republican notions and his
extravagant and absurd ideas of the efficacyof mere popular
and insurrectionary enthusiasm as against or instead of regular
armies and constitutional organisation, has (we believe) done
more harm to his country than his influence in keeping up the
fanatic longing for unity and independence upon the people
has done good. We consider that he has often been a dread-
ful mar-plot, that his misguided fanaticism has sacrificedmany
valuable lives, that he values unity far too much and civil
liberty far too little. If we had been Cavour, and Mazzini
had urged the Republican party to oppose and counter-work
the constitutional struggles in 1859 and 1860 (as at one time
there was reason to fear he would do), we should have hanged
him without scruple, though with regret, as a dangerous enemy
(though not an intentional one) to his country's cause. But
with all this, we should be no more ashamed of Mazzini's
personal friendship, than of that of Kossuth, or Mr. Bright, or
Daniel O'Connell, or Garibaldi, or Louis Blanc,-or any other
patriot, whom we hold to be in the main earnest and sincere,
though in our opinion, and to our ceaseless indignation and
condemnation, perverse, misguided, and very mischievous.
Mr. Gladstone hit the exact truth when he had the courage to
say that, however mistaken and injudicious and exalt! we
might deem Mazzini to be, every one who knows him will
agree that he has all the virtues as well as all the faults of an
enthusiast, and that both his patriotism and his general tone
of character have something about them of singular purity,
devotion, and disinterestedness. A man's political views may
be utterly wrong-headed, and yet he may be a fascinating and
a noble character.

Whether Mazzini would maintain that political assassina-
tion is ever justifiable, we do not know. We should be sorry
to vouch for him on this head,-or to shriek at him as a de-
testable villain if he does hold that doctrine. We do not
hold it. We, in common with nearly all English thinkers,
and with the better portion of continental ones, have at last
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found out that such acts of violence are nearly always impure
in motive, that they are intellectually irrational, that politically
they are blunders, that they are with the rarest exceptions in-
disputable crimes, and that it is for the good of the world that
they should be held up to signal condemnation. But when we
reflect that in this country nearly every boy who goes to a
public school and nearly every young man who goes to the
University, is brought up, if not to honour and worship and
make idols of Brutus and Harmodius and Aristogeiton, the
tyrannicides of old, at least to defend and respect them as
pure patriots and martyrs; that up to the age of twenty-four,
the right and duty of political assassination, as exemplified in
those noble characters, is to say the least an open question
with the ingenuous youth of England; and that it is not till
we escape from our instructors and come forth to think and
act in life that we throw off this perilous and false doctrine,-
then we do say that the enormous and mysterious horror ex-
pressed by so many members of Parliament, who have them-
selves gone through this peculiar phase of hero-worship, is
ludicrously misplaced and can scarcely be sincere. And
further, we are not quite sure that any, even of those gentle-
men, who remember and will duly weigh the case of the
Emperor Paul 1. of Russia, will be inclined to argue that there
can be no case in which the removal by secret violence of an
incurable and unmanageable brute may become a defensible
necessity.

We say, then, that the member for Halifax need not be at
all ashamed of his friendship for Mazzini, and was right and
manly to avow it. We go further, and we concur with what
was said by Mr. Bright in his generous and manly speech on
the subject, that we should not be disposed to think very
highly 'of the love of liberty, or the regard for justice, or the
hatred of oppression and of wrong, of any Englishman who
has not sympathised with the cause of Italy and the efforts of
Italian patriots, and whose sympathies, at all events in early
youth, did not carry him to the very verge of aiding those
men and joining in those efforts :-fortunate if those generous
and youthful impulses never led him to become the uninten-
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tiona! assistant of outraged and maddened exiles whose nature
was not scrupulous and whose means were not unexception-
able; fortunate, also, if his ardent sympathy with a great and
noble cause never brought him into connection with patriots
less pure and less noble than Mazzini.

ftnd now one word as to the second charge against Mr.
Stansfeld-namely, that he gave to M. Mazzini's correspon-
dence the protection of his address and name. Have we
forgotten-above all have honourable members who sit on the
Opposition side of the House forgotten-why Mazzini's corre-
spondence comes to need this abnormal protection? Have the
events and the discussions of February and March, 1845, passed
from their memory? Have they forgotten that it then came
to light that Mazzini's letters had been, at the suggestion of
foreign Powers, habitually opened at the English Post Office;
that information gleaned from those letters of a wild plot
(which Mazzini endeavoured toprevent) was conveyed to the
Austrian Government; and that in consequence of that in-
formation the unhappy conspirators were seized, several slain
in fight, and nine, including the Brothers Bandiera, executed
in cold blood? After this, and remembering this, where is
the liberal Englishman, where the friend of Italy, where
the lover of justice, who would not feel prompted to do all he
could to secure Mazzini's correspondence from future official
violation abroad? And who would blame men for yielding
to those promptings? And how did it happen that, remember-
ing this, even Mr. Stansfeld's friends joined in condemning
the use he had permitted his friend (when he was not yet in
office) to make of his house? And, still more curious, how
was it that during the whole course of the discussion, no one
referred to those very questionable proceedings in 1844 and
1845, which rendered it necessary, in order to protect English
official honour and Italian patriotic lives, that Mazzini's corre-
spondence should be carried on under feigned names and at
the addresses of personal friends?



THE ASSASSINATION OF MR LINCOLN.

(From" The Economist," 29tk April, 1865.)

THE murder of Mr. Lincoln is a very great and very lament-
able event, perhaps the greatest and most lamentable which
has occurred since the coupd'Itat, if not since Waterloo. It
affects directly and immensely the welfare of the three most
powerful countries in the world, America, France, and England,
and it affects them all for evil. Time, circumstances, and
agent have all conspired as by some cruel perversity to increase
the mischief and the horror of an act which at any moment,
or under any circumstances, would have been most mischievous
and horrible. It is not merely that a great man has passed
away, but he has disappeared at the very time when his special
greatness seemed almost essential to the world, when his death
would work the widest conceivable evil, when the chance of
replacing him, even partially, approached nearest to zero, and
he has been removed in the very way which almost alone
among causes of death could have doubled the political injury
entailed by the decease itself. His death destroys one of the
strongest guarantees for continued peace between his country
and the external world, while his murder diminishes almost
indefinitely the prospects of reconciliation between the two
camps into which that country has for four years been divided.
At the very instant of all others, when North and South had
most reason to see in his character a possibility of reunion, and
to dread the accession of his inevitable successor, a Southerner
murders him to place that successor in his chair, gives occasion
for an explosion of sectional hate, and makes a man who has
acknowledged that hate, master of armies which can give to
that hate an almost limitless expression in act. At the very
moment when the dread of war between the Union and Western
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Europe seemed, after inflicting incessant injury for four years,
about to die away, a murderer deprives us of the man who
had most power and most will to maintain peace, and thereby
enthrones another whose tendencies are at best an unknown
quantity, but who is sure, from inexperience, to sway more
towards violence than his predecessor. The injury done alike
to the North, to the South, and to the world, is so irremedi-
able, the consequences of the act may be so vast, and are cer-
tainly so numerous, that it is with some diffidence we attempt
to point out the extent of the American loss, and the result
that loss may produce.

The greatness of the American loss seems to us to consist
especially in this. To guide and moderate a great revolution,
and heal up the wounds created by Civil War, it is essential
that the Government should be before all things strong. If it
is weak it is sure either to be violent, or to allow some one of
the jarring sections of the community to exhibit violence un-
restrained, to rely on terror as the French Convention, under a
false impression of its own dangers, did; or to permit a party
to terrorise, as the first Ministry of Louis the Eighteenth did.
The" Reign of Terror ,I and the " Terreur Blanc" were alike
owing, one to an imaginary the other to a real weakness on
the part of the governing power. There are so many passions
to be restrained, so many armed men to be dealt with, so
many fanatic parties to convince, so many private revenges to
check, so many extra legal acts to do, that nothing except an
irresistible Government can ever hope to secure the end which
every Government by instinct tries to attain, namely, external
order. Now, the difficulty of creating a strong Government
in America is almost insuperable. The people in the first
place dislike Government, not this or that administration, but
Government in the abstract, to such a degree that they have
invented a quasi philosophical theory, proving that Govern-
ment, like war or harlotry, is a " necessary evil ". Moreover,
they have constructed a machinery in the shape of States,
specially and deliberately calculated to impede central action,
to stop the exercise of power, to reduce Government, except
so far as it is expressed in arrests by the parish constable, to
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an impossibility. They have an absolute Parliament, and
though they have a strong Executive, it is, when opposed to
the people, or even when in advance of the people, paralysed
by a total absence of friends. To make this weakness per-
manent they have deprived even themselves of absolute power,
have first forbidden themselves to change the Constitution ex-
cept under circumstances which never occur, and have then,
through the machinery of the common schools,given to that
Constitution the moral weight of a religious document. The
construction of a strong Government, therefore, i.e. of a
Government able to do great acts very quickly, is really im-
possible, except in one event The head of the Executive
may, by an infinitesimal chance, be a man so exactly repre-
sentative of the people, that his acts always represent their
thoughts, so shrewd that he can steer his way amidst the legal
difficulties piled deliberately in his path, and so good that he
desires power only for the national ends. The chance of ob-
taining such a man was, as we say, infinitesimal; but the
United States, by a good fortune, of which they will one day
be cruelly sensible, had obtained him. Mr. Lincoln, by a rare
combination of qualities-patience, sagacity, and honesty-by
a still more rare sympathy, not with the best of his nation but
the best average of his nation, and by a moderation rarest of
all, had attained such vast moral authority that he could make
all the hundred wheelsof the Constitution movein one direction
without exerting any physical force. For example, in order
to secure the constitutional prohibition ofslavery, it is absolutely
essential that some forty-eight separate representative bodies,
differing in modes of election, in geographical interests, in
education, in prejudices, should harmoniously and strongly co-
operate, and so immense was Mr. Lincoln's influence-an
influence, it must be remembered, unsupported in this case by
power-that had he lived, that co-operation, of which states-
men might well despair, would have been a certainty. The
President had, in fact, attained to the very position-the
dictatorship-to use a bad description,required by revolutionary
times. At the same time, this vast authority, not having been
seized illegally, and being wielded by a man radically good-
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who for example really reverenced civil liberty and could
tolerate venomous opposition-could never be directed to ends
wholly disapproved by the ways of those who conferred it.
It was, in fact, the authority which nations find it so very hard
to secure, which only Italy and America have in our time
secured, a good and benevolent, but resistless temporary
despotism. That despotism, moreover, was exercised by a
man whose brain was a very great one. We do not know in
history such an example of the growth of a ruler in wisdom
as was exhibited by Mr. Lincoln. Power and responsibility
visibly widened his mind and elevated his character. Diffi-
culties, instead of irritating him as they do most men, only
increased his reliance on patience; opposition, instead of
ulcerating, only made him more tolerant and determined.
The very style of his public papers altered, till the very man
who had written in an officialdespatch about" Uncle Sam's
web feet," drew up his final inaugural in a style whichextorted
from critics so hostile as the Saturday Reviewers, a burst of
involuntary admiration. A good but benevolent temporary
despotism, wielded by a wise man, was the very instrument
the wisest would have desired for the United States; and in
losing Mr. Lincoln, the Union has lost it. The great authority
attached by law to the President's officereverts to Mr. Johnson,
but the far greater moral authority belonging to Mr. Lincoln
disappears. There is no longer any person in the Union whom
the Union dare or will trust to do exceptional acts, to remove
popular generals, to override crotchety States, to grant con-
cessions to men in arms, to act when needful, as in the Trent
case, athwart the popular instinct.

2. The consequences of this immense loss can as yet
scarcely be conjectured, for the one essential datum, the char-
acter of the President, is not known. It is probable that that
character has been considerably misrepresented. Judging
from information necessarily imperfect, we have formed an ad
interim opinion that Mr.Johnson is very like an average Scotch
tradesman, very shrewd, very pushing, very narrow, and very
obstinate, inclined to take the advice of anyone with more
know/dee than himself, but unable to act on it when opposed
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to certain central convictions, not oppressive, but a little in-
different if his plans result in oppression, and subject to fits
of enthusiasm as hard to deal with as fits of drunkenness.
Should this estimate prove correct, we shall have in the United
States a Government absolutely resolved upon immediate
abolition, whatever its consequences, foolish or wise according
to the character of its advisers, very incapable of diplomacy,
which demands above all things knowledge, very firm, ex-
cessively unpopular with its own agents, and liable to sudden
and violent changes of course, so unaccountable as almost to
appear freaks. Such a Government will find it difficult to
overcome the thousand difficultiespresented by the organisation
of the States, by the bitterness of partisans, or by the ex-
asperated feelings of the army, and will be driven, we fear,
to overcome them by violence, or at least to deal with them
in a spirit of unsparing rigour. It is, therefore, we conceive,
primd facie probable that the South will be slower to come in,
and much less ready to settle down when it has come in, than
it would have been under Mr. Lincoln; and this reluctance
will be increased by the consciousness that the North has at
length obtained a plausible excuse for relentless severity. It
will also be much more ready to escape its difficulties by
foreign war. Beyond those two somewhat vague propositions,
there are as yet too few data whatever for judgment. Least
of all are there data to decide whether the North will adhere
to the policy of moderation. Upon the whole we think they
will, the average American showing in politics that remarkable
lenity which arises from perfect freedom, and the consequent
absence of fear; but he is also excitable, and it is on the first
direction of that excitement that everything will depend. If
it takes the direction of vengeance, Mr. Johnson, whose own
mind has been embittered against the planters by family
injuries, may break loose from his Cabinet; but if, as is much
more probable, it takes the direction of over-reverence for the
policy of the dead, he must coerce his own tendencies until
time and the sobering effect of great power have extinguished
them. He is certainly a strong man, though of rough type,
and the effect of power on the strong is usually to soften.



POLITICS AS A PROFESSION.

(From" The Economist," 17thfune, 1865.)

MR. GLADSTONEopened a very grave question the other day
when, defending his son's candidature at Chester, he maintained
that statesmanship, like every serious calling to which men
devote themselves, was a profession, and that it has this in
common with all other professions-that no man can expect
to attain high eminence or great success in it unless he enters
it while young, and gives himself up to it pretty exclusively.
At a moment when the subject of Parliamentary Reform is
about to be mooted on a hundred hustings by men who have
never given any serious thoughts to its many complications
and its momentous consequences, it will not be amiss to con-
sider this one of the several difficultieswhich lie ahead of us
in the course of action in which so many zealous politicians
are anxious to embark the country, and which many more
have come to regard as inevitable, even if not desirable.

Mr. Gladstone is perfectly right: Statesmanship-political
business-is a professionwhich a man must learn while young,
and to which he must serve a practical apprenticeship; and in
England the House of Commons is the only school foracquiring
the necessary skill, aptitude, and knowledge. Those who
enter in middle life may be admirable senators, sagacious
legislators, competent checks upon an extravagant or an inter-
fering Government, excellent representatives of the popular
feeling,-but they will scarcely ever become Ministers, nor
would they be very successfuland capable ministers if they did.
There are many reasons why this should be so. Officerequires
much drudgery and routine training,-and men of five-and-
forty do not like this. They do not want to go to school at
their time of life. Moreover, they would half despise inferior
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posts, and yet could scarcely, unless in very exceptional cases
indeed, aspire to superior ones. If they have attained wealth
-and most men who enter Parliament late in life have done
so, and go into Parliament principally because they have done
so-e-the emoluments of office are no object to them, and its
labour would be a nuisance to them, while their vanity would
be scarcely flattered by a position which confers little real
power, and makes them mere Government subordinates. If
they have attained eminence, political or other, they cannot
accept subordinate posts without compromising at once their
opinions and their dignity; and it is only in the very rarest
cases that a seat in the Cabinet can or would be offered to
them,-while it is still more rare that it would be advisable
either for themselves or for the country that they should
accept it. Mr. Bright and Mr. Cobden, and perhaps Mr.
Forster, are the only names that now occur to us, of politicians
who did not enter Parliament young and served no apprentice-
ship to political business, who appeared naturally fitted for and
entitled to claim Ministerial position; and none of these 'gentle-
men could well have taken subordinate positions which would
involve to a great degree silence and self-abnegation i-while
the extreme opinions of two at least of them (to say nothing
of rigidity of character and habits) would place Cabinet office
beyond their reach, at all events in the first instance, Mr.
Cobden is about the only exception that could be pointed to j

and he was not offered a seat in the Cabinet till so late in life
that his Ministerial career must have been short, and might
not have been efficient. We cannot at this moment remember
a single instance of any British Minister of the least note who
did not enter Parliament at an early age, and devote himself
to politics as a profession,-unless, indeed, Mr. Lowe and Mr.
Stansfeld may be regarded as instances i-and certainly they
are scarcely exceptions which could be quoted to disprove the
rule.

Now, it is of the greatest consequence to the country that
we should have a secure provision for a constant and adequate
supply of embryo statesmen, of future Ministers. Parliament
with us is not merely a legislative body :-it is the body out
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of which exclusively our Executive Government is chosen,-
and it is not well, and indeed cannot be permitted, that the
Government should be formed from the Upper House only, or
chiefly. We must have a supply of young Commoners who
are qualified, and who aspire, to become Ministers and in time
Cabinet Ministers. How is this supply to be provided? In
former times, as we know, it was provided mainly by the
small boroughs. Young men of great families or aristocratic
connections often found seats for counties, and do so still, and
will always do so. But young men of promise, of early
ambition, of superior powers,of independent means,who wished
to devote themselves to political life and felt within them the
ability to rise to eminence, had seldom much difficulty in
obtaining seats for small or close boroughs. While sitting for
these, they had opportunities of showing their genius and
winning their spurs, and, having once made themselves a name,
they were pretty sure of a permanent seat, and were often
afterwards asked to represent large cities. But large cities
never chose them in the first instance-unless, indeed, they
chanced to have great local influenceand connection. I t would,
we believe, be impossible to point to a single name of political
and Ministerial eminence who, not being an aristocrat or county
magnate personally or by near connection, did not originally
sit, and has not habitually or most frequently sat, for small
boroughs. Close boroughs are all but extinct; small boroughs
stilI remain in sufficient numbers to afford openings for some
of the young men of whom future statesmen may be made;
but unfortunately as a fact, these seats are generally secured
either by the scions of some noble or quasi-noble family,or by
men of mere wealth, or mercantile or railway influence. If, as
most Parliamentary Reformers either demand or are prepared
to concede, these small constituencies are to be swept away or
largely reduced,-how are the class of young men of whom
we are speaking, and whom we want for our future Ministers,
to find entrance into Parliament-young men, that is, who
have nothing to recommend them but talent, honesty, inde-
pendent means, laudable ambition, and a resolution to devote
themselves to the most honourable and arduous of all profes-
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sions,-young men who are neither extreme Radicals, nor
millionaires, nor younger sons of Peers or great Statesmen,
nor members of mighty county families?

That is the problem-and it is no easy one to solve.
Counties, as we know, will not return them,-nor will large
towns. Large towns will often return Ministers of established
fame-never embryo Ministers of mere promise. No actual
-and with perhaps one exception, no possible Minister--ever
entered Parliament for the first time for a great popular town
constituency. Of eighty-one members who now sit for
boroughs over 50,000 inhabitants, only eight are, or have
been, or can be expected to be Ministers-and of these four
are lawyers, and hold or have held mere legal office. Nothing
can be more natural; no political fact can be expected to be
so constant. There are three sorts of men whom large
boroughs will elect. First, popular orators, holding advanced
opinions, echoing and representing popular creeds, sympathis-
ing warmly with the masses, devoted to their interests, and
supporting or submitting to their dictation. Mr. Bright, Mr.
Forster, Mr. Stansfeld, will always be sure of seats for the
great centres of industry, and it is well they should be; no
fitter or abler representatives, and few more useful senators,
could be found. But besides these, and in far larger numbers,
will be found men who are chosen not for oratorical ability,
or for any ability at all, but simply because they represent
the radical opinions of the numerical majority.-Secondly,
large boroughs will choose official statesmen of proved ability
and settled eminence, who are liberal enough for most con-
stituencies, and would reflect honour upon any. Thus Lord
John Russell sat for London, Mr. Villiers for Wolverhampton,
Sir H. Cairns for Belfast, Sir R. Collier for Plymouth, Sir C.
Wood for Halifax, and Mr. Milner Gibson for Manchester and
Ashton. But not one, we believe, of these gentlemen sat for
those places to begin with, or if they did, it was the lawyers
who had already made a name in another field.-Tkird(y, and
chiefly, and properly enough, great cities will return fellow-
townsmen-men who have endeared themselves to those
among whom they live, who have attained local estimation
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and local eminence by local services-who have grown wealthy
by years of industry and influential by years of municipal
attention. Thus Birkenkead returns Mr. Laird; Blackburn,
Mr. Hornby and Mr. Pilkington; Oldham, Mr. Hibbert;
Leeds, Mr. Baines; Nottingham, Mr. Paget; Liverpool, Mr.
Horsfall and Mr. Ewart; Manduster, Mr. Turner and Mr.
Bazley, and so on. This, too, is quite right, and desirable in
a degree as well as natural. But all these men, by the very
presumption of the eminence they have attained, and the
wealth they have acquired, and the services they have rendered,
must be men of mature age-untrained for ministerial life, and
too old to begin such training.

The consequences are inevitable, and are already beginning
to be obvious. As the older race of statesmen, who began
their career in the days of close boroughs, are dying out, few
of the same class are rising up to take their places; and the
result is a marked tendency in each successive Cabinet to be-
come more and more aristocratic. The members out of whom
future Ministers are to be made belong in an ever-augmenting
proportion to great county or great noble families; a larger
and larger number of the Cabinet sit in the House of Lords,
or are closely allied with it; of the present Whig Cabinet only
three are unconnected Commoners, and of the probable Tory
Cabinet scarcely more i-SO that unless Reformers are very
careful and foreseeing in their operations, unless they are
vigilant and sagacious to provide substitutes for what they
propose to destroy or change, measures which are devised in
the popular interests and intended to give preponderance to
popular views, may end in being aristocratic in their practical
operation to a wholly unexpected degree. A Ministry com-
posed of Peers and landed gentry, with a House of Commons
composed of Radicals, Railway Directors, elderly local cele-
brities, and county magnates, is not exactly the combination
which thoughtful and learned Liberals would most desire to
bring about
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(From" The Economist," zand july, 1865.)

FORTYyears ago Mr. Canning said, in a speech on Catholic
Emancipation, "I was warned when the question first crossed
my path that I must relinquish the most cherished object of
my life-the representation ofthe University ofOxford. I made
my choice. The occasion is past. I will speak of it no more. "
Oxford has been curiously consistent. When Mr. Canning so
spoke, her voice in Parliament was a peculiar voice. It was
a conspicuous advantage,-a "blue ribbon " in the speech of
those aristocratic days when visible symbols had a meaning,
that the mere largeness of the cultivated world prevent their
having now. To sit then for Oxford gave then of itself an
unequalled prestige both in the House and out of it. The
political world of that day, mostly educated at two Univer-
sities, recognised in the most fascinating and aristocratic of
these Universities an inherent charm. All this is now gone.
Parliament has been reformed, and a race of men educated
"nowhere," as would have been said once, but quite able in-
tellectually to hold their own, throng the lower House. And
Oxford has herself to blame. It is she that has dissolved the
charm which she inherited. The new race of members were
deeply susceptible of cultivated influence, or why did Mr.
Gladstone's words so fascinate Liverpool and Manchester?
But Oxford will choose her worst men and will not choose her
best. The cause lies deep in her teaching and that of the
public schools. She gives, as Eton gives, a splendid teaching
to the few, and a contemptible teaching to the many. Conse-
quently, the products of her teaching in no way represent her
teachers. The mass of men who, for the sake of orders, or for
any other reason, take a common degree, no more represent
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Oxford than a common Eton fag represented the knowledge
of Dr. Hawtrey. You cannot make a good University con-
stituency where the necessary attainments of a graduate re-
present a feeble and irregular culture. To create great men
is not enough; Oxford has quite done her share of that in this
generation. To cite but one case, she has trained both New-
man and Jowett, the greatest leader of Anglican anti-liberalism
and the greatest leader of Anglican liberalism which the age
has produced. But Oxford has produced (as we have heard
a tutor regret) a "stupid average," and it is this averagewhich
rules the poll. It is this average whichexcluded Mr. Canning,
which rejected Sir R. Peel, which rejected Mr. Gladstone,-
which, in a word, refused to elect the three statesmen who
were in their generations the best products of her teaching,
and who were alike in this-that they each at least tried to
combine the true Conservatism and the true Liberalism-the
inheritance of the past and the necessities of the present.
Everybody understands the errors of their fathers, but it is not
every Oxford man who sees that in rejecting Mr. Gladstone he
has repeated the error of those who rejected Sir R. Peel and
excluded Mr. Canning.

It is better, however, for England that Oxford has de-
cided as she has. It is of great importance that the statesmen
of England should sit for constituencies of a proper class.
There are two sorts of seats, one of which we may call special
and peculiar, and the other of which we may call neutral and
judicial. The first have particular opinions and interests;
they have singular wants and notions, and their representatives
are sent to express them. Accordingly, these representatives
assume almost inevitably the character of advocates. They
have a case which they wish to bring before the House; they
have a lesson to teach it foreign to the experience and different
from the notions of ordinary educated men. There ought to
be some special constituencies in Parliament for every such
special type of thought-some for the shipowner, some for the
manufacturer, some for the landlord, some for the clergy; but
there ought to be a vastly greater number of constituencies of
no aberrant type, no eccentric idiosyncrasy, which simply re-
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present the common voice of educated men, which must hear
what the commissionedadvocates of classes allege, weigh their
arguments, estimate their often conflicting assertions, and in
the last resort decide. Oxford is, as will be admitted both
by her admirers and by her critics, a special constituency, and
therefore she ought not to be represented by a ruling states-
man. She must enforce upon him special notions, singular
ideas, unusual thoughts; she must, if she does her duty, press
upon him the advocacy of her characteristic creed. But a
great statesman cannot be a class advocate. He should sit
for a constituency which is the judge of other constituencies-
which can hear and listen-which represents the general voice
of all England, not the special dialect of any bit of Eng-
land.

South Lancashire is, upon the whole, and subject to some
exceptions, such a constituency. There was an idea in some
not very instructed quarters, that if Mr. Gladstone were re-
turned for South Lancashire, he would be pressed into
Radicalism by his constituents. We will not discuss the
personal compliment to Mr. Gladstone, but look at the con-
stituency. South Lancashire returns two Conservatives,
Liverpool two more, and Manchester excludes Mr. Bright's
brother because he is Mr. Bright's brother. South Lanca-
shire is a constituency which will wish its representative to
coincide in judgment with the entire people of England.

Oxford could have done Mr. Gladstone no greater service
than by compelling him to make these speeches at this critical
moment. They are statesmanlike speeches. The words in
the Manchester speech on reform will remove many miscon-
ceptions :-" I have ever been, and I still am, opposed to every
sudden and violent change. Never have I spoken a word
which, fairly interpreted, gave the smallest countenance to the
schemes-if such schemes there be-of any who might view
with indifference the passing of precipitate and extensive
measures that might endanger by their very suddenness the
true and just balance of the powers of the constitution; but
this I say, that the true and just balance of those powers
would not be destroyed, but improved, by a fair and liberal
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and sensible-not a sweeping nor overwhelming-admission
of our brethren of the labouring community to the privi-
leges of the suffrage." And the whole of these speeches
advertise his genius. No other man could make one such
oration at three o'clock in the afternoon, and another great
oration at eight o'clock in the evening. The impression of his
facility in Manchester is wonderful. They say, "He goes
down to make a great speech at the Free Trade Hall just as
another man goes to eat his lunch". So much effectual, tell-
ing, producible power has not been exhibited in England for
many a long day. One fact is very significant. The practical
question now is, Shall Mr. Disraeli or Mr. Gladstone lead the
next House of Commons? In Mr. Gladstone's case, there has
been vehement criticism and eager admiration. He has, to
quote again a phrase of Schiller which he himself once
quoted, "been much hated and also much beloved ". But of
Mr. Disraeli there has been no affectionate word. Noone has
ventured to say that he wishes to have any confidence in him,
or that he wishes to be led by him.



MR. CARLYLE ON MR. EYRE.

(From " The Economist," 15th September, 1866.)

MR. THOMASCARLYLEhas come out of his retirement and
scornful remoteness from public affairs to "run into" one
of the "public noises" of the day. In the tranquillity of
« Ripple Court, Ringwould, Dover," having received a " call "
from one" Hamilton Hume, Esq., Hon. Sec. Eyre Defence
Fund," to join the committee of that enlightened body, Mr.
Carlyle answered by declaring "the clamour raised against
Governor Eyre" to be "disgraceful to the good sense of
England"; Mr. Eyre being "a just, humane, and valiant
man," who, by slaying some hundreds of coloured folk of an
"inhuman and half-brutish type," causing a political oppo-
nent to be hanged on suspicion, and burning some thousand
houses, thereby rendered services of "incalculable value" to
this empire. Mr. Gordon, and the man who was stuck up at
four hundred yards like a Wimbledon target, to be shot at,
and those who were beaten with wire whips, only got, it
seems, in the estimation of Mr. Carlyle, "their wages for their
sad industry". Mr. Carlyle, after a deliberate survey of the
conduct of Mr. Eyre, is of opinion that" this Governor merits,"
not "penalty and clamour," but « honour, and thanks, and
wise imitation". Consequently the whole weight of Mr.
Carlyle's conviction and good wishes go with Mr. Hume and
the other con amore defenders of Mr. Eyre and his cruelties
to his political opponents and the coloured folk generally.
Should there be a riot in London or Birmingham, Glasgow or
Dublin, the" governors" there for the time being have in Mr.
Eyre a model. They are to imitate his conduct and hold a
six weeks' carnival, proclaiming martial law, hanging, slaying,
flogging, using God's own image for target practice at four
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hundred yards, and then, when the festival of Justice, Hu-
manity, and Valour is over, they are to have honour and thanks
from the survivors. Is it possible to carry further the worship
of brute force and of the sort of order in which brute force de-
lights? If this is the authentic outcome of hero worship, it
justifies, apart from other grounds, the distrust with which
that new religion is regarded-a religion which dethrones law
in favour of Caprice, and thrusts an usurping personal wilful-
ness into the seat of Justice. The English nation undoubtedly
" loves order and the prompt suppression of seditions," but we
are not aware that the nation holds in reverence the names
of Jeffreys and Kirke, or worships the authors of the massacre
of Glencoe, or thinks those persons the perfection of their
species who charged with the yeomanry at Peterloo. The
English nation applauds the prompt suppression of seditions,
but up to this time it has not applauded the perpetration of
unnecessary cruelties in the process, and it has guarded, or
sought to guard, in a thousand ways, against slaying on
suspicion, and especially the slaying of a political opponent.
Mr. Carlyle's defence of Mr. Eyre means, if it means anything,
that we are to reverse our system of government by law, based
as nearly as may be on principles of justice, sweep away all the
safeguards of personal liberty, and set up instead the will of
one man, who may be an Aristides, but who may also be an
Eyre. We say this would be a step backward towards bar-
barism-nay, it would be barbarism, for it would carry us back
to the strife of the strong with the strong, and whether strength
and justice were allied would be mere accident. On Mr.
Carlyle's principles of judging human actions, as exemplified
in this Eyre case, Philip II. and Alva have a right to the
honour and thanks of posterity. Hoorn, Egmont, and William
the Silent only got their" wages for their sad industry," when
they were slain. In a small way the exploits of Mr. Eyre in
Jamaica were not unlike those of the Council of Blood. Yet
he had far less on him the stress of necessity. After the 15th
he might have brought every criminal to justice without the
aid of martial law, and, great as was his offence in causing
Mr. Gordon to be hanged, his greatest offence is that he put an
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affront on the majesty of the law, and, for the time, cancelled
the ripest fruits of ages of civilisation by abolishing the distinc-
tion between the savage and the cultivated man. That is the
greatest offenceof Mr. Eyre, who could only" govern .. on the
very rudest principles of club law, and we should certainly
"consider it of evil omen to the country and to its highest
interests in these times," to use Mr. Carlyle's own words, had
there been no" clamour raised against Governor Eyre". That
would have been indeed "disgraceful," not only to the" good
sense," but to the sense of justice of England. And it is
because the English nation has not changed, and has some re-
gard for its honour, that there is this clamour which is natur-
ally so distasteful to the great prophet of Physical Force. Up
to a certain point Mr. Eyre showed promptitude and energy
in suppressing a riot; and for that let him have honour and
thanks, but after that point promptitude and energy settled
down into deliberate cruelty and malignity; and self-respect
and the "highest interests" of the country bid us condemn
these.

We cannot help thinking that this strange championship
of a purely Muscular Morality by men of high intellectual
reputation will have a very detrimental effect. If this is seen
to be the legitimate outcome of literary culture, depend upon
it literary culture will be more distrusted in the world of
politics than ever it has been before. Even the squires, unless
they are bitten by Mr. Bright, looking on these Jamaica trans-
actions by the light of Quarter Sessions, feel that Game itself
would not tempt them to commit such acts of naked injustice.
It is of little importance that men of the stamp of Lord Car-
digan should patronise wholesale illegality. Nothing better
is expected of them. But Mr. Carlyle, and even Mr. Ruskin,
occupy a far other place in the public estimation, and exercise
a far other influence than the hero of the black bottle, to
whose level for the moment they have descended; and we say
that when they go out of their way to become the advocates
of Jamaica-we shall no longer talk of Jedburgh-justice, they
do a very grievous injury to the common cause which they as
well as we have really at heart. If the active intervention of
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very highly cultivated men would bring about a feeling of
ready acquiescence in the conduct of affairs based on an imita-
tion of Mr. Eyre, then the less these very highly cultivated
persons intervene the better for us and them, for they would
stand quite as good a chance of sharing the fate of Gordon as
we or any other of Her Majesty's subjects. It is absolutely
necessary in the interest of the highest as well as the meanest
of Englishmen that the contemptuous disregard of the safe-
guards of personal liberty shown by Mr. Carlyle and his col-
leagues should receive public reprobation; and it is far more
painful to witness their serious errors-because they ought to
know better-than to read of the crimes and blunders of the
poor coloured folk of Jamaica, whose very inferiority should
have secured them the justest treatment.



WHY MR. DISRAELI HAS SUCCEEDED.

(From" The Economist," 7th SejJtember, 1867.)

MR. DISRAELI once said that those "who went down to pos-
terity were about as rare as planets"; but he will succeed in
going down there himself. The Reform Act of I867 will be
remembered as long as the Constitution of England is remem-
bered. Why so great a change was made so silently and with
so little national discussion will amaze our children-just as
we of this generation cannot comprehend the Reform discus-
sions of 1832, and why so much was hoped from a measure
upon its face so prosaic. But Mr. Disraeli is identified with
it. His name was the first on the back of the Bill of the
names of those who brought it in, and his will be the name
which posterity will think of with it. And the reward is just.
It is Mr. Disraeli's Bill. Without professing to know what
happened in the Cabinet, so much as this is certain. Mr.
Disraeli all along wished to go down very low, to beat the
Whigs-if possible, the Radicals too-by basing the support
of the Conservative party upon a lower class than those which
they could influence. For this end he induced his party to
surrender their creed and their policy; he altered what his
followers had to say, even more than the Constitution under
which they are going to live. How then did he attain such a
singular success?

It is usual to say that he attained it by fraud and deceit.
And we certainly are not about to defend his morality. On
the contrary, we have attacked it often, and, if need were,
would attack it now. But a little study of human affairs is
enough to show that fraud alone-fraud by itself-does not
succeed; it is too ugly and coarse for man to bear; it is only
when disguised in great qualities, and helped on by fine talents,
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that it prospers. What, then, in this case, were the accom-
panying aids? •

Mr. Disraeli is one of the most observant students of human
life in England. He said many years since of Sir R. Peel,
" He was a bad judge of character. The prosperous routine
of his youth was not favourable to this talent. He never had
to struggle." But Mr. Disraeli has had to struggle. His
career is of his own making; it has no precedent; he is the
one literary adventurer, who has led the House of Commons,
or who is likely, perhaps to lead it, if wealth is strengthened
by the new Bill as much as seems probable. In the course of
his aspiring youth he observed all classes of men-not deeply
and profoundly perhaps; it is only the very greatest men who
do that; but distinctly, and in their plain traits. His early
novels are studies of conspicuous life. In them all the obvious
momentary part of English society is sketched very vividly
and very well.

The whole of this observant faculty, which was trained in
social life, has been concentrated on Parliament For years
he has sat almost silent-never raising petty discussions and
confusingold peoplewho thought a leader of Opposition ought
to be always opposing, but watching day by day the course of
events till he has, perhaps, the best and nicest Parliamentary
memory of his generation. Probably he required all this
culture. He has not-at least experience seems to show
that he has not-instinctive tact There is even at times an
inaptitude to comprehend those around him. When he asked
last Session, "Why, what opinions have we changed?" there
was a roar as much from his own side of the House as from
the opposite; and, perhaps, there was hardly a man there
who did not understand better than Mr. Disraeli why it was
gauche to say that. He failed egregiously in his first speech,
though it would be absurd to press that by itself, as many
great speakers have failed at first, and most learn by paining
their hearers, but there was a sort of opaque, undiscerning
vanity about the performance, which was singularly un-
promising. Indeed as for instinctive tact, Mr. Disraeli has
made stupendous blunders: a Budget which everybody was
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to like, but which no one would accept j an Indian Bill, at
which everybody laughed j speeches in Opposition innumer-
able, which made men say, till Lord Palmerston died, "That
Dizzy was the Whigs' best friend". But now, with the train-
ing of years, he has developed a sort of second-hand tact by
memory, which serves him well, and is surer than any he has
to fight against.

Mr. Disraeli is not profound in the least, and perhaps he
would laugh at telling what he thinks his best creed. But he
has a fatal facility in suggesting hazy theories which would
puzzle an Aristotle. The driest and hardest thinker could
never get right if he persisted in tying his words into the
pretty puzzles which Mr. Disraeli delights in, and which so
often take. His language upon abstract subjects, for upon
those of this world he can talk plainly enough, is to that of
a thinker by profession-to the language, say, of Mr. Mill-
what discolouring artificial light is to daylight. You never
know what he is talking about, or whether it means much or
little. But, though not deep, Mr. Disraeli's mind is beyond
measure quick, and, as far as it penetrates, original. There is
nothing routine about him. He got the House of Commons
to sit at unheard-of hours-from 2 till 7-and seemed to
think nothing of it, though some grave members thought it
almost a Reform Bill in itself It has been said, not very
wisely, that the best general is he who best knows how to
repair a defeat; and if that were translated, it might be said
that Mr. Disraeli was the best leader of the House of Com-
mons, for he knows how to glide out of a scrape better than
anyone.

To this quickness of a keen man, he joins, by some freak
of nature, the imperturbability of an apathetic man. Whether
he is quite as impassive as he seems, may indeed be doubted.
Very near observers are said to be able to detect shades of
wincing. But very impassible he must be; and it is a sort
of "double first" in skirmishing talent to be so quick to hit,
and so hard to be hit. No doubt the opportunities of his
career have been favourable-at least, they look so now that
he has made a good use of them. He found the Tory party
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at the death of Lord George Bentinck almost barren of great
ability in the House of Commons. The trained officialPeelites
who before led the party had followed Sir Robert Peel. The
grade of gentry who fill the country seats, and mostly compose
the Conservative party in the Commons, are perhaps the least
able and valuable part of English society. They have neither
the responsibilities nor the culture of great noblemen, and they
have never felt the painful need of getting on, which sharpens
the middle class. They have a moderate sort of wealth which
teaches them little, and a steady sort of mind fit for common
things, but they have no flexibility and they have no ideas.
Almost the worst of the class, too, are often sent to Parliament,
and the best left out, because a foolish prejudice requires that
the member shall have land within the county. Mr. Disraeli
found himself with the most ingenious and manipulating in-
tellect of his generation at the head of the" Army of Fogies,"
and the result is what we see.

What have been the consequences of the slow honesty of
the Tory party, and the quick dishonesty of the Tory leader,
future years will unfold better than we can understand them
now. But it is well for us to see exactly what the forceswere;
and that it was not fraud itself which won, but fraud in a con-
venient place, and with singular ability.

VOL. IX. 4



THE DEATH OF LORD BROUGHAM.

(From" The Economist," 16th May, 1868.)

SOMEone said of the quiet old age of Wilkes that he was a
"Volcano burnt out," and much the same is true of Brougham.
Of so little importance was his death, and so natural was it
that a man of nearly ninety should die, that the event was
not even telegraphed to England from the South of France
where it happened. Perhaps, if years ago, in the eager vigour
of his genius, he had been told that such would be the end,
it would have been one of the keenest pains he ever could
have felt His love of fame, as his friends would call it; his
vanity, as his enemies would say (if, indeed, his real enemies
have not now all died out),-would have felt more than most
things the fact of quiet and silent extinction.

No one, however, who knows, whether by memory or by
study, the recent political history of England, can hear with
indifference that" Henry Brougham," as men used to call
him, is no more. His name carries us back to a period which
seems far longer ago than in years it is, to the time before the
Reform Bill of 1832. It was in the reign of Toryism, after
the peace, that Lord Brougham gained his renown, and those
are the years of his life that will live in history. What the
Toryism of that time was-how short-sighted and how ignor-
ant-is almost forgotten. Dr. Arnold used to call the eigh-
teenth century the " misused trial time of modern Europe" ; it
would be much truer to call the years from I8I5 to 1832 the
misused trial time of the Tory party in England. They had a
remarkable advantage; the French war had ended in a splen-
did victory; and the ministry who had managed the war
naturally gained the credit Their rule was popular in the
country. If they had governed with intelligence and modera-
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tion-if they had governed as Mr. Pitt governed before, and
Mr. Canning tried to govern afterwards-subsequent history
might have been much changed. But they governed in the
spirit of Lord Eldon and Lord Sidmouth; they made no con-
cessions; they tried to keep everytking as it was; they made
the existing Government responsible for every kind of abuse;
they not only upheld the prerogative of the Crown and the
power of the House of Lords, but cheating in charities and
death for petty larceny. We wish the Marquis of Salisbury
would leave the Great Eastern Railway to other hands, and
write the history of the Tories after the peace. We should
then know-not from a Liberal who must be prejudiced, but
from a Tory attached to real Toryism-how narrow were the
opinions, and how pernicious was the conduct, of those who
ruled when Toryism was predominant. They would amend
no grievance,because it might impair the English Constitution,
and so they made themselves and the Constitution responsible
for all grievances.

This wasjust the opportunity for a great agitator, and Lord
Brougham had the gifts of a great agitator. If you take up
the volumes of the old debates in Parliament, you will not
turn many pages without finding Mr. Brougham calling
attention to some grievance, and proposing some reform.
Slavery, the state of the representation, the cruelty of the
criminal law, the cost of the civil law, the harsh acts of an
unsympathising administration-all these, and a hundred
similar subjects, were for ever on his ~ips. A wonderful
versatility and vast physical power were at his command,
and he used them in the cause of the people. There was
nothing democratic in his principles; on the contrary, like
most of the original Edinburgh reviewers,he held some opin-
ions which would now be thought much too inclined to aris-
tocracy. But he had a strong sense of justice, an intense
dislike of human misery, an overpowering impulse to expose
fraud, an utter contempt for stupid administration; and these
were the qualities then wanting. A liberal politician is said
to have observed in Lord Palmerston's time, when some one
regretted the decline of energy in the Liberal party-" Ah!
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we could be as great men as our fathers if we had but their
grievances" ; and in this respect Lord Brougham was very
happy, for he lived in the age of grievances, and had every
faculty fitted to expose them.

Lord Brougham had the first great essential of an agitator
-the faculty of easy anger. He was sure that he did well to
be angry on a hundred occasions. To the end of his life-
in the peaceful repose of a long old age-he kept this faculty.
There was a vicious look about him always; "if he was a
horse, no one would buy him with that eye," some one is re-
ported to have said; and many persons who joined with him
in benevolent undertakings were unpleasantly reminded by
sudden outbreaks that philanthropy and conciliation are by no
means always united. To the last, a sudden eruption was apt
to terrify his quiet co-operators. But in his zenith, a bad
temper was of singular use. He could, without any notice,
state a grievance with appropriate indignation: most men
require an interval to prepare their wrath, but Lord Brougham'S
was always boiling and only needed a vent. If others could
find the occasion of complaint he could always add the vehe-
mence.

In later life, his natural gifts were not so suited to his
circumstances. There was something unfitting-so it was
thought and so perhaps it was-in making a great agitator
Lord Chancellor; it seemed like making a fieldpreacher Arch-
bishop of Canterbury. No doubt Lord Brougham was a very
fair judge, and the stories which were once circulated as to his
incompetence have long ceased to be believed. But, at the
same time, he was not a great judge. No one will ever refer
to his judgments as materials for future decisions; they con-
tain long and rolling sentences, but they are defective in com-
pact' principle. It requires the meditation of a life to be a
master of legal principle, and Lord Brougham never medi-
tated, least of all upon law. Nor had he the fine tact for
truth, in fact, which has distinguished some judges. At the
bar he never was a good" verdict getter," as the phrase is; he
never had the precise instinct of the very words in which to
present to a jury the particular case, which some men, other-
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wise greatly his inferiors, largely possessed. He talked about
and about the point, but he did not delicately hit it without
apparent effort, and as if by accident. The same want of in-
tuitive perception followed him to the bench; he was inferior
to Lyndhurst as a judge, just as he was inferior to Scarlett as
an advocate.

In Brougham's case, as in so many, his defects were the
exaggerations of his merits. Versatility was his great power,
and he was always trying to do everything and to do every-
thing at once. When he was Chancellor he wrote a treatise
on Hydrostatics, which had to be much altered, if not re-
written, before it could see the light; and the records of the
time are full of anecdotes, in part exaggerated but in substance
true, of the universality of his efforts and the eccentricity of
his transitions. Why precisely he had to leave political life
has never been stated on authority; but it was, doubtless,
connected with the feverishness of his energy, and the incal-
culability of his actions.

A still more evil genius induced him to attempt" political
philosophy". A poorer book or a worse was never written
by a man of great abilities and great political experience than
his elaborate treatise on that subject. The Tory lawyers used
to say of him-H He means to decide well; he tries to think,
but he can't". And his political philosophy proves that upon
remote, abstract subjects he really could not think. He was
not quiet enough, and could not keep still. His philosophical
reflections are always pompous, and when new mostly nugatory.
By a happy thought, however, he has attained a literary fame
likely to last. He roughly sketched for the Edinbu,.gh
Review some outlines of men whom he had known. This
was some thirty years ago; but even then he was an old states-
man dwelling on the past, and losing his hold upon the
present. These sketches have been expanded and republished,
and are as pleasant reading as anyone is likely to find. He
had, so to say, knocked against every considerable man of his
time, and his retentive memory preserved an accurate note of
the collision. Upon history these "sketches" will probably
have a decisive effect, for the agreeable books are those which
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historians read most thoroughly, and which fasten most upon
their minds. Probably Lord Brougham little thought that it
was by these hasty sketches-the casual task of some waste
hour-that he would gain his most lasting influence, yet even
now they are the only writings of his which are read; his
treatises and speeches no one touches.

In quality Lord Brougham's life may be easily rivalled,
but not in quantity. No one is likely to press so much life
into the same time as he did into his first fifty years. There
was in him, and in some of his contemporaries too, a certain
Titanic energy, an unresting, superfluous,nervous power, which
the present generation do not possess, and which some of them
envy. The race seems to have grown smaller and weaker if
finer, like the second race of Greek deities as compared with
the first. There are many men who can do better things than
Lord Brougham, but no living Englishman is probably his
equal in incessant vigour, vehement passion, and many-handed
energy.



LORD LAWRENCE.

(From" The Economist," 3rd Apr:'l, 1869.)
THE elevation of Sir John Lawrence to the Peerage, gazetted
on Tuesday, deserves, we think, more than a passing word. No
man of our time belonging so clearly to the middle class has
ever compelled such complete and universal recognition by the
aid of those qualities alone which distinctively belong to the
middle class-has ever shown so completely what those
qualities are, wherein they succeed, and wherein they are found
wanting. The son of an Irish officer with a large family and
limited means, forced into the Civil Service almost against his
own will, John Lawrence took to the work of governing
Asiatics in the same spirit and using the same powers as a
self-made engineer or contractor, a Brindley or Brassey, em-
ploys in some great material undertaking. Throughout his
life till he became Viceroy he was always engaged in reducing
something or somebody to order, compelling men and things
to work in the groove in which they could be of most use to
the common weal as he judged the common weal to be. Now
the obstacle was a mountain to be bored, and then a swamp
to be filled up; here was a province choked with nobles to be
tamed; there was a great city to be rescued from anarchy;
now there were mountaineers to be bridled, and again there
were mutineers to be pulverised; but whatever it was the
work was always done,-done promptly, done thoroughly,
and done by the shortest road. The first work of a new
Government, particularly in Asia. is always of this kind, and
for that first work there probably never was a foreman like
John Lawrence. His men, to begin with, were always in
hand, because if they were not they were smashed, flung
aside, driven out of the way by the plainest and severest of
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rebukes. It was not of the slightest use talking about heavy
work or inadequate payor mental idiosyncrasies; there was
the work to be done, and you had to do it or go, though if
you did it efficiently you were left very much to your own
discretion. Till he became Viceroy, and indeed afterwards,
Sir John Lawrence governed his subordinates very much as a
foundry foreman governs his-by distinct orders, by emphatic
rebukes, by a perpetual repetition of the command to get on,
to get the work done, and leave off arguing. On the whole
this method succeeded in the Punjab better than any finer one
would have done. Men of great originality or deep insight or
genius could not endure it, and gradually slipped away, or
accepted positions in which the goad was more seldom applied;
but the majority of officials like to be driven when the coach-
man is able as well as severe, and Sir John Lawrence gradually
organised a troupe most efficient for doing any visible work.
Invisible work they could not do, and of all "the Punjabees,"
as they were latterly called, perhaps not one per cent has ever
added anything to the domain of thought or raised the mental
character of the people he governed, or excited any feeling
towards the Government except a respectful fear. The work
again was always attacked in the same direct fashion. There
were many brigands among the States on the hither side of the
Sutlej; but Mr. Lawrence had not ruled there a year before
they all felt brigandage far too unprofitable a trade. The
social evils which produce the crime were not removed, but
the crime ceased, because men were not brave enough to go
on with it There were eternal bickerings among the Princes;
Sir John Lawrence did not reconcile them; but by deter-
minately making himself master, he extinguished them for the
time. When Lord Hardinge was fighting the Sikhs, Delhi
was disaffected; but Sir J. Lawrence was ruling there, and
though he cured no disaffection, every ruffian in that Alsatia
knew that if he acted on his inclinations he would be hanged
out of hand. Subsequently in the Punjab, the Government
wanted revenue. Sir J. Lawrence said the great fiefholders
should be taxed like other people. His far greater, yet far
less capable brother, Sir Henry,-a man with ten times Lord
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Lawrence's genius, and not a tithe of his efficiency,-talked of
native ideas and the use of aristocracies, and the development of
native society in its own grooves; but to the strong middle-
class man, the deficit in the Exchequer was a Chat Moss to be
filled, and in went the feudal system, and with it British
chance of ever being loved in the Punjab. The mountain
tribes kept making raids, just as our own Highlanders did and
for the same motives-want of money and envy of the wealth
stored up in the plains. Sir John did not make them devoted
loyalists as Pitt did-did not try to do it. but opened a debtor
and creditor account with them, and for every penny they
stole took back five farthings, and they, though as predatory
as ever, had to leave off stealing. In seven years the Punjab
was transformed from a native State, in which anarchy was uni-
versal and careers numberless, into a British Province in which
order was as settled as in Kent, and nobody was allowed to
do anything except make money. The hill had been bored,
the Moss had been filled, and there was the engine on a level
road. Then came the mutiny and, as it chanced, a bit of
work with it which exactly suited the genius of the Chief
Commissioner. It was not necessary that he should eradi-
cate causes of disaffection, or reawaken loyalty, or change
the current of native feeling, but it was necessary that he
should take Delhi. So he took it Columbus never battled
with obstacles as Sir John did during those five months of
1857. Stephenson never gave such an example of persever-
ance and self-reliance. No matter what county was denuded
of troops, no matter how dangerous the Sikh levies might
seem, no matter how the ground might quake under his feet,
till Delhi had been entered the engine could not move, and
entered it should be. And at last, in September, when all was
nearly over, when the Sikhs had fixed a day for revolt, and
the besieging army was on the verge of retreat, the energy of
the man broke out into flame, and the peremptory telegram
"take Delhi" risked, and saved the Empire. Everything had
been flung into the Moss, but it was firm ground at last.

Sir John Lawrence was not as successful as Viceroy, for the
work to be done was too invisible,-it was not building a
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railway, but devising an organisation to manage railways well.
His system of driving instead of stimulating his subordinates,
so successful while he could guide his team himself, failed
when applied to a dozen teams driven by other men. He had
colleagues, and superiors far away, and work to do which he
did not personally quite understand, and comparatively he
failed to get it done. We say comparatively, because his ad-
ministration was after all an exceedingly good one, only not
so good as those who had observed his career in the Punjab
thought they had a right to expect. Whatever he did himself
was done well, as for example foreign negotiation, but he in-
fused no extra or unusual strength into other men. It has
been observed, and with some truth, that Sir John Lawrence
never finds efficient agents in men to whom he cannot give
direct and repeated orders,-that he never succeeds in making
them do preciselywhat he wants, either leavingthem too much
to themselves, or failing to choose the right persons. The
Bootan campaign was a series of muddles, and the Orissa
famine a catastrophe. The Viceroy too disposedof his patron-
age too much in the Punjab style-that is, he selected men
whom he knew to be efficient,without reflecting that other
men whom he did not know, but who had prior claims, might
be efficient too. The men promoted were strong according
to his conception of strength-that is, they could always do
well what they were bidden to do, but the services were dis-
heartened, and the prosperity of an Empire depends more upon
the general spirit of its services than on the capacity of a few
individuals in prominent place. There was great foresight in
the Viceroy and great incisiveness of vision, but he wanted
the aristocratic quality-a certain largeness of field, and the
quality of the highest genius for government, that of evoking
new power. British rule in India is neither better founded
nor more enlightened in its ends for his rule; it is only a little
stronger. There was a tendency in the Viceroy towards
hand-to-mouth politics, to do daily work and to do it well j

but to evade very great questions and all questions which did
not immediately press. Strict, stern, and clear as his finance
for example had been in the Punjab, he sanctioned very bad
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Imperial budgets,-one for example was instantly cancelled
at home,-and his mode of dealing with Oude showed that
the value of a great social experiment was beyond his grasp.
No man looked forward till to-morrow more clearly, but he
could not think of half a century hence. It was the same
kind of limitation to his mind which made him as Viceroy
keep up so little state and show. Calcutta declared that it
was parsimony,-Sir John being in gifts one of the most
liberal of mankind,-but it was really an inability to recognise
the uses of "representation". Ceremonial was unreal, con-
sequently he would have no ceremonial, forgetting that scenic
effect, though made up of paint and canvas and limelight,
has its place in the world as well as in the theatre. His views
on education and on the relation of Government to the creeds
of the peninsula were all of the missionary kind-very good
in their way, very clear, and very easily carried out, but
narrower than beseemed the ruler of so many races in so many
stages of civilisation. Sir John Lawrence was in fact a middle-
class ruler, a workman in politics rather than a thinker, an
administrator rather than a politician, a man who had every
faculty except those whichare essential to the founder. There
probably never was a better soldier, or a man who more
thoroughly understood how to raise mercenary armies; but he
quits India without having rendered it less necessary to use
white troops to watch dark troops, or more possible to allow
the native army breech-loading rifles. No man perhaps ever
used his strength more efficientlyor better deserved a peerage,
but in none have the limits of that strength been so clearly
revealed. He is a Nasmyth hammer which can chip an egg
or flatten an iron bar, but only within its groove.



THE USES OF SCOTCH LIBERALISM.

(From" The Economist," I7th April, 1869.)

IT was no mere compliment which the Lord Advocate paid
to his countrymen when he said on Saturday, at St, James's
Hall, that the infusion of the Scotch element into English
political life was very serviceable to the Empire. Nothing
can be more true, and it is most true when for the Empire
itself we substitute the Liberal party of the Empire. That
party in England, with some great merits, among which is
moderation, has also some remarkable defects. It is apt to
hold its creed in a limp, flaccid, nerveless way, which suggests
that it has either never thought it out, or is afraid of the
conclusions to which hard thinking would lead to-turns aside
from obstacles which one step forward would bring down as
if they were immovable. It cannot bear to be logical or de-
cisive, and allows alI sorts of objections, which it knows to be
nonsensical, to impede, or, in many cases-as for example
Army Reform-prevent its own advance. Even its creed
itself it not clear as a creed should be,-is rather a kind of
general impression based on traditions, prejudices, speeches,
party feelings, and reverence for certain well-known leaders.
English Liberalism is very rarely indeed prepared to say that
such and such an abuse is bad, because opposed to such and
such a Liberal principle, though when its leaders have told it
that the abuse must be removed it will follow them very
readily. The protracted existence of the Irish Church after it
had been condemned by every man who knew what Liberal-
ism was, is a case in point, and the same spirit is displayed in
almost every department of ecclesiastical legislation. The
party passes a Divorce Bill, for example, allowing remarriage,
but allows the clergy to say that they will be no parties to
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carrying out the law; condemns Church rates, but allows
them to remain legal as long as they are not collected by
force; and while firmly convinced that every man ought to be
compelled to teach his child, declines altogether to compel
him. It denounces primogeniture, but lets Mr. Locke King's
Bill slide, and is inclined to regard the Bill for legalising
marriage with a deceased wife's sister as a right but insignifi-
cant measure which may as well be defeated as not. On the
other hand, a few watch-words are retained, long after their
meaning has been lost, and the party is quite startled to hear
a Liberal resist a Press Bill, though only intended to legalise
slander, or advocate limitations on the right of holding public
meetings in crowded thoroughfares. It does not, in fact, try
things by definite tests and then act on the result, but tolerates
everything till it becomes too inconvenient to be borne any
longer.

The Scotch Liberal, on the other hand, is essentially a
rationalist, a man who looks directly from cause to effect, who
reasons out his principles in his own mind, and once satisfied
applies them unflinchingly. The perferoida vis of Scotch-
men is really to a great extent what the French call having
"the courage of their opinions," and is the precise quality
English Liberals are apt to want It is right, say Scotchmen
and Englishmen equally, to vote for a member independently,
but only the Scotchman does it The Englishman is as fear-
less perhaps, but the logic of the situation does not take such
hold on him: he is not so impressed with the necessity of the
action following the thought as the Scotchman is-is disposed
to temporise and wait for a better opportunity. The English
farmer is very wroth very often about ground game, but the
Scotch farmer in the same mood insists that ground game
shall go, keeps on insisting till he forces his members to adopt
a Bill which is called a compromise but which will extinguish
ground game. If the Scotch believed, as it happens from
religious ideas they do not, that marriage with the deceased
wife's relatives was right, they would remove the restriction as
illiberal even if no individual ever had been or would be
aggrieved. In fact they act in politics as strong men act in
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the ordinary business of life, trust their own principles and
apply them undoubtingly, so undoubtingly as to be called
enthusiasts very often, when they are not enthusiastic at all.
The English difficulties in dealing with criminals would, if
Englishmen were Scotch, scarcely exist. They would make up
their minds as to the policy to be pursued, and would pursue
it steadily till violent crime had perceptibly diminished. In
the same way a Scotch mob is exceedingly dangerous, because
it will not rise till it knows what it wants. and will then go
straight forward to that even if the path lies over human lives
The infusion of this spirit, which may be described as sternness,
but is really the result of a stronger habitual relation between
thought and action, is precisely what English Liberalism
wants to give it bone, and we wish that a larger infusion of
it were possible-that Scotch members would take a more
prominent share than they do in English business, would
strive for more decided influence and weight in the House,
would let their true views be more clearly manifested. They
reason while the English are often only feeling, and the reason,
if expressed, would often make of the feeling a more active
and determined force. They would correct, too, those mo-
mentary fluctuations of opinion to which we are so liable here,
but which in Scotland have scarcely any perceptible force,
as witness the total failure of the No-Popery cry. Scotchmen
dread Rome, but they had made up their minds that a Free
Church could resist Rome better than an established one-and
the cry fell dead.



QUIET REASONS FOR QUIET PEERS.

(From" The Economist," 12th june, 1869.)

THE present crisis in the House of Lords is in one respect
without a precedent (Passing of the Irish Church Bill.)
During the last thirty years they have many times been
compelled to pass Bills which they would rather not have
passed. But in each case they yielded to some one peer
who then predominated, first to the Duke of Wellington,
and then to Lord Lyndhurst. The repeal of the Corn
Laws was mainly carried without a struggle in the House
of Lords because the Duke of Wellington said it must be
carried. Sir Erskine May-one of the most calm critics of
our present politics-says that it is one of the principal defects
of the House of Lords as now constituted that it is apt to
yield so extreme a deference to single leaders. But be this
as it may, no such deference to any single peer now exists.
Lord Derby last year abandoned it, and Lord Cairns has not
this year acquired it Lord Derby, it is true, on this occasion
has returned to some of his activity, but he has not retaken
all his old ascendancy. A great influencesuch as that cannot
be laid down and reassumed at will. Many thoughtful peers
now say: "We had confidence in Lord Derby's judgment
while he was the responsible leader of a great party, but now
we are not so sure. He tells us that in no event will he take
office; that in no event can he take office. Amateur statesmen
are always dangerous advisers, and Lord Derby is now an
amateur statesman." Many quiet peers who, thinking it best,
have till now always acted as their leader said, have now to
act on their own judgment, and unless we mistake the subject
altogether the followingconsiderations should decide them.

First. As we last week showed at length, the rejection of
63
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the Bill by the Lords will not prevent its passing immediately
-within a few months or weeks. The very same Bill will be
returned to the Lords, and then in one way or another it will
be passed. Some speakers at public meetings have said that
it was the duty of the House of Lords to disregard the
momentary passion of the people. But there is no passion
in the present case as yet. The verdict of the nation was
given so calmly that another class of orators say that the
nation" does not care ". But it will care about a month or
so hence if the Bill is rejected. The issue then will be-shall
two or three hundred peers do as they like, or by far the
greater part of the nation do as it likes? No one can doubt
what the decision of large meetings in great cities will be upon
such a question. They will be asked, "Will you have your
way, or shall a few noblemen have theirs?" They would
march to London (according to the old saying) to have their
own way.

Secondly. As it now appears, the Bill cannot be rejected
by a very large majority. The better probability is that the
majority will be very small. The decision lies with so many
peers, of whom so little is known, and who have so rarely
acted for themselves, that we do not profess to be able to
compute numbers. Still some say, some Conservatives say,
the majority is to be only ten; and suppose it were twice or
three times-granted it were twenty or thirty-how absurd
would the result be. The country would be asked to yield
not to the overwhelming majority of the Lords, but to an
inconsiderable fraction of that House. A popular orator
would say, "On a single bench in this vast meeting, there
are as many people as this whole majority, and would this
meeting by itself consent to be ruled by the persons on a
single bench? And if this meeting could not be ruled, how
should the country be so ruled? II To suppose that twenty
or thirty noblemen can rule the English nation would be
ridiculous, and above all things an aristocracy must not be
ridiculous. Indeed it will not long be so; by its inherent
sensibility it will give in. And therefore now that the only
practical alternatives are the second reading of the Bill and
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its rejection by a small majority, we cannot imagine that it
will be in fact rejected.

Thirdly. What many conscientious peers think most mate-
rial-if the House of Lords once rejects the Bill it can never
alter it hereafter. When the country is once agitated, when
the Bill is a second time presented, their power is gone. The
old cry, "The Bill, the whole Bill, and nothing but the Bill "
-such is the nature of appeals to the people. You must put
a great issue to them as it stands. You cannot specially
plead upon it or divide it. When they decide it they decide
it as a whole. No practical politician can doubt that if the
Irish Church Bill is rejected in June, the same Bill will be
again before the Lords in August or October, or before the
year is out, and that then the nation will not have it tampered
with. They will say it is "our Bill and we will have it".
But at present the Lords have great power of alteration. The
Bill contains a thousand details, and each one of these may be
changed. Granting that the Irish Church be disestablished
and be disendowed, the mode of both and the degree of the
latter may be discussed. If the Lords throw on the Ministry
the burden and the responsibility of agreeing or rejecting
alterations of this clause and that clause, the task of those
leaders will be painful and heavy, for they will be anxious
for peace' sake to concede much, and indeed anxious from
selfish motives too, since they cannot rely on the national
support on details which the nation does not know or heed,
and because there is a taste for compromise in England that
is most apt to upset any Ministry which asks for "all or
nothing". To reject this Bill is to ensure its passing as it
is, and to prevent its being changed as its rejectors would
prefer.

Fourthly. By such a rejection questions must be raised as
to the House of Lords, which it is easy to ask and hard to
answer. On paper a philosopher may prove that hereditary
rank is a good thing (and we quite think it has been so in
England, and is still); but at a big meeting it is not easy to
prove the proposition to a number of people without rank.
The contrary arguments are very plain. Why should a person
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who has done nothing to deserve eminence, who has only
" taken the trouble to be born," whose ancestors mayor may
not have been meritorious, but who does not even say that he
is himself meritorious, who is only the heir of an heir, the
"tenth transmitter of a foolish face" ;-why should such a
person (and in matter of fact such persons are the mass of
every aristocracy) be selected, not only for honour, but
for responsibility,for the discharge of duties affecting millions,
and requiring for their good discharge real ability? If the
question comes to be ever plainly and practically discussed,
you will never convince any nation that it ought to establish
an aristocracy. The merits of it are so hidden, and the
objections so very strong and plain, that the mass-vote of
mankind must always be against it. An hereditary legislature
exists because it exists and is accepted; but it will perish if
the common mass of men are set to inquire into it, to discuss
it, and vote on it as they themselves wish. The prestige of
a privileged order is like the credit of a bank: if you do but
discuss whether a bank is bad or good the bank will stop, and
so of an aristocracy: if you have to prove that it ougkt to be
obeyed, it will not be obeyed.

Lastly. This rejection will throw the present power and
the management of this controversy into the very last hands
in which the rejectors could wish to see it. There are "no
moderate people" it is said "in a revolution," and though
the rejection will not bring on a revolution, it will cause a
great crisis in which loud voices only can be heard, and where
all half-and-half opinions will come to an end. In a word,
if the quiet peers, with whom the power is, want to help Mr.
Bright, they will reject the Bill, for then his words will again
move multitudes and his genius be supreme, for it is a genius
thai suits a storm, and he will have the power to settle what
shall happen. But now the quiet peers have much power
themselves, and we cannot think they will be so infatuated as
to transfer it to their oldest, their stro~est, and most dan-
gerous opponents.



THE SUFFRAGE FOR WOMEN.

(From" The Economist," 7th May, 1870.)
SOMEWHATunexpectedly Mr. Jacob Bright's Bill to abolish
the electoral disabilities of women-that is, to permit women
who are rated to vote at Parliamentary elections as well as
men-has passed a second reading. After the divisions on
the question when the Reform of 1867 was under discussion,
so early a reversal of the decision then come to is at first
sight unaccountable. It is impossible to say that the division
was a surprise. There was fair warning beforehand, a full
debate, and a good attendance of members to take part in the
division. The discussion showed, moreover, that there is
really a strong opinion in favour of the measure, while no
party is strenuously opposed to it. We suspect that a good
deal of feeling on both sides is lukewarm, members voting for
the Bill as for a curious experiment, which cannot do much
harm and may be worth trying; but the lukewarmness of
those who oppose it is most conspicuous. The vote is thus
in all respects a real one. Even if the Bill should be checked
at a later stage, we believe there is little doubt that a good
stand will be made for it, so that it will at least become a
practical Parliamentary question. The change of opinion
which has opened up so good a prospect for woman suffrage
is not difficult to account for, and the reasons urged for it are
perhaps not easily answered.

In thefirst place, the question ofwoman suffrage has shared
the benefit of that tendency in favour of change as change
which sprang up with the passage of the Reform Bill, and has
greatly increased since. It is no argument now against a
measure or an amendment that it is new. The presumption
rather is, even among many Conservatives, that there are de-
fects in the old arrangements, and that new and old should be
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discussed on their merits, which gives an obvious advantage to
what is new. No doubt the notion of women having votes
is a very considerable innovation; it is contrary to recognised
usages and habits in a more than ordinary degree; as in all
questions between the sexes, there is a difficulty in making
them the subject of common reasoning at all-people taking
for granted that the settled rule is the law of nature, and having
a difficulty in conceiving any substantial change in the com-
mon relations of life. But the innovating tendency is now
so strong as to have overcome this initial difficulty; people
are really willing to review the inveterate custom by which
women have been kept from voting, as well as other customs
which regulate their legal and social position.

Second-The change proposed by the Bill, though it
cannot but be a precedent for a general measure of female
suffrage, is supported by special arguments which are most
difficult to oppose. The Bill, it is said, for instance, only
gives votes to women who have property, who have an inde-
pendent life and share the burdens of other taxpayers. It
follows the constitutional maxim of giving Parliamentary
representation to those who are taxed. This is really very
strong ground, and places at a disadvantage the general
objection to women taking part in political contests. If it
is answered that the constitutional rule is very general-
that there are many owners of property, such as minors and
lunatics, who are taxed without representation-that hundreds
and thousands of adult taxpayers are excluded by reason of
unfulfilled conditions as to residence and the like-that the
representation of the community may be considered complete,
notwithstanding many such exclusions-then the rejoinder
may at once be made that the exclusion of women is really of
a different character from any of these. It applies to indi-
viduals who are not alleged to be disqualified for the other
affairs of life, and it applies to them permanently, although
they are forced to bear equally with those who do vote all the
burdens of the State. Ratepayers who happen to be women
cannot qualify, but all other ratepayers, who are considered
competent to manage their own affairs, may do so. The ex-
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elusion is certainly repugnant to our constitutional theory.
Abstractly of course there is no reason why the good of the
State should not be the object of those who have the power
of constituting the electoral body-that is, the electors for the
time being; but when it is once laid down to be generally
expedient for taxpayers or ratepayers to vote, the sense of
justice is shocked by departing from the rule for totally in-
dependent reasons. We ask immediately-what is the supreme
necessity for excluding specially those who would otherwise
be eligible? If direct harm is not to be done by admitting
them-harm which the entire community can plainly and at
once perceive-it is difficult to justify the exclusion on general
grounds of policy, and because of dangers which are remote
and indirect.

Another special argument of no little force is the fact that
women already vote in municipal and parochial elections, and

•are otherwise entitled to share in the business of local govern-
ment. Where taxation is closely connected with property,
and women are the largest contributors, it would indeed be
difficult to exclude them-to establish the principle that one
set of people is to pay taxes and another to spend them. But
local matters are so important that if the assistance of women
has no visibly injurious effect it would be difficult to believe
in the evils of their assistance in affairs of State. It is, at any
rate, for objectors to show the distinction between local and
imperial matters, which permits women to manage the former
and forbids them to help in the latter.

While these are the arguments for the Bill, the objec-
tions are plainly untenable. The wisdom of the policy
of excluding women in general from politics. even if it could
be demonstrated, could hardly be urged against a measure
which does not violate the general policy. We are asked to
deal with exceptional women, at any rate with a minority,
who, unlike the majority of their sex, fulfil exactly as men
every obligation of citizenship, and who again, unlike the
majority, are in no way virtually represented. The claim of
married women to have votes may be stronger than that of
those who are to be enfranchised by the Bill, but the same
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grounds cannot be urged for it It is certainly hard measure,
for the sake of others who are in a different position, to deny
any class of individuals a privilege of quasi-right which they
may value. Then it is said that women of the class to whom
the Bill applies do not, as a rule, care for votes. We see no
sufficient evidence for this, no evidence certainly that there is
not a large number who would care j but if it were true, the
opinion of the class has little to do with it It is a question
mainly of individual privilege, and we should obviously be
careful how we permit some taxpayers not only to forego their
own privileges, but those also of their neighbours. Last of
all, it is urged that female influencewill be retrograde-that
the constituencies will be more Conservative when single
women who are ratepayers have votes. But this is not a
good working objection, though it may weigh with some of
the Liberal party. If Conservatives take this view they will
undoubtedly support the measure. What people wish besides
is a fair representation according to the general principles
accepted, and the higher expediency of combining representa-
tion with taxpaying can hardly fail to outweigh even with
Liberals the lower expediency of passing favourite measures.

There is thus a good deal to be said for the Bill which has
passed a second reading. It removes an anomaly in our elec-
toral system, and will admit some taxpayers to vote who care
much for the privilege, though perhaps a good many more
who care very little. The balance of probabilities is that it
will do some good. We shall gain by the addition to the
number of active voters j opinion pro tanto will be somewhat
better represented j perhaps a wholly fresh element will be in-
fused into political life. And so long as the measure is con-
fined to the present limits, the addition to the mass of indif-
ferent and corrupt voters, which is the only apparent danger,
is not likely to be great. Nor is it any reason against the
measure that the precedent may lead to a more general
suffrage for women. If it does it will only be because the
experience is favourable-because a good undeniable reason
has been furnished on the side of change.



ARE ALSACE AND LORRAINE WORTH MOST TO
GERMANY OR FRANCE?

(From" The Economist," 24th September, 1870.)

THE argument that the inhabitants of Alsace and of a certain
portion of Lorraine, though admitted on all hands to be
thoroughly French at heart, are by blood and by speech more
German than French, is usually supposed to tell in favour of
the German demand for their annexation. Perhaps it does
so just so far as this, that it to some extent diminishes the
difficulty which might be experienced and the length of time
which might be needed for re-Germanising them, for restoring
them to content and the feeling of self-respect as constituent
parts of the German nation. Just so there are portions of the
Austrian Tyrol, as heartily attached as any parts of the Tyrol
to the Austrian rule, where Italian is the only language spoken,
and though that is no argument for transferring these parts
to Italy, it probably would require less length of time to
assimilate these portions to Italian rule than it would to
assimilate, for instance, the upper valley of the Adige where
German only is understood. There can be no doubt at all
events that it would take much less time to reconcile the
recently annexed part of Savoy to French rule than to assimi-
late Nice, because in the former the language in use is entirely
French, and the people therefore understand the literature of
their adopted country and the laws and orders of their ad-
ministrative chiefs, while in the latter the literature and the
laws are the literature and the laws of foreigners. The case is
not indeed so favourable in the greater part of Alsace, for the
dialect of the Vosges, the language actually in use by the
country people of the department, is unintelligible to most
Germans; and newspapers written in pure German would be
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orally unintelligible to illiterate inhabitants. But conceding
that so far as the affinity of blood and the similarity of forms
of speech go, there would be some attenuation of the difficulty
of re-Gerrnanising these Alsatians and Lorrainers, the further
question remains to be asked-whether the process, if it can
be accomplished, would be a gain or a loss, in moral resources,
to the world at large j-whether it would enrich Germany more
or less than it would impoverish France?

Now, we think it would be easy to show that France has
owed a vast deal of her influence in Europe to her wonderful
power of reconciling and mingling genius and races of the
most dissimilar elements in one great national whole, and so
enlarging the resources of character on which the nation has
to depend. Nothing can well be more distinct than the Gascon,
the Provencal, the Parisian, the Norman, and the Breton.
Yet all these widely different races, and not only these, but
the Italians of Corsica and the French Swiss, have lent France
great men-great men, who have at times influenced pro-
foundly the destinies of the country. The Girondists, for
instance, who so materially influenced the fortunes of the
revolution, were a party bound together as much by local and
provincial feeling, as by mere community of principle,-in
fact, the peculiar shade of their political principles arose out
of the character of the race from whom they came j and so,
again, the peculiar temperament and faith of Brittany have
constantly exerted the deepest influence on French history.
Look only at the men who represented the various phases in
the French Revolution, and consider how widely distinct were
the genealogical and moral elements they contributed. Vol-
taire was a thorough Frenchman, from the neighbourhood of
Paris, and of the Parisian type j Diderot, a Burgundian j
Rousseau, a Swiss j Mirabeau, a Provencal of Florentine ex-
traction j Vergniaud, a North Gascon; Danton, from the
North of France; Barere, a South Gascon j and Napoleon, a
Corsican. Here was a succession of totally different elements
which in tum became predominant over either the mind or
the body, or both mind and body, of France. And a long
list could easily be made of the great names of French litera-
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ture, showing an equally wide variety of genius and race.
Unquestionably it has been one of the first causes of the vast
influenceof France in Europe that she has covered so great a
variety of races and provincial characters and yet managed
to unite them all in ties of indissoluble strength. Norman
masterliness, and Breton veneration and romance, and Parisian
keenness of wit, and Gascon elasticity, and Provencal senti-
ment and gaiety, are elements as widely different from each
other as it is easy to conceive hound up in a union so strong
as that of the French nation. But in all these there is want-
ing one of the most important of all contributions to the
elements of a great nation-the German fidelity, domesticity,
and thoroughness of character, and these are more or less
exhibited in those Eastern provinces of German extraction
which Germany now covets, and proposes to reclaim.

Now we do not hesitate to say that as a general rule a
nation gains more, man for man, by those districts of its
country which supplement the weakness of its typical char-
acter than by those which are most characteristic and typical,
-so long as the former belong to it wt'llingly, and really yield
to it their characteristic genius and life. France needs German
elements, so long as they embrace French rule gladly, more
probably than she needs any other elements of the national
life. To her the quasi-German stock of Alsace and Lorraine
is invaluable, while to Germany it would only add what
Germany has already in superabundance. And let it not be
said that this argument is directly opposed to the political
tendencies of the day, which aggregate like to like, and break
up empires of heterogeneous provinces held together by sheer
force, like the Empire of Austria for instance before 1859.
We quite admit and even maintain that it is absolutely needful
for the development of any healthy national life that the union
between the distinct and mutually-supplementing elements of
which we have spoken should he not compulsory, but perfectly
cordial and willing. Only when that is so,-and no one denies
that it is so in France in relation to Alsace and Lorraine,-we
assert that the wider the range of distinct temperaments and
stocks over which the rule of a nation extends the better it is
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for that nation. What does Great Britain not gain by the
hearty co-operation of Scotch and English, and the totally
different genius evenof the Northern and the Southern English,
in one and the same national unity? What might we not gain
if we could ever bring Ireland into a union and co-operation
as hearty? Now something like what Scotland gives to Eng-
land, the Eastern and quasi-German provinces of France seem
to us to give to France so long as they remain with her, and
we believe that their separation would be an infinitely greater
loss to the prospects of the French character and genius than
they could possibly be a gain to Germany. The German
qualities of character are those in which the French are pecu-
liarly deficient. The plodding tenacity, the unambitious
faithfulness of the German mind and character, are precisely
the kind of qualities which France can borrow from the Eastern
far better than from any other side of her Empire. France
has everything to lose, and Germany, in a moral and in-
tellectual point of view, little to gain from these so-called
" rectifications" of boundary. Germany would have a perfect
right to reclaim any German province of France which was
discontented with the French yoke. But we not only deny
that that right extends to German provinces of France which
are heartily French, but we hold that it applies even less to
such provinces than to provinces which are purely French in
race and language, so long as these last are not more vehe-
mently opposed to annexation than the Gallicised German
provinces. The annexation of purely French provinces to
Germany might indeed open a prospect of somewhat slower
assimilation, but the assimilation once accomplished would
probably be a real and great addition to the intellectual and
moral wealth of Germany.-an addition by which Germany
would be a great gainer. But in annexing German Lorraine
and Alsace she would annex provinces with no strikingly new
element of blood and character wherewith to enrich Germany,
while she would take from France some of the best possible
correctives of French deficiencies. With very little difference
in the price to be paid,-the price of alien and oppressive
government for two or three generations.-she would gain
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nothing but populat£un by annexing provincesof German stock
which have lost all their loyalty to Germany and are full of
loyalty to France; whereas she would gain both population
and moral elements of character and genius by annexing pro-
vinces purely French.

We are well aware that this argument is not one which will
appear of the least weight either to the military leaders of
Germany who are thinking and talking of nothing but the
strength of the military frontier, or to the German pam-
phleteers who are raving about the redemption of provinces
stolen hundreds of years ago from the" Fatherland". But it
is a consideration which should have some little weight with
Englishmen who are considering impartially what the true
limits of the new doctrine of nationalities ought to be; and
for our own parts, we believe it is one of infinitely greater
importance than the very trivial military considerations which
at present absorb so much more than their fair share of atten-
tion. That North and South Germany,with apopulation already
exceeding 40,000,000,-and that a rapidly increasing popula-
tion,-and an outlying German population of some 20,000,000
more, which no doubt they are looking forward to absorbing
soon into their mighty national life, and with an army the best
organised, the most numerous, and the most successfulwhich
the world has ever known, should pretend to be seriously
afraid of what a defeated and disorganised France, with a
stationary population of only 37,000,000, and no prospect of
extension in any direction, can do in the way of invasion,
seems to us, we confess, pure affectation. Alsace and Lorraine
are worth infinitely more in a moral point of view to France
than they can be in a military point of view to Germany.



MR. BRIGHT'S RETIREMENT.

(From" The Economist;" 24th December, 1870.)

THE retirement of Mr. Bright from the Cabinet, owing to fail-
ing health, will give all the older readers of The Economist a
peculiar feeling of sadness. A new generation is attaining
life and vigour to whom the" Anti-Com Law League" is a
matter of history. If you chance to speak of it as "the
League," as we always used to speak of it, they ask "what
League?" But the great majority of active men still re-
member the details of that great agitation, the triumphs of
"Drury Lane and Covent Garden" meetings, and how Mr.
Bright's voice rung full and penetrating, second in power only
to one, if second to any, over those great open stages. That
Mr. Bright has to abandon active administration will come
home to many as an unwelcome hint that it is time-for them
to give up themselves.

If, as has been said, "it is a proud thing to have millions
of opponents and no enemy," Mr. Bright has a full right to
be proud. Persons at a distance who disapprove of his prin-
ciples, and who only think of him as an incarnation of them,
undoubtedly hate him with a strong political hatred; but no
one brought close to him does so. There is an evident sin-
cerity and bluff bonafides about him, which goes straight to
the hearts of Englishmen. We have been often amused to
see how much, in the depths of Tory districts where" John
Bright" was bitterly execrated, the regular residents were
puzzled because their own M.P.'s and the most conservative
people who went to London always mentioned him with
geniality and toleration, and if young, would say, in the modem
dialect-" Well, after all, he is a great institution ".

Perhaps great orators, more than any other men, are liable
76
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to be utterly misconceived. Their power-more penetrative
at the moment than any literature--brings home to thousands
and thousands some notion, but it can never be a true notion.
An orator works under severe conditions. He can only ex-
press the sort of thoughts an audience will hear, and the sort
of feelings they will apprehend; and every orator of finer
nature has much sentiment which is too subtle for the multi-
tude, and many conclusions which will not suit public meet-
ings. There are many things, too, which can only be said in
a still, small voice, and not in the stentorian tones which alone
public meetings can take in. No audience, still less any dis-
tant hearer of a speech, gives an orator credit for that which
he has to leave out in order to speak effectually. They fancy
that there is nothing in him but the sort of things which he
says, especially if he is continually saying them; but an orator
of finer genius feels much which he never says, much which
under the inevitable conditions of his art he could not say.
It is the pursuing penalty of every great orator that he is, in
a sense, misknown everywhere, for he is compelled to diffuse
among mankind a picture of himself drawn in a deceiving light,
with some traits aggravated, with other traits diminished-like
him of course in many respects, yet to those who have real
knowledge, in nearly as many utterly unreal and unlike.

Mr. Bright has had his full share of such misconceptions.
In the agricultural districts he is even yet looked upon as an
excessively pacific person, who cared little for the honour of
England, and who would sacrifice that or anything else for
peace at any price; but as Lord Granville said-" There are
not many persons who have more of the popular John Bull
character" than Mr. Bright, and among the many ingredients
of that character, a certain pugnacity is not the one for which
he is the least remarkable.

Again, Mr. Bright is often imagined to be a wild incendiary,
who would be glad to pull down every present institution, and
who would not much care to inquire with what substitutes
these institutions were to be replaced. But in the present
Cabinet, unless consistent rumour speaks false, his voice has
more usually been a Conservative voice than the contrary.
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And, in fact, though Mr. Bright has wanted much to change
many things, and still may want to change them, he is much
too characteristic an Englishman to like change for change's
sake, or not to have a full share of the Conservative instinct
which if possible clings to the" tried," and will not without
plain and clear reason consent to migrate to the unknown and
inexperienced.

If Mr. Bright has been somewhat misconceived in his own
time, he will probably have the compensation of being-we
may risk a prophecy-of all our own contemporary politicians
the best known to posterity. His speeches are very amusing
reading, and, as a rule, those are best known to posterity who
can amuse posterity. Nothing can in general be more fleeting
than the fame of an orator. A great Budget speech is heard
with the most eager attention, and criticised at the time with
vehement interest. But who cares for it a fewyears afterwards?
Who but a very few economical inquirers has the slightest re-
membrance of the financial speeches of Pitt or Peel? But
there is a certain mixture of racy fun and sentiment in Bright's
speeches which make them capital reading even now-reading
which you can read when you are tired, but which yet has
something in it; and this is the sort of literature which travels
farthest and lives longest.

We are not now reviewing Mr. Bright's career. It is not
yet closed. Though we trust he will never again attempt
administrative labours, we hope that his powerful tones may
often be heard again in the great assemblages of his country-
men. If we had to sketch his life, there would be something
to blame as well as much to praise. But we need not go into
that now. We have only to express our regret at his retire-
ment, and to wonder at the strange dispensations of Provi-
dence, which mixed a fine, and to some extent incapacitating,
thread of nervous delicacy in a mind so healthy, so vigorous,
and on most points so emphatically robust.



MARSHAL PRIM.

(From" The Economist," 7th January, 1871.)

THE want of interest felt by the general public of Europe in
the details of the assassination of Marshal Prim is a very re-
markable, and, as far as we know, an unprecedented fact.
His death was of course telegraphed all over Europe, and
was regarded in some ways as an event of the first importance;
but there was little or no curiosity to learn the details of the
catastrophe,-none of those long telegrams, full of nothmg,
which would have followed any other crime of the same kind,
and extraordinarily little sympathy expressed, except for King
Amadeus who had not been shot. Europe apparently cared
only about the results of the event, and but little about the
event itself-a sure proof that it was but little interested in
the personality of the sufferer. And Europe, as is usually
the case, was right, for apart from his position, there was
very little to interest mankind in Marshal Prim. That posi-
tion was without doubt exceptional. Marshal Prim was
probably the only perfect example of the Interrex, of the King
who is not King and never means to be King, ever seen in the
modern world. He ruled a very great country with an un-
broken success as Dictator for two years, and yet he never
regarded himself as one of the possible candidates for the
permanent Sovereignty. For two years there has practically
been in Spain no law but Marshal Prim's will; throughout
that period he has objected to any rlgime except the Royal,
and yet it seems clear that he had no intention of putting the
Crown upon his own head, that he honestly regarded himself
as a mere Dictator ad interim, bound to carry out a specific
change in the destinies of his country. That is a strange
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position, and it is not rendered less strange by the entire ab-
sence of genius in the man who occupied it. We desire
to speak kindly of Marshal Prim, for his murder was a dis-
grace to the party which either organised or allowed it ; but it
is probable that no man so entirely an ordinary man, no man
so completely without a following created by himself, ever
occupied so lofty a position. It is of course difficult, if not
impossible, thoroughly to estimate a man whose secret history
has yet to be written; but Marshal Prim appears to us to
have been merely a good officer, a trustworthy General of
Division, distinguished from other good officersmainly by this
-an exact and somewhat unusual comprehension of his own
capacities. His earlier life was passed as an officer believed
to be of ability, who shifted from party to party as a new
party rose to power, but who was so little of a partisan that
in shifting he lost no respect, and none of the military confi-
dence of his subordinates. In the short and not very important
war between Spain and Moroccohe behaved remarkably well,
finding, during a momentary confusion, an opportunity for the
display of his most exceptional faculty-one, however, which
he shares with many soldiers-bravery of the kind which in-
creases as the danger grows more imminent. Mankind in
general, not being brave, values bravery very highly; and
there is no doubt Marshal Prim possessed the quality in its
supreme degree,-the degree in which it is exceptional-that
he was brave to the point at which a man is more of a great
man in extreme danger than he is when quietly seated in a
room. In the intrigues which followed this war Prim displayed
no especial quality, except that of commanding the confidence
of soldiers; nor in the Revolution or in the Interregnum, was
he ever more than the good General of Division; but then he
was the good General of Division, and not the indifferent one.
Having driven out his mistress-whom he hated as, on the
whole, a discreditable Head for the Spanish Army-his idea
was to maintain military order until a new Sovereign or Com-
mander-in-Chief could be discovered, and he never interested
himself much about any other point. No Revolutionary
Government was ever quite so wanting in originality. General
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Serrano and Admiral Topete had assisted him, so General
Serrano and Admiral Topete were to have great offices-any
offices, in fact, they liked, provided they left the Army in the
hands of Prim. Civil appointments were given pretty much
as it happened. Foreign affairs took their chance, except in
so far as they involved military considerations, in which case
the Marshal took them into his own hands. As for internal
Government he regarded it as most officers regard internal
Government. A King was usual and necessary, so he sought
for a King. Cortes were usual, so Cortes were elected. Free-
dom was popular, so, as far as was consistent with the Marshal's
notions of order, freedom was allowed. As we understand, he
never interfered much with any manifestation of opinion until
opposition showed itself in the form he understood-in in-
surrection in the streets of some city, and then he put it down,
with shot and steel if he could, if not, with shell, differing from
other officers only in this-that he would go any length, would
actually batter down any city of Spain rather than not secure
the victory. As he was a really good officer, thoroughly
trained and full of experience, and opposed to untrained men,
he always succeeded; and when he had succeeded, he went
quietly on again without any additional bitterness. The true
grievances of Spain seem never to have struck him. The true
wants of Spain never particularly moved him. There was to
be order till the historic system was rebuilt, and at any sacri-
fice he obtained the order he recommended. He did not
originate anything, or make any experiments, or engage in
any desperate intrigues, but just went on as a good general
officer would, intent on his idea of maintaining the tranquil-
lity of his district. That he succeeded is due to the fact that
he was a good officer, that he could secure ordinary military
obedience, and that, this secured, his force was adequate to its
work.

There are but two original points in Marshal Prim which
lift him out of the ruck of continental second-rate generals.
The first was a certain indifference to anything out of the
range of his ideas, which enabled him to leave a good deal of
power to men whom most military Dictators would have in-
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terfered with, such as his civilian colleagues ; and the second,
as we have said, was a clear idea of the ultimate limit of his
own pretensions. He was competent to be a chief adminis-
trator under a King, but he was not competent to be King
himself. Most men in his position would have sought the
Crown, but he did not; on the contrary, he, being a Spanish
officer at heart, most probably thought himself unworthy
of it It is clear from his ultimate action that the rather
ridiculous speech, in which he described his resistance to his
wife's importunities urging him to be King, was only over-
frank, that his efforts to finda Sovereign weregenuine enough,
that he really thought he could make a King, and ought to
make one out of the right wood, and in the regular well-under-
stood way. He was vastly ambitious, but his ambition was
only to be supreme under the King-the regular ambition of
every Englishman, modifiedby the history of the country, by
the fact that in Spain the road to power lies through revolu-
tions, and not through Parliamentary votes.

The third and last peculiarity of Prim's mind was in one
way a special, in another a very common, one. Such of our
readers as have come in contact with soldiers or sailors of ex-
perience have probably noticed their remarkable proclivity to
a kind of political speculation wholly apart from their usual
lines of thought. The grim Admiral, whom nobody may
oppress, is often an outrageous Tory; the steady General, full
of the ideas of the service, is often an earnest Radical.
Neither would bear genuine ultra-Toryism orfull-grown Radi-
calism, but the speculative side of their minds tends towards
absolute conclusions on one side or the other. Prim was a
man of that kind. He laboured to rebuild the Throne, but
he earnestly thought and openly said that some day or other
the Throne would be condemned as surplusage; that Repub-
licanism was the creed of the future; that some day or other,
" when there were Republicans in Spain," the Republic would
be established there. His belief was quite honest, though it
had, except as a speculative theory, next to no meaning, and
its expression gave rise to a vague idea spread throughout
Europe, that Marshal Prim had ideas which might bear fruit,
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that he was not quite understood, that he might yet take a
course very much at variance with anything expected of him.
That belief gave a certain piquancy and impression of uncer-
tainty to his actions; but he had all the while no ideas of the
kind, no more intention of establishing a Republic than Sir
De Lacy Evans, who in theory was heartily on that side, but
in practice would have fought for Her Majesty like a zealot.
Marshal Prim accepted the Republic for a century or two hence,
and meanwhile intended Monarchy; and the contrast between
his belief and his single speculative doubt probably produced
the disappointment and eagerness for revenge which led to his
lamentable end. The Republicans thought of him as a States-
man who had cheated them, whereas he was only a very good
officer,who thought that at present things should go on as
usual, but fancied that some hundreds of years hence it might
be possible and advisable to do without a King.
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THE" QUARTERLY REVIEW" ON THE LESSONS
OF THE WAR.

(From" The Economist," 28th January, 1871.)

THE Quarterly Review, in an article of considerable force,
though not, perhaps, of any great width of view, on the political
lessons of the war,-an article attributed by rumour to a
distinguished Member of the Opposition in the House of Lords,
-comments with something like bitterness on the vacillations
of the popular mind in relation to our national defences, de-
claring it to be " the fault of our English system, that, with a
dynasty absolutely secure, it artificially imitates the vices of a
throne mined by revolution and conscious of hourly danger".
The Reviewer shows that it was the instability of the French
Executive, the necessity for looking to the most opposite points
of the political compass for aid, for fomenting the love of glory
on the one hand, for respecting the hatred of a conscription on
the other-the necessity for conciliating the army, which, as
was supposed at least, could only be done by relaxing its
discipline, on the one hand, and the equally strong necessity for
strengthening it, which could only be done by improving its
discipline to the utmost on the other hand,-which led to the
frightful collapse of the French military system. The Emperor
had yielded to the Corps Legislatif here, and to the peasantry
there. He had made things comfortable for the army, and
he had made the army comfortable to the country; and the
net result was that first the army failed him disgracefully, and
then the country. After pointing this out with a good deal
of brilliancy, and pointing out also how the stability of the
Prussian throne, which enabled the Hohenzollerns to set public
opinion on the same subject at defiance, had given Prussia the
fruits of a uniform and coherent military policy of a long series
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of years, never modified in deference to any popular pressure,
the Reviewer goes on to assert that England, so far at least as
our military policy is concerned, stands in precisely the position,
not of Prussia, but of France. The administration of the War
Office is always changing. Every Minister, in succession, has
his own crotchets as to what will ensure efficiency; and every
Cabinet, in turn, is subjected to a Parliamentary pressure of
variable direction and equally variable intensity. Except in
times of spasmodic alarm, reductions of expenditure are always
popular; and times of spasmodic alarm come at intervals far
too rare, and are continued for a period far too short, to mend
the matter, if they do not absolutely make it worse. Hence
the Quarterly Reviewer finds that the method of our military
policy is far more like the incoherence of France than the
steady coherence of Prussia, and predicts for us, whenever tried,
a collapse of the same fatal kind. Our political machinery, he
says, "unrivalled as an instrument of enfeebling the arm of
Government, and therefore hindering an excess of executive
interference, has prevented the oppressions into which the zeal
of continental bureaus constantly betrays them. It satisfies
the most imperious want of a free people, which is to be let
alone. It is not ineffective for purposes of mere destruction,
especially when it is driven by the forces of sectarian animosity.
But in matters where it is necessary that Government should
govern and create, it lamentably breaks down. All the virtues
that are attributed to it,-in many respects justly, for purposes
of peace, make it helpless for purposes of war."

We do not, on the whole, dissent very materially from this
criticism. The Reviewer may be slightly caricaturing the
incoherence of public opinion when he describes" the decisions
of the House of Commons upon the question who is to rule
the country," as "something between a judgment and a
scramble"; but as regards military matters at least, this is not
a bad description of what the policy of the House of Commons
has been. Nor is it conceivable that while the military policy
of the House of Commons is decided by "something between a
judgment and a scramble," the successive War-Ministers are
likelyto save us from the results ofour ownflightinessofpurpose.
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Popular Government means, and as we suppose ought to mean,
a Government which, for good and for evil, savours of all the
good qualities and all the bad qualities of the people. It
would not be well, but the reverse, if on subjects on which we
are ignorant and careless, we were to be saved from the natural
results of that ignorance and carelessness. The Quarterly
Reviewer is perfectly right in saying that the English people
and the English House of Commons have no steady military
policy, and that as a consequence we are, and while it is so,
always must be, unprepared for any great and sudden military
effort.

But when the Reviewer assumes, as we think he does, that
nothing can really remedy this mischief, except a change
which will give us, in some form or other, a more permanent
Executive, operating like the Presidential Government in the
United States for instance, or the dynastic power of Princes
like Hohenzollerns who refuse to surrender the army to the
tender mercies of Parliaments, we cannot at all go with him.
He seems to us to ignore the fact that military collapses
happen as much to permanent Executives, which are not pos-
sessed with a special care and genius for military administra-
tion, as to changeable Executives. There is nothing to prove
that the next, or next but one, President of the United States,
will be much readier for a sudden war than was Mr. Buchanan.
General Grant, who gained his Presidential chair by his suc-
cess as a soldier, may be; but generals of genius and experi-
ence are not likely to be permanently resident at the White
House. The military collapse of Austria in 1866 was not
the collapse of an unstable Executive. The army of Austria
had long been one of the great Imperial institutions, and yet
it vanished before the Prussian arms even more quickly than
the French army. The Russian military system had been
most carefully matured and prepared by a ruler of real genius
before the Crimean War in 1853; and yet it was found quite
unequal to the strain put upon it by very indifferent armies
under very feeble commanders. The instability of the Ex-
ecutive of a State is not by any means the sole cause of
military incompetence. You may have a dynasty as com-
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pletely masters of the situation as the Hohenzollerns, and as
fond of dabbling in military matters, and yet as incompetent
or as unsuccessful as Napoleon III. No doubt a variable
mind in military affairs is a sure cause of failure; but a well-
preserved tradition is not only not a sure cause of success, but
may be-if the military tradition so preserved is not wise and
well adapted to the exigencies of the people-as sure a cause
of failure as variability of mind itself. The remedy for ignor-
ance and incoherence of purpose is instruction. And we
maintain that if you can but once get a people well instructed
in what they want, there is far less danger of a feeble and
ignorant policy on military matters, or any others, than there
is from a dynastic tradition, however well preserved. When,
therefore, the Reviewer proposes somewhat faintly, and as if
he were half afraid of his own suggestion, that the military
estimates might be voted for a term of years in order to
escape the incoherence of popular feeling, we entirely object
to his remedy. The people must learn what they really
want, and must learn to understand the importance of keep-
ing to a principle when once they have adopted it. The best
way to teach them this is to turn their attention constantly to
the subject. If, with an instructed people, and a House of
Commons improved, as we may fairly hope that it will be
improved when it comes to be chosen by an instructed people,
we cannot ensure a certain amount of clear and constant pur-
pose in military matters, as we can in domestic matters, we
do not know any conceivable device by which such clearness
and constancy of purpose can really be obtained. There was
a time when the English people understood little or nothing
about commercial and financialpolicy. We do not say but that
that time may come again, if the children of the new electors
are not speedily taught the elements of clear notions on these
subjects. But at least for a considerable term of years we
have had a House of Commons clearly knowing its own mind
on this subject, and neither ignorant nor fickle. The same
may be said of the general drift of our criminal legislation;
and we do not at all see why the same should not be true of
our Army and Navy system. There is at least far more
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chance of getting a coherent system out of popular knowledge,
than there is out of bureaucratic independence. Popular in-
telligence is not easily cultivated, but so far as it is attained it
is a sure guarantee against both folly and fickleness. Bureau-
cratic independence is no guarantee at all against the former;
and while you have no safety as to the bureaucratic successions,
it is no considerable guarantee against the latter. The military
estimates might be voted for six years, and the only result be
that all would be misspent, while at the end of the six years
the people would know far less about the matter than before,
and the nation be more helpless. It seems to us idle to pro-
pose any remedy for the misgovernment of a self-governed
people, except the better information of the governing body-
that is, of the public itself.



MR. GLADSTONE ON HOME RULE FOR IRELAND.

(From " The Economist," 30th September, I 871.)

THE Prime Minister's speech at Aberdeen cannot at any
rate be charged with that tendency to intellectual hesitation
and finesse which is the favourite taunt of his opponents. In
speaking of the Irish cry for Home Rule, Mr. Gladstone drew
no fine distinctions, and came to no ambiguous conclusion.
He asked if the United Parliament was to be broken up
because it could not or would not do justice to Ireland, or
only to please the Irish fancy. If the former were alleged, the
answer was that for the last three years the United Parliament
has been eagerly engaged in doing for Ireland what it would
hardly have done for either England or Scotland-no doubt
because neither England nor Scotland stood in need of the
measures granted as Ireland did,-but none the less did this
sufficiently demonstrate the perfect willingness and capacity
of the United Parliament to redress all real Irish grievances.
If the latter were alleged, that the Irish do not chooseto take
even good government from the hands of a United Parliament,
then the answer is that on that head the Irish have only the
right to vote with the other members of the Union; the whole
Union has a right to decide what is in this respect for the
common benefit, and unless any party can allege that their
individual interests are trampled on by the Union, the whole
Union has a right to say whether union or separation will
best promote the interests of all. And this in point of fact,
as everybody knows, Great Britain has long ago decided. In
Mr. Gladstone's own vigorous words-" can any sensible man,
can any rational man, suppose that at this time of day, in
this condition of the world, we are going to disintegrate the
great capital institutions of this country for the purpose of
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making ourselves ridiculous in the sight of all mankind, and
crippling any power we possess for bestowing benefits through
legislation on the country to which we belong? "

That is clear, forcible language, which may, we hope, have
the effect of showing the Home Rule party in Ireland that
while Ireland may gain almost anything that is reasonable
and just from the Imperial Parliament, she will not gain the
repeal of the Union for which that Party is now crying out,
and which would be indeed in many respects far more mis-
chievous to British interests, and perhaps even to Irish in-
terests, than absolute independence.

Indeed it is hard to conceive anything more mischievous
than the opening of an indefinite, and indefinitely increasable,
number of debatable issues between Great Britain and Ireland
such as would be not merely suggested but forced on the
public by the division of duties between an Irish and British
Parliament. It is difficult enough to divide the sphere of
properly municipal or country from properly central and
Parliamentary powers, and almost impossible to do so bene-
ficially without giving Parliament an absolute overriding
power in case of conflict. But this difficulty would not only
be enhanced a thousand times by the great importance, unity,
and national coherence of an Irish Parliament, but it would be
quite impossible to give the Imperial (or as it would then be,
Federal) Parliament a power to override the decisions of an
Irish Parliament without provoking something like a rebellion
on every separate occasion. It may be said perhaps that this
difficulty has never been felt in the United States, where the
State powers and the Federal powers are divided by a hard
and fast line, which neither State nor Federation has the
power to overleap. But in point of fact the difficulty has
been'felt, and felt very keenly, and though not for precisely
the same reasons as it would be felt in this case, yet for a
similar class of reasons-namely, because the genius and policy
of a certain group of the States diverged very widely from
the genius and policy of the remainder. The Secession war
was in fact a State revolt against the Central power, and
though that Secession was due not to race, but to a " domestic
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institution" of a most potent and mischievous kind, yet
difference of race and religion conjointly are certainly quite
capable of producing as great a chasm of feeling between the
different members of a Federation as is any difference in
"domestic institutions". Only consider for a moment what
an Irish Parliament would be disposed to feel if it found itself
compelled to impose taxes for a war in which the sympathies
of Ireland were directly opposed to the sympathies of Great
Britain, or were even hindered from imposing taxes for some
purely Irish object by the weight of the taxation for Imperial
purposes which it disapproved. Is it even conceivable that
such a Parliament could long exist without becoming a centre
of the fiercest disloyalty and even treason? Or put aside
questions of finance, and look only at ecclesiastical policy.
Would not it be very probable that one of the first efforts of
Ireland's separate Parliament would be to re-establish a Church
in Ireland, but not this time a Protestant but a Catholic
Church-an effort which would probably give rise to civil war
unless England interfered to thwart the wish of the Catholic
party, in which case the danger of a violent disruption would
arise again from another cause? It is in fact as plain as
common sense can make it to all who look at the condition of
Ireland with impartial eyes, that " Home Rule" would be but
the first step in a series of virulent disputes as to the political
relations of the two islands, which could hardly end except in
separation, or re-conquest with all the evils that that would bring
in its train. The Home Rule party would certainly be im-
prudent, but they would be far more logical, if they were to
raise a cry at once for an Independent Irish Republic.



MR GLADSTONE AND THE PEOPLE.

(From" The Economist," 4th November, 1871.)

MR. GLADSTONE'Sspeech at Greenwich marks a new era in
English politics,-not that it is for him a very great speech, and
still less that it is the speech of a statesman as such,-if it had
been, in that place and delivered to such an audience it would
probably have been a great mistake and a sad failure,-but
that it marks the coming of the time when it will be one of
the most important qualifications of a Prime Minister to exert
a direct control over the masses-when the ability to reach them,
not as his views may be filtered through an intermediate class
of political teachers and writers, but directly by the vitality of
his own mind, will give a vast advantage in the political race
to any statesman. Weare not saying that the power of ad-
dressing twenty-five thousand people for two hours, and holding
their attention and interest in spite of plenty of hostile elements
in the great crowd, is one which above all others we delight
to see in a leading statesman. As far as our own tastes go,
we might prefer the sort of statesman who could only reach the
nation through comparatively select audiences like Parliament,
whose power is reserved for the higher regions of statesmanship,
and who possessesnone of the notes of the great popular orator.
All ,we are saying is that the time is evidently approaching
when such statesmen will be at a considerable disadvantage,
even as heads of an Administration, when a power like that
evinced by Mr. Gladstone will be of the very first importance
even for his position as leader of the House of Commons and
first Minister of the Queen. Criticise Mr. Gladstone's speech
as you will-virulently, contemptuously, patronisingly, com-
passionately, or from any other point of view, however depre-
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ciating,-no politician in his senses willdeny that it has added
greatly to the strength of the Government's position; that it
has to some extent neutralised much of the political result of
the process of many months' slow decay and demolition of his
power. If Parliament were to meet again to-morrow, Mr.
Gladstone's position would be quite changed. It would be at
once felt by all his discontented allies as well by his party foes
that Mr. Gladstone's direct command over the people is still
immense,-that the result of an appeal to the people by him
against a divided and hostile Parliament would very probably
end in his full reinstatement in power, with as large a majority
as ever. Mr. Gladstone has illustrated most remarkably his re-
serve poweroutside Parliament. No English Minister probably
ever had less of a personal Parliamentary following than Mr.
Gladstone. There he has no phalanx like Lord Russell'sWhig
phalanx, and Lord Palmerston's personal admirers. In Parlia-
ment he has no body-guard. But he has shown once more
how easily he can get the ear of the electors themselves, and
that under circumstances of no little difficulty,-circumstances
in which both his policy and his shortcomings as a local re-
presentative combined to make him unpopular with his audi-
ence. Parliament fully appreciates this reserve power in a
Prime Minister, which secures him, as it were, a separate and
private appeal to the people,-an appeal not simply through the
people's representatives, and what the people mayor may not
understand of his reported Parliamentary speeches, but by
direct personal influence. Parliament may not like it,-may
think it even a dangerous power,-may echo the grumblings
of three years ago over Mr. Gladstone's stumping tour in
Lancashire; but Parliament will recognise and respect it as a
new store of political force, as a guarantee that the Premier
has more direct relations to the people than any other Premier
of our times, and that if he becomes unpopular with the repre-
sentatives of the people, he may still be more popular with the
people themselves than even those representatives. Undoubt-
edly Mr. Gladstone's Greenwich speech will serve as a con-
spicuous mark for the date when it first became advisable for a
Minister to cultivate the gifts of a great popular orator,-an
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orator who can deal with political topics in the broad, easy and
animated style which touches the people, and without any of
that subtle flavour of Parliamentary skill which only suits the
statesman.

Mr. Gladstone not only displayed this sort of power in
a very remarkable degree at Greenwich, but what is quite
as remarkable as anything else, it is a late-acquired power.
He was from the first no doubt a good Parliamentary speaker.
Lord Macaulay, in his review of Mr. Gladstone's early book
on Church and State, speaks of his Parliamentary promise in
high terms. But the constitution of his mind was so complex,
and his style of argument so little popular, that no one cer-
tainly then thought of him as a popular orator. Sir R. Peel,
if we remember his words rightly, says in his political mem-
oranda, that Mr. Gladstone brought "his high character and
great attainments" to the aid of the Conservative Ministry,
but evidently thought little of his oratorical powers. Indeed,
it was not till he busied himself with finance,-i.e. with very
definitely marked-out subject-matter, in which there was no
room for subtleties, though much for explanatory and ex-
pository dissertation,-that his remarkable faculty as an orator,
his artistic power of planning out his subjects, his ease and
vivacity in making them interesting to others, his skill in
illustrating principles, his animation in recounting facts, began
to be generally understood. And it was far later again that
he acquired any of that power of fascinating and influencing
a genuine multitude, by which Mr. Bright first became notice-
able. Mr. Gladstone's rhetorical powers, at first as little
popular as great fluency and earnestness could well be, have
gradually worked themselves out into a real command of
popular sympathies and the popular intelligence, and the fact
is one that at so critical a moment as this will hardly fail to
be of the greatest significance to his but recently tottering

. Government.
We are quite willing to admit that the speech itself, though

a very powerful and lively speech from a Prime Minister to
his constituents, was in no sense the speech of the head of a
great Administration declaring and expounding his policy.
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Such a speech could hardly have been made to 25,000 people
in the open air under the conditions of time and space under
which he spoke. A man who has to exert his voice to its
utmost, and to interest a great crowd for a considerable time,
cannot by any possibility trace out the fine lines of a national
policy, even if he had spare energy enough to concentrate his
mind upon them in the face of such physical difficulties. But
as the speech of a Prime Minister who is also a representative
to his constituents, it is not easy to over-estimate its ability
and its interest. The historical illustration of the difficulty
of keeping together large Parliamentary majorities, as intro-
ductory to his own expression of confidence in his colleagues
and himself, and his complete refusal to admit that this ad-
dress was his "last dying speech and confession," -his bold
expression of continued confidence in his Irish policy,-his
reply to the charge of niggardly economies, which was as far
from any yielding of principle as it was from any unfair attack
on those Conservative predecessors who had yet, as he showed,
economised (and quite rightly economised) more labour in the
national dockyards than ever he and his colleagues,-his de-
fence of his military policy,-the moderate and just stand he
took upon his education policy,-and finally, his extremely
lively and true remarks on the fundamental popularity of the
House of Lords, even with the working classes, and the un-
desirability therefore of doing away with the hereditary prin-
ciple,-were all treated with a lightness and yet energy of
touch, and connected together in so natural and taking a
manner, that Mr. Gladstone taught the audience, which he was
also amusing, without letting them know that he was teaching
them. And the last part of his speech on the mistake made
by the representatives of skilled labour in their negotiations
with certain peers and baronets, through Mr. Scott Russell,
and in venturing to hope that legislation could do for
them what really nothing but individual energy and self-
denial could ever achieve, was more than instructive and
lively; it went thoroughly home to his audience, and
made them feel how thoroughly Mr. Gladstone understood
their position, and how steadily he could resist unwise
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demands, even while heartily entering into their most urgent
wants.

Thus when Mr. Gladstone left the Greenwich hustings, his
Government certainly stood in a far stronger position than it
has done for many months back. The nation has again learnt
to realise that its Prime Minister understands both its unwise
wishes and its genuine wants better than almost any other
man in it, and that even if misunderstandings must arise be-
tween the Cabinet and Parliament, there will be a very strong
disposition on the part of the masses to believe what the Prime
Minister says of Parliament, more easily than what Parliament
says of the Prime Minister.



MAZZINI.

(From" The Economist," 16th March, 1872.)

THE death of Mazzini means the suppression of a great
political force which had latterly been used, certainly not for
unworthy, but for impossible, and therefore anarchical ends,
but which undoubtedly had revivified the political lifeof Italy,
and furnished the raw materials of which the great political
strategy of Count Cavour was able to make such wonderful
use. Cavour without Mazzini would have been an engineer
without a supply of force. Mazzini without Cavour would
have been a great force without any guarantee for its success-
ful organisation.

And yet Mazzini was by no means like Garibaldi-a man
without political sense and judgment. He was a sort of half-
way house between If the inspired idiot" of Caprera and the
wily diplomatist of Turin. Mazzini had a very great and
powerful governing mind. His personal influence over young
men was something rarely paralleled. When he could choose
his own instruments, and choose such as were susceptible of
being impressed by his own ardent enthusiasm, he was a man
of very rare administrative power. The Association of Young
Italy bore wonderful testimony to his extraordinary capacity
for diffusing his own disinterestedness and his own faith in
national life and unity, with even thrilling intensity, through
a widely-spread network of political societies. More than
this, his administration of Rome during the dangerous months
in which the triumvirs ruled it in 1849 was, as everybody who
has heard the details of it admits, a perfect marvel of sagacity
and moderation. Mazzini's administrative power was indeed
very great when he could act through men whose loyalty to
himself he had secured by possessing them with his own
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patriotic idealism. His lofty and just, if deeply prejudiced,
type of character was wonderfully rich in personal insight,
and in days of great national enthusiasm and danger such as
befell Rome during his administration, he had every advan-
tage for displaying his highest qualities. It was only when he
had to act with men of equal power with himself, but pos-
sessed with radically different notions of political equity and
patriotic duty, that Mazzini failed. He was an idealist who
could allow generously for the deficiencies and selfishnessof
the people so long as he was not asked to work himself
through the lower order of motives. In Rome his magna-
nimity of policy, and his tolerance for the beliefs which he
held to be dangerous superstitions, excited the admiration
even of Conservative statesmen like Lord Palmerston, But
Mazzini, like all men whose belief is essentially of the ardent
religious type, could not endure to appeal to the low worldly
motives and the self-indulgent impulses of "such creatures as
we are in such a world as the present ". His horror of the
adroit arts of statesmanship was profound. He could bear to
labour for the debased and the ignorant, for selfishness and
vice, but he could not bear to take its opposition into account
when considering what he ought to do. He was, it is said,
in I849 offered the Premiership by Charles Albert, on condi-
tion that he should give up his larger schemes for Italy, and
get the Republicans of Lombardy (then for a moment con-
quered from Austria) to accede to the surrender of Lombardy
to the Piedmontese King. He refused, and would have
thought himself for ever degraded if he had acceded to the
idea, and he at least would have been really debased by the
compromise, for his life was lived in the ideal world, and if
he was not to preach a united and glorified Italy, he was
nothing. Yet it was a weakness, and a great weakness, in
his character, that he could hardly conceive of the honesty
of statesmen who took a very different and far more historical
view of Italian progress, who were content to develop the
only popular Monarchy of the Peninsula into an Italian Mon-
archy, and to do so by degrees, pausing for long intervals to
wait for better opportunity and stronger aid. That to him
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was no better than the worldly wisdom of an apostle sent to
preach a gospel to a great race, who should have accepted a
rich bishopric offered him on condition of his ceasing to stir
beyond a particular province, and should have settled down
in it to enjoy the world instead of invading and conquering it.
Mazzini was quite statesman enough to know that Italy could
not in a moment, no nor in many years or generations, even
approach the type of his own ideal republic, that she must for
many generations be more or less swayed by the historical
conceptions of the past, and that the less abrupt and violent
the change of outward form proposed, the more chance of
stability there would be. He knew this so well that while
throwing his own influence most enthusiastically into the
Republican scale, he more than once offered to leave Italy to
decide for herself on the new form of Government, when once
she should be free and united, and in a position to judge calmly
of her own wishes. Yet this concession was really formal, and
was nothing but the sacrificemade by his own strong prepos-
sessions to his intellect. Mazzini might have known, and
somewhere deep down in his mind probably did know, that
this sort of concession was perfectly empty, that you cannot
hold-over these sort of questions till a nation is ready to decide
them-that the pretence of holding them over gives a shock
to "the historical consciousness" of the people, that you must
work with the constitutional materials you have, without
throwing the slur on them of proclaiming to the whole
people that they are but provisional and liable to a speedy
repudiation.

The truth was that Mazzini's own historical sense was
completely at issue with his religious or politico-religious con-
victions, and that the latter were too strong for the former.
Had he been wise he would have accepted in his latter days
the r6le of a political teacher rather than a practical intriguer.
Italy had won, under the certainly by no means stainless
political character of Victor Emanuel and his statesmen, a
far larger measure of unity and freedom than anyone but a
fanatic had any right to hope for. To improve the standard
of political faith in Italy, to disseminate higher ideas of free-
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dom, purer notions of political duty and manliness, might have
been left to Mazzini, in spite of his accepting the actual
regime, as any practical politician would have accepted it in
his place. But Mazzini could not bear to admit that "the
logic of facts" is one of compromise, which must admit very
mixed motives if it will win anything at all in the sphere of
practice. He almost created the force which did so much to
regenerate Italy; but in Italy itself he could not endure to
admit that the regeneration was full of alloys, and that Italy
remained only an earthly country in very decidedly earthly
moral conditions. He almost undid-at any rate he did his
best to undo-the great good he had done, because he could
not recognise in it his own ideal. In England, in France, in
Germany, his political conceptions were far soberer and saner;
there he could bear to see that perfection was impossible, and
that even imperfection must not be too often disturbed if the
imperfect elements were to be lessened. But in Italy he was
a dreamer-a dreamer even in his creative work-and still more
a dreamer when he tried to destroy what he himself had
created because it did not shadow forth to his exacting eyes
any of the beauty and glory of his own dream.



THE EMPEROR NAPOLEON.

(From" The Economist," I Itk january, 1873.)

THE death of the Emperor Napoleon throws a flood of light
upon his later life. It was in 1868 that he first began per-
ceptibly to lose confidence in himself, to shrink from the re-
sponsibility of his own power, and to desire if means might be
found to transmute his Csesarism into Constitutional Monarchy.
Observers imagined that he was alarmed by the progress of
Prussia, and the foreseen necessity of embarking on a new and
a great campaign; and no doubt the success of Prince Bis-
marck's policy did weigh upon his mind and disturb his
judgment, but as is now perceived, there was another cause.
He had been attacked by a malady, which, besides threatening
the constitution, exerts a singular power over the mind, fre-
quently depriving it of nervous strength, of energy, and of the
capacity of resolution. It was as a victim to incipient stone
that the Emperor formed the Ollivier Ministry and bis new
plan of Government, and many of his delays, hesitations, and
vacillations, together with the febrile irritability with which he
pressed forward his idea of a new plebiscite, may be attributed
to the growing, though secret, influence of his malady. Under
its influence he ceased to be able to examine into details, lost
his confidence in old friends, and began to indulge in the
despondency which sent him in 1870 to the field a man beaten
in advance. He lost the inclination to take the trouble to select
new men who had become indispensable, and to bear with
men who had independent opinions, or opinions hostile to his
own. When during the campaign his exertions increased his
complaint, he had no longer the energy to direct; and when
at Sedan a tremendous effort might have saved him, he had
not the physical power to make it, or even to entertain
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strongly the idea of making it. His later failures were in
fact the results of his physical condition, or at all events so far
the results of it, that it is impossible to form a just conception
of the degree to which his original powers had been impaired.

In spite of his failure, and of the stream of contemporary
thought, which is greatly influenced by the misfortunes that
failure brought on France, we believe those powers to have
been very considerable. Napoleon the Third, though not a
great administrator-a function for whichhe was too indolent-
was perhaps the most reflective and insighted, not far-sighted,
of the modern statesmen of France. He perceived years before
other men the spell which the name of his uncle threw over
the Frenchmen who had forgotten the disasters of 1815. He
comprehended years before other men that the peasantry were
the governing body, and would, if secured in their properties,
adhere firmly to any strong Executive. He understood the
latent power existing in the idea of nationalities years before
old diplomatists could see in it anything but a dream. He
was aware of the resources which might be developed by
a Free-trade policy before a single politician in France had
realised the first principles of economic finance. Alone among
French politicians he contrived to conciliate the Papacy, or
rather to master it, without breaking with the Republicans,
and alone among Frenchmen he ventured to declare that
England was the best ally France could have. Whenever his
brain could work freely without necessity for previous labour
he was a clear-sighted statesman, and it was only when a sub-
ject had to be learned up, like the condition of the Northern
States of the Union or the organisation of Prussia, that his
mental power became useless or even deceptive. We are by
no means convinced that had he not gone to war his new
Constitution would have failed, for it would have given France
her freedom, and yet allowed, through the plebiscite, of the
occasional revolutions which France from time to time will
always demand. A new generation of men would have come
forward, and would have exercised the power which the Em-
peror, pressed by pain, by despondency, and by indolence, no
longer desired to wield. He had perceived long before his
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great adherents that Frenchmen were tired of compression,
and the violence of the expansion was due in great measure
to his decaying energy and resolution. Up to the day of his
death he could still be resolved, but it was only in the passive
way-the way possible to a man not required to do anything
but sit quietly in an arm-chair and weigh advice. The effect
of his bodily health is an argument to the discredit not the
credit of personal government, but it must be considered in
any just estimate of the Emperor's mental power. We do not
expect from M. Thiers the pliability of a young man, nor is
it fair to expect from a middle-aged Emperor, tortured with
the stone, the serene reflectiveness of a political philosopher.

It is too early yet to discuss frankly the character of the
Emperor, but as we have indicated the greatest of his mental
powers-cool and broad political insight-we may also indicate
the greatest of his mental defects as a politician. He had, we
think, an incapability, almost beyond precedent, of securing
competent agents. He never discovered a great soldier. He
never found out a great statesman. He never secured a great
financier. Only two ofhis agents-M. de Morny and M. Pietri
-can be pronounced first-rate men of any kind, and the mass of
them could hardly be classed as fourth-rate or fifth-rate men.
This was the more remarkable because he himself was not un-
pleasant to his people, not capricious, not exacting, not disposed
to change; and as France is full of able men only too anxious to
serve, it must have been due to some want in his own mind-a
want which it is by no means easy to understand Mere want of
insight into individual character does not explain the failure, for
that would leave promotion open to everybody,and consequently
leave to the able all their chances unimpaired. Mere indolence
does not explain it, for amidst the 500,000 officialsemployed
in France it does not take very much trouble to pick out a
few strong men; and mere carelessness does not explain it,
for the Emperor was well aware how badly he was sometimes
served. It is difficult, considering the wealth of intellect in
France, to doubt that the Emperor had the foible of men
whose position is slightly uncertain, that he was jealous of
very able persons, particularly if they were statesmen; regarded
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all such as his uncle regarded Moreau-as possible rivals and
successors. Such men are usually independent, and he wanted
his agents to obey. Such men in France argue well, and the
Emperor was not good at debate either in public or private.
Such men above all, if Frenchmen, are anxious to make their
personality felt, and the Emperor could not bear that any per-
sonality should be felt except his own, lest it should attract
the regard of a population accustomed to raise its favourites
to the top. It was this feeling which induced him twice to
accompany his armies, though he knew he was no soldier, and
so secure that no general should obtain the suffrages of the
army. It was this feeling which made him close up so many
political careers, till it became nearly impossible for an able
man in France to manifest his ability, and this feeling which
induced him to prefer mere red-tapists in the War Department,
where he never but once had a first-rate man, Marshal Niel,
who was practically nominated by the army. Above all it
was this feeling, greatly exasperated by disease, which induced
him tc underrate his own position, and doubt whether without
victory he could retain his hold on France. There is not a
doubt that, if he had remained quiet, the peasantry and the
army would have remained true to him; but he could not with
his morbid sense of insecurity, irritated to madness by disease,
believe the truth, and therefore he fell. We shall, as time
goes on and memoirs appear, know much more of Napoleon
III. than we do now, but we believe, when all is known, the
world will decide that his grand merit as a politician was a
certain clearness of insight, and that his grand defect was self-
distrust, leading to jealous impatience of capacities unlike or
superior to his own. To declare him a great man may be
impossible in the face of his failures, but to declare him a
small one is ridiculous. Small men dying in exile do not
leave wide gaps in the European political horizon.



THE LATE MR. GRAVES.

(From" The Economist," 25th January, 1873.)

THE generality of the sorrow at the sudden death of Mr.
Graves, and the depth of the respect shown for his memory,
almost prove that both must be deserved That a man of Irish
birth, who started in Liverpool with but little fortune and with
no particular connections, should, at so early an age as fifty-
five, be Member for that great city, have an almost universal
popularity there, receive at his election more votes than any
borough Member ever obtained before, attain an excellent
position in Parliament, and receive at his unlocked-for death
marks of attachment and grief from all ranks of persons, and
even from Royalty itself, is very remarkable, but it would be
quite incomprehensible without real and great merit. Only
fine qualities of some kind could enable a man who began with
so few advantages to obtain so much influence over so many
and so various persons, and to win so much regard from them.

Those best acquainted with the sphere of action will admit
that business ability alone would never have given Mr. Graves
the position he held, or have attracted such multitudes to his
funeral. Business ability is not an uncommon quality in
Liverpool i a very considerable number of persons could be
named there who can transact commercial affairs almost as
well as it is possible to transact them. No skill in money
matters could elevate anyone much above many of them, for
their skill in such matters is almost perfect. And though com-
mercial ability gains money it does not win hearts, and it is
plain that Mr. Graves gained at Liverpool and elsewhere a
sympathy and an affection which can never be obtained by
mere transacting power. Nor was Mr. Graves's success in his
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constituency and in Parliament due to any singular gift of
oratory. On the contrary, there are plenty of men who speak
quite as well as Mr. Graves whom no one cares for, either in
Parliament or out of it, and on whose death, however sudden,
no one would grieve except a small circle just around them.
Nor would mere" hard work," to which we have seen Mr.
Graves's success, both in life and Parliament, ascribed, at all
account for the peculiar nature of that success. The genuine
faculty of hard work is not a common quality, and we quite
agree that Mr. Graves possessed it; but we could name men
even in Parliament who work quite as hard for whom no one
cares-who have won no sympathy, and attained no respect.

The real secret of Mr. Graves's peculiar success was his
singularly unique character. He possessed in combination
two important qualities, which are not very common singly,
which are very rarely joined together, but the combination of
which has singular power. A very high degree of fairness and
honesty is not so very common in mercantile or in any other
line of life. A certain decent amount of honesty is very fairly
diffused j the higher kind of nicety and honour, which every
one feels though no one can precisely describe it, is unhappily
not common. And every one who met Mr. Graves, even
casually, became at once convinced that he possessed this de-
licate and indefinable quality, and those who knew him long
and well were unanimous that this casual conviction was
justified. He was a man whom no one need watch, and who
might be trusted implicitly, and with anything.

And besides this he was a consummate manager and
manipulator of men. For the most part there is about people
so honest as he was a certain rigidity of manner and stiffness
of, mind. They do not easily enter into the thoughts and
minds of others; they are blunt and decided, and go to their
object in a plain straightforward way. They do not perceive
instinctively what others are thinking of; in consequence they
are bad negotiators. They do not see what is in the minds
of the other side, and so they say the wrong thing, and
negotiation fails. But Mr. Graves was a warm negotiator.
He could not help seeing what was in the minds of those with
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whom he was concerned. He adapted himself to it instinc-
tively; was astonished that anyone could help seeing it. He
was as pliable as a diplomatist could be, and he was as honest
as it was possible to be. Indeed, an honest negotiator is the
honestest of men, for it is in the making of delicate arrange-
ments, and in the nice manipulation of men, that the highest
honesty is tested most nicely.

We do not at all mean that Mr. Graves's powers were of
a moral kind only. The intellectual qualities required for a
good diplomatist are of an extremely high kind. To have in a
large measure the comprehension to understand and the tact
to manage other men, is very rare, and Mr. Graves had
these gifts in singular abundance. We need not say that
besides these, he had all the qualities of a man of business,
and that he had commercial knowledge and a fine practical
understanding. All this has been said for the last few days
so often that it is needless to repeat it. We have only tried
to analyse a little his character, so as to give to those who
did not know him some vague idea of his peculiar gifts and
power.

That we have done so with a painful feeling we need not
say. There is a charm about men like him which no analysis
can reach, and no pen can set down. And those who have
that charm are perhaps most apt to be taken from us. A
coarse and hard man of business might have done Mr. Graves's
work and more, and been with us still; but the crush of
Parliamentary and the struggle of commercial life are most
trying to the finer fibres of human nature. In such scenes
we should always watch with the most anxiety the lives of
those whom we can least spare, and whom we should most
wish to keep.



MR. FAWCETT.

(From" The Economist," 8th February, 1873.)

IT is not the lot of the Economist often to agree completely
with Mr. Fawcett, but we do not know that there is a more
useful member in the House of Commons, in which he occu-
pies a somewhat exceptional position. Debarred by a physical
infirmity from office,and not possessed of popular arts, Mr.
Fawcett can hardly be regarded as the leader of any section
of the Commons, and yet he is received on rising as no mere
borough member ever is received. A scholar, a doctrinaire,
and at the same time member for the Radical majority of one
of the most Radical constituencies in the kingdom, Mr. Fawcett
is listened to by Tories of the " highest" type, and his speeches
frequently tell distinctly on divisions. He is not popular, he
is not eloquent in the sense in which Mr. Gladstone or Mr.
Bright is eloquent, and he is not a man of business; but
nevertheless his weight in the conduct of national affairs is
seldom on any question inappreciable, and on one or two
questions, such as India, is so marked as to excite considerable
jealousy in officialquarters. Part of his influence is no doubt
due to his courage, to the coolness with which he defends
doctrines known to be unpopular; but the major portion of it
is due, we believe, to the hard common sense, and adherence
to scientific principles, by which his Radicalism is modified.
The most prominent defect of the Radicalism of the present
day is a new one,-one quite unknown to the great Radicals
of our history,-a certain pulpiness or sentimentality whichwe
are accustomed to attribute only to the Liberal politicians of
the continent, and from this Mr. Fawcett is entirely free.
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Believing that force is an element, and a great element, in
human affairs, he never allows himself to talk nonsense about
the inutility of armies and navies, but in a hard, cool way
argues that we must not have too much or too little navy or
army. Believing that finance is a necessary element in politics,
he never allows himself to be drawn into absurdities about
reductions or about expenditures, but maintains that this or
that tax or reduction is good or bad, for such and such reasons;
that the Treasury must be kept full, and that if taxation hurts
people, well, it is the essential quality of taxation to hurt very
much. Believing that we ought to keep India, he never
makes wild speechesagainst Indian Administration, but accepts
the duty, and labours with all his might to have the duty done
in the way he approves. We do not agree on the whole with
his way, thinking him deceived by an agrarian crotchet, but
we do most heartily honour the immense labour and energy
with which he has fought for his thesis-that taxation is the
crux of the Indian Administration, and that Indian Adminis-
trators have, on the whole, mismanaged it. The point how-
ever on which his speciality comes out most strongly is the
law of property. Radicals believe in property like other men,
but they are always apt to leave an impression that they at
heart hold all property to belong to the State, and to be
leased in trust for the public convenience, or rather for the
convenience of any section of the public which happens to
want some of it. Mr. Fawcett never will give in to that tone
at all. Whatever the subject he always defends the well-
understood economic laws, whether they are popular or un-
popular, with the most hearty belief in their accuracy, ventur-
ing, for instance, to say that the poor ought not to be exempt
from taxation in proportion because that is robbery of the
rich. Why are they to be robbed? The" hard," or, to use a
common expression, the cruel, consequences that flow from
economic laws do not strike him any more than the hard
consequences which flow from any other laws regulating the
economy of the world. If a good person does not save, a
good person will want, and that seems to modern philanthropy
very hard, hard enough to justify taking something from a
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bad person to give to the good one. «No," says Mr. Fawcett,
" property is independent of goodness and badness. If a good
person puts his finger in the candle, his finger will be burnt,
and you have no right, because of that, to bum the bad man's
finger." We are not of course quoting under any form, how-
ever condensed, but that is the drift of one or two of his recent
speeches, and hard, sound sense of that sort, when coming
from a member whose Radicalism is not doubtful, is in its way
almost invaluable. It would have little effect coming from
Mr. Henley, because he would be supposed to be wishing to
keep up the old order of things; but coming from a member
known not to wish that, it has a decided effect. It puts an
end to a great many fears, and it prevents a great many silly
proposals which but for the certainty of Mr. Fawcett's danger-
ous opposition might exercise a certain influence over the
public mind. The member for Brighton in fact compels his
whole party to think before they speak, to try their ideas by
facts, to ascertain-to speak plain English-before they pro-
duce their proposals how they will appear to men who are not
moved by phrases, who will in their commonplace, clear-headed
way see what effect any given law or project of law is to have
on the ultimate prosperity of the nation. He makes Radical-
ism intelligible and tolerable to men who have something to
lose. A member of this kind, whether his hearer agrees with
him or not-and we, for example, very often disagree-is
most valuable to the House of Commons, where Mr. Fawcett
often makes a speech which, to men heated with oratory and
sentimentalities and exaggerated ideas of their constituents'
wishes, has the bracing and tonic effect of a cold douche very
heartily thrown .

.Mr. Fawcett's speech on Monday at Brighton was not one
of the best illustrations of his especial utility, but still it was
full of it. His main idea was a statesmanlike one, the neces-
sity of considering the Treasury before considering everybody's
complaint. All manner of half-considerate people have been
asking during the recess all manner of contradictory things,-
want, for instance, the malt tax abolished, the income tax
abolished, the rates thrown on the general Treasury, and ex-
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penditure for a host of philanthropic schemes. Well, asks
Mr. Fawcett, at some length, who is going to pay the bill ?
How do these people propose to empty the State till and
make it pay everything, to add new charges and abolish old
revenue, to, in fact, "surpass the dreams of the old alchemists,
and extract wealth out of nothing"? If you abolish the
malt tax you must, at all events, keep the rates. If you
abolish the income tax, you must give up great expensive
schemes like State-aided emigration. Mr. Fawcett does not
speak as many Radicals would have spoken against the
landed interest, which is making, or supposed to be making,
these demands, or declare rates a blessing, or assert that the
income tax is unimproveable,but he brings the orators to book
summarily with hard common sense. Their proposals, good
or bad, cost money. Where is it to come from? Some
people advocate the abolition of schedule D, and the substitu-
tion of a tax on property. Why, asked Mr. Fawcett, should
we tax a man who has bought something with his savings to
exempt the man who might save £20,000 a year? Others
ask the total abolition of the tax, but many of them want also
a free breakfast table. There is a very general and a very
useless moan over the frequency of strikes. They are very
injurious, says Mr. Fawcett, but until capital and labour have
identical pecuniary interests they cannot be prevented, they
are our mode of fighting the battle, and a mild one, leading
us on through inconveniences into a happier future. Others
again are indignant with the expenditure on the Army and
Navy; but after all, says Mr. Fawcett, the prodigal expendi-
ture of other nations upon means of attack must exercise
some influence upon our expenditure on means of defence.
These seem to many men almost platitudes, but they are only
platitudes because they are truths, and they are uttered be-
fore a popular constituency by a man who accepts what is
called the Radical creed quite heartily, and, as far as appears,
carries his Radical followersheartily with him. Mr. Fawcett,
in fact, does find means to bring the extreme Liberals into
full connection with the quiet mass of hard-headed opinion
existing in the country, and that is a very creditable and bene-
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ficial feat to perform. We do not want parties to be divided
in this country as they are in France, till one set of men
scarcely understand another set, and till the rule of the
majority is regarded by minorities almost as the rule of an
invading enemy. Mr. Fawcett talks a Radicalism Whigs
can understand, and therefore a Radicalism which inclines
them to examine all Radicalism a little more closely, and to
dread it a little less.



THE GOVERNMENT AND THE DISSENTERS.

(From" The Economist," 29th March, 1873.)

A STEP of some importance was taken towards the healing
of the breach between the Government and the Dissenters, by
the large vote on Mr. Osborne Morgan's Burial Bill, which
passed the second reading by a majority of 63. Mr. Disraeli
has apparently given up the policy after which, in his poli-
tical novels, he has so often shown a hankering, of winning
over the Wesleyans to his side. Nothing could be harder or
less conciliating than his tone towards the whole body of
Dissenters on Wednesday afternoon. He classed them alto-
gether, and he set the Church of England over against them
rather as a distinct sect which had acquired a right to the
fabrics and churchyards of England through the negligence
and laches of the Dissenters and their refusal to pay church-
rates, than as still claiming in any sense to be a national
Church, and eager therefore to offer to all English citizens
their proper privileges as at least potential members of that
Church. This line of Mr. Disraeli's was evidently carefully
considered, and intended to reassure his own followers of his
staunch Church Conservatism. Nay, he went further, and
gave the Dissenters a broad hint that they had lost a good
deal of political power, which they wielded under the Reform
Bill of 1832, since he gathered the poorer householders into
the Electorate in 1867. They were no longer so powerful in
the constituencies as they had been, he said-and this was his
doing. Unless they allied themselves with the Church, and
turned their common forces against the fashionable scepticism,
they would find themselves but a weak political body in
future. This was a significant attitude to take up, and was
no doubt intended to soothe the grave distrust which Mr.
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Disraeli's followers feel of his professed attachment to the
Church of England. He believed that by thus "burning his
ships," and telling the Dissenters openly that he had under-
mined their power and meant to defy them, he would regain
the confidence of some of his own discontented adherents.

This attitude of Mr. Disraeli's makes the opportunity for a
hearty reconciliation between the Government and the Dis-
senters particularly promising. And in view of a dissolution,
which, whether it happens this year or next, cannot be long
deferred, this reconciliation is plainly most desirable. The
Nonconformists have now seen that their alliance is not only
not courted by the Tories, but is declined by anticipation.
Whoever gives them anything, the Tories will not. They
know, moreover, that a real Tory success with the consti-
tuencies is, if not very probable, yet by no means off the
cards. Whether the Tories fail or not in the next appeal to
the country, it is tolerably certain that they will not fail in
greatly diminishing the great Liberal majority. The apparent
ill-success of Mr. Gladstone's great Irish policy in conciliating
Ireland, the alarm produced by the chronic troubles in France,
and the still worse chronic troubles in Spain, above all, the
fright which the great succession of strikes has given to every
small tradesman and every small farmer in England, have all
tended to diminish for a while the prestige of Liberal policy,
and to carry a great many doubtful minds into the timid Con-
servative camp. If then the Dissenters really want a Liberal
policy, this is not the time to desert their party. If they do,
they may very well contrive to bring in a Conservative Govern-
ment which, if it is prudent, will manage to rule the country
for seven years to come. If the Dissenters desert Mr. Glad-
stone at the next dissolution, they will not only not obtain
from the Tories the Education and Church policy they desire,
but they will obtain from them a very different policy indeed,
and one vastly more hostile to their own interests than any
policy which even their prepossession can ascribe to the present
Government.

On the other hand we have always maintained that the
Government on their part should do what they can to satisfy
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their Dissenting supporters that their political claims are re-
garded as claims of a very high kind, the neglect of which
might fairly be resented on the part of a political body so
active and strenuous for Liberal statesmen as they have been.
The conduct of the Government, in relation to the Burial Bill,
will give them some assurance of this. But they may fairly
claim something more, and, in relation to the Education Act,
it is only reasonable to grant something more. However
small the scruple may seem to be, which the Dissenters have
raised on the subject of the 25th clause of that Act, it may be
admitted at once that it is not the only cause of offence the
Act has given them. Very naturally they hoped that the
Education Act would do a great deal to destroy the caste-
advantages which the Church enjoys in the country. And
unquestionably, owing no doubt to the praiseworthy zeal of
Churchmen and also to their great advantages over the Dis-
senters in wealth, it has not had that effect, but, in the country
districts at least, the opposite effect. We do not say and do
not think that the Government can fairly be blamed for this.
But it must be admitted that it is a fair cause of disappoint-
ment to the Dissenters, and that they are therefore at least
very excusable for criticising with more jealousy these minor
provisions of the Education Act which tend in the same
direction, and which are not of the essence of the Act, than
they would be if the effect of the Act had not in country dis-
tricts been distinctly favourable to the power of the Church.
We say therefore that as regards the clause which enables
School Boards to devote a (certainly not very large) propor-
~~~~~OO~~~~~~~~~~W~
in denominational schools, a clause to which it is quite con-
ceivable that a very scrupulously controversial conscience
might feel serious moral objection, there is a very strong
prima facie case for relief. It is, as far as it goes, very much
in the nature of a minute church and chapel rate; and a good
deal of the money payable under this clause to denominational
schools is exceedingly likely, considering the poverty of the
Irish colonies in our great towns, to go to Roman Catholic
schools, which are a special object of dread to Protestant con-
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sciences. Here then is a clear case for concession. The
Government have promised a Bill to amend the Education Act,
and we venture to express our hope that it will treat the Dis-
senters fairly if not generously; and will not take any account
of the hostility likely to be created on the Tory side of the
House. We do not think that the efficient education of the
children should be sacrificedto any party exigences, but there
are, no doubt, ways of satisfying the scrupulous Dissenting
consciences, in which there would be no danger that the
interests of the children would suffer. We are aware that the
Dissenters also demand the extension of compulsion and of
School Boards to all the rural districts. We are by no means
clear that this is possible without creating a very great preju-
dice against education in the rural districts where the poverty
is great and the dread of rates even greater. But however this
may be-and on this point the Dissenters must be prepared to
be reasonable, if they are satisfied on the other issues, more
especially their own-we are quite sure that the Education
Department could find more than one remedy for the grievance
now contained in the twenty-fifth clause, and more than one
remedy which would be perfectly satisfactory. And if it can
be found, it should. It would be a very great misfortune to
the country if the divisions among the Liberals prove to be so
great at the next elections, that the Conservatives may gain
the opportunity for which they are hoping to arrest the pro-
gress of society, and that gradual but steady inroad on mis-
chievous traditions which has now gone on almost uninter-
ruptedly for forty years. But Mr. Disraeli's boast that he has
got down to a class in the electorate which prefers old abuses
to new remedies is probably not by any means an idle boast;
and therefore it becomes all good Liberals to be on their guard
and act with harmony as well as vigour.



THE LATE MR. MILL.

(From" The Economist," 17th May, 1873.)

THE sudden death of Mr. Mill has caused a deep feeling in all
the intellectual part of England. Few living philosophers
have had so much influence; fewer still have inspired so much
personal respect-we might say so much personal affection-
among many who had never seen and who were never likely
to see him. The personal attachment of the inner circle of
his followers was far greater. To that inner circle we can
make no claim to belong; we can only trace slightly, and in
a manner which may not satisfy them, a rough outline of what
seem to us the peculiarities of his mind and the sources of his
influence.

To treatises such as Mr. Mill's Log£c and his Pol£tical
Economy, it is not usually easy to give important praise which
no one will deny. The subjects with which they deal, the
logic particularly, are too full of doubts and too fertile in
animosities. But no one, we think, will deny that hardly ever,
perhaps never, in the history of philosophy, have two books
so finished and so ample been written by a man who had only
his leisure moments to give to them, and who had a day's
work to do besides. The quantity of writing in these four
thick volumes is not small; but many men, in detached essays
and on varied points, equal or surpass that quantity. Even a
daily occupation in laborious business is easily compatible
with much desultory labour. But Mr. Mill's Logic and his
Political Economy are not collections of desultory remarks;
they are orderly, systematic works, in which the beginning has
reference to the end, and almost every part has some relation,
often a very close relation, to most other parts. To compose
such books requires an incessant reminiscence of the past, and
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an equally incessant foresight of the future; and both these,
more almost than anything else, strain and fatigue the brain.
Only men with their whole time and whole strength can usually
accomplish such tasks. But Mr. Mill wrote both these books
when a laborious man of business, who had daily difficult and
exhausting duties to perform as well. Instead of wondering
at occasional faults in such books, we should rather wonder
that they exist at all.

The great merit of Mr. Mill, we think, was the merit of in-
tellectual combination. Many philosophers-several contem-
poraries even-were much more eminent for absolute originality.
But no one comes near Mr. Mill in the art-the invaluable art
when, as now, philosophy is at once rich and fragmentary-of
piecing together. In Mr. Mill's great works theories are
placed in just juxtaposition which were wide apart before, and
thirteen are named in the same sentence, where one would
have hardly comprehended how they could be coupled together.
Mr. Grote thus described the Logic in the Westminster Reoiet»
-the other day as we may say-in 1865 :-

"The System of Logic appears to us to present the most
important advance in speculative theory which the present
century has witnessed. Either half of it, the Ratiocinative
or the Inductive, would have surpassed any previous work
on the same subject. The Inductive half discriminates and
brings into clear view, for the first time, those virtues of
method which have insensibly grown into habits among con-
summate scientific inquirers of the post-Baconian age, as
well as the fallacies by which some of these authors have been
misled. The Ratiocinative half, dealing with matters which
had already been well handled by Dutrieu and other scholastic
logicians, invests their dead though precise formalism with a
real life and application to the actual process of finding and
proving truth. But besides thus working each half up to
perfection, Mr. Mill has performed the still more difficult task
of overcoming the repugnance, apparently an inveterate re-
pugnance, between them, so as chemically to combine the two
into one homogeneous compound; thus presenting the pro-
blem of Reasoned Truth, Inference, Proof, and Disproof, as
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one connected whole. For ourselves, we still recollect the
mist which was cleared from our minds when we first read the
System of Logic, very soon after it was published. We were
familiar with the Syllogistic Logic in Burgersdicius and Dutrieu;
we were also familiar with examples of the best procedure in
modem inductive science; but the two streams flowed
altogether apart in our minds, like two parallel lines never
joining nor approaching. The irreconcilability of the two
was at once removed, when we had read and mastered the
second and third chapters of the Second Book of the System
of Logic; in which Mr. Mill explains the functions and value
of the Syllogism, and the real import of its major premiss."

We do not altogether agree with Mr. Grote in his estimate
of this particular doctrine, and on this particular instance we
should have much to say if this were the place to say it. But
the general description of the" Logic" which Mr. Grote gives
is true and admirable. For the first time, an attempt was
made to consider together the modern methods of scientific
inference and, as Sir John Herschel describes, the ancient
methods of scholastic inference as medieval writers set them
forth. The two were never set so completely side by side
before, or so fully made to illustrate one another.

Such a book, it will at once be seen, requires a most deli-
cate art of exposition. For these comparisons, the style of
a writer must describe not only "meanings" but shades of
meaning-not large ideas in the rough, but nice ideas with
nice finish. And for this Mr. Mill was well fitted both by
genius and by culture. He inherited a philosophical acumen
from his father (and, we suspect, from a long line of Scotch
and argumentative ancestors), and an education in France had
given him the French gift of precise and graceful explanation.
That -he also caught a little, though only a little, of the
tendency to diffuseness of modem French philosophers must,
we admit, be acknowledged; but he also gained the literary
talents most useful to a comprehensive philosopher-their
extreme clearness and their wonderful readability.

In Political Economy there was an eminent field for Mr.
Mill's peculiar powers of comparison. There is little which is
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absolutely original in his great work; and much of that little
is not, we think, of the highest value. The subject had been
discussed in detail by several minds of great acuteness and
originality, but no writer before Mr. Mill had ever surveyed it
as a whole with anything like equal ability; no one had shown
with the same fulness the relation which the different parts of
the science bore to each other; still less had anyone so well
explained the relation of this science to other sciences, and to
knowledge in general. Since Mr. Mill wrote, there is no ex-
cuse for a political economist if his teaching is narrow-minded
or pedantic; though, perhaps, from the isolated state of the
science, there may have been some before. Mr. Mill had
another power, which was almost of as much use to him for
his special occupations as his power of writing, he was a most
acute and discerning reader. The world hardly gave him
credit for this gift before the publication of his book on Sir
William Hamilton. But those who have read that book will
understand what Mr. Grote means when, in the essay we
quoted before, he speaks of Mr. Mill's" unrivalled microscope
which detects the minutest breach or incoherence in the tissue
of his philosophical reasoning". And he used this great faculty
both good-naturedly and conscientiously-he never gave heed-
less pain to any writer, and never distorted anyone's meaning.

In fact, and partly for the reasons we have stated, Mr.
Mill's two great treatises have had a unique and immense
influence. In Political Economy the writer of these lines has
long been in the habit of calling himself the last man of the
ante-Mill period. He was just old enough to have acquired a
certain knowledge of Ricardo and the other principal writers
on Political Economy before Mr. Mill's work was published,
and the effect of it has certainly been most remarkable. All
students since begin with Mill and go back to all previous
writers fresh from the study of him. They see the whole sub-
ject with Mr. Mill's eyes. They see in Ricardo and Adam
Smith what he told them to see, and it is not easy to induce
them to see anything else. Whether it has been altogether
good for Political Economy that a single writer should have
so monarchical an influence may be argued, but no testimony
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can be greater to the ability of that writer and his pre-eminence
over his contemporaries. In a wider field the effect of the
Log£c has also been enormous. Half the mmds of the
younger generation of Englishmen have been greatly coloured
by it, and would have been sensibly different if they had not
been influenced by it. And there is no other book of English
philosophy of which the same can be said, even with a pretext
of truth.

A complete estimate of Mr. Mill would include an account
of his career in Parliament, and also an account of some pecu-
liarities of his mind, which gave him, considering the dry
nature of most of his pursuits and studies, a most singular
influence. To very many younger minds he was not so much
a political economist as a prophet, not so much a logician as
a seer. He had, besides his rare power of arguing and analys-
ing, an equally rare kind of contagious enthusiasm, which
influenced a multitude of minds, and made them believe as he
did. But an estimate of these peculiarities would be little
suited to these pages; nor should we at this moment like to
say much which, in our judgment, it would be necessary to
say in order to make this estimate just We have preferred
to say that which is plainly true, and whichcould give no pain
to anyone.



SIR C. DILKE ON THE CIVIL LIST.

(Prom" The Economist," lotlt January, 1874.)

A POLITICIAN who, addressing an average English audience,
tries to prove a contradiction in terms is pretty sure not to be
popular with the educated, and will end by being found out
even by the mass of voters, and that is the present position
of Sir Charles Dilke. There is a good deal of courage-true
courage-as well as conceit in his present attitude, and he is
by no means wanting in capacity to maintain an argument,
but he is advocating a preposterously illogical proposition.
He is, in his last explanation to his constituents, not arguing
the true Republican doctrine that the State is the better for a
real and not a nominal Head, but is proposing that if the
nominal Head must exist he should be deprived of all re-
verence and cloudy dignity in the eyes of his subjects of all
grades. That is, he is protesting not against Kingship, which
is perfectly intelligible-though, as wehave not his confidence
in human nature, we think it unwise-but against that pecu-
liar form of Kingship which is essential to the very life of the
existing British Constitution. If it is possible to describe
that very complicated but very effectivemachine in any words,
they will be words of this kind. Actual power must rest in
a committee of great officerselected by the representatives of
the people, and responsible under penalties which, though
mild in form, are in reality severe, for the good government of
the country, whilst formal power must rest with a great per-
sonage who appears to the people to reign, who is an im-
movable and traditionary head of the Executive, and who, while
without initiative or veto, has a permanent right of super-
vision and remonstrance. Such an office,as we understand
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it, must as to effectiveness be somewhat elastic, for an unex-
perienced and unpopular King might be powerless, while an
experienced or popular King might have great and lasting
influence; but, in any case, it cannot exist without certain
external signs of respect, or a derivation strictly within and
yet above the law. An English sovereign, to exist at all, must
not be liable to be cross-examined in a Tichbome case, must
not be allowed by etiquette to hold controversy with a subject,
must not be directly or rudely criticised in public, and must not
above all have his or her privacy invaded by Parliament at
discretion. He must be a figure, and not a mere person liable
to criticism even for vices, unless indeed he forces those vices
as George IV. did upon public notice. It is these two great
rules, the impersonality and the dignity essential to an
English sovereign, which Sir Charles DUke appears to us de-
termined, for no avowed reason, deliberately to attack. He
has proposed twice before, and now proposes again, that the
Civil List shall be overhauled, not at the beginning or end of
each reign, which is perfectly fair and legitimate, but during
each reign, so that the personal tastes, obligations, and ways
of the sovereign shall be examined in the face of the world
every Session in a way no Premier would endure for half-an-
hour. What he says, reduced to ordinary English, is that the
Queen is thrifty, saves much money, and ought to explain
every year, like a cashier of a branch bank, why she accumu-
lates so much. Would he venture to ask Parliament to make
the same inquiry about any Cabinet Minister's allowances, and
the way he spent them? Suppose he could allege that one
Cabinet Minister wasted money on old china, or that another
was a careful economist of his allowances, would he found on
those charges a request for an annual commission of inquiry ?
Yet he does not hesitate to suggest what amounts to that as
regards the only great officer of State who cannot bid Parlia-
ment mind its own business by a threat of resignation. The
Civil List, after payment of certain very heavy specifiedcharges,
is the Queen's income for life, as much as is the annual surplus
of the Duchy of Lancaster, and any inquiry whatever into the
expenditure of that surplus is unfair, as well as injurious, to
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the dignity with which, if the Kingship is maintained at all,
it must be surrounded. Devoid as our Kings are of real
power-the power, for instance, of prosecuting Sir Charles
DUke,as the King of Prussia could-a constant inquiry of that
kind would, in five years, be fatal to the throne, by turning
the eyes of the whole electorate on an expenditure which they
literally could not understand. Every man judges expenditure
by a certain standard of his own, and beyond that everything
seems waste or pretension; and we venture to assert that if
the Queen's private accounts were overhauled in the way the
member for Chelsea desires, it is not of economy but lavish
waste and extravagance of which the Sovereign would be
accused. The electors would no more understand Her
Majesty's schedule of travelling expenses than they would
understand why a Duke of Devonshire or Northumberland
keeps up a house which costs him more than any other single
expense, and would weary him to death to live in. But Sir
Charles Dilke will assert that that is private waste and this is
public waste, and of course this is the true gravamen of his
charge. One answer to it is a flat denial, the Civil List being
subject to inquiry only on a vacancy of the Throne, or on a
failure to pay the State charges imposed on it; but our own
seems to us still better, namely, that if a throne is to be kept
at all under the British system, it must be protected by a
certain dignity, stateliness, and grandeur of apparent position
to which either large expenditure or extreme seclusion is in-
dispensable. Anybody who violates that dignity is making
the constitutional throne-the very key of our system of veiled
Republicanism-impossible, without suggesting any better
system to fill its place. He may think an unveiled Republic
much better, and that is a perfectly defensible standpoint, but
he will not reach it by trying to show that the Sovereign ought
to have only £60,000 a year. We could have a President, if
we wanted one, for £5,000; but if we had, Sir Charles would
find it expedient not to demand the particulars of his banker's
book.

We do not care one straw about Sir Charles's precedents in
this matter-which he has studied very imperfectly, having
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missed in the strangest way his own best point, namely, the
dates of Lord Brougham's final attack on the Civil List and
final withdrawal therefrom-and do not care whether the
Georges bribed members or not out of the Civil List. The
Queen does not, that is quite certain; and, short of that, our
contention is that if the Sovereign exist at all under our Con-
stitution he must be free of petty surveillance, must be allowed
to spend or accumulate his appanages as any other great
officer is allowed to spend or accumulate his salary, and must
be treated as having a life interest in his own allowances.
If they are too much-a proposition quite absurd unless the
Monarch is to be poorer than his nobles-or if the arrange-
ments controlling them are too indefinite, let them be revised
in the settlement always made for a new reign, or let the
people be asked if they prefer a Republican Government All
we object to is a perpetual attempt to destroy the character of
the English kingship, without proposing its abolition, by plac-
ing the Sovereign under a microscope, beneath which no
majesty, even in the English sense, can possibly endure. It
must endure if the constitution is to be maintained, and if it is
not maintained till the people are educated, say fifty years
hence, the British Empire will suffer a shock such as it may
not be able to survive. A veiled Republic is the most vivifying
of all possible governments for a people accustomed to freedom,
but still uneducated, and to give it up because we want to know
what the Queen's yacht costs per annum, or why she pensions
relatives--that is, because we are impatient, not with the
throne, but with its drapery-would be the most unbusiness-
like of follies. Sir Charles Dilke pleads that he is no revolu-
tionist, and pleads, we doubt not, with perfect truth-for in
his last and very able explanation to his constituents, he shows
himself thoroughly conservative of everything provided only
it is stripped of dignity. He would overturn nothing except
that respect for the symbol of power which alone keeps an un-
educated people united, obedient, and patriotic.



NOT A MIDDLE PARTY BUT A MIDDLE
GOVERNMENT.

(From" The Economist," 17th january, 1874.)

MR. GRANT DUFF wisely cautioned his hearers at Elgin
against believing that a middle party-a party neither Conser-
vative nor Liberal-could be formed in Parliament. He
showed that moderate Liberals-one of whom he specially
named, and whose mind he analysed-could never belong to
such a new party, and could never desert their old one. He
might have said the same of the moderate Conservatives; neither
in practice would they ever think of such a thing, however often
theorists might advise them to do so. The conclusive argu-
ment against it is one which superficial theorists, who judge
of Parliamentary Government by looking only at Parliament
itself, are very apt to overlook. The difficulty is not so much
with the House of Commons as with those from whom that
House emanates. The constituencies would not hear of such
a novelty. In each of them there are two rival electioneering
organisations-two sets of antagonist lawyers-and it is only
by getting a hold on one of these that any candidate can hope
to be elected. Each of these organisations asks of a candidate,
in the first place,-Are you for me or against me? And to
this -plain question it requires an equally plain answer. In
London society the idea of a middle party can be understood ;
but in the country, in the constituencies which are the ultimate
source of power, it would be an unintelligible nondescript. It
would be only thought to be a fine name for a "cave"; for a
union of discontented men who wished to act together.

But though a middle party is impossible, a middle Govern-
ment-a Government which represents the extreme of neither
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party, but the common element between the two parties-is
inevitable. Neither party, for a long time at least, will be
able to govern in the spirit, or according to the wishes, of its
extreme supporters: a Conservative Government will not be
such as Mr. Newdegate would wish; a Liberal one must be
far short of what Mr. Trevelyan or Sir Charles DUke would
prefer. Any extreme Government would be plainly contrary
to the wishes of the nation. On many points it is not easy to
say what is the state of feeling of the country; but so much
as this at least is evident, it is not violently excited any way.
It is not reactionary, it would not undo the work of the
Liberals as strong old Tories wish~ it is not "advanced
Radical," it would not go on at once to new and enormous
changes. The spirit of the country is quiet but reasonable;
indisposed to sweeping innovations, and equally indisposed to
keeping, in the old Tory way, everything which is because it
is. The moderate members of both parties represent this
spirit very fairly. At a recent election a poor voter is reported
to have said that both candidates were very nice gentlemen,
but that, for his part, he could not see much difference between
them; and this is the simple truth. Between such a Con-
servatism as Lord Derby's and such a Liberalism as Mr.
Cardwell's, who can say that there is any differencemuch worth
mentioning? Though in our politics these "middle men"
cannot set up a party of their own, they can at present de-
cisively enjoin their will on both parties.

There is nothing new in such a state of politics. Lord
Palmerston's administrations-his second one particularly-
were aggravated instances of the type. Lord Palmerston be-
longed to a different generation; he had outlived his political
contemporaries, and ruled over a race who might have been
his children or grandchildren. He had no sympathy with
any new proposal; to many of those which his followers most
urged he had an eager antipathy. We do not expect to return
to a Government with such a spirit as this; indeed, that spirit
was never unmixed, even in Lord Palmerston's second Govern-
ment there were Mr. Gladstone's great budgets which effectu-
ally broke the monotony and embodied many innovations. But
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we are confident that we are returning to some similar Govern-
ment, to some example more or less mild of the same species.
Such Governments are, indeed, the normal and natural Govern-
ments of the English people; they embody our particular
characteristics-the loathing for extremes and the love of
moderation. By stress of events we may occasionally be
turned into eager innovators, as at the time of the Reform
Act of 1832; and occasionally into bigoted Tories, as for some
years after the first French Revolution, but usually we are
neither "cold nor hot". We are equally unwilling either to
change very much or to change nothing.

Which party should hold office in such a state of politics
cannot be easily decided beforehand. The causes which
determine between the two vary with the circumstances of
the hour, and these cannot be foreseen. It is evident that the
Conservatives have a preliminary advantage for there is no
great change desired; but this may be counteracted by other
causes, as it was all through Lord Palmerston's time. A
great pre-eminence of ability on the Liberal side, accompanied
by a tried reputation for extreme moderation, may turn the
scale. Experience seems to show, however, that, in the long
run, chronic causes prevail over intermittent ones. That of
the last century is intricate and not easy to bring out, because
at that time the favour of the Sovereign-a permanent influ-
ence while the same king was on the throne-still counted
for much. But of late years it is certain that for some forty
years after 1792-93-the period when Mr. Pitt's Ministry be-
came Tory-to 1832, the Conservatives were continuously in
power, with only one slight break; and that for the next
forty years, from 1832 to the present time, the Liberals have
been continuously in power, with very slight intermissions.
The party which suits the nation best tends on that account
to be in office, and every hour that it is there tends to keep- it
there, for the possession of power teaches a party how to use
power, and the long non-possession of it makes one raw and
awkward in the handling of it. A deficiency of official skill
was a perpetual reproach to the Whigs about 1832, as a
similar deficiency is to the Tories now.
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The retention of officeby the Liberals for the visible future
seems a good deal to depend on its retention for the moment.
If they once let the Conservatives into office it will not be
easy to tum them out again; at least, there is no measure,
such as the Reform Bill used to be, which the nation wishes-
nominally or really-but which Conservatives will not accept,
and on which the Liberals can unite to displace them. The
only changes in that direction now proposed are the identifica-
tion of the county with the town franchise, and the equalisa-
tion, more or less near, of the electoral districts. And these,
after some degree of coy reluctance, the Conservatives will
probably be ready to "consider" and accept. Their effect
would be very favourable to the Conservatives, for it would
strengthen the voting force of the rural population, which is
Conservative, and weaken that of the urban, which may be
Liberal. A political party rarely refuses to accept from its
adversaries a Shibboleth which will be beneficial to it as well
as injurious to them. A measure on which to tum the Tories
out of office, if they are once let in, will nowadays not be
found easily.

We have endeavoured to put aside our own predilections
for the time, and to sketch the chances of party politics as
accurately and as fairly as we can. But there is one most
cheerful consideration above party. After the great change
of I867-after the extension of the suffrage, and after the
ballot-it might have been feared that we should be discussing
questions far more dangerous and delicate. It was appre-
hended that the working classes would take all the decisions
to themselves-would combine as a class and legislate for
their class interests, or what they thought such. But as yet
we see nothing of the sort. The most captivating thing which
a candidate can say now is, that he is for the abolition of the
income tax, which the working men have never paid and
never can. The voters by household suffrage seem to act,
from miscellaneous causes, which at times we cannot explain,
much like the old £10 householders; they do not combine for
their own ends or against the higher classes. In many re-
spects the working of recent changes has not been beneficial,
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At no time, perhaps, were local influences so powerful, or
petty ones, or the influence of money; at none was the diffi-
culty so great of introducing mind into Parliament; but on
the cardinal point, and that most feared of all, the effect of
the new laws, as yet at least, is less than either friends or
enemies expected. In the main things go on much as before.
The predominance is as yet where it ought to be, in the hands
of leisure, of property, and of intelligence; the poor and igno-
rant masses have not hitherto combined to displace them.



THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF
BECOMING A MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT.

(From" Tke Economist," ttk February, 1874.)

DURINGthe last fortnight there has been more discussion
about going into Parliament than about anything else, and
there is a good deal of difference of opinion about it. On the
one hand, the great majority, holding the traditional opinion,
say that a seat in Parliament is the natural reward of ability,
and the best thing that can happen to any Englishman; or.
the other hand, an intellectual minority, mainly though not
wholly to be found in London, say that Parliament is mostly
composed of dull, rich men, that it is fit for such and only
such, that an intellectual man would only waste his mind
there, that he should keep to his own pursuits-to literature,
or science, or philosophy-and leave Parliament to others.
Let us try and see what is the truth of this matter; what a
man gains and what he loses.

There is no doubt that the traditional idea rests upon an
abolished fact. It is thought that going into Parliament is a
good way of making money. And it is true that sixty years
ago, or still more a hundred, it was possible for a young man
who started with very small means, but who had available
brains, and who played his game keenly, to arrive at con-
siderable wealth. There were then many sinecure places of
fair amount which could be combined together till they came
to a very good income indeed, and which could be settled in
remainder and reversion so as to make a comfortable pro-
vision for children. The chance of obtaining these places was
always most uncertain, and the career was very precarious-
it was never considered a reliable calling by sound people.
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Still there was such a career, and we could run over the
names of those who made money in it. But now there is
no longer any such career. The sinecure places upon which
it was based have been abolished. If a man of ability wishes
to make money he had better go anywhere else than into
Parliament, for there is much more to be spent than made
there.

The real gains at the present, as they affect most men, are
three. First, a man gains far more social standing, as it is
called, by going into Parliament than he can gain in any
other way. "I wrote books," said a politician of the last
generation, "and I was nobody; I made speeches and I
was nobody; I got into Parliament and I was somebody."
There is a foolish way of depreciating such feelings; they
are called in literature "low and snobbish"; but they are
very powerful and deep-seated notwithstanding. Mankind
are not solitary theorists; they are practical and social beings,
dependent for much of their happiness on the respect and
goodwill of one another. The wish "to have worship from
those with whom you sit at meat" is an inseparable part of
our present human nature. It is possible to purify and
elevate it; it is not possible to eradicate or annihilate it As
long as English society considers a seat in Parliament a
great social prize, a seat there will, by the mass of English-
men, be looked for and coveted as such. And it is very
natural that it should be so regarded as such a prize-it is
far more comprehensible to most people than eminence in
science or literature. A common person, who reads little,
has but very little notion what the books of the day are
about. He thinks but little of them, and does not much
understand them when he does think. But no one can help
thinking of Parliament; no one can help knowing, more or
less, what is done there, and who are the famous men there.
To take part in the government of the country-to be a mem-
ber of the Assembly which rules the country-is a distinction
much more intelligible to most people than to have written a
book or made a discovery in optics; and it is also a more
indisputable distinction. There are gf~en two opinions about
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science, and almost always two about literature. Discoveries
are said to be not discoveries but mistakes; books not to be
good writing, for which the author should be admired, but
bad, for which he should be despised. But about Parliament
there is no doubt at all; whether a man is or is not a member
of the House of Commons is a plain matter of fact. It is an
indisputable mark of comprehensible merit, while books and
scientific theories are only disputable claims to an incompre-
hensible one.

The fact that the most influential part of the Cabinet-of
the Board of National Directors, as we may call it-is taken
from the House of Commons, raises the character of the whole.
To be a member of that board is the greatest distinction
among common Englishmen. Everyone respects the few
members of that small body which decides whether there shall
be peace or war; what shall be and what shall not be our
home policy. The House out of which they are chosen
shares the distinction. A member of Parliament is, at any
rate, eligible for the Cabinet, while no one else is eligible.
And the Cabinet and the whole Government of England are
still so closely connected with the House of Lords and the
Crown, that even a distant connection with them-the merely
being in Parliament-is fondly respected by simple people
because it seems to imply a vicinity to the aristocracy and an
approximation to the Throne.

Secondly, a member of Parliament has the means of
acquiring much valuable knowledge which it is difficult to
learn in other ways at all, and which can in no other way be
learnt so easily and perfectly. The working of the great
machine of Parliament can be far better investigated by
persons in Parliament than by anyone else; they have a
first-hand knowledge of much which to others is only matter
of report; they have a just confidence in the use of their
knowledge which others have not; they can feel that it is
complete, and that they know all about the matter; whereas
those who have only second-hand knowledge feel, in this case
as in all others, that there may be something of which they
have never heard and of which they have no idea. Members
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of the House see the Parliamentary machine itself; literary
people only judge of it, as it were, by plates and description.
On the actual working of the machine at any particular time
this is particularly important; a careful observer can, by
steady comparison, educe certain general rules for which he
has solid reasons, and in which he has confidence; but in the
application of those rules to a particular case he must always
feel uncertainty. There is a vast mass of political knowledge
which is at all times most important, and which no reading,
no newspapers, can supply them with. Our newspapers are,
and are proud that they are, distinguished by an absence of
personality; they do not lift the veil of private life; they do
not tell the inner weakness of public men or the details of
their "habit as they live," and there can be no greater merit
in the papers or blessing to the public. An incessant press
dealing with real personalities would sicken its readers, and
would drive sensitive men from public life. But, nevertheless,
personality is a most important element in politics; political
business, like all other, is not transacted by machines, but by
living and breathing men, of various and generally strong
characters, of various and often strong passions. Unless you
know something of these passions and these characters you
are continually at fault. The knowledge of public men, so
freely given by newspapers, is a knowledge of masks rather
than realities-of actors as they seem on the stage, rather
than of those actors as they really are. Something may be
learned out of Parliament to remedy this, but an able and
active member can see, with ease and certainty, five times as
much as can be gathered in any way. And this personality,
important as it is, is not the only appropriate knowledge of
members of Parliament, perhaps not even the most valuable.
If they are intelligent, they can tell what is really practicable
far better than anyone else, for they can better know the
feeling of the House of Commons, which is the immediate
authority, and of the constituencies, which is the ultimate
authority. Each member can see by his own constituency
what the ordinary British elector thinks of things, and he has
before him daily what the ordinary member of Parliament
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thinks of them. No other persons can approach him in this,
if he uses his advantages well. What ougltt to be done can
often be sufficiently seen by persons not in Parliament, but
the final problem of practice, what can be done, is not often
fully seen except by those who are there.

Lastly, members of Parliament have a certain amount of
power; not indeed enough-indeed not of the sort to satisfy
men of eager minds and despotic temperament-but still
considerable. They can take part in the business of legisla-
tion; if they have any sort of real knowledge, and any kind
of regular industry, they can easily find work which will be in
itself valuable, and which they will be respected for doing by
those around them. If they aspire to and obtain office,they
have of course much more power. No doubt it is very rarely
even then of the sort which the tyrannical disposition, the
disposition which most longs for power, most likes. An
English statesman can only in very rare cases impose on
others original plans of his own. His work is either to
co-operate in committee with other men, or to embody in
legal form the ideas of other men. Even in administration
he has to cope with many obstacles, and has to consult
with and consider many other minds. Still this power, even
so lessened and so defined, is a sufficient object of a wise
ambition. To moderate people it is indeed more desirable
than greater and more solitary power; such persons are rarely
anxious to impose on others large schemes of their own, and
they have usually more confidence in plans which have been
assented to and, so to say, verified by several other minds,
than those which are solely due to, and have only been con-
sidered by, themselves. There is much power to be obtained
by an English statesman, and considerable power to be got
by going into Parliament, though for the most part it is a
power ofco-operation and ofadaptation, not of exclusive origina-
tion or sole despotism.

But these advantages are obtained by members of Parlia-
ment at a very high price-first in the lowest kind of price-
for, a rare exception or two apart, they have to pay in money,
in one way and another, a considerable sum. What with the
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cost of elections, the cost of making yourself popular in a con-
stituency, the cost of living in London, and the cost of society,
a considerable sum annually runs away. Except with men of
peculiar gifts, or peculiar circumstances, those who endeavour
to lead a Parliamentary lifewithout paying this price in money
will probably find that they have spent more than they wish
without obtaining the life which they desire. They will have
economised enough to lose them their constituency, but not
enough to prevent their having expended more than they
meant, and, perhaps, more than they can afford. And besides
the price in money, an active member of Parliament has to
pay a much heavier one in time and labour. There is no occu-
pation which absorbs men so much as politics-none at least
in which there is so little money to be earned Scarcely any
one who has ever been in Parliament and who has lost his
seat is happy till he gets back. But the time so spent and the
fatigue so incurred are very great. Men disposed to idle can
idle in Parliament as well as anywhere else; but then they
might just as well be anywhere else. Men who wish to get
something special out of Parliament-something which they
would not have if they were not in it-will find that they are
involved in a vortex of late hours, of long committees, of long
listening to others, of long waitings to speak themselves with-
out being able. Neither the instruction given by being in
Parliament nor the power are to be obtained at less cost.
Nor is this the worst. An influential member of Parliament
has not only to pay much money to become such, and to give
time and labour, he has also to sacrificehis mind too-at least
all the characteristic part of it, that which is original and most
his own. And this is in the nature of things. If you want
to represent a constituency, you must not go down to them
and say, "See, I have all these new ideas, of which you have
no notion: these new plans, which you must learn and study
-all this new knowledge, of which neither you nor your fathers
ever heard". If you hint at anything like this you will be re-
jected at once. But, on the contrary, you must say what they
think only perhaps a little better than they could say it; ad-
vocate the schemes they wish advocated; be zealous for the
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party's tradition which you and they have in common. The
cleverer you can be in doing this, the more you can please
them with their own thoughts and make them happy with
their own inventions, the better they will like you. But (ex-
ceptions apart) you must not try to teach them. They want
a representative, not a tutor j a man who will vote as they
wish, not one who will teach them what they ought to wish
for. This is the real cause of the deluge of commonplace
that has lately filled the newspapers. In the million election
speeches which have been made it may be doubted if there
have been five original thoughts; even the best, as a rule, have
only been old tunes admirably played. There is plenty of
originality in England if it would pay to be original. But at
an election it does not; you will only puzzle your constituency
by saying what they do not understand, and offend them by
seeming to think that you are wiser than they are. " We never
heard of such a thing in all our lives before," they will say, and
will think it a sufficient objection to the truth of an idea or the
sufficiency of a plan. A man who wants to represent others
must be content to seem to be as they are, and it will be
better for him if he is as they are. A man who tries to enter
Parliament must be content to utter common thoughts, and to
bind himself to the formularies of common creeds, or he will
not succeed in his candidature. And to some minds there is
no necessity more vexing or more intolerable.

We have made at length this comparison of advantages and
disadvantages, because it goes far to explain the composition
of the new Parliament. It explains why so many people are
so anxious to go into Parliament, and how much of sensible
commonplace there appears to be in them, how little of any-
thing higher.



THE WOMEN'S DEGREES.

(From" The Economist," 23rd May, 1874.)

THERE is something a little ludicrous in the dismay with
which the resolution carried in the Convocation of the Uni-
versity of London last Tuesday week-that it is desirable to
open the degrees of that University to women-has been re-
ceived by some sections of the press. One would suppose by
what one reads that what the University had done was to
force women into duties for which they are totally unfitted,
and into the midst of the conflicts of public life. In point of
fact, we may assume that if the Senate concur with the Con-
vocation, and succeed in obtaining a new Charter which will
enable them to admit women to degrees, they will take very
careful precautions neither to fix the age at which women are
admissible too low, nor to encourage women to compete
directly with men for the scholarships or other endowments
which may be placed at the disposal of the new candidates.
And when all is done, the result will probably be that where
men corne in hundreds to the University for its degrees,
women will come, for a considerable period of time, in only
twos or threes; and that of those who thus come by twos
and threes, very few will be induced by their intellectual
success to press into the crush of practical life. Intellectual
attainments appear to be regarded by ordinary writers as
stimulants to action. We apprehend that it is a truer view of
them to regard them as in a very considerable degree hin-
drances to action. None are so ready to rush into the strife
as those who do not know the terrible complexity of the
conditions; none are so clear in their conclusions as those
who are kept artificially ignorant of the perplexities and con-
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tradictions by which the questions are beset. We apprehend
that the actual effect of opening the London degrees to
women will be but small in any way at first, and that the
greater part of that small effect will probably be seen in
opening the minds of a few enterprising and able women, who
would otherwise be very likely to take up rash movements, to
the many reasons for delay of judgment. Such have been
the actual results of high education, for instance, on one of
the ablest among the practical women of the present genera-
tion, Mrs. Garrett Anderson. On the School Board of London
she was one of the great advocates of the policy of modera-
tion. In the controversy as to the Contagious Diseases Act,
her letter did more to paralyse the hasty and violent agitators
of her own sex than all the replies of the physicians. In the
discussion which has recently taken place, as to the physical
danger of putting too early a strain on women's brains, her
reply to Dr. Maudsley was characterised by as much caution
and conservatism (of a good kind) as it was by acuteness and
sagacity. We believe that no women are so little likely to be
forward and presumptuous as those who have received an
education above their fellows. Instead of encouraging them
to pass into conflicts for which they are not fitted, it will, we
believe, tend to a very remarkable degree to put a drag on
that excitable and dangerous feminine enthusiasm which is
so marked a feature of our time, not because the leaders are
educated, but because they are uneducated.

Of course we do not mean that a higher education will not
qualify the women who gain it to do much that at present
they cannot do; nor that many of the new occupations for
which they will be so qualified will not be occupations now
monopolised by men. That is a result not only to be expected,
but to be greatly desired. One obvious illustration is certain
special spheres of medicine, which are already, in spite of very
great physiological ignorance, occupied in large degree by
women-the hospital nursing and midwifery. Every one
knows that without the trained nurses and the midwives, by
whom the surgeons and physicians are so greatly assisted, it
would be exceedingly difficult to carry on the medical system
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of this country. Thus it is perfectly obvious that where from
natural causes women have, as it were, been forced into a pro-
fession without the proper knowledge for perfect efficiency,it
is simple injustice to debar them from attaining not only the
knowledge, but the evidence of possessing the knowledge
which will make them fully efficient. There are other depart-
ments of the medical profession for which they are particularly
well fitted, especially the treatment of all women's and children's
diseases; but nothing would be more culpable than to allow
them to deal with such cases without the more complete and
thorough medical education in all departments which is deemed
requisite for men. Again, there are no doubt plenty of de-
partments of life for which the most economical division of
labour would point out sensible women with a certain amount
of scientific training as peculiarly well fitted. They are al-
ready acknowledged to be admirable telegraphic operators.
We believe that they might well become equally admirable
analytic chemists and apothecaries, without even so much
obtrusion into the competitive life of the world as they en-
counter in the capacity of dressmakers and milliners. It
seems to us the wildest idea conceivable that because women
are educated, and afford adequate evidences of a good educa-
tion, they will be more likely to lose their feminine qualities
than they are in their present condition of relative ignorance.
Is it ignorance which causes feminine grace, or, rather, which
prevents it? No doubt an additional weapon is always an
advantage in the battle of life, and women with knowledge
will be able to take posts which they could not pretend to
take without knowledge. Yet why should not such posts be
rather more instead of less becoming to them as women,
than those into which they are, as it were, forced by their
deficiency in knowledge. Open a wide field of choice, and
the reasonable expectation will be that there will be more
instead of less fitness in the choice actually made. It is not
as if it were even plausible to assert that any feminine quality
will be rubbed off in the course of education. It may be in
some sense a characteristic of a woman hardly to realise what
a " law of nature," for instance, means, because so few of them
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have ever been taught But can any sensible man say that
it adds to any feminine delicacy or power not to know what
a law of nature really means? Can anyone suppose for a
moment that the qualities usually called feminine gain any-
thing by the absence of that kind of knowledge? What is
specially attractive in the feminine character is a certain
readiness of sympathy and quickness of perception; that,
instead of being injured by education, will very probably be
heightened by it. But, at all events, it is worth very little if
it does not penetrate all education, and mould the effect of
education with its own impress. This certainly is what it is
reasonable to expect, and not the amazing result which the
extraordinary credulity of the extreme Conservatives appears
to anticipate-that women, by sharing a good deal of man's
knowledge, will come to share the peculiarities of the mascu-
line character. You might almost as well expect men of
totally different character and bent, to be assimilated to each
other by pursuing the same studies. As we all know, what
really happens in the case of education, as in the case of food,
is this-that the man assimilates what his constitution fits him
to assimilate; and as each constitution is different, the result
of administering the same nourishment, whether to different
minds or different bodies, is different too.

We sincerely trust that the University of London will go
forward in the course so wisely begun, and that the result
may be a small but valuable addition to the powers and
interests of women, and act advantageously on the social life
of the day. The frivolity of women is one of the greatest
causes of vice and frivolity in men. If we can but have a
generation of women somewhat less dull, and somewhat less
inclined to devote themselves to silly occupations, we hope
that not only their children but their husbands and brothers
will be the gainers.



MR. GLADSTONE ON RITUALISM.

(From" The ECIJ1Zomist,"3rd October, 1874.)

WE hear it said "that Mr. Gladstone ought not to write
on Ritualism; that he ought to keep his pen quiet; that the
head of a great party is a kind of trustee for that party, and
that he should primarily consider its interest in all which he
says and in all which he writes. Particularly he ought not
as a political leader to take up an unpopular cause out of
the sphere of politics." Whether ritualism is out of the
sphere of politics may, we think, be denied, but further than
that, if the Liberal party think that Mr. Gladstone will think
of their immediate interest in that way, a great experience
goes to show that they have mistaken their man. Mr. Glad-
stone has never considered his own interest in that way. He
has always been doing something contrary to his immediate
interest. Every one who is conversant with the political talk
of the last twenty or twenty-five years must have heard a
hundred times--" Gladstone is done for; Gladstone never can
recover from this again; he is his own worst enemy; no
one but himself could have done himself fatal harm, and now
he has himself done it". But, in fact, within a month after
each of the hundred fatal failures Mr. Gladstone has arisen
again and is just where he was before. He has made some
great speech or proposed some great measure which has
caused everything which was objected to to be forgotten.
Every public man wins or loses by the balance which there
is in his favour, but there are two ways of gaining that
balance. Some statesmen have almost nothing put to their
debit, so that all which they do, be it ever so little, goes
with only slight deduction to their credit; others have a
good deal put to their debit, but then, on the other hand"
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an immense sum is every now and then paid to their credit.
Mr. Gladstone is of the latter class; he " turns over," as we
should say in the City, "a very large amount," and at the end
of the year the balance to his advantage is most consider-
able, after charging him with all that he ought to be charged
with.

We may seem to imply that we do not think that the
publishing of Mr. Gladstone's essay on Ritualism was the
wisest of his public acts, and we own we do not think so. Of
course you would never have induced by any offer steady or
regular English statesmen, such men as Lord Cardwell or
Lord Derby, to put their names at such a time to, or to write
such a paper, but we should not have thought that conclusive.
As we have explained, Mr. Gladstone is not a man who ever
can or ever will run in the common groove. Our objection is
to the substance of the paper, because we think it improperly
changes the issue and diverts attention from the point to
which it is most expedient that it should be directed.

Mr. Gladstone says, and very truly, that there has been in
all religious communities a great reaction in favour of suitable
ceremonial of late years; that in all the odd and bleak style
of former years is getting more out of fashion; that in all the
"outward and visible" tends to assume a place which previous
generations would certainly have refused to it, and which
probably they would have been shocked at its even claiming.
Mr. Gladstone's instances do not go beyond the body of
orthodox persons-Dissenters or Church people. But the re-
action in favour of the "outward and visible" went much
wider. We could name a Unitarian chapel so finely built and
with so much of ecclesiastical expression that a High Church-
man who saw it uttered "Confound their impudence." Mr.
Gladstone could have insisted on nothing more justly than on
the augmented respect now paid in almost all sects to the
exterior symbol.

But this does not come to the main point If the outcry
were really against an increased respect for the outward and
visible, it ought to extend to all sects, for in all of them that
respect for the outward and visible is to be seen more or less.
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But, as we are aware, this is not so. It is only one kind of
" symbol" which is execrated; only one sect in which the
dislike is held; only one kind of "Ritualism" which people
ever think of or Parliament ever discusses. Nor is it to the
purpose to insist, as Mr. Gladstone does with much truth and
much ingenuity, on the want of artistic sense in Englishmen,
and their unfitness to find good outward symbols for inward
things; for this unfitness is common to all sects and classes,
and if it were the source of the present cry, that cry would
pervade all sects, and attack all additional symbols and all new
forms of ceremonies. But, as we know, that cry does nothing
of the sort; its object is limited to one set of persons and to
one kind of ceremonial. There must be something special in
this.

There is something special. It is true that all kinds of re-
ligion tend to form to themselves a ritual; but it is not true
that all have that tendency equally-some have it much more
than others. Those which have it most are those which are
based most on the sacramental principle. We cannot go fully
into the reasons for this. Theological disquisition is not
suitable to these pages; but roughly we may put the matter
in this way. The essence of a "sacrament" is that the offi-
ciating person performs an invisible supernatural act; he
changes the elements of bread and wine into something which
is no longer bread and wine; he gives the mere water of
baptism a supernatural efficiency which does not belong to it
in reality. The essence, the leading and cardinal point of
religions based on this principle, is the public working of an
imperceptible but efficacious miracle. The special character-
istic of other kinds of worship is that something is said or felt
or believed, but here that characteristic is something done.
Inevitably this great act tends to surround itself with other
minor acts. A worship of prayer and preaching may be con-
tent with prayer and preaching, but a worship of supernatural
acts tends naturally to surround itself with preparatory natural
acts i it jars human nature to begin with so great a thing, it
requires to be introduced by some minor thing. As a matter
of experience sacramental churches have been churches of
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ceremonial; the churches which have completely rejected the
sacramental principle have been those in which the worship
has been the plainest and the ritual the least. And the theory
of human nature would lead us to expect that it would
be so.

In one of his most remarkable books the greatest Roman
Catholic writer of this age describes the point forcibly. He
introduces a recent convert as saying :-1' I could attend
masses for ever, and not be tired. It is not a mere form of
words, it is a great action, the greatest action that can be on
earth. It is not the invocation merely, but, if I dare use the
word, the evocation of the Eternal He becomes present on
the altar in flesh and blood, before whom angels bow and
devils tremble. This is that awful event which is the scope,
and is the interpretation of every part of the solemnity, Words
are necessary, but as means, not as ends; they are not mere
addresses to the throne of grace, they are instruments of what
is far higher, of consecration, of sacrifice," Minds in this
temper try to procure for themselves the most striking cere-
monial which they can procure; they endeavour to accompany
the invisible drama with a visible drama as lofty, as exciting,
and as little inappropriate as they can.

The moment that we understand that Ritualism is the
natural accompaniment of this kind of religion we also under-
stand why the English dislike Ritualism, for they dislike this
form of religion-dislike it more than they dislike any other;
" Popery" is the best-known instance and the most striking
development of it, and the English people hate "Popery",
The idea of such a kind of worship besides seems alien to them,
and to run counter to their instincts. The idea of an invisible
supernatural act performed close to them startles them, shocks
them, and seems, as they say, " carrying things to an extreme ",
And they would not like it any the better, but much the worse,
because the power of performing so great an act, if once be-
lieved and admitted, inevitably gives to those who perform it
diffused prestige and influence; this doctrine establishes a
priesthood in the world, and the English people hate a priest-
hood, The most striking Ritualism is accordingly hated in
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England, because the species of religion which most tends to
be strikingly Ritualistic is equally hated.

We should not have thought it necessary to write on a
subject far from those most usual to us if we had not thought
that the matter was very serious to us. In so saying, we give
of course no opinion on the truth or falsity of any theological
doctrine. Ours are not columns in which such topics can be
spoken of We mean that the political consequences of
"Ritualism," in the sense in which we have explained it, and
in the manner in which in truth it arises in the real world,
are very serious. Itendangers the establishment of the Church
in England, both if it retains within its limits those who
sympathise with Ritualism and if it expels them. If it retains
them it is in danger, because it identifies itself with a kind of
religion which the English people dislike exceedingly and
which they fear exceedingly. The connection between the
Church and the State in England may easily be severed if
that Church gives a home to those whom the common feeling
of the nation particularly dislikes and at whom it is particularly
irritated. On the other hand, if the Church expels those who
sympathise in this movement and those who take part in it,
it runs into danger because it narrows its boundaries; because
it loses the support of an eager and earnest body; because no
one can know how deeply notions akin to this permeate society,
and how many may be affected by measures directed against
them; and because, owing to many circumstances, the same
class of men no longer enter the Church that used to do so, so
that she has to be content with inferiors; and because, there-
fore, any new exclusion would be the diminution of a class
already diminished, and the weakening of a power already
impaired. Either way, the result to the Establishment is
important.

We are grateful to Mr. Gladstone for what he has given us,
but we own we think he ought to have done less or more.
Either he ought not to have written on a subject on which he
was sure to offend many, or he ought to have grappled with
that subject in its practical aspect, and upon the side on which,
far more than any other, it influences our politics.



THE PREMIERSHIP.

(From" Tke Economist," 2nd January, 1875.)

EVERYone must rejoice at the authoritative announcement
by Sir Stafford Northcote that Mr. Disraeli was very much
better, and that in consequence he would be able to begin the
Session with his usual spirit. Literary men take an especial
interest in the matter; Mr. Disraeli is the one Premier of
England who has been distinctively and characteristically a
literary man. Others may have written books, but they did
not begin by writing books, and they did not put the best of
themselves into their books; but Mr. Disraeli was an author
before he was anything else, and there is a volatile and acute
essence in his best writings which will enable posterity to
estimate, perhaps, his most characteristic quality. Politics
apart, all literary men have a secret wish that the premiership
of their one representative shall be long. But these wishes
must not blind us to plain facts. There is no doubt that Mr.
Disraeli's late attack was long and trying; that it may not
improbably be succeeded by another; that last session he was
often not vigorous; that instead of being strengthened by an
autumn holiday he was weakened by an autumn illness. The
case is the more serious because Mr. Disraeli's life has not
been spent in harness, and because office and its incessant
cares are new to him. He has always been an observing and
thinking, and, in his way, an industrious man. But his work
has been for the most part optional work, not involving much
anxiety; he has not been hardened by the habit of years to
the daily toil of necessary action; he has known less than
most politicians of what Lord Macaulay called" the grinding.
the invidious, the closely-watched slavery, which is marked by
the name of power ".
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We must consider what the work of the Premier is. The
most authentic description (though by no means a complete
one) was that given by Sir R. Peel in 1850: "Take the case
of the Prime Minister. You must presume that he reads every
important despatch from every foreign Court. He cannot
consult with the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, and
exercise the influence which he ought to have with respect to
the conduct of foreign affairs,unless he be master of everything
of real importance passing in that department. It is the same
with respect to other departments, India, for instance; how
can the Prime Minister be able to judge of the course of policy
with regard to India unless he be cognisant of all the current
important correspondence? In the case of Ireland and the
Home Department, it is the same. Then the Prime Minister
has the patronage of the Crown to exercise, which you say,
and justly say, is of so much importance and of such value;
he has to make inquiries into the qualifications of the persons
who are candidates; he has to conduct the whole of the com-
munications with the Sovereign; he has to write, probably
with his own hand, the letters in reply to all persons of station
who address themselves to him; he has to receive deputa-
tions on public business; during the sitting of Parliament he
is expected to attend six or seven hours a day, while Parlia-
ment is sitting, for four or five days in the week; at least, he
is blamed if he is absent"

And though in some respects the work of a Prime Minister
has perhaps been somewhat altered since then, probably now
he would scarcely be expected to overlook-so much as Sir R.
Peel thought necessary-such a department as India. But
on the whole his work has rather increased than diminished.
Sir R. Peel explained that it had increased between 1830 and
1850. He was asked by Cobden: "You alluded to the
increased labour to which the Ministers are subject at the
present time, as compared with the middle and end of the last
century, but do you not think that in all classes of the com-
munity there is much more active and continuous labour in
all pursuits than there was at that time?" And he answers:
"There probably is, but that activity reacts, I think, upon the
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duties of the Minister; that tendency to increased labour
throughout all classes adds to the public business; it would
be important that the Committee should ascertain the pro-
gressive increase of business in each department, caused by
a combination of many circumstances. Probably the penny
post has had its influence. There is a greater disposition to
write to Ministers; to send suggestions; and it is very useful
that there should be that free voluntary communication upon
all matters of public concern; but it greatly increases the
business of the public offices."

And this is a process which has gone on augmenting from
1850 till now, till it must make the miscellaneous work of a
Prime Minister most teasing and vexing. And independently
of that, and considering only the principal points, if we con-
sider what it must be to lead the House of Commons; to
consult with, and often control, colleagues; to be chairman of
the Cabinet; to compose the quarrels of the Cabinet; to
write to the Queen in the careful, delicate way necessary in
dealing with a superior; to dispense the most critical patron-
age; to form some kind of idea of the legislative plans pro-
posed and contemplated-we shall wonder how any man can
be equal to so much. And even this is scarcely all, for the
Prime Minister is at the head of our business, and, like every
head of a business, he ought to have mind in reserve. He
must be able to take a fresh view of new contingencies, and
keep an animated curiosity as to coming events. If he suffer
himself to be involved in minutise, some great change in the
world, some Franco-German war, may break out, like a thief
in the night, and if he has no elastic thought and no spare
energy, he may make the worst errors. A great Premier must
add the vivacity of an idle man to the assiduity of a very
laborious one.

We cannot but doubt how long Mr. Disraeli's frame can
stand such fatigues as these. The strongest man of business
might well shrink from them; and he has never been a man
of business, and is not now strong. There are, undoubtedly,
those who say, "Oh, you need not mind, Dizzy takes things
very easily. He will pull along very well." But we do not
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believe that Mr. Disraeli would neglect any matter which he
considered of national importance. In his way he was a
singularly conscientious leader of Opposition. No doubt there
is much of Parliamentary lifewhich he regards as a mere game,
which he thinks may go anyhow without hurting the nation,
and this part he manipulated as he thought best for his party
and for himself. But on other parts of politics-on the larger
issues of foreign policy especially-Mr. Disraeli has for many
years shown an amount of self-restraint and of conscientious-
ness which men professedly much more scrupulous might well
envy. During the very many years in which he led the Op-
position, it would be hard to find even a single instance in
which he hurtfully hampered Government on a great inter-
national question. And in many cases-particularly through-
out the American civil war, and the other day on the Geneva
arbitration-he not only did not harass the Government
himself, when it would have been easy to do so, and when it
would have been a party advantage, but also held back his
followers, whose sympathies were eager and whose passions
awakened. A statesman who has acted with so much con-
science in the irresponsible regions of Opposition, is not likely
to lose much of it in the more congenial region of office. We
may be sure that there is much of the work of a Prime Minister
which Mr. Disraeli would never neglect, and to which he would
apply the whole of his discriminating observation and delicate
thinking. There is, no doubt, a sort of cant of indifference
about him, but so there was about Lord Melbourne, who is
now known to have been a most thinking, careful Minister,
and whose brain was found after death to show the signs
usually indicative of habitual anxiety. So far from expecting
Mr. Disraeli to shield himself from the higher responsibilities
by constant neglect, we cannot but fear that he impairs a
finely-adjusted intellect and a feeble frame by too much appli-
cation to them.

What will be the effecton the Government of any calamity
to its head it would be very premature to discuss. On the
one side it may be said that the main part of his work is done;
that Mr. Disraeli has" educated" his party; that the questions
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on which the moderate part of them differ from moderate
Liberals are few and small; that there is no occasion and no
room now for the adroit tactics which he used to practice
while his party was in a minority; that now that they are in
a majority the time is come for a more plain and straight-
forward policy, which others may be as well able as he would
be to practice, and more willing. But, on the other hand.
without Mr. Disraeli this Ministry, it has been justly said,
would be "Quarter Sessions all over ". All the other leaders
of the Ministry (Lord Cairns excepted) belong exactly to the
class from whom chairmen of Quarter Sessions are taken, and
many of them have been such. But this class, though a most
respectable, is by no means the quickest, the keenest, or the
most experienced in business to be found in English society ;
and it is a serious thing to commit the fate of the country to a
Cabinet composed of them and them only. There is known,
too, to be a part of the Cabinet not indisposed to return to
some old Tory maxims which the country would not endure
for a moment. The Conservative party have, too, been out
of officeso much for so many years that we really cannot say
of its leaders whether they have the capacity and the courage
required for great affairs. We may well wish for the health of
Mr. Disraeli, for when he goes we shall be governed by an
"unknown quantity ".
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(From" The Economist," 16th January, 1875.)

IN one respect Mr. Gladstone is unique. Many statesmen have
written books in retirement, and some have ostentatiously
commended it But ordinarily those books are tame and
those commendations forced. Now that they feel no longer
the excitement of the Senate or of office all else seems taste-
less to them, and you can trace that languor in every phrase
they utter. But no one can say this of Mr. Gladstone. His
writings in retirement mayor may not be too many; they
mayor may not be models of style; but no one can say that
they do not show the keenest interest in their subjects. If he
writes in the Quarterly, you wonder at the unusual vigour
of the anonymous contributor; if he writes on the «Vatican
Decrees," you admire the minute research and the zeal of
disputation which no divine can surpass. In Homeric criticism
his eagerness is almost greater; it has long been said of him
that he "cared as much about the sons of Priam as if they
had votes on a division"; and, in fact, he can pursue, with
elastic energy, inquiries which most bookworms would call
tedious. And in all this exceptional earnestness there is not
a vestige of affectation. It is the simple expression of an
intense nature, which singular to say is both variable and con-
centrated, which pours itself in a hundred pursuits, but which
for the time being is absorbed in each.

This is the real explanation of Mr. Gladstone's resignation.
He can withdraw into comparative retirement, because he
can be absorbingly occupied in retirement If he hears from
a distance the din of Parliamentary battle, he is not over-
powered with melancholy musing; his compensations are at
hand; his study is no place of calm to him, for it is alive with
" hot thought" and rings with controversies for which he cares.
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That Mr. Gladstone has judged wisely for himself in
resigning the leadership of the Liberal party we cannot doubt.
There can be little pleasure in leading that party in its
present state, and there must be much vexation. It will be
impossible to please everybody, and easy not to please any-
body. The toil of attending Parliament merely to "watch
the proceedings"; to sit opposite to a Government in anxious
hope that it may make some mistake, and with little to say if
it does not; to detect errors in figures and poke amendments
into c1auses,-is an excellent training for young members, but
a dismal employment for a finished statesman. In Mr. Glad-
stone's case it would be particularly melancholy, for it would
be a striking contrast to his own Government. After just
having achieved much of which even those who question the
policy do not doubt the greatness, it would be pitiable to be
occupied for session after session in framing minute criticism
on measures of which those who approve the object cannot
deny the mediocrity.

The task would be the less pleasing because it is a kind
of Parliamentary work, probably the only kind, for which
Mr. Gladstone is not well fitted In framing or explaining
great measures, in great replies-in short, in all first-class
combats-he is without a rival in our time; Lord Russell, no
partial judge, seems to think, without a rival during his
immense Parliamentary experience. But exactly the quali-
ties which fit Mr. Gladstone for these great combats unfit him
for much small work. He is not a man to hold, as the
lawyers say, a "watching brief". The best requisites for
that task are-first, taciturnity, so as not to be hurried into
premature objections; and next, a light way of handling small
objections, SO as not to make too much, and yet to make
enough of them. But no one would praise Mr. Gladstone for
these gifts; he has greater ones, but he has not these.

I f anything could incline a statesman in Mr. Gladstone's
place to resign the leadership of the Liberal party, we should
say that it would be the speeches which have been made
during the recess by Liberal members. At first sight these
speeches all look complimentary, for they are unanimous in
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professions of allegiance; but when carefully examined their
purport is less pleasing, for most of the speakers expect their
fealty to be recompensed, and to be recompensed by the
achievement of an impossible task. The Liberal party is,
by admission, divided: what some wish others reject; what
some think an indispensable good others think an irreparable
calamity. And many expect Mr. Gladstone to discover the
word of the enigma-the measure which is to bring them
together. But he cannot do soat this moment, nor can anyone
else. Such measures must "grow"; they cannot be made.
A new race of ideas must be formed. Long controversies
and many agitations will be necessary before the Liberal
party will be united upon a single plan, and before the nation
will be prepared to accept it of them.

For himself, therefore, as we believe, Mr. Gladstone has
judged wisely. What will be the effect of that decision on
the Liberal party is another question. For the moment it
will, we cannot doubt, be unfavourable. In the first place the
party will lose the enormous advantage of being led by a man
of genius. Indeed it seems as if genius would soon be banished
from practical statesmanship. If anything should happen to
the present Prime Minister, and if Mr. Gladstone perseveres in
retiring, two great parties in the State will be left with what
in the cotton market would be called " best middling" states-
men and with no others. And we believe that the effect will
be to make politics as a study less elevating and less instruc-
tive to the English people than they have been used to find
it The spectacle of the contentions of first-rate men on
subjects which the many care for is the best and almost the
only way of bringing home to the many what high mental
ability really is, and how completely they are themselves
destitute of it. What such men do by intentional benefit is
less instructive than that which they confer by the uninten-
tional spectacle of what they are. This, it appears likely, we
may before long much want. As a contemporary of Pitt and
Fox said when they had passed away, "We are left with
pigmies whom we know to be pigmies, because we have
measured them with giants".
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The want of an intellectual bond in the Liberal party will
also be much more felt now that Mr. Gladstone has retired
than it was before. The allegiance paid to him might often
be, perhaps often was, hollow; still it was an allegiance. The
consequent tie might be a frail tie, still it was a tie which
there is nothing to replace. There is no one whom all sides
of the Liberal party can even profess to reverence in the same
way. Between the two extremes of the party- between men
like Mr. Chamberlain and men like Lord Cardwell-how weak
is now the bond, and how wide is now the contrast.

The most pleasant aspect of the subject is that, though
Mr. Gladstone retires from the leadership of the Liberals, he
does not retire from Parliament or from public life. We shall
still be instructed by his occasional efforts, though not, as we
have for so many years been, by his daily and constant efforts.
And this will be a considerable compensation, especially as com-
pared with the times most recent. It is impossible not to
imagine that a nature at once so eager and so peculiar as Mr.
Gladstone's must have suffered much in fulfilling a representa-
tive function as a party leader. He must have had to suppress
much he would have said if he had been left unshackled, and
have said much that he did say in a different way. It must
have been painful to think that common people had a kind of
veto on his words; that they had a kind of right to say, "Our
leader ought not to say that; we ought not to be bound by
this sort of thing ". And as so often happens in a struggle
against nature, we think Mr. Gladstone not unfrequently over-
did what was necessary. We should be inclined to say that
throughout very many of his speeches while Minister there was,
notwithstanding their other great merits, a want of the idiosyn-
cratic and individual charm to which we are used. The
Minister was great, but the man, such as we had known him
for years, and as doubtless he still is, seemed somehow dis-
guised and eclipsed. From all hindrance of this sort we shall
now be freed. Parliament will again have the most chosen
thoughts of the most peculiar statesman of the age uttered not
only in most eloquent but in most characteristic words, and it
will be a great refreshment.
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(From « The Economist," 6th February, 1875.)

MR. FORSTERis acknowledged to be a man of sound judg-
ment, and he never made a better use of it than when he
withdrew from competing for the leadership of the Liberal
party. If he had continued his candidature there would have
been a contest. Several sorts of persons from several motives
would not have served under him if they could avoid it.
And a contest in a party is like a contest in a constituency,
an element of permanent disunion. The organisation which
supported the defeated candidate is a permanent nucleus of
disaffection, which is always grumbling, which always says
that anything which goes wrong might have been made to go
right-that anything which goes right might have been made
more right-that all misfortunes are faults-that all difficulties
are either made or aggravated. At a serious crisis this" cave ..
of discontent is apt to become a scene of mutiny. A party
leader chosen by contested election must always be in un-
certainty as to the loyalty of his followers, for he knows that
many of them would not have obeyed him if they could have
helped it.

We do not profess to think that the choice which has been
made is the best possible. Although we differ much in opinion
from Mr. Forster, perhaps as much as any Liberals can or do,
we cannot help feeling much interest in him. There must be
something very remarkable in a man who, with no advantage
of birth or fortune, with no particular advantage of education,
without brilliant eloquence or graceful manners, has risen by
solid sense and determined energy to be where he is. We do
not remember any instance (and we doubt if there is an in-
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stance) in which a self-made man of business has risen so
high in England, and he has done so mainly by the sagacity
and honesty which succeed in business.

There is, however, one great advantage which we gain by
Mr. Forster's retirement. He is committed .to a zealous
advocacy of an immediate reduction of the county franchise.
He spoke of it as if it would be a decided practical good,
and mentioned that" great man Mr. Arch" as if his career
were one which suggested no misgivings. But these are not
the opinions of moderate Liberals. No one, indeed, who
calls himself a Liberal-scarcely, indeed, any Conservative-
accepts the Act of 1867 as final. It was a piece of chance
legislation which nobody meant, and which the country did
not understand. Such an accidental work will need much
amendment, and probably one of those amendments will be
the ultimate assimilation of the borough and county franchise.
But sensible people in general think that imperfect as the Act
of 1867 is, we should see how it works before we begin to alter
it; that experience of the Act of 1832 taught us much which
was unforeseen, and that probably the same will happen in this
case; that doses of ignorance should not be administered too
rapidly; that as the practical working of household suffrage
in boroughs is still of dubious benefit, we should not extend
it, in a hurry, and without correctives, to the counties, where
the householders are still less competent. Mr. Forster was
pledged to do this, but Lord Hartington is not so; and this
is a principal reason why the latter has been preferred.

Lord Hartington's selection is a good instance of one use
of an aristocracy. It was justly said by Whately-" In one
respect a rise by merit exposes a man to more envy than that
by personal favour, through family connection, private friendship,
etc. For in this latter case, the system itself of preferring private
considerations to public, is chiefly blamed, but the individual
thus advanced is regarded much in the same way as one who
is born to an estate or to a title. But when anyone is ad-
vanced on the score of desert and qualifications, the system is
approved, but the individual is more envied, because his ad-
vancement is felt as an affront to all who think themselves or
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their own friends more worthy. ' It is quite right to advance
men of great merit; but by this rule, it is I, or my friend So-
and-so that should have been preferred.' When, on the other
hand, a bishop or a minister appoints his own son or private
friend to some office, every one else is left free to think ' If it
had gone by merit, I should have been the man '.' It is much
easier for the Liberals of the front rank to serve under Lord
Hartington than under anyone else; and in the present
peculiar circumstances it is a great gain, both to the party and
to the country, to have a nobleman of sufficient sense and
determination to be chosen leader.

From the choice of Lord Granville and of the Marquis of
Hartington it would seem that the great" Whig families" are
going again to aid the cause of progress in the same way in
which they have twice in history aided it before. When
Liberalism is popular it can prosper very well without aris-
tocratic help. But in times of adversity it is different. The
English people have little respect for maturers of theories and
proposers of unaccepted schemes. At a period of transition,
when the old formulas are extinct, and when new ideas must
be thought out, in such a country as England the support of
wealth and rank is invaluable, for they bring the visible signs
which the world thinks most of to confirm the invisible ideas
which it thinks least of At the beginning of the century,
Liberalism, which had been destroyed in this country by the
excesses of the first French Revolution, gained time and
strength to grow again under the shelter of the great "Whig
houses". Their lands and position gave "Liberalism" the
" respectability" without which nothing thrives in England,
and which was exactly what it could not give itself. And in
the same way, in a far older world, the principles of 1688 were
matured under the same influence.

It has seldom happened in English history that the scene
has changed so suddenly and so completely as in the last two
years. When Parliament opened in 1873 a Liberal Govern-
ment was in officewith a powerful majority and every sign of
permanence; now a Conservative Government replaces it with
a similar majority and similar prospects. And at that time
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we seemed to know where we stood. We had had much ex-
perience of the then existing Government, and even more of
their then existing Opposition. But now we have a Govern-
ment of which we have little experience opposed by an Op-
position of which we have none. Political life is become a
struggle between two unknown quantities, and its formula
therefore is quite unknown.



PRINCE BISMARCK'S LAST SPEECH.

(From" The Economist," 27tk Marek, 1875.)

THE popularity which Prince Bismarck has gained by his last
speech in the Prussian Diet is a little difficult to understand.
Even in England we have seen it written of with grotesque en-
thusiasm as a model of masculine sagacity and statesmanship.
Now, the substance of that speech was very simple. Prince
Bismarck was defending the series of legislative measures
which have had, for their ostensible object at least, to reduce
the clergy of the Roman Catholic Church to dependence on
the State, and especially the last of this series of measures which
is intended to give the State the power of withdrawing at its
pleasure all the aid given to the Catholic Church in certain
dioceses, without leaving the Clergy of these dioceses at all
more at liberty to act according to their own conscience than
they were before. One of the old Lutheran Conservatives of
Prussia, Dr. von Gerlach, objected strongly in the debate of
last week to this series of measures, and especially to the last
and final stroke. He thought that the conscience of religious
sects should be left at liberty in all religious and ecclesiastical
matters to govern their practice, and that the State should
only interfere when it comes to a direct infringement of the
laws of civil order and liberty. It was to strike a final blow
at this view of Dr. von Gerlach's, that Prince Bismarck made
the short speech which has been so enthusiastically received
in Prussia and so profoundly admired even in tolerant England.
The Prince quite agreed, he said, with Dr. von Gerlach that
everybody ought to obey God rather than man; but the
question was what obeying God rather than man really means.
In his (Prince Bismarck's) opinion, he was serving God, King,
and country alike in guarding the political and religious inde-
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pendence of his nation against Roman oppression and intrigue.
If Herr von Gerlach had intimated that the German Chancellor
was desirous of introducing a political paganism into Germany,
Herr von Gerlach had knowingly told a falsehood. A man
of eighty-Dr. von Gerlach's age-he implied, might deserve
deference if he did not strive to pervert the truth, but not
when he did. The question was whether they were to bow
down to the Pope rather than to the King. The Ultra-
montanes had made their speeches without any hope of con-
vincing the National Liberal side of the House, and only
with a view to reaching the more ignorant masses, who would
thus read speeches which in Parliamentary reports could be
printed with impunity, though in any other form they would
render the publishers liable to legal penalties. He (Prince
Bismarck) did not believe that the penal measure before the
House would effect its purpose, so far as bringing the Roman
Catholics into subjection was concerned, but it was right
nevertheless to do all in the power of the Government for the
end in view, without regard to consequences. Prince Bis-
marck and his opponents were quite agreed on the duty of
serving God rather than man. Dr. von Gerlach thought he
knew what was serving God better than Prince Bismarck, and
Prince Bismarck thought he knew what was serving God
better than Dr. von Gerlach. "I believe I serve God in
serving my King for the protection of the community whose
Monarch he is by God's grace, and in helping to defend the
independence of his people against any foreign attack."

Such was Prince Bismarck's short and bitter, but, in our
opinion, singularly unstatesmanlike speech, which has so
deeply impressed Prussia and delighted England. Its essence
consists in the strenuous assertion that to Prince Bismarck
there is not only no sort of inconsistency between obeying
God and obeying the King, in relation to these new ecclesias-
tical laws, but a real identity of drift in the two acts; and in
the implied inference that anyone who thinks otherwise has a
perverted conscience which deserves no sort of consideration
from the Legislature. The imperiousness of its tone may be
gathered from the remark that an old man of eighty who had
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misconstrued his (Prince Bismarck's) motives and imputed to
him a wish-which we doubt not is quite as far from his mind
as Prince Bismarck declares it to be-i-to introduce a sort of
political paganism into Prussia, is a conscious falsifier who
deserves no sort of respect or consideration even in considera-
tion of his age. Now, had any such speech as that been
spoken in the British Parliament, even at the time of the so-
called Papal aggression, would not everybody have called it
violent, irrational, and thoroughly unworthy of a great Parlia-
mentary statesman? Of course, we are not finding fault with
Prince Bismarck for his own personal beliefon the subject of the
perfect consistency between loyalty and piety-a belief which
is that probably of almost all sensible Englishmen. But
could there by any possibility be a more wilful ignoring of
the whole problem involved in the conflicting views of various
consciences in relation to theology, than this cavalier way of
cutting through the difficulty with a mere blow? The question
for statesmen is not whether hearty Protestants like Prince
Bismarck see anything objectionable in submitting the educa-
tion ofyoung clergymen to the rules laid down by an ultra-
Erastian ministry, and choosing bishops and priests every-
where so as to satisfy the secular government, but whether a
very different class of theologians who have been taught to
believe in the miraculous permeation of the Church by divine
influence, can reasonably be expected to see nothing morally
objectionable in this. Yet to this question Prince Bismarck
does not devote a single word of consideration. He simply
strikes heavily, so to speak, those who differ from him. For
him the service of God and the King means the same thing,
as much or more now, after the ecclesiastical laws, as before
them. Of course they do. But is it common sense to expect
that Roman Catholics, or even high Lutherans like Herr von
Gerlach, will think so too? All men who have any common
sense, Prince Bismarck assumes, will agree with him. Well,
if that be so, the world unfortunately contains a great many
who have no common sense at all, and the Roman Church is
full of them. Nay, even some Lutherans are so little able to
followhim that they misjudge his motives, and impute to him
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sympathy with a sort of Paganism, with which in all proba-
bility Prince Bismarck has not the faintest sympathy. But
even so, who but a statesman who was accustomed to deal
rather in blows than arguments would tell an old man of
eighty that in thus misconstruing him he had lied? It seems
to us that Parliamentary statesmanship cannot be very fully
developed in Germany, and that English criticism on the
Parliamentary statesmanship of the Continent is not very
likely to be useful, when such a speech as this can be received
with unbounded applause in Prussia and with a sort of envious
admiration in England.

The truth is that for the moment the nationalism of
Germany, and, most of all the States of Germany, of Prussia,
is in an unnaturally excitable, and consequently irrational
phase. We cannot exempt Prince Bismarck from blame for
doing all in his power to stimulate this mood, but it is the
mood of Germany and Prussia in the first instance, and of
the vigorous but by no means either unobservant or compliant
statesman who guides Germany, only in the second instance.
Germany is at the present moment absurdly flushed with the
new sense of her national importance. The majority of the
national party cannot for the time believe that any creed is
important enough to come into serious competition with the
creed of Germanism. The Empire is the symbol of the new
power and unity. Prince Bismarck is its voice. Nothing
which runs counter to the national enthusiasm of the moment
is regarded as having a moral standing ground at all. Now,
of course, none of the genuine believers in any creed which
has attempted in any degree to combat the ruling tendencies
of secular Germany, can acquiesce in the cry of the day. It
is just as impossible for Rome, or even the Lutheran
Puseyism of the High Church party in Prussia, to bow down
to the genius of Germany, as it is for Mr. Spurgeon to delight
in the English establishment, or for Dr. Newman to admire
the liberality of the Privy Council in not condemning the
Theology of Essays and Reviews. Germany is going through
a sort of epidemic of blind and frantic nationalism, a sort of
political measles to which great nations in the infancy of their
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conscious unity and power are very liable. We do not
particularly blame the Germans--reflective as they boast to
be-for the wildness and inconsiderateness of this phase of
opinion. We do not even particularly blame Prince Bismarck
for stimulating it, while he would be far wiser, as well as
more disinterested, to try to moderate and keep it under
control. But surely it is grossly out of place for English
politicians who have for centuries been trying to get all
political parties to see that they must leave ample verge for
the theological convictions, eccentricities, even whims, of
their neighbours, to throw up their hats in delight at Prince
Bismarck's narrow and imperious bigotry. It is for us to
warn the Germans that they do not really understand what
they are about when they try to run down in this over-
bearing way all opinions which do not fit in with the national
pride or vanity of the moment. The difficulties of disagree-
ing beliefs have worried statesmen for centuries, and only in
these latter days has the calm and deliberate tolerance of
English and American statesmen at length succeeded in
solving, with tolerable success, the question of how to re-
concile these bitter theological controversies with the order of
a civilised State. In Germany at the present moment this
solution is being treated as if it were the mere invention of
moral cowardice and weakness. And the result is that fierce
passions, which might easily culminate in civil war, are being
fanned and fostered. It is not for us to help in this mis-
chievous process. We cannot much diminish the danger,
but we need not aggravate it. Prince Bismarck's latest
speech seems to us the speech of a very vigorous, but not too
scrupulous statesman, who, in treating national and religious
passions, prefers the use of the spurj just now to the use of
the rein. We believe that his blunder arises partly from real
inability to measure moral influences as he measures material
forces, but partly also from observing how greatly this one-
sidedness of his endears him to the majority of the people.
We fear that he is sowing what other men less strong than he
will reap, and that the harvest will not be a pleasant one.
We are quite sure that no British statesman of the greater
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days of British statesmanship would have regarded Prince
Bismarck's policy with any other feeling than that of mingled
dismay and disapproval; and it is to us as surprising as
it is unwelcome to observe the disposition to envy Prince
Bismarck's boldness on the part of English critics who, if
they had properly studied English history, would instead have
deprecated with the utmost earnestness Prince Bismarck's
rash but too successful appeals to hasty national impulses
and prejudices.



SIR JOHN LUBBOCK'S ANCIENT MONUMENTS
BILL.

(From" The Economist,' 17th Apr£l, 1875.)

SIR JOHNLUBBOCKachieved a great victory over the ignorant
Conservatism of the House of Commons and the indolent Con-
servatism of the Government in carrying the second reading
of his" Ancient Monuments Bill," on Wednesday, by a rna-
jorityof 22, in spite of the obstinate resistance of the Treasury,
in the person of Mr. W. H. Smith. It is true that the
greater personages of the Government did not speak and did
not even vote against the measure, and that a great many steady
Conservatives and even Tories voted with Sir John Lubbock;
still the Treasury, in the person of Mr. W. H. Smith, gave its
earnest resistance to the Bill, and the Treasury was beaten.
And no wonder; for Mr. Smith had nothing to say against
the Bill, except that in his view, in order to carry out the de-
sign of the Bill properly, the cost would be, not hundreds, but
"hundreds of thousands ,. of pounds. That was gross exag-
geration of Mr. Smith's; and besides, the answer is so easy.
The Bill does not compel the Government to make any grant
towards the expense of carrying out its provisions which the
Treasury cannot reasonably afford. They have just the same
power of cutting down the estimates to be demanded by the
Commissioners for Preserving Ancient Monuments whom the
Bill proposes to appoint, as they have of cutting down the estim-
ates of any other officialswhose expenses are thrown upon the
Treasury. The eleventh clause of the Act says,-" the Com-
missioners may employ such persons and incur such expenses
for the purposes of this Act as the Treasury may allow". It
is therefore childish to assert that the Treasury will have to
pay hundreds of thousands of pounds for the purposes of this
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Act, unless the Treasury itself intends to sanction an ex-
penditure to that amount; and if it does, whose fault is that?
Obviously a great deal may be effected with very little ex-
penditure indeed; and as regards the purchase of the right to
protect local monuments, we may expect that the funds will
be very frequently provided out of local sources, and if not,
the Treasury can simply decline to provide it unless they
really consider the value of the national object to be com-
mensurate with the expense. A terrible outcry was made
by the party which habitually pushes the rights of property
beyond the extreme verge of either reason or justice, as to
the injury which might be done to cultivators who are think-
ing of taking the land round some ancient dyke, for instance,
running for many miles, perhaps, through the country, into
cultivation, and who may be prevented from doing so by the
Commissioners giving them notice that it is an Ancient
Monument, and that if they wish to destroy it, they must
first give the Commissioners an alternative right to buy it
from them, or at least to buy from them the right of pro-
hibiting any such destructive use of its site. But how could
this injury be done? All that will be required of the tenant
or owner of such an Ancient Monument will be some three
months' delay in the execution of their plan. Within that
time the Commissioners must either assent to the destructive
operations proposed, or must agree to purchase from the
owner or the tenant, as the case may be, the monument itself,
or at least the right of restraining any injury to it. Now the
effect of this arrangement will be rather to increase the value
of such places to the needy cultivators than to diminish it.
We strongly suspect that in the case of needy men, proposi-
tions to injure the ancient monuments which their land
contains for agricultural purposes will be not unfrequently
made, without any very serious intention of actually carrying
out the proposal, in case the Commissioners decline to treat for
the right to preserve them ;-in other words, propositions of a
tentative character will be made rather in the view of procur-
ing the certain compensation, than in the view of securing the
uncertain advantage derivable from taking what is very often
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exceedingly unprofitable land into cultivation. Of course,
pasturing sheep or cattle is no injury at all to Ancient Monu-
ments of the kind contemplated. Cattle and sheep might
pasture on the most curious Roman camps or other relics of
antiquity without doing them any harm in the world. It is
only building or agricultural operations which will endanger
monuments of this kind, and such operations are much more
likely to be suggested as a' consequence of this Bill, i.e. with
a view to obtaining the offer of compensation than they
would be if this Bill should fail to pass. So far from
seriously interfering with the rights of property, this Bill will
in very many cases add to the value of the property to which
it relates.

We scarcely ever remember to have read a debate in which
the arguments of the Government and its supporters were so
destitute even of plausibility. Mr. W. H. Smith, after plead-
ing that the Government might not have strength of mind
to keep down the pecuniary requisitions of the Ancient
Monuments Commissioners within such reasonable sums as
would not seriously affect the Estimates, went on to say that
he objected to the Bill, because it would have a tendency
to relieve owners of property of responsibilities, "which they
had hitherto been called on to discharge, and had in the main
discharged faithfully and well". A more pumped-up and
artificial argument it would not be easy to discover. In the
first place, the contention of several of Mr. W. H. Smith's
friends had been that there were no real responsibilities on the
owners of Ancient Monuments except such as they themselves
spontaneously chose to assume-the very essence of the
criticisms on the Bill being that it was unjust to hamper the
temporary or permanent proprietors of these monuments by
forbidding them to destroy them at their own pleasure, and
in the interests of their own property. And in the next place,
Lord F. Hervey had made what was held to be the hit of the
debate on his own side of the question, by ridiculing the
notion that it was of any consequence to anyone to preserve
permanent records of a horde of barbarians "who stained
themselves blue, sat under the mistletoe, and indulged in
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obscene rites ". Such being the views of some of Mr. W. H.
Smith's chief allies in resisting the Bill, it was hardly com-
petent to him to deprecate any inroad on that profound sense
of responsibility, which, according to the Secretary to the
Treasury, at present inspires the owners or tenants of Ancient
Monuments, and induces them to keep these monuments in
good preservation. And not only did the speeches of Mr.
Smith's allies refute Mr. Smith's own allegations, but in point of
fact they were not objections at all to Sir John Lubbock's Bill.
Those guardians of Ancient Monuments who really do feeltheir
responsibilities for these monuments to the public, are not
touched by the Bill at all. They may not, indeed, after
notice has been given to them, " injure or permit injury" to
the monument without obtaining either the consent of the
Commissioners or their refusal to buy if not the monument
itself, at least the right to prevent its being injured; and
Mr. Smith suggests that the fear of injury happening to it
without the intention or wish of the owner, is likely to weigh
so much on the owner's mind that he will be compelled at
once to apply to the Commissioners to relieve him of his
guardianship by taking the monument off his hands. But
Mr. Smith can hardly have read the Bill on which he was
commenting when he offered this suggestion. It is true that
after the property in, or a power of restraint as regards any
injury to, an " Ancient Monument" has been already acquired
by the Commissioners, then suitable penalties are to be
enforced against any persons "unlawfully and wilfully"
injuring it, though even in this case the condition that the
injury must be " wilful JJ would completely prevent anything
like risk attaching to involuntary neglect. But Mr. W. H.
Smith's remark applies, of course, not to monuments in which
the Commissioners have already acquired rights, but to those
still wholly in the ownership of their original proprietors.
And in that case the only penalty provided for injuries
inflicted by the legal owners or tenants on the monuments in
question, is the penalty of forthwith giving the Commissioners
a right to restrain such injuries for the future. In other
words, the owner of an Ancient Monument, who has not yet
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parted with any right in it to the Commissioners, and who
involuntarily or otherwise injures it, is not liable to any such
penalty as the eighth clause imposes for the mischief already
done, but only to the penalty declared in the fifth clause,
which is the very light one of thereby conferring on the Com-
missioners the right to restrain him from further injury. But
an act of carelessness or negligence, the worst penalty of
which is that it invests the Commissioners with the power of
guardianship for the future, will not be so formidable in its
consequences as to frighten any proprietor into the immediate
transfer to the Commissioners of a monument which he
himself values and is genuinely anxious to preserve to the
country. Mr. Smith's grotesque fear of diminishing the
rather diminutive sense of responsibility which English squires
or farmers now feel for the preservation of our national
monuments, is as groundless a fear as a practical man ever
persuaded himself that he really felt. Those proprietors who
really care for these things will know very well that the
Commissioners would be as little likely to interfere with them
as the Treasury (whose sanction for any expense must be
obtained) itself. And as for those proprietors or owners who
don't care for the preservation of national monuments, why
it is precisely for the purpose of curbing their unruly pro-
prietary bigotry that this Bill is proposed.

The House of Commons did well on Wednesday to reject
the advice of the Treasury officials. Ancient Monuments are
not less important, and in some respects are more important
to the country, than ancient chronicles or records. Indeed,
they are ancient chronicles and records with all the vividness
of real life about them. And it is even less reasonable to
complain of the invasion of property involved in simply restrain-
ing proprietors from acts of destruction, than it is to complain
of such an invasion of property in cases where owners are com-
pelled to sell unwholesome streets or houses on the ground
that disease accumulates in them and that vice thrives. Pro-
perty has its duties to the national mind no less than to the
moral or physical well-being of the nation.



LORD SALISBURY ON MODERATION.

(From" The Economist," 3rd July, 1875.)

AT the two public dinners addressed by Conservative orators
on Wednesday, Lord Derby and Lord Salisbury made speeches
of a certain interest in relation to the latest symptoms of
official life. Lord Derby, who is of course always cautious,
and Lord Salisbury, who is perhaps rather seldom so, both
spoke with some elation of their new labour measures, as
tending to take away "the stock-in-trade of agitation," or, as
Lord Salisbury put it, as removing "the combustibles which
in less fortunate days some unlucky spark might set alight".
But though this is the mode in which it is probably most
convenient for members of the Conservative Cabinet to speak
of their proposed concessions-both as regards Friendly
Societies and the Law of Conspiracy-to the demands of the
working classes, there is nothing in either speech which would
at all lead us to suppose that the statesman who delivered it
wishes to shape Conservative policy with any special reference
to the demands of working-class agitators. Indeed, Lord
Salisbury, as we understand his speech, points entirely in
another direction. He declares that the proper lesson of the
recent Conservative triumph is the policy of party self-restraint
and party moderation; that Mr. Gladstone was defeated be-
cause he chose to be too much guided by the Radical wing
of his party, and that the Conservatives would court defeat if
they allowed themselves to be too much guided by the Tory
wing of their party. This is very different doctrine from that
which Lord Salisbury used to preach two or three years ago.
Then he always said that the Conservatives should not take
officewithout a real majority, because they could not pursue
a genuine Conservative policy so long as they had to conciliate
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Liberal support, and that whenever they gained a majority,
then they ought to abide by their principles, and embody the
Conservative doctrine with earnestness and fidelity. Now he
repudiates anything like rigid fidelity to the principle of the
party. He thinks there should be the greatest moderation in
Conservatism, the greatest wish to give the constituencies no
excuse for restoring their confidence to the Liberals. How-
ever, Lord Salisbury certainly does not desire to take the wind
out of the Liberal sails by consulting, in the present instance,
the wishes of the working-class leaders. What his speech
points at is a leaning to the Moderate Liberal view, a disposi-
tion to conciliate the Whigs or Conservative Liberals, not a
disposition to seek popularity with the mob. What he preaches
to his Conservative friends is a certain amount of sympathy
for what he calls "the mildly good-humoured, not very con-
sistent, government of the Whigs". He wants to see the
Conservatives almost as willing to initiate reform as the old
Whigs would have been, lest otherwise the appetite for
liberalism should grow upon the country, and the pendulum
swing back again. But Lord Salisbury, at least, is not of that
party in the Cabinet which would be at all disposed to sup-
port Mr. Disraeli's policy of bidding for the favour of those
ultra-Democratic Conservatives who are distinguishable only
by a very fine shade indeed from the Democratic Radicals.
Lord Salisbury's speech, as we understand it, is meant to pro-
mote a policy of conciliation to the Left-Centre, instead of to
the Left. He hopes to lean on the middle party, the party
which, whether it calls itself Conservative-Liberal under Lord
Hartington, or Liberal-Conservative under such a leader as
Sir Stafford Northcote, is not really very materially different
in its elements. But there is, no doubt, a section of the
Cabinet with somewhat different views. Mr. Disraeli him-
self, if he has enough of his old energy left, will be quite
sure to flirt with the Democratic Conservatives, and to
recommend taking the wind out of the Liberal sails by pro-
posing concessions to the working class which Lord Harting-
ton at least would be very unlikely to approve. As far as we
can see, Mr. Cross probably leans to this section of the Cabinet.
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Unquestionably the idea of his Labour Laws Conspiracy Bill
points in this direction, and even Sir Stafford Northcote, in
the conduct of his Friendly Societies Bill, has shown himself
not entirely indifferent to influences of the same kind. It is
undoubtedly a great temptation to some of the Conservatives
to show, as they showed in 1867, that they can propose
measures more popular than any to which the Liberals have
lent their sanction, and yet win the battle under a Tory war-
cry. There is a fascination in "dishing the Whigs " which,
to some temperaments, is almost irresistible. To overbid
your opponents, and yet find your party more numerous,
though not stronger, after the operation than before, has in it
that kind of charm belonging to all games of finesse. True
the country party never enjoy the discovery that they have
lent themselves to the success of such a game as this. But
then the country party never discover what they are doing till
it is done, and then, as it is too late to undo it, they very easily
reconcile themselves to a degradation of their policy which
brings with it an accession of popularity and power. Probably
Lord Salisbury intended to be understood as repudiating this
policy, when he concluded his speech by saying that the Con-
servative party will be content with the praise of having suited
their measures to ., the wants of the day, and the wishes of
the people," even though that praise does not suffer them to
connect" any revolution with their name,"-for undoubtedly,
in 1867, the Conservatives did connect" a revolution with
their name," and so they would do again, if they ever again
made their appeal to that "residuum" on whom they then
first conferred power. If Lord Salisbury means anything
definite by his speech, he means to deprecate any such course.
He wishes to lean on the Moderates of both sides of the
House, and to reduce to a minimum the influence of the
Democrats, whether Radical or Tory.

And this, no doubt, is the only legitimate course for the
Conservatives to follow, because it is the only course except
reaction, the effect of which they can really understand and
honestly approve. And as for reaction, which they might
both understand and approve, and for which some of them
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might feel a far more sincere enthusiasm than they can for
the policy of the Left Centre, Lord Salisbury sufficiently dis-
poses of that by showing that it would offend the country,
and reconvert it, almost prematurely, to Liberalism. Putting
reactionary policy, then, aside, there remains for Conservatives
only the choice between embarking on the unknown sea of
the ignorant Democratic Conservatism of the masses, and that
of steadily supporting tbe moderate policy recommended by
the educated caution of the soberest men of both parties.
Those who lean to the former policy do so partly from the
pleasurable excitement which they take in political gambling,
and partly from enjoying the consciousness so rare to the Con-
servatives, of feeling that their cause, whether it be a retrograde
cause or not, is the popular cause, and retrograde, if it be re-
trograde, only because the masses of the people are retrograde.
But those who lean to the wiser policy know, what the others
do not, the real effect of what they do. They are not trusting
themselves to a sea of popular prejudice, but accepting the
cautions which the culture and experience of the country have
suggested to the most intelligent observers of either party.
No principle is really so Conservative as the principle of look-
ing before you leap, none so little Conservative, though we
quite admit it may also be the very opposite of Liberal, as
taking leaps in the dark. Popular constituencies are, as we
are daily learning with clearer certainty, by no means, as a
rule, anxious for real progress; but it does not in the least
follow that they may not wish for something-like the utmost
lenity to corruption for instance-which even the truest Con-
servatives would think bound up with real regress. Now we
submit that Conservatism that is worth anything is infinitely
more closely related with the predominant influence of sober
and cultivated thought in politics, than with the possible
triumphs of popular bigotries in bringing back shades of
political or ecclesiastical superstitions long gone by. Lord
Salisbury is quite right in supposing that a true Conservative
should feel much graver dread of renewing past phases of
Toryism by appealing to the ignorant prejudices of the masses,
than he should of promoting gradual changes which Liberals
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have advocated, but for which sound reasons can be given,
reasons recommending themselves to the minds of sober and
considerate persons. Mr. Disraeli once spoke of a Conserva-
tive Government-in this sense-as an "organised hypocrisy"
-and a great deal of his subsequent career has shown that he
really despises mere safe and prudent political tentativeness,
as we may call it, and would sooner commit himself to the
tender mercies of popular forces of which neither he nor any
other man has really fathomed the true scope. But what such
a Government really is, is not organised hypocrisy, but or-
ganised experience, guiding itself by the principle of continuity
so far as there is not distinct visible reason for a deviation
from the course hitherto pursued; while Tory Government, in
Mr. Disraeli's sense, is organised risk and rashness. It con-
jures up no doubt a popular force to back the Conservative
party, but it conjures up a force which it cannot control, and
of which no one can really predict the results. Lord Salisbury
is a great accession to the ranks of the Moderates; he has
genius and resolution, and if we can but trust him to guide
his followers into the well-worn tracks of the middle party,
England will have much more confidence in the Conservative
Government than it at present has. No doubt the attitude of
Conservative Liberals is better than the attitude of Liberal
Conservatives. But either the one or the other are infinitely
better than those rash Tory Radicals who may have got hold
of a real force, but have not the slightest notion how to ascer-
tain the law of that force's expansion. All we know of that
problematic force is that it certainly contains in itself the seeds
of incalculable mischief and prejudice, as well, no doubt, as of
some inevitable reforms. But those men certainly are not
true' Conservatives who have more confidence in the onward
march of popular ignorance than in the tentative advance of
prudent and cautious culture.



MR. BRIGHT ON LANDOWNING.

(From" The Economist," 29th January, 1876.)

MR. BRIGHThas a controversy with Lord Derby as to the
number of landowners in the country, and especially in Scot-
land, as to the figures of which we shall not say anything.
But there are some underlying points of principle in the matter
to which sufficient attention is not, we think, given.

First, certainly in England, and probably in Scotland too,
the number of nominal proprietors is very greatly less than
that of the real owners. The habit of England as to land is
family ownership. The estate is settled in such a way as to
secure the wife, to secure the children, to regulate the enjoy-
ment of the property in a settled way as the family convenience
provides; to prevent its being wasted and the whole family
made penniless by the fault of any single person. How much
of the land of England is held in "family tenure," if we may
coin a word for it, we cannot tell; but it is very large indeed,
and you could not get at it by any return of nominal
proprietors. In most cases, such a return would only give
the names of trustees who have no real interest in the property
at all; to get at the real truth, the deeds of every family
must be examined, the equitable as well as legal interests
counted, and the results tabulated, whichwould be impossible.
A' "Doomsday book" for the nineteenth century, for which
Lord Derby once wished, is an unattainable ideal, to which in
England there can be hardly any approximation. The present
species of conjoint ownership is too complex to be described
in any return. But nothing can be more strange than that
Mr. Bright should wholly ignore its existence; he never
mentions the word family settlement; he does not seem to
know that any such arrangements exist.
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The singularity is greater because this is the cardinal
difficulty which impedes every attempt to simplify English
land tenure. The great obstruction to the free transfer of
the soil is that so many people are more or less interested in
it. A conveyancer, when he examines a title, has to see that
all the existing owners convey, and that all those whom he
sets down as extinct owners are really such, and have
passed away. How far this system is good-whether the
security of families is a better or worse thing than the free
transfer of land-whether some of the advantages of that
security may not be gained without sacrificing so much as we
sacrifice now-are questions; but it is not a question, for it is
certain, that what now impedes land-dealing is this system
of many owners, and not, as Mr. Bright says, a system of single
ones. Mr. Bright thinks too that the English laws of land
tenure are constructed on feudal principles. But the greatest
characteristic of these laws, as compared with all others which
have descended from the middle ages, is the quickness and the
facility with which they emancipated themselves from feudal-
ism. Though perpetual, or very long entails prevailed almost
everywhere else in Europe, they have long been abolished
here; and the tying up of property has been restricted to
limits which may be too long or too short, but have nothing
to do with feudality.

And the proof that they have nothing to do with it is that
they extend to money which never was" feudal" as well as to
land which was. The funds can be tied up just as long as
land, and in fact are so. A very large sum in them is so set
apart for the security of families just as land is, and by deeds
whose operation lasts just the same time. No good can, but
much harm must come from discussing the transfer of land,
ignoring the main obstruction, and inventing an imaginary one.

But there is a second and worse mistake in Mr. Bright's
reasoning. He assumes-he does not try to prove, he simply
takes for granted-that cheap and easy transfer of land will
tend in England to produce a class of peasant proprietors.
But there cannot be a greater error. A little examination
will, we think, establish that an increased cheapness of land
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transfer would consolidate the main part of the land of Eng-
land in the hands of the monied classes even more effectually
than now, and that the working men who cultivate the fields
would own just as little of them.

The principle is that a dear thing will, as a rule, and in the
long run, be bought by those who can give most for it And
in England, as in all old countries, land is a very dear thing.
If land is at £80 an acre, five acres would take £400, and to
suppose that an English agricultural labourer is likely to
possess £400 is to go out of the present world. His imagina-
tion could not rise to the magnitude of such a sum; if he
had only the tenth part of it he would be off to the beer-
house, and be drunk for weeks. And even the small farmer
who has such a capital can employ it much better in cultivat-
ing a farm say of 100 acres than in buying five of his own.
Land in England will scarcely pay 3 per cent. on the pur-
chase money, whereas a small farmer looking after things
himself, and watching each item of outlay, probably makes
15 per cent., or more. Nothing, therefore, is more ruinous
to such a farmer than to change him to a proprietor. In so
doing you would at once make a poor man of him.

In the long run, when countries have attained a certain
measure of intelligence, money goes with quickness and
certainty where there is most to be made of it-at any rate, it
is bad politicaleconomy,and most unsafe besides, to expect to
create a whole new class of men on the assumption that
money will not so go. But every attempt to create peasant
proprietors in England by making land cheap really assumes
this, and will, therefore, fail. Persons of small capital who
know how to cultivate land will find they can live far better
by-cultivating a fair quantity of other people's land than by
keeping to a petty patch of their own.

In the present state of agriculture this becomes palpable,
because there are so many things to illustrate its principle.
Nothing could be more wasteful or more absurd than for a
small farmer to own his own steam plough. Such a man
would at once say he could not afford to lock up so much
capital. But his buying land is in its financial effect just the
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same, for land is but one instrument of cultivation just as this
plough is another.

We shall be asked, if peasant proprietorship is thus econo-
mically unprofitable, why does it exist in so many countries?
The continent of Europe is pretty well exclusively so culti-
vated. The answer is that the continent inherited this system
from the middle ages, and that now though it might be
economically advantageous to extricate itself from it, the
fixed habits of society forbid, and the system cannot be
changed. In early times this method of cultivation is sub-
stantially the only one possible. There is, then, no scientific
agriculture, no large moving capital, no steam ploughs, or
other machines. The only way, then, to till the soil is to
get some peasant with his own hands to do so. All through
mediseval Europe some serf-some villain-some adscriptus
glebce-is to be found fixed to the land, and cultivating it.
Gradually, being fixed to the soil, he obtains fixed rights in it ;
he comes to pay some settled rent or payment, or sort of ser-
vice to his lord, and all above is more or less his. Thus a
hundred years ago there was in most European States a
double ownership, a seigneur under some name claiming ser-
vices or dues, and a peasant under some name paying them.
In many places this exists still; but in the best parts, either
by revolution or purchase, the lord has ceased to exist. He
has been either bought out or thrust out; and so peasants
have become the sole proprietors. But it is a system which
would not now create itself. It remains, because man is not a
purely economical animal; because these peasants love their
lands with an intense passion. But it remains in the richest
parts with difficulty. Even in France wealth begins to make
inroads upon it.

The growth of this system was interrupted in England by
the demand for labour, whichmade the "villain" glad to leave
the land and seek town wages; and by the growth of sheep-
farming, natural when this country was an exporter of wool,
as well as a great manufacturer of it. We never had peasant
proprietors, because the labourers could go elsewhere (which
on the continent, they could not), and the landowners were
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glad they should (which on the continent they were not).
That the English agricultural labourer is now ill paid is true,
but this is mainly the result of improvident multiplication,
stimulated by a disastrous poor-law; originally it was pro-
sperity-comparative prosperity, as compared with the con-
tinent-which unfixed him from the soil, and prevented his
acquiring an interest in it. But it will be urged there are
peasant proprietors not only on the continent, where they have
thus inherited them, but in the United States, and almost
everywhere in English colonies. But the reply is, that
there the economical conditions are different. Land is very
cheap, and a person of a little capital can acquire quite as
much of it as he is able to cultivate. No one there will
work on other people's land, because virgin land worth
only a trifle is lying idle. In such a place and period
peasant proprietorship arises like a weed in the soil.
Nothing else is possible then and there. But you cannot
infer from its naturalness in new countries the possibility
of transplanting it to an old country like England, where
economical circumstances are not such as to favour, but such
as to oppose it.

Mr. Bright seems to approve of the French law of com-
pulsory equal division at a father's death between children.
But this does not seem to be the best French opinion. Putting
aside the effect on land, which is not so formidable in France
where population is so nearly stationary, as it would be in
England, where it augments fast, the result on business is
pernicious. A capitalist in various undertakings cannot leave
one to one son and another to another, and portion off the
daughters as he can here, but the law gives all equal shares in
each. At each generation the most complex affairs are thrown
into a compulsory and often ill-assorted partnership, which
often causes evil, and the apprehension of which discourages
enterprise. Instead of a rich and active capitalist being able,
as with us, to feel that he can provide comfortably for his
children by a proper adjustment of bequests to circumstances,
he feels in France that after his death his family must squabble
in a vain attempt at an unattainable equal division. No law
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could be devised more likely to make men shun business or to
make them uncomfortable in it.

Some years ago peasant proprietorship was much pressed,
because it gave the mass of the people the sanction of property,
and so settled society on a stable basis. But now France, the
greater educator of Europe by her misfortunes, has taught us
a new lesson in this matter. We now know that peasant
proprietorship spreads not only the sense of property but a
panic of property. The one idea of a French paysan is that
he may lose his terre. All politics to him begin and end in
finding some one to keep it safe for him. A main difficulty
in the way of-perhaps an insuperable obstruction to-free
Government in France, is the fright of small holders about
their plots of land, which makes them hate agitation, fear dis-
cussion, and be always ready to run to a despot.

We can imagine nothing, therefore, less in the spirit of the
present time, or less likely to happen, than the creation of a
peasant proprietorship in England, and we are glad to feel
sure that the Liberal party will not, as Mr. Bright advises,
agitate for it, for they would be binding themselves to at-
tempt an undesirable impossibility.



THE OXFORD UNIVERSITY BILL.

(From" The Economist," 4th March, 1876.)

LORDSALISBURY'Sspeech last week on introducing the Oxford
University Bill was, in many respects, a pleasant surprise to
those who have been accustomed to hear his attacks on the
educational reforms of the Liberal Government. The scorn
with which he spoke cf the University system of bestowing
prizes without demanding new efforts proportionate to these
prizes from those who gain them, was very refreshing when
considered as proceeding from the most Conservative member of
a Conservative Administration. But the truth is that Lord
Salisbury, like all the abler English statesmen, has a profound
scorn for idleness, and, indeed, for anything like that cultivated
dawdling which so often does duty for work in polished
academical circles. Whatever his Bill may do, it is evident
enough that Lord Salisbury's intention is to get an equivalent
in University or College work for the greater number of the
fellowships, and that he hopes to see but a few" idle" fellow-
ships left, just to bridge over the gulf between University dis-
tinction and professional distinction in the world, for the few
who, having gained all the honours which academical life can
give, are yet more fitted to be useful in the work of the world
than in the prosecution of abstract studies, or the task of imbu-
ing others with the love of those studies. So far, Lord Salis-
bury's speech was certainly more satisfactory than his Bill. We
do not deny that, with a skilful choice of Commissioners, it is
quite possible that the machinery of his Bill should, to some
moderate extent, carry out the reforms for which he seemed
to express a desire in his speech. But at the same time there
does not seem to be any guarantee that these reforms will be
carried out. What his Bill does, is to put it into the power
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of a certain body of men, not as yet named, with the concur-
rence, or, at least, without the violent opposition of the various
Oxford Colleges, to insist on certain economies and redistribu-
tions ofrevenue,which would result in effectingLord Salisbury's
object of giving the greater Collegiate and University rewards
only to those who would accept great responsibilities and duties
with those rewards. At the same time, the Bill leaves every-
thing so much in blank, and goes such a very little way towards
settling the principles of the proposed reforms, that, as far as
we can see, the parliamentary battle on its value, if battle there
be, should turn almost wholly on the names of the Commis-
sioners proposed, as soon as these names come to be announced,
and on the views which they may at any time have expressed
with respect to University reform. If it should turn out, as
it probably will, that the Commissioners to be named before
the Bill passes through Committee have not made up their own
minds as to what they want, and that some of them are very
cautious in relation to all innovations, and that even the boldest
of them are tender of historic and traditional claims, all that
Parliament will really be called on to sanction in sanctioning
the Bill, will be an admission that something ought to be done,
and that that something should be determined by the discre-
tion of eminent but timid persons. If Lord Salisbury himself
could be one of those persons, we should to a certain extent
be reassured as to the working of the Bill; for, Conservative
as Lord Salisbury is, he has that zeal for honest work, and
that contempt for anything like trifling, which would ensure
at least a certain class of reforms, though these might not
always be the most necessary. But, of course, Lord Salisbury
himself cannot serve on the Commission which the Oxford
University Bill proposes, and there is, we think, some reason
to fear lest the Commissioners whom he may name will be
more disposed to sympathise with the fears of the Collegiate
Conservatives than he himself would be. At all events, it is
always a delicate thing for Parliament to sanction a reform
without laying down at least its chief principles itself. Now
this Lord Salisbury'S Bill certainly does not do. It points out
the kind of remodellings of trusts which may be desirable both
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in relation to the University and in relation to the Colleges,
but, as regards the extent of these reforms, and their appli-
cability to particular academical cases, the Bill is wholly
silent, and leaves everything to the discretion of the Commis-
sioners. Nor is this all. There can be no doubt that the
chief revenues now misapplied are the revenuesof the Colleges.
The University is very poor,-much too poor for its duties,-
and whatever is done in the way of redistribution will result
in the gain of the trusts of the University, and, more or less,
in a subtraction of endowments from Collegiate trusts. Now
for the purpose of reforming the Colleges, the University Com-
missioners to be appointed will not be the legislating body.
Any College, which does not concur with the University in a
scheme satisfactory to the Commissioners for its own reform
before the end of 1877, will be liable to legislative renovation
by a body composed of the Commissioners,and of three elected
representatives of the College. Of course this will give an
immense force to the natural objections felt by the backward
Colleges to the renovating process. Three representatives
well versed in the affairs of the College will put a very tight
curb over the progressive tendencies of a probably rather timid
Commission. This provision, especially when we consider
that the Commission itself will be named by a Tory Adminis-
tration, looks to us a good deal like putting a strong drag on
a carriage just as it is beginning to climb a hill. Whatever
may be hoped from Lord Salisbury's Bill, it certainly cannot
reasonably be hoped that any very radical policy, securing a
wholesome poverty for the Colleges, will result from it.

We say a "wholesome" poverty, because we are deeply
convinced that the great wealth which has accrued to, these
Collegiate bodies in our Universities has been, and is, of the
nature of a drawback to the true objects of academical life,
instead of a stimulus to them. Just as in certain bad private
schools, where almost every child gets a prize, the prize
system certainly is a soporific instead of an incentive to
exertion, so in Oxford and Cambridge, the unfortunate
abundance of emoluments which secures for at least one in
every small group of young men the advantages (or dis-
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advantages) of a partially or completely gratuitous education.
clearly does tend to depress rather than to stimulate the
proper intellectual life of a University. No doubt a great
many more men go through what is called a University train-
ing than would go through it if there were no such abundance
of prizes to be gained. But then the true life of a University
depends far less on the number of men who are included in its
society than on the kind of life they lead, and the nature of
the influences which they exert. A very small knot of men
may, by the high character of their interests and the ardour
of their discussions, exert a very considerable influence on the
life of a nation, while a number vastly larger, even hundreds of
times as large, who cannot carry this intensity into their pur-
suits, and this earnestness into their discussions, will exert
comparatively little influence on the life of the same nation.
We do not hesitate to say that Oriel College alone, at the time
it contained the great group of eager-minded men, of whom
Newman, Whately, and Arnold were, perhaps, the best known,
exerted a greater and better influence on the mind of England
-exercised, that is, more of the true functionsof a University
-than the whole University of Oxford exerts now. And the
reason we take to be simply this-that that small knot of
able and distinguished men succeeded in opening up deep pro-
blems in which the whole educated classes of England were
more or less interested, and in putting a new zeal and disinter-
estedness into the discussion of those problems. At the present
moment, Oxford exerts no such specific influence on the mind
of the nation. It trains probably a much larger number of
men who go in for honours, but .these men are comparatively
little interested in truth and much in mere intellectual success;
and the influence they in their turn exert on their juniors is
an influencewhich tries even intellectual subjects by a worldly
standard - the standard of the competitive examination.
And it can hardly be doubted that one great reason of this
is that freerdistribution of educational resources which resulted
from University reform. No doubt under the old system the
revenues were grossly jobbed But then the result of that
was that there was not so much left with which to tempt
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young men into pursuing intellectual studies from a non-
intellectual motive, the motive merely of a desire to succeed
in life.

We, of course, are not speaking as if there were anything
wrong in the desire to succeed in life. On the contrary, in its
legitimate sphere no desire can be more wholesome. All we
wish to point out is that this desire is not the same as the
desire for pure knowledge and truth as such, and that the
mixed motives which result from pursuing intellectual studies
for such an end are not what we look for from a University,
and not of the sort which a University is best fitted to pro-
duce. We are disposed to think that men who want to suc-
ceed in life would do better, both for themselves and for the
world in which they hope to shine, by plunging earlier into
life, than by immersing themselves for three or four years in
studies in which they have little interest on their own account,
and which they pursue chiefly because they can earn money
by them, and because they believe that they can afterwards
use them as stepping-stones to worldly success. University
life exercises its peculiar and happiest influence chiefly on
those for whom literary and speculative questions have a very
high charm of their own. And such men become fewer and
are less distinguishable from the crowd, the more there are
who pursue these same studies for a very different purpose,
namely, for the emoluments which they may gain by them,
and the professional advantages which these emoluments may
bring. We are convinced that if the Colleges of our Uni-
versities had very much fewer money prizes to give, and were,
therefore, chiefly attended by those who feel a disinterested
desire for the learning which can be acquired in them, they
would exercise a very much higher influenceon the life of the
nation. Certainly Oxford did more for England when a
great part of her revenue was misappropriated than she does
now. The result of dividing her property more fairly among
the crowd of intellectual competitors has been, more or less,
that these competitors have begun to postpone the intellectual
to the worldly advantages of academical success, and that
thereby the tone of scholastic thought has been lowered.
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We do not doubt that by increasing the incomes of pro-
fessorships, and providing adequate means for the few who
are really capable of intellectual research, a great deal may be
done to raise the tone of University society. But we should
like to see more prospect than there appears to be of diminish-
ing the excessive number of prizes attainable by very ordin-
ary ability, the only effect of which is to launch into an
academical career men whose chief object is to succeed in
life, and who, therefore, destroy the characteristic tone of
academical society, without attaining any greater ultimate
success than they could easily reach by other and more
appropriate means.



THE CONSERVATIVE VEIN IN MR BRIGHT.

(From" The Economist," 29th April, 1876.)

IT seems a paradox to say that there are few more typical
Conservatives in the House of Commons than Mr. Bright;
and yet the assertion is in one sense certainly true. Vehe-
mently as he has fought for the cause of popular right, and
eloquently as he has, at times, attacked the privileged classes
who resisted these reforms, Mr. Bright's political notions are,-
and this is the characteristic of a Conservative,-probably
more strictly prepossessions and traditions, less the result of
inner deliberation and intellectual judgment, than those of any
Conservative in the House of Commons, immeasurably more
so than those of the Conservative leader. We doubt very
much whether even Mr. Gathome Hardy has as much right to
represent the Conservative whose political mind is the product
of deep traditional, and, we may say, hereditary preoccupa-
tions, as Mr. Bright. Of course it is not merely the accident
that a man's traditional feelings on politics represent the
tendencies of the future rather than the tendencies of the past,
which makes him in this sense a Liberal rather than a Con-
servative. We are now using the word rather in relation to
character than in relation to the progress of events. And in
this eense we should say that while the Liberal tum of mind
denotes the willingness to admit new ideas, and the perfect
impartiality with which those ideas, when admitted, are can-
vassed and considered, the Conservative tum of mind denotes
adhesiveness to the early and probably inherited ideas of
childhood, and a very strong and practically effective distrust
of the novel intellectual suggestions which come unaccredited
by any such influential associations. Now in this sense, it
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hardly needed Mr. Bright's very able speech on Wednesday,
against Women's Suffrage, to show that constitutionally,
though not in the sense which the accident of chronology
attaches to the word, Mr. Bright is a Conservative. Mr.Bright
has been throughout his life a very warm friend of what is called
progress on all subjects on which he inherited from his early
traditions the ideas of progress. But it is not possible to
mention a single subject on which he has abandoned the
traditions of his youth in favour of the newer ideas of his
maturity, and of the age in which that maturity has been cast.
Let us cast a glance all round the political world. In relation
to the question of Throne or Republic, it cannot be doubted
that he inherited from his forefathers a sort of abstract prefer-
ence for a Republic, together with a very decided disposition
to let well alone, and acquiesce in a throne so long as that
throne is dignified by high character and personal virtues.
And this is precisely the shade of policy which he has always
represented whenever such matters have come into discussion
at all. That Mr. Bright has always been the first to claim a
kindly and cordial consideration for the Republic ultimately
founded by the descendants of the Pilgrim fathers in the
United States of America, we all know. But we also all
know how, whenever anything like a taunt has been cast at
the institution of royalty in England, Mr. Bright has been
foremost to lend the shield of his personal enthusiasm to the
present wearer of the British crown. When the Queen is in
question it would be impossible to name a more cordial Con-
servative than Mr. Bright His feelings are kindled, like the
feelings of a cavalier of old, at the mere mention of her name,
as Mr. Ayrton has had occasion to know. No doubt it is in
great measure the simplicity and worth of the present monarch
which endears her so much to Mr. Bright But that, again,
shows that old associations and emotions, not mere intellectual
convictions, are at the root of his feelings. He does not de-
sire to discriminate between the institution and the form which
the institution takes at the present moment. The mixed
feelings which he has always felt grow stronger with his years.
He is as earnest as ever in his abstract admiration for republics.
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He is more earnest than ever in his concrete loyalty to the
throne.

Or take questions of constitutional reform, and consider
his attitude on them. He has always been eager for the
enlargement of the franchise up to the point of a household
franchise. He holds that family life is a sort of guarantee for
English sobriety-a notion very dear to the British middle
class,but not perhaps very adequately sustained by the testing
of experience. For that inherited idea he has fought gallantly
till he has succeeded in making it part of the British consti-
tution, at least as regards the boroughs, and he is pledged of
course to extend it to the counties. But while he is eloquent
on behalf of the guarantee given by a householder's responsi-
bility and ties, and would be the last, we suspect, to ask
us to dispense with it, as a condition of the suffrage, any
attempt to take guarantees of another sort, which were not
familiar to his childhood-like that known as cumulative
voting, or representation of minorities-he has always hated
with an intensity and inexorability almost amusing. But
some one will say that this only shows that Mr. Bright is
really Liberal, and not Conservative,-that he sees these
suggestions advanced by those who grudge the democracy its
triumphs, and not by those who trust the people. Well then
take this question of the women's franchise. Our readers are
aware that we have advocated that change partly on the
ground that in the working class, at least,-the most numer-
ous class,-the women are often more careful, and intelligent,
and scrupulous,and competent to vote, than the men,-partly
because we have regarded them as likely to be themselves the
better for an extension of their practical interests. But Mr.
Bright, aftervotingonce reluctantly forit, has at last beenunable
to suppress the disgust with which this proposal to tum
family life and traditions (as they have been transmitted to
him) upside down affects him, and has broken through the
trammels of personal ties to speak with all the force and
vigour of his character on behalf of traditions so deeply in-
grained into it. This metamorphosis,as it seems to him, of
the true functions of women, revolts him far more than it
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revolts the bulk of the Conservative party, some of whom,
indeed, may perhaps have adopted the cry for women's
suffrage out of party motives, but most of whom, no doubt,
sympathised far more deeply with Mr. Bright than with any
of their own leaders. Indeed, Mr. Bright dwelt on the idea
that a revolution rather than a reform was involved in the
proposal, with the genuine Conservative horror of revolution.
There was not much evidence in his speech that he had
carefully weighed the probable results of the change, and
found them dangerous. On the contrary, the speech went to
prove that the change, if adopted, must be adopted on the
ground of considerations fundamentally different from those
which had recommended the various reforms of the franchise
already adopted. And this seemed to be almost enough for
him. Prove that it was a proposal not only new in detail,
but new in principle, and it lost all charm for him. Revolu-
tion is as much a term of reproach to Mr. Bright as it is to
Mr. Gathome Hardy, though it means somewhat different
things in the two men's mouths. In each of them alike it
represents the antithesis of all the cherished traditions of early
years.

In short, Mr. Bright's political constitution vehemently
repels the new ideas of modem statesmanship. He cannot
bear the agitation for the election of labourers or artisans as
members of Parliament-a new idea which seems to him sub-
versive of political traditions. He wisely snubs Home Rule.
He will not listen with patience to any argument for the fair
representation of minorities. He declines all invitations to
join the Alliance League for the diminution of public-houses.
His Liberal sympathies are confined to the causes which he
found popular among his people long before he was a great
personage on the political stage-to Free-trade, economy,
peace, a popular franchise of the old kind, the ballot; and
enthusiasm for these causesis really in him political Conservat-
ism. And the manner of his advocacy is as Conservative as
the matter. He always addresses the political affections
rather than the political reason, and this is no doubt the
great secret of his true popularity. The creed of the Mr.Bright
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of 1876 is probably far less altered from the creed of the Mr.
Bright of 1840 than is the creed of the Duke of Richmond of
1876 from the creed of the same peer in 1840. The Duke of
Richmond has reluctantly abandoned many articles of his old
creed-Mr. Bright has abandoned none.



THE CENTENARY OF THE "WEALTH OF
NATIONS".

(From" The Economist? 3rd june, 1876.)

THE Wealth of Nations which was published in 1776, is
!his year just a hundred years old, and the English Political
Economy Club gave on Wednesday a dinner in celebration of
the fact, at which they had the remarkable honour of entertain-
ing the French Minister of Finance, who came from Paris for
the purpose, and who made on the occasion a most admirable
and suitable speech. No compliment could have been more
suitable for a dinner in celebration of the beginning of the most
effectual of political philosophies, and the one which has by
far the most affected the intercourse of nations.

Nothing beforehand-nothing if we look at the matter
with the eyes, say, of the year 1770, could have seemed more
unlikely than that Adam Smith should have succeeded in such
an achievement. Political economy is, above all things, the
theory of business, and if ever there was an eminent man who
pre-eminently was not a man of business it was Adam Smith.
He was a bookish student who never made a sixpence, who
was unfit for all sorts of affairs, and whose absence of mind is
hardly credible. He once astonished a sentinel who did him
some kind of military salute by drawing himself up and giving
with perfect gravity a facsimile salute in return. On another
occasion, when he had to put his signature to an official docu-
ment, instead of doing so he copied with slow and elaborate
care the name of the person who had signed before him. And
these acts are but specimens of his life. If the townsmen of
Kirkcaldy-the little place where the Wealth of Natt'ons was
written-had been told to select the townsman who was most
unlikely, as far as externals went, to tell this world how to
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make money, most likely they would have selected Adam
Smith, whose writings have, in fact, caused more money to be
made, and prevented more money from being wasted, than
those of any other author.

That there had been various preceding political economies,
more than the common world much remembers, rather en-
hances the wonder. Unquestionably, many hardheaded men,
and some sects of writers, can be mentioned who approached
more or less nearly to the general doctrines now accepted as
the true theory of commerce. What sort of" natural selection,"
then, made Adam Smith's political economy so much more
successful than that of all others? Why was this most un-
likely-looking Scotch student the "favoured" philosopher
whose name was to be annexed for all time to the true theory
of trade ?

One great piece of good fortune to Adam Smith was his
time. Historians of science remark that most great discoveries
are based on large collections of new facts. And this was the
case with trade in the eighteenth century. There was then a
much vaster, a much wider, and much more varied commerce
than the world had ever seen in any preceding time. And its
contents were catalogued and were commented upon in a
quantity and with an accuracy which there had been nothing
like before. "Political Arithmetic," as statistics were then
called, was no doubt then very small in comparison with the
mass of figures to which it has grown now; but still it existed,
and existed for the first time--at least, in any connected bulk-
and that existence was a sign of the recent extension of com-
merce and of the changed place it began to take in men's
minds. Adam Smith was singularly fortunate among phil-
osophers, for he had a new world to explain and new data for
explaining it.

And he had also a world to conquer. The new commerce
which had grown up had done so in spite of any law which
could be framed to prevent it-not that such had been in the
least the intention of legislators. On the contrary, they were
most anxious to develop trade, and to make the nations rich
which were subject to them; but they had pursued a wrong,
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though very natural, method. Seemingly, the most obvious
person to consult on matters of trade, is the trader; the person
who, at first sight, seems likely to know most about a thing,
is the person who makes it; and, accordingly, the European
Governments had taken counsel with the producer. But, un-
happily, the producer was just the wrong person to consult.
What he wanted was a high price for his article, and a monopoly
of the market in which to sell it; and the laws he recom-
mended were inevitably framed, more or less, to obtain his
wishes; whereas, the interest of the nations which the Govern-
ments were trustees for, and which they were sincerely desirous
to serve, was a "low price," unrestricted competition from
abroad, and a freedom for everyone to buy or sell everything
at home. The legislative success of Adam Smith's philosophy
has transcended that of all other philosophers very much from
this. He found a world in which the interests of the buyer
were supposed to be secured by laws, framed at the suggestion
of the seller, and he was 'able to show, not by mere elaborate
argument-though he gave that too--but also by an unsur-
passed store of living illustrations, that these laws worked ill,
and were sure to do so, because they were framed in the wrong
person's interest. To use a homely illustration, Adam Smith
was so fortunate as to find a world in " which the cat had the
custody of the cream," and to have had unprecedented facilities
for showing the absurdity of the arrangement,

And when we look more closely at the matter, we find not-
withstanding the outside impression, that he was a person sin-
gularly fitted to do this. He belonged to what-calling the
group from the representative most familiar to us-we may
call "the Macaulay type of Scotchmen". He possessed in
combination-exactly that power of lucid exposition, that
eager interest in his subject, that immense power of illustrating
it from all quarters, and that hard kind of predominant-we
might almost say-intolerant common sense, of which every
reader of Mr. Trevelyan's excellent biography will just now
have in his mind an almost perfect specimen. Many persons
are now deterred from reading the Wealth of Nations by the
dulness of modern books on Political Economy, but most of it
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really consists of some of the most striking and graphic writing
in the language. And its defect, like that of several other
great works of the eighteenth century, is rather that it tries to
make its subject more interesting than it ought to be, and
not to dwell on the dull standpoints of the truth, though these
are often the most important parts of all. But perhaps for its
peculiar time and purpose this defect was almost a merit. It
gained a hearing from the mass of mankind, who always think
they ought to be able to understand even the most complex
subjects with little effort, and so brought home approximate
truth to those most concerned in its application. A student
familiar with abstractions may prefer teaching like Ricardo's,
which begins in dry principles, and which goes with unabbrevi-
ated reasoning to conclusions that are as dry. But such
students are very rare. Teaching like Adam Smith's, imperfect
and external as from its method it is, vitally changes the
minds and maxims of thousands to whom an abstract treatise
is intolerable.

Three other circumstances, too, helped on Adam Smith.
First-He was educated in England-educated, we mean, as a
young man; and though Oxford may have taught him little
of book learning in comparison with what she ought, as he
always said she did, she gave him-for he lived there several
years-a sort of familiarity with English things, and of
sympathy with English life, which the Scotchmen of that day
often wanted. Anyone who will compare Hume's way of
treating an English subject with Adam Smith's, will at once
feel the contrast. Hume without disguise hates the whole
thing; Adam Smith-though, no doubt, even in him there are
unextinguished vestiges of the old feud between the countries
-abounds in kindly understanding, and seems always to re-
member that he spent a happy youth in England, though
possibly not one of the elaborate book-training which he
coveted.

Secondly-Adam Smith lived for years in Glasgow, then
even a commercial city of intelligence, and was a member of
a club of merchants, "in which the express design was to
inquire into the nature and principles of trade in all its
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branches, and to communicate their knowledge on that subject
to each other". A set of strongheaded merchants, trained as
the Scotchmen have ever since the Reformation been, in ab-
stract reasoning, would be sure to argue out something near
to Free-trade-and tradition preserves the name of a certain
" Provost Cochrane," to whom Adam Smith always said he
was under great obligations. This club and the atmosphere
of Glasgow life, probably taught him more than he was aware
of, not so much in the way of definite ideas and conclusions,
as in the way of "putting business things," so that men of
business can understand them-an art which a man cannot
learn in his study, for books will never teach it, but which
Adam Smith pre-eminently possessed, and which isan essential
prerequisite to his characteristic work. Lastly-Adam Smith
resided in France a considerable time in middle life, which not
only brought him into contact with the French Econo11tistes,
who had like him, a Free-trade doctrine, and traces of whose
influence curiously leavening the original Scotch substance of
the thought, are everywhere to be found in the Wealth of
Nations, but also generally widened his culture, excited his
mind, and in those days of the old regime, introduced him to
an almost complete specimen of commercial morbid anatomy
on the greatest scale, showing how a treasury which ought to
be full might be made empty, and how a nation which ought
to have been rich and happy might be made and kept poor and
miserable.

As far as England is concerned, most of the legislative
effectsof the work of Adam Smith are complete. He thought
the adoption of a Free-trade legislation as unlikely as the
creation of a " Utopia," but yet it has been established. The
fetters in which pre-existing laws bound our commerce have
been removed, and the 'result is that we possess the greatest,
the most stable, and the most lucrative commerce which the
world has ever seen. Deep as was Adam Smith's conviction
of the truth of his principles, the history of England for the
last thirty years would have been almost inconceivable to
him. Thirty years ago Carlyle and Arnold had nearly con-
vinced the world of the irrecoverable poverty of our lower
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classes. The" condition of England question," as they
termed it, was bringing us fast to ruin. But, in fact, we were
on the eve of the greatest prosperity which we have ever
seen, or perhaps any other nation. And it was to the repeal
of the Com Laws in 1846, and to the series of changes of
which this was the type, and the most important, that we owe
this wonderful contrast. The nature and the direction of the
result Adam Smith would have unquestionably accepted; but
the magnitude and the rapidity-the" figures and the pace"
-would have been far beyond his imagination. Even to us,
with the aid of our modem experience of large transactions,
they are amazing, and no mind trained in the comparatively
slow and small school of the eighteenth century would, a
hundred years since, have been able to think them possible.

In almost all other countries much remains to be done in
the alteration of the laws in the way that Adam Smith would
have suggested. The English race have gone into many
countries, and have there done many wonderful things, but
they have not been able to take their Free-trade principles
with them. Everywhere" Protection" rises like a weed from
the soil; the wish to consult, and the habit of being guided
by the producer, are as strong in the United States in 1876 as
ever they were in England in 1776; and almost all our
colonies partake the same spirit. Probably no one can over-
estimate the loss of wealth and the diminution of happiness
which this unhappy ignorance causes. A rational tariff in
America would have done more indirectly to make American
industry stable and prosperous, and directly to advance the
growth of wealth and industry, than anything else which
could be named. And yet an irrational and pernicious tariff
seems fixed upon the United States for many years.

In Europe there has not been for many years any symptom
of commercial progress so good as the presence of M. Leon
Say-the French Finance Minister-at Adam Smith's festival.
The circumstances of France are for the moment very diffi-
cult; a very large revenue must be raised, and in this case, as
in all similar ones, much of it will have to be raised not in the
best way. But it is much that the guidance of such immense
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affairs should be in the hands of one who is thoroughly im-
bued with wise opinions, and much that they should no longer
be at the mercy of M. Thiers, the last statesman in Europe,
perhaps, who avers that he is "a Protectionist on principle,"
and who only wishes that the " tall chimnies " of some favoured
producer should smoke and thrive, no matter at what cost to
the consumer, or at what ruin to other industries.

And though in England the legislative work of Adam
Smith has nearly come to an end, there is much else which
we have yet to learn from him,-at any rate, from the spirit
of his teaching, if not from its letter. Though a political
economist, he was not a mere economist-or, rather, he was
the antithesis of one as we now think of him. Great as his
work has been, he said, with much melancholy, not long before
his death, "I meant to have done more". The Wealtlt of
Nations was but a part of a much larger work in which he
meant to treat something like what we should now call the
" evolution" of human society and of human improvement.
He discovered, as it has been put, "the natural progress of
opulence while looking for the natural progress of all things".
And he was disappointed to think that he finished so little of
so great a scheme. In this critics, instructed by longer ex-
perience, will not agree with him. These great plans are
the bane of philosophy; "the master mind," as has been pro-
foundly said, "shows itself in limitation," and, fortunate as
Adam Smith was in many ways, it is his greatest good fortune
that fate constrained and compelled him to it. But, never-
theless, this wider design in which the Wealth of Nations
began, is one of its peculiar features and one which we now-a-
days much want Adam Smith to complete. The world is too
much divided between economists, who think only of " wealth,"
and of sentimentalists, who are never so sure they are right as
when they differ from what political economy teaches. Now
of course it is true that there are some things, though not many
things, more important than money, and a nation may well be
called on to abandon the maxims which would produce the
most money, for others which would promote some of these
better ends. The case is much like that of health in the body.
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There are unquestionable circumstances in which a man may
be called on to endanger and to sacrifice his health at some
call of duty. But for all that bodily health is a most valuable
thing, and the advice of the physician as to the best way of
keeping it is very much to be heeded, and in the same way,
though the wealth is occasionally to be foregone, and the
ordinary rules of industry abandoned, yet still national wealth
is in itself and in its connections a great end, and economists
who teach us how to arrive at it are most useful. Nor were
they ever so useful as now, when there is a tendency to magnify
the occasional exceptions to their doctrines into the rule.
Their teaching, being based on hard fact, is often most painful
to human nature, and accordingly in every age a whole race
of socialists will gainsay and oppose it. They are like pleasant
doctors who teach people to eat and drink too much, only they
have higher pretensions, and say you must not think of health
only; there are things which are higher than health, and so
they appeal at once to the higher aspirations of humanity and
to its lower weaknesses. We must not be deluded into think-
ing that the characteristic work of Adam Smith is over because
the laws of which he disapproved are repealed. Perhaps there
never was a time in which we more needed to combine a stern
and homely sagacity resembling his, with the far-reaching aims
and ample knowledge for which he was so remarkable.



MR. JOHN MORLEY ON EDUCATION.

(From" The Economist," 14th October, 1876.)

MR. JOHN MORLEY'Saddress to the Midland Institute, last
week, was not only singularly able, but what is very much
less common in relation to educational addresses, singularly
pleasant reading. There is probably no subject in the world
on which a very great amount of human capacity is concen-
trated, about which it is so dull to read. Mr. Morley quoted
a Birmingham friend's advice to him on the subject of his
address thus :-" Pray talk about anything you please, if it is
only not education" ;-a good piece of advice, if considered
without relation to the particular person to whom it was
addressed; but, like most other good advice, neglected, and
as it happens in this case at least, fortunately neglected.
Perhaps the reason why the subject of education is usually so
dull, is this-that those for whose benefit education is dis-
cussed are not qualified to take part in the discussion. There
is always a certain amount of vivacity to be expected in the
discussion of any subject, however intrinsically dull, on which
there are opposing interests, or interests which believe them-
selves to be opposed to each other,-so that a success on either
side is felt as a blow or a defeat to the other side. Now
children and wholly uneducated adults cannot make their views
known on the subject of education, and though, if they could,
there would undoubtedly be much to learn from them, pro-
bably their views would not be altogether sound. Hence those
who lay down the law about education are not stimulated and
restrained by the expectation of that criticism enlivened by
strong personal interest, which on any other subject they would
expect And so it happens that there is, perhaps, no subject
except Social Science-which is a kind of diluted education-
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on which the ordinary speakers are so pompous and dull. It
is not so with Mr. John Morley. He speaks with all that
vivacity of sympathy with the subjects of educational experi-
ment, which a vivid fancy and a certain benevolent feeling to-
wards ignorance-as one of the worst kinds of poverty-could
give him. No doubt in his address he was thinking much
more of the education of adults than of the education of children.
Still he might have been as pompous and dull as he chose to
be without fearing a reply; and he was neither pompous nor
dull, but very simple and very lively. And his address was
full of good sense, though there are a few incidental remarks
in it with which we should differ. There was in the advice
given plenty of the kind of wisdom proper to a shrewd man
who, regularly educated as Mr. Morley has been, has yet been
continually in the habit of striking out new lines of study for
himself, and whose habit it has been to watch closely the
shortcomings of the world in which he lives, as well as to
supply his own intellectual deficiencies so soon as he perceives
them. Let us observe some of the points on which his advice
was not only strikingly given, but peculiarly useful to working
men.

Let us begin with his advice in relation to the study of
history. He points out that what the study of history does
is to enlarge the mind indefinitely as to the varieties of human
nature and of human society, the vicissitudes possible to nations,
the very limited significance of the political struggles of which
we are apt to make, in some senses, too much, though perhaps
in others, too little-in short, to make us see the relations of
the social and political world in which we live to other very
different social and political worlds now in existence, and to
many more which are in existence no longer. Mr. Morley is
quite right in believing that this enlarging effect of historical
studies is specially needed for men whose chief energy is given
to one particular kind of work in one particular corner of a
small kingdom, and that the want of it accounts not unfrequently
for the chief deficiencies in societies like those of the United
States-and he might have added of Switzerland-which are
chiefly composed, and wholly governed, by people who are
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deficient in this large knowledge. "When I was on a visit to
the United States, some years ago," says Mr. Morley,-" things
may have improved since then-I could not help noticing that
the history classes in their common schools all began their
work with the year 1776, when the American colonies formed
themselves into an independent confederacy. The teaching
assumed that the creation of the universe occurred about that
date. What could be more absurd, more narrow and narrow-
ing, more mischievously misleading as to the whole purport
and significanceof history? As if the laws, the representative
institutions, the religious uses, the scientific methods, the
moral ideas, which give to an American citizen his character
and mental habits, and social surroundings, had not all their
roots in the deeds and thoughts of wise and brave men, who
lived in centuries which are of course just as much the inherit-
ance of the vast continent of the West as they are of the little
island from whence its first colonists sailed forth." And Mr.
Morley adds, frankly enough, that there is something almost
as absurd "in our common plan of taking for granted that
people should begin their reading of history not in 1776, but
in 1066". The truth is, that not a little of the narrowness
and feebleness of politicians in countries ruled by great demo-
cracies, is due to the complete ignorance of history among
their constituencies, and the tendency of working men to think
that just principles of political action can be established from
first principles by a few minutes' consideration. The great
humorist of the United States well represented that narrow-
ness to which Mr. Morley has alluded, in relation to his own
countrymen, when he said that" the earth continued her rota-
tion on her axis subject to the Constitution of the United
States ". But in a different way, unquestionably, the English
working man and the English shopkeeper, and many above
either class in social station, are the victims of similar delusions
-are apt, for instance, to suppose that life in the East is
subject to the same sort of conditions, and will be benefited
by the same sort of " reforms,"as life in constitutional England.
The best of all studies-not so much for the minute knowledge
of facts it brings, as for its enlarging influence on the mind,
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especially in the case of persons who have no time or means
for travel-is the study of history. Mr. Morley's exhortation,
"Learn not to be near-sighted in history," is needed by almost
all classes in England, from the artisans up to members of
both Houses of Parliament.

Then, again, what could be more admirable than Mr.
Morley's advice as to the study of principles of evidence.
Perhaps there is nothing in the world which average men and
women-very little which even the most educated men and
women-understand less than their own liability to mistake,
and there is nothing which it is more difficult to teach them. As
Mr. Morley says, most of us are "very bad hands at esti-
mating evidence even when appeal can be made to actual
eyesight," but it is stilI worse when the sort of facts on
which you have to pronounce judgment are more complex.
How little competent ordinary Englishmen were to estimate
the principles of evidence, was very powerfully illustrated by
the popular impressions of the Tichbome case-the claimant's
popularity being unquestionably due to a confused acceptance
by the masses of two quite contradictory assumptions, (1) that
he was the heir to the Tichbome estates; (2) that he had been
a butcher, and the son of a butcher. Every day and every
hour shows the danger and the multiplicity of popular
fallacies, but Mr. John Morley's suggestion for teaching in an
effective way a little self-distrust in matters of this kind, seems
to us as original as it is valuable. He suggests that a dozen
or a score of cases might be selected from Smith's Leading
Cases, and published in a small volume, for the purpose of
serving as a textbook on the principles of evidence in popular
matters. The judgment given in these cases sets forth the
decision arrived at with the grounds of that decision, and it
would be very easy to select cases in which the danger of
popular fallacies, "the pitfalls," as Mr. Morley calls them, to
which the judgment of ordinary men is liable, might be very
graphically set forth. Such a textbook commented on to a
class by a man trained to estimate the value of evidence,
would form a most valuable study, and not, we should imagine,
at all less fascinating than valuable. Of course the class sug-
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gested would not be a class in English law, but in the prin-
ciples on which evidence should be estimated, and the special
errors to which, in common life, average minds are most
liable. We regard this suggestion of Mr. Morley's as a most
useful one, and as one which would not only greatly contribute
to the educational worth of an institute for adults, but also to
its popularity. The whole address was full of vigorous re-
marks to which we have no space to allude, but the two bits
of practical counsel to which we have referred in detail, seem
to us of no common importance, and were urged with a vivacity
and lucidity which are likely enough to make a serious im-
pression on the management of adult colleges all over Eng-
land.



WHAT SHOULD NOT BE THE POLICY OF
ENGLAND IN THE EAST.

(From" The Economist," 21st October, 1876.)

THE decisive moment seems to be fast arriving, and England
will probably very soon have to determine what is to be her
policy in the East of Europe. It is urged on the one hand,
that we ought to go to war to save Turkey, or part of Turkey,
and on the other hand, that we ought to go to war to destroy
Turkey, and to form some new rule that shall be better for
her subjects instead of hers. And we must consider what is
said for each of these courses.

On behalf of the first, it is said that England, in r856,
guaranteed the integrity of the Ottoman Empire from external
harm; that we expressly promised her, if any foreign State
should attack her, to help her if required, and that we did so
with an especial view to the very contingency which has now
arisen-an attack by Russia. If, it is argued, Treaty promises
are to mean anything, we are bound to help Turkey now with
all our power. And it cannot be doubted that we did so pro-
mise; the words of the Treaty are as clear as any words can
be, and there is no doubt that these words exactly express
our intention at the time they were used. But this is not con-
clusive. Just as all private promises are subject to a certain
exact .lirnitation of time, however widely they may be worded,
so Treaty promises are subject to a certain vague limitation
by circumstances. An English statute of limitations says that •
we are not to sue a man on a bill or note after six years; and
the rules of international obligation say that no nation is bound
to perform a Treaty when the facts which it contemplated have
wholly changed. Eternal promises, whether private or public,
are impossible in a changing world. And certainly the change
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in the position of Turkey since 1856 is very great; sufficient,
probably, to destroy the force of a Treaty promise if any
change is to be allowed to do so. In 1856, the possession of
Turkey by Russia would have been a serious menace to Europe,
and especially to the freedom of Europe, to which she was
hostile. But now the rise of Germany has so completely pro-
tected Europe against Russia, that it does not at all matter
in this respect whether she takes Turkey or not; even if she
does, Germany will still be an infinitely stronger power than
she is. The principal motive for which we gave the guarantee
no longer operates; even the very idea of it has almost passed
out of memory. And as respects Turkey herself, the circum-
stances have changed much also. In 1856 it was still possible
to hope that she would reform herself-that she would im-
prove in money matters-that she would govern her country
better, and, above all, treat her Christian subjects better. But
Turkey, instead of reforming, has deteriorated. Her finances
are worse than in 1856, her Government being weaker and
worse for all good purposes; and as for her Christian subjects,
we need not inquire how she treats them. The Bulgarian
atrocities answer for that. Strong, therefore, as the treaty
obligation to defend Turkey seems, and express as the words
creating it are, we do not hesitate distinctly to say that we
think it ought entirely to be disregarded, because the inter-
national statute of limitations has destroyed its binding power.

Secondly, it is said that, promise or no promise, we must
keep up Turkey, or else Russia will obtain Constantinople.
And no doubt the probability is that, if Turkey falls, Russia
will obtain Constantinople-in fact, if not in name. No
adequate force can be found to keep her out, instead of the
Turks, who have so long done so. A set of Sclavonian, or
Greek, or Roumanian States, if put in the place of Turkey, will
be as powerless against her as Servia, Greece, and Roumania
now are. There will be no fighting power in them, and if in a
war Russia wants Constantinople she will be always able to
take it forall which they can do. One premiss of this argument
is good; if we want to keep Russia out of Constantinople we
must keep the Turks in it, for they are the only effectual
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garrison which we can set to hold it. But the other premiss
cannot be proved. Noone has ever proved that Constantinople
is so important to England as to justify a war, or a series of
wars, in its behalf. It may be somewhat better for England
that Russia should not have it; our commerce in the Black
Sea may be more secure; our communications with India
rather more certain. But these are insufficient benefits to
justify a war. If you draw up a debit and credit account-the
immense balance will be for peace. The cost of keeping
Russia out of Constantinople is worse than the harm of letting
her have it. Indeed, the notion that any great harm will
happen in consequence is mainly a remnant of the old idea
that Russia is already so great a power that Europe needs to
be afraid of her. But as we have seen, that idea belongs to
the pre-Germanic age, we need not now think of or regard it.
Out of interest we need not fight for Turkey any more than
from duty.

Some people say that without defending Turkey we should
see that Constantinople is made a free city, under the guaran-
tee of the five Powers; and that we should go to war, if
necessary, to ensure this. And here, again, we admit that
this guarantee might in itself be good. But we deny that it
is worth a war. Indeed, probably, like most other guarantees,
it would be found worth little when wanted. The only Power
which has a great interest in making Constantinople a free
city is England; and only a very sanguine mind can imagine
Germany or Austria, or any great State of the continent, en-
forcing contracts by which England will gain and they will
not. Such disinterested virtue is no part of international
morality, as they understand it, and no object of a war can be
more infinitesimal than the attainment of a paper promise,
which only such virtue will perform.

It is sometimes also said that England must prevent Russia
from being a naval power in the Mediterranean, must shut
her into the Black Sea, and deny her the free use of the Dar-
danelles and the Bosphorus. But we deny that England has
any such interest. There are already several other foreign
fleets in the Mediterranean, against which England must, if
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necessary, hold her own, and it matters little to her if one
more be added to them. And there is something monstrous,
or, as Mr. Gladstone would say, anti-human, in the idea that
the people who live on the Black Sea should not be allowed
to use its outlets, because their doing so, perhaps, may lessen
the naval power of a distant island. The harm done is quite
incommensurate with the gain alleged.

It has also been suggested that, by way of precaution, we
should occupy Constantinople now or soon, and hold it as
a "material guarantee" for the security of English interests.
But we must consider, too, that any Power which seizes on
Constantinople now will probably have to remain there as
long as human foresight can pretend to look. That Power
will find the Turk in possession, and when it goes, it must
reinstate him, or find some substitute, and it will be impossible
to do either-for us, at any rate--for we should never now
put back the Turk, nor could the mixed populations of
Mohammedans and Christians which he has governed provide
any form of government with which we should be, or with
which we ought to be, satisfied. An occupation of Constanti-
nople by us now would mean its occupation for an indefinite
period, and that occupation could not be confined only to
Constantinople any more than the Indian Empire could be
confined to Calcutta. The inevitable law which compels
highly civilised nations to conquer their semi-civilised neigh-
bours would operate in this case as in others.

And if by the security of English interests is meant the
preservation of our naval supremacy in the Mediterranean, and
the consequent safety of the road to India, what is proposed is
the wrong remedy. If our naval power in the Mediterranean
is not sufficiently great we must augment it, and it will be far
easier and cheaper to do so than to occupy Constantinople or
any part of the territory of Turkey. We see what is the cost
of augmenting our navy, but we cannot at all calculate the
result of beginning war on Turkish land, or of beginning to
govern any fragment of it.

And we need not now at all discuss whether England should
fight for the possession of Egypt or not. Egypt is not, for
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such purposes as we now have in hand, an integral part of the
Turkish empire; she is only a tributary subject to a quit rent;
if Turkey were to break up and she were to become inde-
pendent, the existing state of things would be so very little
changed that England would scarcely lose anything. And as
to attempts on Egypt by Russia, or any other Power, they are
no part of our present, Eastern politics, which in themselves
are so complicated that we need not look out for difficulties
which do not belong to them.

For these reasons we think it manifest that England ought
not to go to war for Turkey; and we must now see if England
ought to go to war against her. For so doing it is often said
that England has undertaken by Treaty to see after the rights
of her Christian subjects-that she violates these rights, and
that she must take the consequences. But we have lately
shown at length that this idea of a Treaty duty is a mistake,
and the Treaty of Paris, so far from saying that the Powers
who signed it should have a right to interfere for the Turkish
Christians, says expressly that they shall have no right.
That Treaty was framed to prevent in future such attempts at
interference as had just caused the Crimean war, and nothing,
therefore, could be less in its way than to lay the foundation
for new attempts.

Then it is said that as England maintained the Turkish
Empire in 1855, England is responsible for the atrocities
Turkey has now committed in Bulgaria. But, as we have
before shown, such atrocities were the inevitable incidents of
the break-up of the Turkish Empire-happen when it might.
Twenty years ago they would have happened, and been much
worse-if Turkey had not then been maintained. The utmost
that can be said is that we are responsible, for we then pro-
longed the existence of a bad Government, and, therefore, we
ought to see that the subjects of it get a good one instead. But
the answer to this is that we have no power to do so. The
Christian subjects of Turkey are scattered through many pro-
vinces-in Asia and Europe. The duty which we have applies
equally to them all, and performing it as to them all is impos-
sible. Even in the provinces near the Danube, which have
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been so much spoken of, we have no means of establishing a
good form of Government The fate of these provinces is
entirely in the hands of the great military Empires in their
neighbourhood. What they choose to say as to them must
be done, and we cannot alter it. If it suits the purpose of
any of them to patch up a temporary independent State, they
will no doubt be very happy to get a guarantee for that inde-
pendence from England. But we shall have no power of
giving effect to that guarantee, and it will be only a burden
for us without really benefiting anyone. To put the matter
plainly, if we now went to war with Russia against Turkey,
during the war Russia would take these provinces, at the peace
she would keep them, and we could not get at them. We
may have done wrong in 1854 in postponing the ruin of
Turkey, but that ruin will bring awful evils when it comes,
which at least the present generation have been spared by
what we did. We shall only do further evil if we now interfere
with events which we cannot regulate, and of which all we
know is that their issue will be tremendous.

We think, therefore, that England ought to keep clear from
the impending struggle, and not to interfere with it on either
side. But we are not at all sure that she will be able to do
so. On the one hand, some old ideas urge her to help Turkey,
and other old ideas urge her to take Constantinople, either of
which would be opposing Russia; and, on the other hand, an
overpowering new sentiment makes her wish to interfere to
improve the state of the Turkish Christians, which would be
to help Russia. Any accident at any moment may augment
either of these already strong forces, till it becomes over-
poweringly great, and may draw us into the conflict
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THE PRINCE CONSORT AND LORD PALMERSTON.

(From" The Economist," 4th November, 1876.)

MR. MARTIN'S Life of the Prince Consor: has been
published so soon after Mr. Evelyn Ashley's Life of Lord
Paimerston, and the two books so often refer to the same
political transactions, that no one can read them both without
being tempted into a comparison of the two men, both as
speculative and as practical statesmen. Indeed, the com-
parison is in many respects very instructive. Lord Palmer-
ston was one of those statesmen of very mature years whom
the process of " natural selection," as it is applied in the con-
flicts of parliamentary life, had brought to the head of affairs,
-a man of singular tenacity and vigour of will, and of very
considerable self-will, who understood well the world and its
ways, who had much careless humour, a most active ambi-
tion, and plenty of sauoir-faire, but who was never a very con-
siderate politician, one rather who scrambled his way into a
policy and scrambled his way out of it again without either
looking forward very much, to avoid making a mistake, or
back very much after he had made one, but who fought his
way through his difficulties with a good deal of valour and
a very hand-to-mouth species of reflectiveness. The Prince
Consort on the other hand was a young man who, though
carefully educated for his position, had had no sifting in the
battle of life, and perhaps hardly had at any time the physique
requisite to bear a very hard sifting of that kind; he was not
wanting in such knowledge of the world as a life spent among
Courts and a naturally observant nature give, but he wanted
that ease and carelessness of manner which are so much more
effective in inoculating men of the world with new ideas and
aims, than are the most carefully prepared arrays of reasons,
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But he was a very considerate politician, who always took
pains to master the general principles which governed the
political conditions of any problem before him, and very
seldom made any mistake as to the character of those prin-
ciples. There was not a trace in the Prince of either the
animal buoyancy of Lord Palmerston, or the political self-will
which so often accompanies that kind of buoyancy. He was
always ready to renounce his own wishes, eager to look at
every question in as purely impartial a light as it would ad-
mit of, and desirous so to shape the course taken, that it
would not hamper the highest policy of the future. He would
have done more, we think, practically to mould the policy of
England than he did if he had seemed to be a little less
painstaking, and had imperceptibly infected, rather than
directly indoctrinated, the statesmen around him with the re-
sults of his sagacious and careful reflections. It is evident
from Mr. Martin's life that he had not the knack of
dropping seed without appearing to sow it-which is an im-
portant art for a Prince who has to deal with tough old
statesmen of wills as headstrong and habits as fixed as Lord
Palmerston's. But though he may not have had the best
knack of carrying his own way, his way was apt to be not
infrequently very much better worth carrying than that of the
statesmen whom he chiefly tried to influence. Especially was
this the case in relation to foreign policy. The Prince Con-
sort had some of the cosmopolitan culture which fitted him to
view these questions from a point of view above that of our
insular interests. Lord Palmerston, on the contrary, was very
apt to have no notion of a Foreign Office question, except
that which he had got from looking at it like an Englishman,
and discussing it, and hearing it discussed in Parliament He
did not ask himself, as the Prince Consort always did, what
a policy would lead to-whether it could be consistently de-
veloped and carried out-what, in fact, it really implied, and
whether what it implied was something which it was worth
our while to battle for steadily and with set purpose. When
Lord Palmerston as an Englishman received a shock, he
immediately felt the importance of making the person who
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caused it receive a shock in return, and if possible, a worse
shock than had been given; and so his diplomacy sometimes
amounted to very little more than the part of a valiant
diplomatic boxer, who was likely enough to get the best of
the game at which he was playing, but had no sort of
security that when he had got the best of it he should not be
found to have secured for himself and for his country a very
doubtful advantage, if not an inheritance of positive mischief.

Of course, the best illustration we can give of this power of
the Prince to understand a great question far better than the
Minister whose mind he would have impressed, if he could,
with his own larger view, is the memorandum which he wrote
when Turkey had declared war on Russia in 1853, and the
Prince, presuming that we should be drawn into taking part
with Turkey, was doing his best to impress on the Queen's
Ministers the grave responsibility of such a step; and especially
the great danger that it might commit us to a general support
of Turkish policy instead of that very limited and conditional
support of Turkey against external aggression, to which he
was so anxious to limit it. His words are words which can
hardly be now read by any English statesman of that day
to whom they were submitted without producing a certain
sense of shame, if not self-reproach, that they did not effect
more in the way of warning us from a dangerous policy, and
guiding us into a wise one. " In acting," he said, " as auxili-
aries to the Turks, we ought to be quite sure that they have
no object in viewforeign to our duty and interests; that they
do not drive at war while we aim at peace; that they do not,
instead of merely resisting the attempt of Russia to obtain a
Protectorate over the Greek population, incompatible with
their own independence, seek to obtain themselves the power
of imposing a more oppressive rule of two millions of fanatic
Mussulmen, over twelve millions of Christians; that they do
not try to turn the tables upon the weaker power, now that,
backed by England and France, they have themselves become
the stronger. There can be little doubt, and it is very natural,
that the fanatic party at Constantinople should have such views;
but to engage our fleet as an auxiliary force for such purposes
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would be fighting against our own interests, policy, and feel-
ings. From this it would result, that if our forces are to be
employed for any purpose, however defensive, as an auxiliary
to Turkey, we must insist upon keeping not only the conduct
of the negotiation, but also the power of peace and war in our
own hands, and that Turkey refusing this, we can no longer
take part for her. It will be said that England and Europe
have a strong interest, setting all Turkish considerations aside,
that Constantinople and the Turkish territory should not fall
into the hands of Russia, and that they should, in the last ex-
tremity, even go to war to prevent such an overthrow of the
balance of power. This must be admitted, and such a war
may be right and wise. But this would be a war, not for the
maintenance of the integrity of the Ottoman Empire, but merely
for the interests of the European powers and of civilisation.
It ought to be carried on unshackled by obligations to the
Porte, and will probably lead, in the peace which must be the
object of that war, to the obtaining of arrangements more
consonant with the well-understood interests of Europe, of
Christianity, liberty, and civilisation, than the reimposition
of the ignorant, barbarian, and despotic yoke of the Mussul-
man over the most fertile and favoured provinces of Europe."

It is sufficiently evident from Lord Palmerston's reply to
this memorandum, how far in advance of Lord Palmerston was
the Prince Consort in his conception of the true character of
the Ottoman rule, and the danger to be apprehended from
giving it artificial support. Lord Palmerston's mind at the
time was riveted on one point, and one point alone-the
excessive pretensions and ambition of Russia. He had no
room in his mind for any second idea. He had not, like the
Prince Consort, the power of looking to other almost inevitable
consequences of the war he was contemplating, besides the one
which he wished to bring about,-consequences which would
be, in all probability, as mischievous as those on which his
attention was centred might have been beneficial. In his
communication, addressed to Lord Aberdeen, on the Prince
Consort's memorandum, he writes thus:-

..It is said also that the Turks are re-awakening the dor-
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mant fanaticism of the IMussulman race, and that we ought
not to be helping instruments to gratify such bad passions.
I believe these stories about awakened fanaticism to be
fables invented at Vienna and Petersburg j we have had no
facts stated in support of them. I take the fanaticism which
has been thus aroused to be the fanaticism which consists in
burning indignation at a national insult, and a daring im-
patience to endeavour to expel an invading enemy. This spirit
may be reviled by the Russians, whose schemes it disconcerts,
and may be cried down by the Austrians, who had hoped to
settle matters by persuading the Turks to yield, but it will
not diminish the goodwill of the people of England, and it is
a good foundation on which to build our hopes of success."
No more shortsighted passage was ever written by an able
statesman j but much of Lord Palmerston's action at the time
was even more one-sided and cavalier still. For example,
before even Turkey had declared war at all,-and of course,
long before England and France had declared war, which was
not till several months later,-Lord Palmerston wrote to Lord
Aberdeen (on 7th October, 1853) saying, that he wished to
propose to the Cabinet, "first, that instructions should be
sent to Constantinople that in the event of war having been
declared" [by Turkey] " the two squadrons should enter the
Black Sea, and should send word to the Russian Admiral at
Sebastopol that, in the existing state of things, any Russian
ship of war found cruising in the Black Sea would be detained,
and given over to the Turkish Government". A rasher and
more violent proposal could hardly be imagined. Of course we
now know that war between the Allies and Russia was not
avoided, and we are apt to think that even then it was inevit-
able. But at the time the statesmen of the day were clearly
bound to consider all the best means by which it could be
avoided, and the Russian aggression nevertheless repelled-and
of such means it is perfectly clear that Lord Palmerston's
violent and self-willed proposal was not one. A better recipe
for ensuring war between the Western Powers and Russia than
the proposal which Lord Palmerston desired to press upon the
Cabinet could hardly have been imagined. Indeed, if Lord
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Aberdeen contributed to bring on the war by too great hesi-
tancy, we can all admit now that his excuse was great in
having for his Foreign Minister a colleague whose impulses
were so obviously violent and self-willed, and not marked by
the reticence and self-control of a true statesman. On the
whole, no thoughtful man will compare the statesmanship of
the Prince Consort during the years r853-54 with the states-
manship of Lord Palmerston, without some sense of regret
that the more farsighted, the more sober, and the more
effectually self-controlled statesman did not gain the ascend-
ancy which he deserved over the far more impetuous and im-
perious, though much older adviser, who at that time guided
the policy of England.



CARDINAL ANTONELLI.

(From" The Economist," 11th November, 1876.)

WE have never been able to feel, or even entirely to under-
stand, the sort of loathing admiration for Cardinal Antonelli
usually expressed by both the Liberal and Protestant worlds.
Among Englishmen in particular, he has been accepted as the
embodiment of the priestly wiliness, which of all bad qualities
they hate most; but while he was never a priest, having for
some unknown reason abstained from taking full orders, there
is no proof that he possessed any supernatural degree of wili-
ness. The secret memoirs of the period will one day tell us
much more about him; but, subject always to their future
revelations, Cardinal Antonelli does not strike us as a very
remarkable man, but only a rather belated specimen of a class
of statesmen once very common in Europe, and especially
common in the annals of the Roman Church-men who
thought that the best way to protect States, and great organi-
sations of all kinds, was to alter as little as possible, to divide
their dangerous enemies, and to exert as much influence as
possible over important and hostile individuals. He believed,
in fact, in intrigue, at a time when more than intrigue was
needed for the safety of his charge-the Temporal Power-
and even in intrigue he did not succeed very well. He neither
destroyed, nor defeated, nor paralysed any great enemy of the
Papacy; on the contrary, he alienated a great many possible
allies. It was of the highest importance to the Temporal
Power to show that the Papacy could-allowance being made
for its ideas-govern the States of the Church very well, and
Cardinal Antonelli governed them very badly-so badly as to
excite in the States themselves great discontent, and in Europe
a deep contempt for clerical maladministration. It was of
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the greatest importance to the Papacy to recognise that new
powers had arisen in the world stronger than Kings, Courts,
or armies, and to the last Cardinal Antonelli thought that to
win the favour of Kings, Courts, and armies was to succeed,
and did not win it. He might easily have made an alliance
with the Russian Government, and he only exasperated it;
he might repeatedly have arrived at a modus vivendi with
Cavour, and he only resisted him; he made the support which
Napoleon III. was forced to accord to the Vatican a galling
annoyance to him, and he irritated the new Power-Germany
-into measures indistinguishable from persecution. It may
be said, of course, that much of his failure was due to his
master, the Pope, a man of a very peculiar, though intelligible
character, but Cardinal Antonelli had the Pope's full con-
fidence, and if possessed of the qualities with which he was
credited, he ought to have been able to manage an old gentle-
man whom he quite understood, and who was not so able as
himself. Noone can produce a despatch from Cardinal
Antonelli of a first-rate kind, one which altered events or
modified the policy of rulers, or produced any impression
except of a certain adroitness and polish in its writer. The
Cardinal had no doubt great tenacity, but it was only because
he desired always the same object, and thought always it
could be obtained in the same way, and therefore held obsti-
nately to his line, which very often was not a wise one. It is
very difficult to doubt, for instance, that an abler man could
have saved the estates of the Church in Spain, or have enabled
Francis of Naples to keep his kingdom, when Cavour wished
not to take it, or have made some quiet agreement with a
politician so little moved by religious rancour as Prince
Bismarck. As far as we can see, Cardinal Antonelli, with all
his polish and his charm of manner and his supposed worldly
wisdom, never acquired any influence of any sort over any
dangerous person, not even over sovereigns who, like King
Victor Emmanuel, sincerely believed in the spiritual danger of
a conflict with the Papacy, or, like the Queen of Spain, was
heartily and honestly devoted to the Church. As we read
him he was a man of fine manners, much knowledge of per-
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sons, great patience, and some ability in intrigue, who never
quite understood the times in which he lived, or the compara-
tive strength of forces in motion, or the real views of the
statesmen whom he .had to manage. He was obliged always
to wait upon events, and therefore never controlled them. It
is certain, to give concrete instances of his want of foresight,
that he thought the Austrians would defeat the French in
186o, that he believed the French would defeat the Germans
in 1870, and that he did not expect the final entry of the
Italians into Rome. He was as habitually wrong in his poli-
tical forecasts as Maria Theresa's adviser, Kaunitz, whom in
many other respects he so greatly resembled. His failures to
win may not have been his fault, for the forces against him
were overwhelming, but his failure to foresee, with the
immense machinery of Rome to help him in foreseeing, un-
questionably throws doubt on his claim to be a statesman of
any high order.

Cardinal Antonelli is regarded in England as having been
an exceptionally bad man, but there is very little evidence
that he was one. As Secretary of State in an absolute
Monarchy, he was callous to the personal suffering of Revolu-
tionists, Voltairians, and other enemies; but he was no more
callous than Prince Gortschakoff, or M. Rouher, and was not
in any degree blood-thirsty. He probably rather disliked
killing people when imprisoning them would do, and certainly
acted as if he did. A worldly wise man, of elegantly luxuri-
ous tastes, he was first minister of a Church which has become
ascetic, and was naturally supposed to be a hypocrite; but
there is no proof of that either. He probably thought about
his Church much as Lord Eldon thought about his, and
never questioned or examined its spiritual claims at all.
There it was, and his business was to defend it; and he did
defend it, as well as he knew how, hating its open enemies,
for instance, with a most sincere heart. He did not take
part in theological discussions. He avoided taking full
orders. He never pretended to be devout or ascetic, or
spiritually-minded, or anything else except devoted to the
Holy See, and he was devoted. That he did not live up to
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the precepts of his Church is likely enough, though Roman
gossip is very malignant; but neither did Philip the Second,
or many another most sincere believer. It is said he stole
a fortune, and he clearly possessed one which he could not
have inherited; but it is most probable that he only managed
cleverly the great perquisites which, by immemorial custom,
flowed into his hands, and was only to blame for want of disin-
terestedness, and not for peculation. If he would have taken
bribes millions would, from time to time, have been poured into
his lap. The nepotism of which he was accused was of no im-
moderate kind, and there is no more reason why a Cardinal
should not promote his relations than why an English Bishop
should not give livings to his sons-in-law. It is much better
not to do it, but it is not a crime. The personality of the
Cardinal for good and evil has, in fact, been exaggerated by
English opinion, and it is very doubtful if his decease will
leave any important blank in the Council which, whenever
the Pope is not personally moved by religious, or, at all
events, pietistic emotion, controls the Roman Church. It
certainly will not suffer greatly, for Cardinal Antonelli, what-
ever his good qualities, wanted that even balance among
them which is probably, in this world, the cause of good luck.
He never succeeded in anything, not even in managing the
master who promoted and trusted him, and the affairs of the
Holy See will probably go on with less friction because Car-
dinal Antonelli is away. Nothing can be worse for a Church
in difficulties than to be represented in external affairs by a
man whom his enemies believe to be a marvel of wiliness and
guile, except perhaps to be represented by a man who is so
esteemed without any good reason other than his smooth
immovability. Nothing fetters the Catholic Church in Eng-
land and other Protestant countries like the belief in the
underhandedness of its managers, and in Cardinal Antonelli's
case the whole world thought of the Pope's Foreign Secretary
as English bourgeoisie think of every Jesuit.



THE PUBLIC BEWILDERMENT ABOUT THE
HIGHER EDUCATION.

(From" The Economist," znd December, 1876.)

MR. FORSTERis a sagacious man, and we turned with even
the more interest to his address at Aberdeen, on the ground
that he had not had a University education. What a man
who was in every respect able enough and cultivated enough
to form a shrewd practical judgment, but who had not been a
University or even a public school man himself might think
of the class of University men as such, and of their advantages
and disadvantages in the actual business of life, and particu-
larly of the apparent result of University education in teaching
them to guard against their own weakness, and to make the best
of their strong points, was a subject on which we thought it pos-
sible Mr. Forster might have something very well worth hear-
ing to say, and certainly a subject on which it would have been
extremely interesting to have heard Mr. Forster's opinion. But
if Mr. Forster will forgive us for saying so, we rather think
his address showed that he was, for a man of his capacity, a
little unduly afraid of forming an independent opinion of
University men and of the results of their training. His ad-
dress, though not wanting in shrewd remark, was on the whole
too propitiatory to University studies, and deficient in free actual
criticism on the value of those studies as elements of char-
acter. When the cultivated eye for understanding life is
once acquired, as it has been by Mr. Forster, it matters com-
paratively little how it has been acquired, whether by the
help of a University, or in spite of a University; or, as in Mr.
Forster's case, simply without a University. But Mr. Forster
pays perhaps the most remarkable tribute in his power to
the practical importance of a University education at least
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in England, by the over-modesty of his own tone in dealing
with the subject. This shows that in England at least a
University education does one thing-namely, emancipates
men from any excessive appreciation of its importance, such
as the ablest men who have not passed through it are in-
clined to attach to it. It would seem as if it took a University
education to teach a man that, excellent as it is, it is not all
that the outside world supposes, and may, under certain
unfavourable conditions, be even rather mischievous than
otherwise. Mr. Forster must have had plenty of experience at
the Education Office of men to whom a University educa-
tion had not given half as much true culture as he himself
had extracted out of a busy life without a University educa-
tion. And we only wish that the grand repute which
generally attaches to the unknown, had not prevented Mr.
Forster from giving us a straightforward estimate of what
seemed to him the advantages and disadvantages of this kind
of education, as we see it at work in England and Scotland;
and also that, if he had formed any judgment on that head,
he would have told us whether the English or Scotch system
appears to him to have turned out the men most equal to the
affairs of life. Not only, however, do we find no such actual
criticism of the better and worse effects of University culture,
as we cannot but think Mr. Forster might, if he had taken
heart, have given us, but we find in his address a certain inde-
finitiveness of view as to what University education can, and
ought to give, and the mode in which it should give it. In
the earlier part of his address, he speaks of it as the ideal
of a University to give the student H the information most
useful to him, in such a manner as to enable him best to
use it". Now if that were really the ideal of a University
system, a University system would, we take it, for all but profes-
sional men, be wholly needless. We take it that for the purpose
of success in a very great many departments of life, and those
departments some of the most important to the well-being of
the community, a very early apprenticeship to the work to be
done gives a lad "the information most useful to him, in such
a manner as to enable him best to use it". But then we
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mean by the word" useful," "useful" in the narrow sense,
useful for the purposes of what is ordinarily termed a success-
ful career, useful for the making of a prosperous business and
the keeping of a prosperous business. University culture,
we take it, is desired, and in general rightly desired, for the
sake of something beyond this-for the sake of giving a wider
outlook into life, and a finer appreciation of its various
elements, than any mastery of "the information most useful
to a man, in such a manner as to enable him best to use it,"
would of itself imply. If University culture were not wanted
for its own sake, there would be but little of it, we fancy,
required for the purposes merely of securing to men the know-
ledge most useful to them, with the best means of applying
it. In other parts of Mr. Forster's address, however, the
largest possible appreciation of all kinds of culture is implied,
not only for the purpose of the politician-with which he was
chiefly dealing-but for their own sake. So that, on the
whole, the bewilderment which, as we think, the English
world in general shows in dealing with the vast subject of the
higher education, Mr. Forster's address rather seems to us to
reflect than to remove.

We sometimes think that the English genius, like the
Roman genius, was in some respects better fitted to deal with
the comparatively simpler problems of the earlier days of the
Empire, than with those more complex conditions which crowd
upon and distract the political minds which have to determine
the course of the nation in the later days of democratic
ascendancy and the elaborate division of intellectual labour.
It seems pretty clear, we think, that this was true of Rome.
In the time when her jurisprudence was comparatively simple,
and rough justice, with military promptitude, courage, and
discipline were the chief qualities which were needed for
political pre-eminence, the Roman genius was far more than
equal to all the demands upon it. But as soon as the questions
connected with slavery, and the questions connected with
popular rights, and the questions arising out of the annexation
of great provinces, whose populations could not easily be dealt
with by legislation proceeding from Rome, and which yet could
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not easily be trusted with powers of self-government, and lastly,
the questions springing from a rapidly growing complexity of
legal distinctions,-came to harass and perplex the practical
genius of Rome, the age of decay began, and the character
which had been so great amidst the physical pressure of in-
vasion or treason, betrayed how much less suited it was to
battle with the hundreds of confusions and complexities which
were now substituted for one great peril, or one great call for
heroic self-denial. If English institutions should ever collapse,
it is not perhaps a mere wild speculation to suppose that it
may be beneath the artificial complexity of modem life, which
certainly not infrequently seems to be extremely bewildering
to Englishmen.

At least with regard to the higher education we seem to
observe some beginning of such a failure. Half a century
and less ago, we had at Oxford and Cambridge two very dif-
ferent systems of education, which, imperfect as they were,
still succeeded admirably in securing for those who really
submitted their minds to them a very thorough intellectual
discipline, the one in Greek and Latin scholarship, and certain
great historical and philosophical writers, the other in mathe-
matical reasoning and mathematical methods of computation.
A first-class man at Oxford really had gained an insight into the
genius of the Greek and Latin language, and especially into some
of the masterpieces of Greek and Latin literature; for instance,
the history of Thucydides and Aristotle's Ethics. A high
Cambridge wrangler might be assumed to be really familiar with
the greatest efforts at geometrical reasoning, and the highest
triumphs of those comparatively modem and most original
devices for economising imaginative power which are contained
ill the methods of the differential and integral calculus. Then
came a period when a host of other new sciences opened upon
us. Comparative philology took far more elaborate forms,
requiring a very wide field of linguistic knowledge; history
took out a new lease of life, and established almost new
principles of evidence; mathematical physics enlarged so
rapidly that it took a man more time to cover its new develop-
ments in a single direction-like physical optics for example-
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than it cost him to master the whole elementary mathematics
and physics of the earlier period; a whole host of new sciences
of a very different class emerged, physical geography and
biology, in those intimate relations with one another which
have been shown to subsist by Darwin and his collaborateurs;
geology, with its various and striking developments into what
is now called palseontology, or the inferences which may be
drawn concerning states of life long passed away from the traces
that still remain; and at the same time the scientific treatment
of law and physiology took quite new developments. The
English people saw distinctly, that with all these new branches
of knowledge breaking upon us, it would never do to limit the
higher education to the two old fields. But the variety and
complexity of the new outlook bewildered them, and they
failed to see that the essence of what was useful in the old
system was its thoroughness, and that whatever should be
altered, the plan of requiring the most thorough knowledge
from those who wished to attain the same distinctions as of
old, ought not to be altered. To our minds it seems clear
that while a great many new alternatives of study should have
been given-and this was the principle of the late Prince
Consort's first proposed change at Cambridge-as thorough a
mastery of these new studies should have been required for
high honours as was required under the old rigz'me in the
Oxford final schools and the Cambridge mathematical schools.
We believe that it is just this thoroughness-though it is in
one narrow practical field, the limitation to which is too apt to
narrow the mind-which a lad who is early apprenticed to the
business to which he is to devote his life, gains; and that no
University system which does not give him this thoroughness
cap really be otherwise than dangerous to him in later life.
If he gets a habit of mistaking a smattering for a real know-
ledge of a subject, he more or less spoils his mind for practical
life. We fear that our University authorities are forgetting
this, and even substituting a very inferior discipline in a good
number of subjects, for that thorough discipline in one or two,
which, however limited it may seem, really teaches a man the
limits of his own knowledge, and the extent of his own ignor-
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ance far more clearly than a half-knowledge of many things
can do. We had hoped that Mr. Forster, as a man of the
world who has attained his culture without our Universities,
and is therefore the better able to criticise their deficiencies,
would have pointed this out; whereas the general drift of his
address appears to us rather to favour the attempting many
things, instead of mastering one or two. Yet it is as true of
University studies as of any other department of life-that the
jack-of-all-trades will be master of none.
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MR. LOWE ON THE OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE,
UNIVERSITY BILL

(From" The Economist," 24th February, 1877.)

MR. LOWE,on one or two subjects, still retains his ancient
Conservatism. On the subject of the franchise he is altogether
Conservative, and on the subject of University policy he is, if
very much of a reformer as regards the treatment of the
degree-giving bodies, yet very much of a Tory as regards any
proposal to touch the College endowments or to appropriate
the revenues now devoted to fellowships to any object either
of scholastic or of scientific research. Moreover, his exceeding
Toryism in this respect makes him press an argument against
the present Bill of the Government, which seems to us inapplic-
able and far-fetched. He points out that in preparing for the
great reform measure of twenty-three years ago, the course
taken was very different indeed from the course now adopted;
that a very able Commission of Inquiry was first appointed
which did its work exceedingly well, and that after it had
reported, and its report had been well considered, the Govern-
ment came forward with a measure in which it laid down all
the main principles of legislation, and left only the details to
be settled by the executive Commissions. The present course,
as Mr. Lowe truly says, is a very different one. No Com-
mission-s-except one of inquiring into the finances of the
various colleges comprehended in the two elder Universities,
and into the revenues of these Universities themselves-has
recently been appointed. The Legislature is apparently quite
ignorant of the present condition of the two Universities, and
of their colleges. Parliament does not apparently know-
probably does not know at all-what has recently been done
in either University, still less what ought to be done. Ob-
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viously no one is more ignorant on this head than Mr. Lowe
himself. And yet in complete ignorance of this condition of
things Parliament is to appoint a Commission, with discretion
to make certain changes, of the value of which Parliament
knows little, and of the sufficiency of which it knows less.
Surely, says Mr. Lowe, this is not as it should be. Adequate
inquiry should precede legislation, and the legislation when it
takes place, should be legislation passed by the two Houses
themselves, and not by a delegated body invested by Parlia-
ment with discretion to do as it pleases. The argument
would be exceedingly strong but for one or two considerations,
but these are considerations which seem to us entirely to
destroy its applicability. The first is this, that the proposed
measure is not one of a drastic or even of a potent character.
It is one which can at best accomplish the few moderate
reforms on which all thinking parties in the Universities are
pretty well agreed. It is, in fact, a measure empowering the
moderates of the two Universities to effect such reasonable
improvements as may be calculated rather to stave off than to
hasten more revolutionary measures.

Mr. Lowe's clients, the colleges, are especially well pro-
tected. They will each of them be able to defend themselves
against anything like not merely confiscation, but nervous
alarms, by the help of the three special Commissioners whom
they are to place on the Commission, for the purpose of all
statutes affecting the interest of that College. And besides
this the character of the Commission itself is a guarantee
against sensational measures. Neither the Oxford nor the
Cambridge Commission contains a single reformer of extreme
views, and each of them contains very many of well-known
Conservatism. Indeed, if the Bill be worth anything, it is
worth far more for the purpose of removing in good time ad-
mitted blots which, if allowed to continue, might lead to more
thoroughgoing change, than for the purpose of any reform
such as that carried out by the University Act of the last
generation. In the next place, the discretion of Parliament
is by no means so completely delegated to these Commissioners
as Mr. Lowe's argument seems to require. Unfortunately, as
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we think, in some cases,-fortunately perhaps in others,-
there are stringent limitations on their discretion which reduces
their power of anything like sensational inno~ation very nearly
to zero. In some cases, the bodies which might be most
seriously affected by these statutes have an absolute veto on
them. In other cases there is an appeal to the Queen in
Council, and if the Universities Committee of the Privy Council
should disallow the statute after hearing such an appeal, the
statute will have no effect. And, then, even if it is not vetoed
or altered by this Committee of the Privy Council, it must be
laid before both Houses of Parliament, and if either House
dissents from it, it is to be of no effect. It is obvious, there-
fore, that the statutes of the Commissioners will have much
more of an analogy to minutes of the Privy Council in relation
to the regulations affecting primary education than to new
principles of education, such as are supposed to require an Act
to embody them in our Education law. Mr. Lowe would
hardly ask that every modification of the Education code
should be made by Act of Parliament, yet what he asks in
relation to the Universities is very nearly of this nature.

As it seems to us, the true criticism on the Universities
Bill is not that it does too much, but that it is but too likely
to do too little-less even than might be expected from the
Conservative Government which is now in power, and from
the very moderate reforming spirit of which they boast. One
very signal blot in the Bill was certainly hit by Mr. Goschen.
He pointed out how very awkwardly the negotiation between
the University Commission and the various colleges is likely
to work. As regards, at least, the appropriation of surplus
collegiate revenues to the purposes of the central body-the
lJniversity in the narrower sense-what is really wanted is
that the Commission should estimate the needs of the Uni-
versity, and then divide the burden amongst the colleges in
proportion to their unused, or, it might be, in some cases,
their misused, surplus wealth. But this is just the kind of
procedure which the method of the Bill seems likely to ex-
clude. The negotiation with each college must be carried on
separately, through the collegiate delegation which for this
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purpose is to be put on to the Commission, unless the college
previously and spontaneously decides to do what the Commis-
sion thinks sufficient. The effect of that must be that the
various colleges must all be dealt with on individual terms,
and not with relation to the requirements of the scheme as a
whole, and to the relative magnitude of the disposable sur-
pluses of the particular colleges. Nor do we see how this
great blot is to be got rid of without a radical alteration of the
whole principle of the Bill.

With the criticisms passed by Dr. Playfair and Sir John
Lubbock on the Bill we are certainly less disposed to agree.
What Dr. Playfair requires is that men who are not identified
with either of our great Universities should be placed on the
Commission in order to represent the interests of the public
outside the Universities, while Sir John Lubbock wishes to see
more conspicuous representatives of the natural sciences placed
on the Commission. Now, if the Commissioners were Com-
missioners of Inquiry into the general principles and defici-
encies of the two Universities, we should agree with both pro-
posals and think them most reasonable. The interests of the
general public, and the interests of natural science ought as-
suredly to be represented on any large Commission of that
nature, But it is a very different thing in relation to a small
executive Commission,not even intended, and still less adapted,
to initiate any great change of policy, but chosen virtually in
order to give effect to such few proposals as the good sense
of both parties in the Universities has at length sanctioned.
You might do much mischief by introducing an element of
discord and of alien opinions into small bodies adapted for such
a purpose as this, while it would hardly be possible to do any
good. This is an essentially modest and humble proposal,
and cannot be criticised to any advantage from the point of
view which would be appropriate to a more ambitious measure.
The means should be adapted to the end. And no such change
as the member for Edinburgh University and the member for
Maidstone recommend would be adapted to the end contem-
plated in this probably useful but certainly very unpretending
Bill.



THE DECLARATION OF PARIS.

(From" The Economist," 17th March, 1877.)

THE recent debate in the House of Commons on Mr. Percy
Wyndham's proposal, that the Government should put an end
as soon as possible to our engagement to abide by the
Declaration of Paris in regard to the usages of maritime war,
demonstrates very satisfactorily that under neither a Liberal
nor a Tory Government is there any substantial chance of our
drawing back from that engagement. The truth is that it is
a mere fallacy to say that it is in the interest of peace and
commerce to make war as terrible, and as destructive to com-
merce, as it may be. That might possibly be the case if it
were but true that whenever there was war at all, everybody
was at war, and, further, that the sufferings of a great number
of combatants would in any way tend to make the conclusion
of peace an object of common desire. But neither of these
propositions is true. In a world so complex as ours it would
be of course simply absurd to assume that all nations could be
implicated seriously in the quarrels of one or two. You might
just as well assume that in a populous country like England,
all the citizens would be seriously injured by every brawl and
every murder. And just as in a well-governed country the
aim of the police, and of all who have to keep order, is to pre-
vent disorder from spreading,-to keep the mischief which
disorder causes as isolated as may be,-so in Europe it should
clearly be the object of those who look after the working of
international rules and laws, to prevent as much as possible
the mischiefsof war from spreading amongst those who are
not implicated in the quarrel,-to keep the intercourse of the
neutrals as free and safe as it is possible to keep it, and to cut
off, as far as may be, the contagion of the ill-feelings which
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war engenders from spreading to those who are at present at
peace. This was the object of the Declaration of Paris,-to
protect as much as possible the interests of neutrals in a time
of war,-to eliminate causes of sore feeling which, while of no
primary importance to the prosecution of the war, are very
likely to widen the area of the struggle,-in a word, so to
insulate the acts of violence as to render it much less likely
than it otherwise would be, that neutral nations, from the
wanton injury done to their interests while they stay out of
the war, should be induced to take an active part. And un-
questionably this is the true policy. For no wilder dream than
the notion that, the greater the number of sufferers, the
stronger will be the tendency towards peace, was ever con-
ceived. All experience shows that it is the wars in which a
great many different States are concerned which are the most
difficult to bring to a conclusion. If England or France had
participated in the American CivilWar, it is all but impossible
that it could have closed when it did. If Russia or Austria
had intervened in the short, though bloody war of 1870, the
chances are that peace might not have been concluded even
now. If France had struck in between Prussia and Austria
in 1866, the war would certainly not have lasted only seven
weeks. The more complicated the grievancesand bitternesses,
the more difficult they are to heal. There never was a worse
blunder than the supposition that the more States there are to
suffer by a sanguinary quarrel, the sooner will the motives
prevail for bringing it to a conclusion. Let the belligerents
spare the neutrals in every possible way, if they do not want
to be fighting for ever. It is in the interests of those who
remain at peace that the principles regulating the natural
limitations of war should be considered and decided on ; not
in the interests of those whoare eager to inflict the most injury
they can, in the shortest time, on their antagonist. That, no
doubt, is the real object of war; but, then, who will deny that
even when at war a nation has, and ought to have, a great
many other even more important objects than the object of
striking a crushing blow at his enemy? It is usually much
more important even for a belligerent nation not to cut itself
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off from its fellowship with other nations than even to make
its antagonist succumb. And if it were not so, it is certainly
much more important for the nations which remain at peace
to be allowed to profit to the full by that peace, than it is for
those who are at war to inflict the greatest possible damage,
in the shortest possible time, on those with whom they are at
war. It may not be always easy to reconcile the immediate
interest of a belligerent with the best interests of the neutrals.
But when that is impossible, the best interests of the neutrals
ought to prevail. And even if it were true, instead of false,
that the worse the injury war inflicts, the sooner it is likely to
come to an end, even in that case, a war of somewhat longer
duration, which does not ruin neutrals as well as belligerents,
would be a less evil to the world than a war of shorter duration
which had inflictedon pacific peoples almost as much suffering
as on those which were at strife.

It was from considerations of this kind that the rules
agreed upon at Paris, to the effect that privateers are to
be given up, that a blockade to be binding must be in some
sense effective,that neutral bottoms cover enemies' goods, and
that neutral goods are to be respectedeven in enemies' bottoms,
were agreed upon. And the debate and division to which Mr.
Percy Wyndham's abortive resolution gave rise, proves un-
answerably that, notwithstanding some unfortunate opinions
dropped by some of the Conservative leaders when in Opposi-
tion, it would be quite impossible to detach England from the
adhesion she gave to these wholesome rules, tending as they
do to moderate the exasperation caused by war-or, at least,
to guard against that class of exasperations which are likely to
drag others into the contest A majority of 114 (170 against
56), obtained under a Government most of whose leading
members had formerly committed themselves against the
Declaration of Paris, puts the seal on those international rules,
and should defeat entirely the hopes of those who, like Mr.
Percy Wyndham and Lord Esslington, endeavoured to per-
suade us to retire from our agreement.
. Nor do we doubt, as we have in formeryears often argued,
that the immunities conceded by the Declaration of Paris to
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neutral goods and ships, might well be extended to all private
property at sea, without in any way crippling seriously the
resources of maritime war, and with the greatest possible ad-
vantage to the world. No doubt that carries a reasonable
restriction a little further. Yet as far as we can see, it does
not in the least diminish the advantages of a great naval power
in a maritime war, while such a rule would-if honestly ob-
served-prevent a very great and very superfluousdisturbance
of trade. As our present rules stand, the only additional
effectof respecting all private property at sea would be this,-
that the commercial marine of a maritime power need not be
transferred at once in time of war to some neutral power or
powers, so that the carrying, which it previously did under its
own flag, would be now done under some other flag. That is
the present effect of our rules, and a very useless and mis-
chievous effect it is. No naval power which happens to be at
war can rely so implicitly of course on naval escorts for all its
commercial marine as to make it possible that its carrying
trade should go on undiminished. The real effect, therefore,
of a declaration of war is to impose a heavy fine on the ship-
owners of the powers thus engaged in maritime war, all the
shipowners on both sides being compelled, of course, to trans-
fer their ships to the shipowners of neutral nations at what
must be in all probability, a very heavy loss. That is a bonus
to the shipowners of the neutral powers, and a heavy fine on a
particular class in the nations which go to war, but it has no
tendency of any importance to diminish the naval resources of
the powers at war, and certainly none to increase them. Of
course if the commercial ships of the enemy continued to put
to sea under the old flag, that would be a great opportunity to
his antagonist for striking a blow at his commerce. But ship-
owners are not so silly as all that. They will transfer the
ships they cannot use to some neutral shipowner, who will of
course be likely to have an increase of demand for his ships
exactly equal to the gap caused in the carrying trade by the
withdrawal of the belligerent's ships from that trade. Hence,
while the effect of leaving it legitimate to capture the private
ships of your enemy, is not at all to diminish the general re-
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sources at that enemy's command, it is to disarrange seriously
the machinery of the carrying trade for no good purpose.
Nevertheless, we must freely admit that there is a difficulty
about affirming the immunity from capture of all private
property at sea,-except contraband of war destined for either
belligerent-and it is simply this, that there is no one to com-
plain to any purpose if the agreement is not respected. We
may of course, if we please, agree to respect the private pro-
perty of our enemies when at sea, but if we don't keep our
word, who is to call us to account for it? Not our enemy, for
he is already doing all in his power to call us to account; and
clearly not any neutral power which has not been aggrieved,
and would not wish to run the risk of a quarrel for the sake
of enforcing abstract justice. Thus, reasonable as the develop-
ment of the rules about maritime war, agreed on in 1856 at
Paris, into a fresh rule securing the immunity of all private
property at sea certainly is, we must admit at once that we do
not see by whom, if it is broken, it is to be enforced. It must
be a purely voluntary engagement, binding, of course, in
honour on all who give it, but if disregarded, not disregarded
at the cost of making a new enemy by that disregard. No
doubt the observance of most international rules of this kind
is more or less spontaneous. The organisation of the police
of Europe does not yet admit of enforcing any of them. But
still the rest of them are morally enforced to some extent by
remembering that if we disregard them we shall make a host
of enemies among the neutral powers, as well as be conscious
of our own dishonour. But this rule would be one of honour
alone. And we cannot say that we regard this motive as one
sufficient to secure its due observance by the maritime States
of Europe, or that we see much chance of any other and
stronger motive. Still, we seriously believe that if all the
maritime powers both knew their own interests, and were
adequate guardians of their own honour, they would spontane-
ously engage to respect all private property at sea, and to
restrict their navies to the blockades of the coasts and ports
of the enemy, to the sealing up of navies of inferior power in
those ports, and to the attack and capture of the enemy's
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fleets. That is all that can really be done by any navy now
to disable an enemy, unless we decline to weigh the enormous
disadvantage of making enemies of numbers of neutrals, against
the temporary advantage of inflicting a little more suffering
on the enemy.

The above was the last article which Walter Bagehot
wrote in the Economist, the week before he died. In the same
number appeared the announcement that the new Act respect-
ing Treasury Bills had received the Royal assent.

TENDERS FOR TREASURY BILLS.

(From" Tke Economist," 17th March, 1877.)

WE understand that the following is to be the first advertise-
ment for Treasury bills under the new Act, which received
the Royal assent last night :-

"I. The Lords Commissioners of her Majesty's Treasury
hereby give notice that tenders will be received at the chief
cashier's office of the Bank of England, on Friday, the 23rd
inst., at one o'clock, for Treasury bills, to be issued under the
Act 40 Vic., cap. 2, to the amount of two millions two hun-
dred thousand pounds (.£2,200,000).

"2. The bills will be in amounts of .£1,000, .£5,000, or
.£10,000. They will be dated 28th March inst., and will be
payable at three or six months after date (at the option of the
persons tendering).

"3. The tenders must specify tke net amount per cent. whick
will begiven for tke amounts appliedfor.

"4. The bills will be issued and paid at the Bank of Eng-
land.

"5. The persons whose tenders are accepted will be in-
formed of the same on Saturday, the 24th inst., and payment
in full of the amounts of the accepted tenders must be made
to the Bank of England, on Wednesday, the 28th inst.

"Treasury Chambers, Whitehall, I5th March, 1877."
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The bills, it will be observed, are made as like bankers' or
mercantile bills as possible. The difference in the tenders is
to be practically made in the rate of discount, and the discount
will be deducted from the sum advanced to the Government
just as it is in the ordinary discount of a mercantile bill. The
sum now asked is £2,200,000.

Note.-In Vol. X., page 22, will be found Lord Welby's
account of how Walter Bagehot invented these Treasury bills.
" They have not only met ordinary emergency demands," writes
Lord Welby, "but they have stood the strain of a great war."
It may be added that at the present time, September, 1914,
while the war is raging between England, her Allies and Ger-
many, Bagehot's invention is still apparently adequate to meet
the great strain of this war.



DULL GOVERNMENT.

(From" The Saturday Rev£ew," 16th February, 1856.)

PARLIAMENTis a great thing, but it is not a cheerful thing.
Just reflect on the existence of" Mr. Speaker". First, a small
man speaks to him-then a shrill man speaks to him-then a
man who cannot speak will speak to him. He leads a life of
"passing tolls," joint-stock companies, and members out of
order. Life is short, but the forms of the House are long.
Mr. Ewart complains that a multitude of members, including
the Prime Minister himself, actually go to sleep. The very
morning paper feels the weight of this leaden regime. Even
in the dullest society you hear complaints of the dulness of
Parliament-of the representative tedium of the nation.

That an Englishman should grumble is quite right, but
that he should grumble at gravity is hardly right. He is
rarely a lively being himself, and he should have a sympathy
with those of his kind. And he should further be reminded
that his criticism is out of place-that dulness in matters of
Government is a good sign, and not a bad one-that, in par-
ticular, dulness in Parliamentary Government is a test of its
excellence, an indication of its success. The truth is, all the
best business is a little dull. If you go into a merchant's
counting-house, you see steel pens, vouchers, files, books of
depressing magnitude, desks of awful elevation, staid spiders
and sober clerks moving among the implements of tedium.
No doubt, to the parties engaged, much of this is very attrac-
tive. " What," it has been well said, " are technicalities to those
without, are realities to those within." To every line in those
volumes, to every paper on those damp files, there has gone
doubt, decision, action-the work of a considerate brain, the
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touch of a patient hand, yet even to those engaged, it is com-
monly the least interesting business which is the best The
more the doubt, the greater the liability to error-the longer
the consideration,generally the worse the result-the more the
pain of decision, the greater the likelihood of failure. In
Westminster Hall, they have a legend of a litigant who stopped
his case because the lawyerssaid it was" interesting". "Ah,"
he remarked afterwards, "they were going up to the ' Lords'
with it, and I should never have seen my money." To
parties concerned in law, the best case is a plain case. To
parties concerned in trade, the best transaction is a plain trans-
action-the sure result of familiar knowledge; in political
matters, the best sign that things are going well is that there
should be nothing difficult-nothing requiring deep contention
of mind-no anxious doubt, no sharp resolution, no lofty and
patriotic execution. The opportunity for these qualities is the
danger of the commonwealth. You cannot have a Chatham
in time of peace-you cannot storm a Redan in Somersetshire.
There is no room for glorious daring in periods of placid
happiness.

And if this be the usual rule, certainly there is nothing in
the nature of Parliamentary Government to exempt it from its
operation. If businessis dull, business wrangling is no better.
It is dull for an absolute Minister to have to decide on passing
tolls, but it is still duller to hear a debate on them-to have to
listen to the two extremes and the via media. One honour-
able member considers that the existing ninepence ought to be
maintained; another thinks it ought to be abolished; and a
third-the independent thinker-has statistics of his own, and
suggests that fourpence-halfpennywould" attain the maximum
of revenue with the minimum of inconvenience"-only he
could wish there were a decimal coinage to "facilitate the cal-
culations of practical pilots". Of course, this is not the
highest specimen of Parliamentary speaking. Doubtless, on
great questions, when the public mind is divided, when the
national spirit is roused, when powerful interests are opposed,
when large principles are working their way, when deep diffi-
culties press for a decision,there is an opportunity for noble
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eloquence. But these very circumstancesare the signs, perhaps,
of calamity; certainly of politicaldifficultyand national doubt.
The national spirit is not roused in happy times-powerful
interests are not divided in years of peace-the path of great
principles is marked through history by trouble, anxiety, and
conflict. An orator requires a topic. " Thoughts that breathe
and words that bum" will not suit the" Liability of Joint-
Stock Companies" -you cannot shed tears over a "toll".
Where can there be a better proof of national welfare than that
Disraeli cannot be sarcastic,and that Lord Derby fails in a
diatribe? Happy is the country which is at peace within its
borders-yet stupid is the country when the Opposition is
without a cry.

Moreover, when Parliamentary business is a bore, it is a
bore which cannot be overlooked. There is much torpor
secreted in the bureaux of an absolute Government, but no
one hears of it-no one knows of its existence. In England
it is different. With pains and labour-by the efforts of
attorneys-by the votes of freeholders-you collect more than
six hundred gentlemen; and the question is, what are they to
do? As they come together at a specifictime, it would seem
that they do so for a specificpurpose-but what it is they do
not know. It is the businessof the Prime Minister to discover
it for them. It is extremely hard on an effervescentFirst
Lord to have to set people down to mere business-to bore
them with slow reforms-to explain details they cannot care
for-to abolish abuses they never heard of-to consume the
hours of the night among the perplexing details of an official
morning. But such is the Constitution. The Parliament is
assembled-some work must be found for it-and this is all
that there is. The details which an autocratic Government
most studiously conceals are exposed in open day-the
national sums are done in public-finance is made the most
of. If the war had not intervened, who knows that by this
time Parliament would not be commonly considered "The
Debating Board of Trade" ? Intelligent foreignerscan hardly
be brought to understand this. It puzzles them to imagine
how any good or smooth result can be educed from so much
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jangling, talking, and arguing. M. de Montalembert has
described amazement as among his predominant sensations in
England. He felt, he says, as if he were in a manufactory-
where wheels rolled, and hammers sounded, and engines
crunched-but from which, nevertheless, by a miracle of
industrial art, some beautiful fabric issued, soft, complete, and
perfect Perhaps this simile is too flattering to the neatness
of our legislation,but it happily expresses the depressing noise
and tedious din by which its results are really arrived at.

As are the occupations, so are the men. Different kinds
of government cause endless variety in the qualities of states-
men. Not a little of the interest of political history consists
in the singular degree in which it shows the mutability and
flexibility of human nature. After various changes, we are
now arrived at the business statesman-or rather the business
speaker. The details which have to be alluded to, the tedious
reforms which have to be effected, the long figures which have
to be explained, the slow arguments which require a reply-
the heaviness of subjects, in a word-have caused a correspond-
ing weight in our oratory. Our great speeches are speeches of
exposition-our eloquence is an eloquence of detail. No one
can read or hear the speeches of our ablest and most en-
lightened statesmen without being struck with the contrast
which they exhibit-we do not say to the orations of antiquity
(which were delivered under circumstances too different to
allow of a comparison), but to the great Parliamentary displays
of the last age-of Pitt, or Fox, or Canning. Differing from
each other as the latter do in most of their characteristics,
they all fall exactly within Sir James Macintosh's definition
of Parliamentary oratory-" animated and continuous after-
dinner conversation". They all have a gentlemanly efferves-
cence and lively agreeability. They are suitable to times when
the questions discussed were few, simple, and large-when
detail was not-when the first requisite was a pleasant state-
ment of obvious considerations. We are troubled-at least
our orators are troubled-with more complex and difficult
topics. The patient exposition, the elaborate minuteness, the
exhaustive disquisition, of modem Parliamentary eloquence
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would formerly have been out of place-they are now neces-
sary on complicated subjects, which require the exercise of a
laborious intellect, and a discriminating understanding. We
have not gained in liveliness by the change, and those who
remember the great speakers of the last age are the loudest in
complaining of our tedium. The old style still lingers on the
lips of Lord Palmerston; but it is daily yielding to a more
earnest and practical, to a sober b¢re-dinner style.

It is of no light importance that these considerations should
be recognised, and their value carefully weighed. It has been
the bane of many countries which have tried to obtain freedom,
but failed in the attempt, that they have regarded popular
Government rather as a means of intellectual excitement than
as an implement of political work. The preliminary discussion
was more interesting than the consequent action. They found
it pleasanter to refine arguments than to effect results-more
glorious to expand the mind with general ratiocination than
to contract it to actual business. They wished, in a word, to
have a popular Government without, at the same time, having
a dull Government. The English people have never forgotten
what some nations have scarcely ever remembered-that
politics are a kind of business-that they bear the character-
istics, and obey the laws, inevitably incident to that kind of
human action. Steady labour and dull material-wrinkles on
the forehead and figures on the tongue-these are the English
admiration. We may prize more splendid qualities on un-
common occasions, but these are for daily wear. You cannot
have an ara per annum; if every year had something memor-
able for posterity, how would posterity ever remember it?
Dulness is our line, as cleverness is that of the French. Woe
to the English people if they ever forget that. All through
their history, heavy topics and tedious talents have awakened
the admiration and engrossed the time of their Parliament and
their country.

16 •
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(From" The Saturday Review," 29th March, 1856.)

MANYpersons are for ever demanding a great statesman.
They should be asked, however, what they want him for?
People should consider the use of people. It may be well to
think what manner of man a commanding statesman really is.
The description of such a personage divides itself into two
parts-his disposition and his intellect. What the disposition
of a first-rate practical man naturally is, the reading world has
just had unusual opportunities of learning. Both ancient and
modem times have contributed to its illustration. Mr. Grote
has given us a description of Alexander the Great j and
Napoleon, in his letters to his brother, has left the picture of
himself. Different as were the circumstances and intellect of
the two heroes, one might fancy that, in both cases, it was
the same overbearing character. "What is the world that
it should strive to contend against me?" was the motto of
both-in both we see the naturalness of the alliance between
imperial talents and an imperious mind. Men who can govern
wish to govern-men who can rule will rule. A sense of
power animates the powerful. Those who have passed their
lives in overcoming enormous obstacles, to whom "difficulty
is a helper," and whom no adversary can rival-cannot avoid
feeling their strength. It is proved to them by the whole
experience of their lives. An intense self-reliance is natural
to men who can prove an overbearing ability by tangible
results-who are successful in verifiable action.

It may further be asked, what we can do with the imperial
disposition in this country? There are persons who are
quite aware. By one of those curious fatalities which give an
interest to intellectua.I history, the University of Oxford has
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for some years been fertile in novelty and paradox. Such
are the designs of men. The English people wished a centre
of tradition for their ancestral belief-they built quiet cloisters,
they devised dull tutors, they endowed mouldering colleges.
They wanted a place where nothing new would ever be dis-
covered, and where only what was old would thrive. The
result is a reaction against the past-a marked opposition to
English ideas. It is not within our province to speak of the
theological speculations of the past twenty years; but it is
very material to our present purpose to point out that the
last exposed heresy is a hatred of the English constitution.
The aged Politics of Aristotle have been introduced into the
discussion. A Mr. Congreve has publishedan edition of them
in which he tells us plainly that our constitutional system is
"effete "-that" our governing classes are incompetent" -that
our hope is a despotism popular with the lower classes, or, as
he phrases it," a monocratic dictatorial power supported by
the adhesionof the Proletariat". The accomplishedgentleman
is possessed with the idea; and in another work in some
lectures at Edinburgh, he bursts forth in the midst of the
most arid history, with an aspiration for the rule of the great
Protector. We do not know if any gentleman from the banks
of the Isis contemplates commencing the career of a Crom-
well, but surely, if not, the obvious plan is to apply to
Napoleon the Third. He is a shrewd man-he has the
talents for empire-and doubtless he would contract to govern
England. His taste is lavish, and he might be a little dear;
but what is gold to mind? He would not reign without
governing; and under his vigorous rule, admirable lecturers
might, perhaps, be delicately compressed

But passing from these original speculations, what place
is there just now for the dictatorial disposition under the
English Constitution? Surely it would be difficult to find.
The English idea is a committee-we are born with a belief
in a green cloth, clean pens, and twelve men with grey hair.
In topics of belief the ultimate standard is a jury. " A jury,"
as a living judge once said, "would decide this, but how they
would decide it, I cannot think." As a jury will discover
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everything, a board will determine anything. "We speak,"
observed Lord Brougham, "of the wisdom of Parliament."
The whole fabric of English society is based upon discussion
-all our affairs are decided, after the giving of reasons, by
the compromise of opinions. What has the over-weening
dictator to do here? He is too clever to give reasons, too
proud to compromise his judgment. He is himself alone.
A dictator will not save us-we require discussion, explana-
tion, controversy. Of course, at particular crises, all this
must be abandoned. At perilous epochs, we need practically
uncontrolled power; and even an irritable distrust is best
allayed by a fresh confidence in a firm and lofty mind. If,
on the rst of February last year, there had been a Chatham
in the country, Chatham would have been Prime Minister;
but he would not have been so long. We get tired of being
commanded. Long before January, 1857, he would have
become an" impracticable man "-an opposition orator.

The intellect of the enormous statesman is just as unfit
for our circumstances as his disposition. His characteristic is
far-seeing originality. In the recesses of his closet, by the
mere force of his own understanding, he evolves a set of
measures and a course of policy, years before his age, such as
the people about him cannot comprehend, such as only
posterity will really appreciate. Of what use is this in the
House of Commons? That assembly is alive; and though
posterity is going to be born, in the meantime there are the
contemporaries of the great statesman, sitting in tedium,
discussing the affairs of the nation. The condition of a free
Government is that you must persuade the present genera-
tion; and the gouvernement des avocats, as the Emperor
Nicholas called it, has this for principle-that you must
persuade the average man. You do not address the select
intellects of the age, or the more experienced intellect of the
next age-but the actual rural individual-the dreary ordinary
being. "It is all very well," said an able Whig, "for The
Times to talk of the intelligence of public opinion-that only
means that the public buy Tke Times; public opinion, Sir,
is the opinion of the bald-headed man at the end of the omni-
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bus." "Do not tell me of Mr. Pitt," said a surviving Tory-
"Mr. Pitt would have found it a very different thing in th~se
days. Mr. Pitt, Sir, would have had to persuade Joseph
Hume," In truth, one of the dispensations of nature is the
opacity of the average man. Nature has provided against
the restlessness of genius by the obstinacy of stupidity. The
man of genius is an age or two in advance. By incessant
industry, subtle arguments, or a penetrating eloquence, he
impresses his new ideas,-first, on the highest minds-next,
on the next highest-and it is only after his death that they
descend to the inferior strata, and become the property of the
world. This exactly disqualifies him from agreeing with
those about him, from forming a party on a basis of common
sympathy, from carrying out what the people wish-from
administering, as a statesman must, the creed of his time.

These reflections are a peculiarity of English history.
We have always been governed by what Mr. Disraeli has
termed "Arch-Mediocrities". From the days of Lord Bur-
leigh down to those of Lord Liverpool, we have been
governed, for the longest periods and with the greatest ease,
by men who were essentially common men-men who never
said anything which anyone in an omnibus could not under-
stand-men who were never visited by the far-reaching
thoughts or exciting aspirations of ardent genius, but who
possessed the usual faculties of mankind in an unusual degree
-men who were clear upon common points, who knew what
people were just going to know, and who could embody in a
Bill exactly what the commonalty thought should be em-
bodied in a Bill. Of course, there may be, now and then,
exceptions; for in this complicated world, unlimited principles
abound in error. A great man who for years has advocated
a great truth may at times be at last rewarded by carrying
it out; and the punishment of calamity may teach the multi-
tude what, a short time before, it required a great sagacity to
foresee. But these events are, in their nature, exceptions.
Regular business forms the regular statesman-quiet habits,
sober thoughts, common aims are his obvious characteristics.
He is what other men would wish to be. " Be as other men,"
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is the precept. "and you will be above other men-be ordinary,
a~ you will be great. "

Certainly there is nothing at the present moment which
emancipates us from the habitual condition of free Government.
There are no special questions just now which call for the
intervention of a man of genius. Our current domestic
questions are a heap of specialities-" Passing tolls," " Registra-
tion of Companies," "County Constabulary," "Chancery
Reform" -these are the occupations of our life. Fancy Lord
Chatham discussing a toll-bill. What a gulf from Bonaparte
to a policeman-from Alexander to a Master in Chancery!
The details of the interior, "the streets and fountains which
we are repairing, and the battlements which we are whitening"
-to borrow from the historian of Greece the phrase of the
Olyntluacs=-cannot afford scope either for the excitable
temperament or for the deep discernment of original genius.

In foreign politics, it is different, and yet the same. We
are pretty well agreed about principles-the difficulties of fact.
We know that we ought to rejoice at freedom, that we should
show sympathy with it where it is likely to be stable, and that
we should not allow it, even when unstable, to be trodden out
by neighbouring despots; but, as the one-armed Captain re-
marked, "The bearings of them observations lies in the
application on 'em". We wish to know in what particular
States is real freedom-where it is likely to be stable-what
risk this republic runs from that despot; and these matters of
fact are scarcely fit for the man of genius, as we abstractedly
conceive him. At least, if we want a genius in foreign policy,
it is a genius of investigation-if in domestic, it is a genius of
detail.
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(From" The Saturday Review," 19th April, 1856.)

WHAT mankind really wish to economise is thought. Ad-
mirable speculators publish beautiful eulogiums on the em-
ployment of the faculties, and the universal creed is, that the
exertion of the reason is the highest and truest of human
enjoyments; yet if a steady observer really looks at actual life,
he will see that men never think if they can help it-that they
require to be goaded towards it-that they invent devices to
avoid it-that, however greedy of enjoyment in other ways,
they decline, if possible, to enjoy themselves in this.

One of these devices is activity. People rush to and fro.
They are never still. They go to eight committees in a day,
taking care to be pretty late at each-they look at their watches
the moment they get there-they spurt out rapid errors. If
you suggest a little reflection before doing anything, they say,
" Don't bother about that now" ; and when all has gone wrong,
they have the ready plea, "I was so occupied, I could not give
it a thought ". In their own circles,such men are alwayscon-
sidered wonderful men of business. It is natural their wives
and families should believe in them; for they spend so much
toil and trouble, they make everybody so uncomfortable, in
order to boil a pea, that those who know no better of course
suppose that the pea is boiled. Nevertheless it is not-this
impetuous activity is content with the boiling apparatus, and
does not regard the useful result. It is among our middle
classes, who are often held up as the sole models of men of
action, that this kind of error is most rife. Place an active un-
educated man in miscellaneousaffairs, and it is nearly certain
that he will commit this mistake. He will begin to do some-
thing-he will state that he is a "practical man "-it will
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never strike him that there is an essential preliminary to wise
exertion. His mind has not been trained to observe the
varied relations of complicated phenomena, or to unravel the
knotty thread of tangled topics; and so he will be apt to work
ten hours a day at what it is scarcely necessary to do at all.
He will leave undone the one little, essential, difficult matter
-the one point of judgment-on which alone it was necessary
to act or to decide. We do not say that the middle classes
manage their own affairs on this principle, though there is a
great deal moreof it, even in them, than a charitable philosopher
would be ready to suspect. Still they have habit, and bringing
up, and arithmetic to control them. The ledger guides the
mind-the sense of responsibility, of actual definite money-loss,
represses undue activity, and compels men to a certain dis-
cretion. But if such persons-and they are exactly those
whom a Government, if compelled to select,would, from their
conspicuousness, choose as the representative men of the
middle classes-were placed among great national affairs, and
not paid a percentage on those affairs, but an inevitable salary
from the indestructible taxation, they would act as very busy
Members of Parliament now act. They would run quickly
from committee to committee, and make a tour of great
questions.

In our administrative departments, happily, this state of
things does not prevail. A certain aristocratic laissez aller
rather pervades them. In a public office, it would be in-
decorous to rush like a mighty wind Yet it would be a
great error to imagine that, in so large a department of
human life, no expedient to economise thought and to dis-
pense,pro tanto, with the pain of reflection, had been discovered
and adopted. That resource is what is called business
habits. There is such a thing as the pomp of order. In
every public office there is a grave official personage who is
always neat, whose papers are always filed, whose handwriting
is always regular, who is considered a monster of experience,
who can minute any proceeding, and docket any document.
There is no finer or more saving investment of exertion than
the formation of such habits. Under their safeguard, you
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may omit anything, and commit every blunder. The English
people never expect anyone to be original. If it can be said,
" The gentleman whose conduct is so harshly impugned is a
man of long experience, who is not wont to act hastily-who
is remarkable for officialprecision-in whom many Secretaries
of State have placed much reliance," that will do; and it will
not be too anxiously inquired what such a man has done.
The immense probability is that he has done nothing. He
is well aware that, so long as he can say anything is " under
consideration," he is safe-and so long as he is safe, he is
happy. His education, too, has not fitted him for much
exertion. He entered the office young-he copied letters
for five years-he made an index of papers for nine months-
he made analyses of documents for five years more. When
he commenced at last to transact business, it was of a strictly
formal character; and he was upwards of twenty years in the
public service before he ever decided on anything of essential
importance. No wonder that he was unwilling to decide
anything-that he refers everything-that he corresponds in
his best handwriting with another public office-that when
you want him you find him entering a minute, "That after
mature deliberation, my Lords have postponed the considera-
tion of what has taken place". In actual life, it is really
very difficult not to over-estimate the usefulnessof such a man.
His appearance is so regular-his habits so precise-he has
such a command of the instruments of utility-that it is
difficult to imagine he does nothing. Only after considerable
observation can it be learnt that it is this very command over
the forms of action which enables him safely to neglect its
essence-that it is his very familiarity with the rules of ex-
perience that enables him to apply them mechanically to
instances to which they have only an outward reference and
no real applicability. It is odd how some of the most gifted
of our Administrative Reformers mistake the true point The
honourable member for Tynemouth, for example, who is a
man of business, brought a great charge against the Admiralty
that they did not keep the accounts duly and precisely, Of
course Sir James Graham had no difficulty in showing that
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the figures were excellently summed, that the ledger was for
ever posted, that all the entries were made most legibly and
with extreme care. The more plausible charge would have
been precisely the contrary; for it is the tendency of official
men to regard what goes on within the officeas always more
important than what takes place without it. The more pro-
bable assumption would have been, that the entries were
most correct, but that the transactions were wrong-that the
book-keeping was admirable, but the affairs recorded feeble
and insufficient. Arithmetic is indeed one of the established
devicesof the pseudo-officialmind. When he is much pressed,
he commonly adds up something. The mechanical nature of
the operation rather suits him-he does it quite right-and
his notion of figures rather resembles that of a celebrated
actuary, whose wife observed, "Isn't it very odd that the
Government could send out things three thousand miles, and
that Fielder could not get them up six," and who replied,
" My dear, how you talk, consider the figures, it was only an
error of one-fifth per cent". Very many sums are commonly
done, and publicly quoted, which have no more real relation
to the subject-matter than that of this gifted gentleman.

Our constitution presents us with yet another contrast to
that simple and patient reflection which would naturally seem
to be the habit of mind fitted for the judicious conduct of
political affairs. All politicians are required to have all
opinions. A voting acquaintance with all topics is required
from every member of Parliament. From those in high
places much more is exacted-they are required to have a
ready, producible, defensible view of all great questions. Mr.
Macaulay, who has been placed in a position to observe, tells
ut>that, in his judgment, the effectsof this are the most serious
set-off to the advantages of free government. The habit of
debating, and the necessity of making a speech, compel the
finest intellects in the country to put forward daily arguments
such as no man of sense would think of putting into a scientific
treatise. He might have gone further, and said that the
habit of always advancing a view commonly destroys the
capacity for holding a view. The laxity of principle imputed
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to old politicians is, by the time they are old, as much in-
tellectual as moral. They have argued on all sides of
everything, till they can believe on no side of anything. A
characteristic of the same sort has been observed in journalism.
One of our most celebrated contemporaries was asked his
opinion on ten great subjects in succession, and on its ap-
pearing that he had no opinion, he said, apologetically, "You
see, Ma'am, I have written for The Times".

Weare well aware that something of this kind is inevit-
able. We do not expect from a professional politician the
elaborate consideration of a closet philosopher-their ends are
different, and their responsibilities are different. We do not
wish to abolish officialform,and to abandon the most delicate
of practical matters to the sudden rush of the uncultivated
mind. We admit-if need were, we would maintain-that
there are many settled habits-that there is a certain exterior
show and seeming-the possession of which is, in this world,
a necessary preliminary to important employment People
will not trust you to act well unless you seem to be a person
who would act well. Nor do we forget that business is an
affair of body as well as of mind. In our objection to a
precipitate and unthinking strength, we have no desire to
reduce the public service to a sole dependence on feeble
thought-on pale and inexecutive ability. We would only
stipulate that, previously to all action, in the midst of the
correct forms,and without respect to the exigencies of debate,
our public men should find room for some painful thought-
should give themselves at least a reasonable time for patient
and anxious reflection.
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(From" The Saturday Review," 26th April, 1856.)

AT first sight it does not seem difficult to be a Conservative.
The status quo is a plain creed-you have to discover nothing,
and to invent nothing. Very heavy men have been able to
say, Nolumus leges Angiia mutari. Yet when the matter is
more carefully looked at, we may see reason to change our
opinion. Father Newman used to teach at Oxford that true
opinions might become false because of the manner of holding
them. He viewed-or seemed to view-truth as a succession
of perpetual oscillations, like the negative and positive signs
of an alternate series, in which you were constantly more or
less denying or affirming the same proposition; and he
deemed it certain that a person who unthinkingly rested at
the beginning of the series, although he affirmed the truth,
might really be farther from it than the thoughtful inquirer,
some steps on, who actually denied it. The realisation-such
was the creed in those days--which you gained in the process
of inquiry, and which was on the point of bringing you to
more effectual belief, was more than a compensation for the
error of the momentary denial. And, whatever may be the
inference from these severe metaphysics as to the mind of the
inquirer himself, there is no doubt that, as to those around
lrim, and among whom he desires to diffuse his belief, his
power of so doing is directly proportioned to his realisation of
what he holds, to his insight into its features and principles
-to his mastery of it. The very plainness of the Conservative
creed is here a difficulty. People in the country fancy they
understand it. A rural dinner-party is rarely remarkable for
adventurous conversation, but a good opinion-extractor will
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not have the least difficulty in eliciting from the average
inhabitant-squire or rector-s-an admission that he knows why
what is, ought to be; and if you try to show an oddness in
anything, the sentiment of society will be against you.

If we look at the political party, the traces of the fact are
evident. We do not speak of the leaders. The final cause
of Mr. Disraeli is the "great Asian mystery" that is not yet
revealed-his partiality for the Caucasian and ancient races
has drawn him back to "the times before morality". When
a man is infinitely above having an opinion, it would be
illogical to inquire .how he holds that opinion. But take the
average follower of this great man-any member of the plain
and simple party which resisted Catholic Emancipation, which
clove to Protection, which hates Maynooth, which could not
understand Sir Robert Peel-of how few can even the most
partial friend maintain that they really know what they
are holding-that they have sounded the complicated depths
of English society-that they understand the traditional
maxims which they repeat-that they appreciate and compre-
hend the nice adjustment of the institutions which they would
risk their lives to uphold. Their plain intellect seems un-
equal, their simple temperament seems opposed, to so elabor-
ate an investigation. Does not the very fact of their being
led by Mr. Disraeli at once evince that they do not them-
selves possess that full mastery of principles which is necessary
for their argumentative exposition-that they scarcely appreci-
ate the moral thoughtfulness which accompanies careful and
rational conviction?

Looking back to the past fortunes and history of this great
party, we observe two great sentiments or feelings which have
in great part-sometimes worthily, and sometimes unworthily
-supplied the place of intellectual conviction. The first is
the old cavalier feeling of loyalty-the belief that all existence
is a regium donum-that the very fact of doubt or inquiry is a
misdeed-that the first duty of life is to accept that which is
given, because of the king from whom it comes. Traces, few
and faint, of this feeling may still be discerned among us,
especially among those to whom a happy organisation gives a
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daily enjoyment. In old customs and ancient associations it
would not be difficult to show the vestiges of this curious and
often noble feeling. It can, however, at least in that form, be
only looked on as a great thing of the past. When once the
change in politics is made from the one heaven-appointed
monarch to a divided, shifting, constitutional system, the
romance of royalty passes away-we are governed by a
cabinet, and who ever found sentiment for a managing Com-
mittee?

Another feeling of a different kind is that which animates
what they call on the Continent the Party of Order. This is
nothing more or less than fear. It finds expression in excel-
lent sentences as to the safety of society, the protection of the
" results of ages"; but when you analyse it, it simply comes
to this,-that those who feel it dread that their shop, their
house, their life-not so much their physical life as their whole
mode and sources of existence-s-will be destroyed and cast
away. The English Tory party, at the end of the last century,
shared largely in this sentiment. The French Revolution
terrified mankind all through the period which Arnold called
"the misused trial-time of modem Europe ". The old cavalier
feeling had been gradually melting down into a simple acquies-
cence in a comfortable existence. The whole life of the higher
classes-as it remains to us in books, so agreeable that we can
hardly blame what they describe--was a succession of careless
enjoyments. They accepted that which was given them-and
well they might accept it; for on few generations have the
comforts of intellectual cultivation been bestowed in so large
measure, and so unchecked by the cares and evils which, in
most days, as in ours, that cultivation at once reveals. It is
not necessary to say how the danger was speedily revealed.
'The" French volcano," as Sir Archibald Alison always terms
it, soon burst, and brought on, among other effects, Lord
Eldon-the man who objected to volcanoes. He was the
chief of the party of order at that time. The mass of the
people lived in fear that any alteration-anything touching
the crust of outward existence-might bring on an eruption.
Lord Eldon told them it would bring on an eruption, but if
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they would keep him Chancellor there should be no eruption.
He held up the Court of Chancery to mankind, and said,
"While that moves slowly you are safe-accelerate it and you
are lost ". No generation more closely observed the signs
which were given them. The history of England for thirty
years is the history of a craven maintenance of misunderstood
institution. The consequence-the nearly fatal consequence-
of this has been admitted by those most likely to form a
contrary judgment. " A few more drops," said the Quarterly
Review, "of Eldonine, and we should have had the People's
Charter." Nothing, indeed, could have been more likely to
foster an all-destroying Radicalism than the consecutive
omnipotence of the two most contemptible conservatisms-
first, of the careless enjoyment which does not regard the
evil of others-next, of a shrinking terror when the possible
personal consequences of that evil are suddenly comprehended.

It would be very unjust to cast on any portion of the
Conservatives of the present day any great share in either
of these reproaches. A spirit of earnestness has gone out into
society, which forbids the diffusion of reckless and selfish
enjoyment. The high-minded pluck of the English gentle-
man detests the Conservatism of fear. But it yet can hardly
be said that we possess a Conservatism of reflection-s-at
least we do not possess it in the degree which we should.
How few, even of those who are most anxious to claim the
title, have a real mastery of the reasons, a real familiarity
with the moral grounds-to say nothing of the political
consequences-of the existing state of things! How few of
the vaunted arguments which are paraded before minds already
convinced would do in the face of an enemy-in the face of
those who doubt! How little toleration is there for the
refinements of necessary reasoning-for the complexities of
political investigation! How strong a tendency to exact a
narrow consistency of result, in place of a statesmanlike
consideration of problems-a wise and patent weighing of
facts. Nor is this a mere party misfortune. It is not because
we deem our institutions perfect that we regret the defects of
the Conservative party-our grounds are national. To a
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great extent, every Liberal is now a Conservative. That
moral and intellectual state - that predominance of the
politically intelligent-that gradual training of the politically

, unintelligent-that unity of order and freedom which it is the
aim of Liberalism to produce, already exists. Yet our institu-
tions are daily assailed by the "uneasy classes"-by the
lovers of correct bureaucracy, all-involving democracy, and
quickly striking despotism. In the faceof questioning classes,
every unthinking Conservative endangers what he defends-
he is a vexation to the Liberal, and a misfortune to his
country.



INCONVINCIBLE GOVERNMENTS.

(From" The Saturday Review," 21St June, 1856.)

A TOPIC of the day is the cost of freedom. Recent history
on the Continent has called up a crowd of courtier speculators,
who magnify that cost till it seems too much to pay for any-
thing. Even in the country, some thinkers-rather informed
than educated, rather active than wise-have half advocated
the same conclusion. Of course this is extreme error. No
sound inquirer, attending to the evidence of history or to the
evidence of his own eyes, will resist the conclusion that, if you
can effectually establish a free government, you had better
establish it-that, by so doing, you secure immense blessings
and escape overwhelming evils. Yet the gain of freedom, it
may be allowed, is not pure gain. There are certainly some
minor compensations, which, as a sort of purchase-money,
we must pay for freedom.

One of these set-offs is a difficulty in foreign policy. You
cannot convince a free people. Of course in real life, it is very
hard to convince anyone. The number of unsuccessful
litigants who are bond fide converted by the adverse judg-
ments of the courts, is seemingly rather small, The majority
resemble the eminent counsel, who exclaimed, "It is the law,
I know it is the law, but the d--d judges won't decide it so".
There being no effectual international tribunal, Governments
are peculiarly difficult to persuade. The most intelligent
Government has its crotchets. As, in common life, almost
every family has a tradition that its ancestors were cheated
out of some estate-they even name the estate, value the acres,
and count the trees, the only thing not intelligible being the
title-so all nations have ancient claims. There is Old Coast,
captured A.D. I-Icy Isle, invaded A.D. 5-Barren Peak,
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ascended A.D. 6; and it is difficult to make them imagine
that these traditional demands are not in truth valuable pos-
sessions.

This is of course common to all Governments, despotic
and free. But there is a great difference in practice. A
despot is one man. He governs by a bureau. If he does not
read international controversies himself, he is daily in familiar
intercourse with statesmen who have to write on them-who
do read them, study them, master them. It is impossible
that such a man should not get some notion of there being
two sides to every question. Of course, he may be weak and
obstinate, vain or haughty. He may have great defects of
understanding. Still, in civilised European despotisms, the
monarch is brought daily into contact with people who know,
and whose ordinary interest it is that he should know, what
the case of the adversary is. On the other hand, a free
people only hears its own side. It never reads the enemy's
despatches. Very few persons are much wiser if they do read
despatches. The nation's own Government, by word of
mouth, or through its own organs, makes its statement; and
hardly anyone effectually answers it. No doubt the Opposi-
tion are quite ready to say that the negotiations have been
misconducted-that the whole affair has been mismanaged-
that everybody has done everything wrong-that no one who,
in that matter, has done anything, should ever be allowed to
do anything again. But the Opposition will go no farther. It is
most dangerous in politics to give your opponent the monopoly
of the national grievances. If he can make out his case, he
will be cheered, applauded, beloved. He has" vindicated the
national honour". If you succeed-if you prove that your

. nation has no claim to the Bay Islands-all you can hope is a
cold, ungratified respect. "Well, I suppose, confound him,
he was right. But I wish he had not been-it was a very deep
bay, and there was much to be said on the other side, for all
that." If a war breaks out, the case is worse. Those who
object are proving that victories are injurious-that defeats
are merited-that there is no glory for those who live, no
patriotic consolation for those who mourn-that those who
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are dead, died endeavouring to do injustice. No Opposition
will condemn itself to an argument like this. All political
parties conspire to prove to the nation the validity of its
claims.

In America this is felt even more than it is here. No
respect for the American people-no admiration for their
vigour, ability, and energy-will induce educated men in
Europe to respect certain American institutions. Many
wonder that, in a country where there is so much virtue and
cultivation, the tone of public political discussion should be so
low and mean. Yet we have at home an instance which
should enable us to understand how the two may be consistent.
If you throw the whole power into the hands of an inferior
class-a class worthy, no doubt, to be represented in its way,
but not worthy to have an enormous preponderance-you
must not wonder if you reap as you have sown. There is the
borough of Finsbury. We remember hearing a learned man
in Russell Square-a scholar, who, like many other erudite
scholars, rather preferred the instructed, elaborate bureaucracy
of Germany to the free, ignorant politics of his own country-
arrest an eloquent eulogium on the success with which all
classes were represented under the British Constitution by
remarking, "I am represented by Mr. Wakley and Tom
Duncombe ". America is one great Finsbury. The instructed
sense, the delicate taste, the high cultivation, which are really
components in her national life, find no voice in her Govern-
ment-are overwhelmed amid the multitude of her masses.
It is true, of course, that those masses are not what they
would be in this or in any European country. We do not
speak of the unsettled population of the extreme south-a
dangerous element, which, it is to be feared, the world may
hereafter have more adequate means of estimating at its value.
We do not speak of the States in which the institution of
slavery has produced one of its worst and most obvious effects
in the disrepute and degradation of free labour. We would
speak of America in her best estate-in provinces abounding
in all the materials of civilisation-where the working classes
are better off than they are anywhere else in the world It is
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exactly here that she is most likely to feel the difficulty of
impartiality in foreign affairs. The ruling power in those
districts resides in what we may call the just taught classes.
An immense deal of common information is diffused. All the
knowledge which is of use in the everyday work of civilisation
is most popular. Reading and writing are the property of
everybody. An eager, sharp, "smart" sense is universal
among the masses. Woe to those who try to deceive them on
matters within their daily sphere, and having reference to
their daily calling.

But it is absurd to expect from such persons the balanced
sense, the exercised judgment, the many-sided equanimity
which are necessary to form a judgment on elaborate contro-
versies, and on difficult foreign relations. The eager intuition,
the narrow promptitude, which conduce to their rapid success
in their personal pursuits, unfit them for forming a judgment
on matters beyond them. They go too quick. They are
unalive to the danger of believing as they wish. They fancy
that all who argue against them are trying to impose upon
them. A low suspicion taints their intellect-a fear of being
overreached warps their conduct. They are the ready victims
of incendiaries-the sure converts of agitators who trade in
grievances, and who can always show that America is injured,
that England has been meddling, and that instant attention
is required to prevent our attacking some place which we
never desired, or annexing some region of which we never
heard.

The inference from all this is clear. A country whose in-
stitutions subject her to this difficulty is entitled-most of all
from those who are near enough in habit and language to

. comprehend her-to a large tolerance in international con-
troversies. She does not know what she is doing. We may
justly endure from our misled and mistaken kindred what it
would be disgraceful to bear from an intelligent and designing
despot



MR. JAMES DEACON HUME.l

(From" The Saturday Review," ttk May, 1859.)

THISis a book which should either not have been written at
all, or have been written by someone else. The life of Mr.
James Deacon Hume might have beenmade both interesting
and instructive by a biographer acquainted with the history
of the science of political economy during the present century,
and with the details of our commercial legislation during the
same period. But it is of little interest in the hands of any
other person. The career of Mr. Hume had no marked
singularity or striking events. It is the straightforward pro-
gress of a straightforward man of business. Mr. Badham's
style is entirely unsuited to this sort of biography. It is un-
methodical, pompous, and ambitious of needless ornament.
To the scientific or the official knowledge which would have
made his work of real value, he does not seem to pretend;
and he has attempted to give a factitious interest to his sub-
ject by accounts of things and persons with which Mr. Hume
was very slightly connected.

One of the peculiarities of active life in England of late
years has been the number of men of business who have
taken an interest in abstract political economy, and who have
written valuable works upon it For many years merely
theoretical writers on this science have done very little to
advance its progress, and that little has not been very import-
ant. But this defect has been amply supplied by the valuable
labours of many practical men. There is, indeed, nothing
singular in the fact that men of business should take an

.interest in the theory of business-we should be surprised if

1 The Life of James Deacon Hume, Secretary of the Board of Trade,
by Charles Badham, M.A. London: Smith, Elder & Co.. 1859.
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it were otherwise. Nevertheless, the great excellence of
works of this kind is a peculiarity of recent time. But very
few such works of any great value are known, even by those
most curious in such matters, to have appeared before the
publication of the Wealtlt of Nations. The reason seems to
be, that Adam Smith removed out of the path of succeeding
inquirers most of the more obvious fallacies, most of the
errors of first impression which perplex the subject, and
established its fundamental principles on a firm though rather
vague basis. Men of business would not have been them-
selves equal to this preliminary task. A priori, it would
seem to need a more general philosophic training than they
have at present; and more of leisure than it can be expected
that they will ever have. In fact, before the time of Adam
Smith, the minds of men of business were generally clouded
by the errors of what is called the "mercantile system"-
which is but an attempt, more or less successful,to express in
a scientific form certain prejudices natural to the money
market. From the time that practical men were started in a
right direction they have made great progress-far greater
than that of any scientificwriters-but they want the general
viewsand calm reflectiveness necessary at the earliest stage.
At that point an acquaintance with detail is scarcely an
assistance-a little remoteness from it is even an advantage.

Mr. ]. D. Hume belongedprecisely to the class of persons
of whom we have been speaking. He was a scientific econo-
mist and a practical man of business, and he distinguished
himself in both pursuits. His position was very favourable
for a combination of the two. His father, whose merits as a
man of business appear to have attracted the notice of Mr.
.Pitt, was Secretary to the Board of Customs, and he himself
entered the Custom House at sixteen. In early life he seems
to have-been most remarkable forbodily energy. He had been
at a public school, and benefited at least by that portion of
its training. His fondness for hunting must have been re-
markable. "Upon one occasion," we are told, " in the depth
of winter, being disappointed of the horse which was to take him
to the place where the hounds met, he rose between three and
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four o'clock in the morning and walked in his top-boots a dis-
tance of twenty-three miles into Hertfordshire; and in the
evening he offered for a trifling wager to walk back again to
London." Of his official career his biographer tells us little,
and that little is not very intelligible. We ought to have had,
in such a biography as this, a clear account of Mr. Hume's
official career; but Mr. Badham evidently thinks this portion
of his duties beneath him. He gives us instead quotations
from Mr. Burke and other eminent writers, which very seldom
have any tendency to elucidate his subject. We have, how-
ever, some account of Mr. Hume's introduction to the states-
man of that time who was most likely to appreciate his powers
of usefulness. "Mr. Hume's situation," which, if we rightly
understand his biographer, was at the time that of the Con-
troller of the Customs, "often imposed upon him the duty of
writing reports upon subjects connected therewith for the use
of the. Commissioners. One of these papers had been for-
warded to Mr. Huskisson, and related to a subject upon which
he happened to be seeking information. Struck probably by
the document, he begged to see the individual who had written
it; and he, of course, had not long conversed with Mr. Hume
before he perceived his worth, how much he had reflected upon,
and how thoroughly versed he was in every branch of political
economy."

The great work to which Mr. Hurne owed his reputation
as a man of business was his consolidation of a large portion
of the Customs Law. An enormous number of statutes-
Mr. Badham says fifteen hundred-then regulated that portion
of our administration. Each Act had been passed with refer-
ence only to its special object, and the confusion and com-
plexity which might have been expected seem to have ensued.
In 1822, Mr. Hume undertook to consolidate a large part of
these Acts into a moderate compass. The success of his
attempt has been vouched for by many very competent judges.
Sir James Stephen, in the volume before us, has pronounced
the following characteristic eulogium on it: "Mr. Deacon
Hume and I were, during several years, contemporary members
of the Board of Trade. But as counsel to that Board I had
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nothing to do with his great work, the consolidation of the
laws of the Customs. He wrote every word of the code,which
ought to have borne his name, locked up day and night, as he
often told me, in lodgings which he took for the purpose in
Westminster, where even his wife and children were scarcely
ever admitted, After a self-imprisonment of many months in
that cell, he came out of it with a manuscript, which, when
printed, filled a small octavo volume, and which might have
been compressed into a pocket duodecimo. It contained all
the kernel of that branch of the law which, till then, had been
spread over the whole of the statutes at large, or printed collec-
tively in the form of a quarto, containing as much letter-press
as any two volumes of the Encyclopcedia Britannica: Mr.
Hume's digest was passed into law by Parliament, as he told
me, without the change of a word; and I do not believe that
among all the Acts in the Statute Book any could be men-
tioned which so completely exhausted, and so luminously
arranged, so vast a subject within so very narrow a compass of
words." And Mr. Huskisson, in the House of Commons,
gave a still higher testimony to the value of the work :-

"The task (of consolidating the Customs laws) was of great
magnitude, but we did not shrink from it. I am free to ad-
mit that we never could have succeeded in our undertaking
without the assistance of a gentleman in the service of the
Customs, a gentleman of the most unwearied diligence, and
who is entitled, for his persevering exertions, and the benefits
he has conferred on the commercial world, to the lasting grati-
tude of the country. In the performance of this duty we had
innumerable difficultiesto encounter, and battles without end
to fight. And now, sir, in one little volume which I hold in

_ my hand, are comprised all the lawsat present in existence on
the subject of the management and the revenue of the Customs,
of navigation, of smuggling, of warehousing, and of our colonial
trade, compressed in so clear and yet so comprehensive a
manner, that no man can possibly mistake the meaning or the
application.... Mr. Hume's volume is the perfection of codi-
fication."

The important task was completed in 1826, and two years
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afterwards Mr. Hume was removed from the Customs to the
Board of Trade, of which he was one of the Secretaries, till his
retirement from the public service in 1840. During that
period he was undoubtedly a most efficient man of business,
but he had no opportunity of doing anything which would be
likely to be remembered very long. An administrative repu-
tation is, from the nature of it, very temporary.

Mr. Hurne's claim to a posthumous fame rests on his
writings as a political economist, of which the most remarkable
are a series of letters published under the-signature of H. B. T.
in the Morni'ng Ckroni'cle in 1834, and which Mr. Badham has
very properly reprinted. Pamphlets on political economy are
not often of enduring reputation, but these letters deserve a
place in economical history, as among the earliest expositions
of two remarkable theories on two important subjects. The
first is that of Free Trade. Mr. Deacon Hume was a Freetrader,
and almost the earliest Free-trader of what may be called the
Anti-Corn-Law League school. The general maxims of com-
mercial freedom have been stereotyped commonplaces from
Adam Smith's time downwards. Educated men have for
many years more or less acquiesced in them. But it was con-
sidered by the majority of Englishmen, not excepting many
eminent political economists, that there were economical cir-
cumstances which rendered it very unwise to apply them to
many parts of English commerce, and especially to the com-
trade. It was to this last point especially that Mr. Hurne en-
deavoured to draw public attention in the letters we have
mentioned. The received notion, even among Free-traders,
then was, that there were peculiar burdens affecting English
agriculture which rendered it impossible for it, under a system
of free trade, to compete even in the English market with
foreign agriculture, and that a protective duty on the importa-
tion of foreign com would countervail those peculiar disad-
vantages, and enable it successfully to compete with them.
Mr. Hume was among the first to deny both these assumptions.
He maintained that there were no important burdens affect-
ing the English farmer which did not press with equal weight
on all other capitalists in this country, or which could give
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him a claim to protection at the expense of other capitalists.
He also denied that the price of com was higher under the
protective system than it would be under one of entire free
trade, and that, therefore, it was an error so to speak of the
existing duties as a satisfactory compensation to the farmers
for their peculiar burdens. He strongly maintained that they
did not give them higher prices for their com than they would
obtain without them.

These views are those which, fifteen years ago, were first
made generally known to the country by the efforts of the
League. Although doubts may be raised to some of the de-
tails of these tenets, and substantial objections taken to many
of the most celebrated arguments by which they were supported,
their general correctness was, at the time of the repeal of the
Corn-laws, generally admitted by educated men, and has been
to a certain extent confirmed by the event. Mr. Hume was
so convinced of their soundness that he was in the habit of
saying, "that a better case could be made out for giving a
bounty on the importation, than for levying a Custom-house
tax on foreign corn"; and he is entitled to be remembered as
one of the earliest promulgators of such tenets. Mr. Hume's
services to the Free-trade cause were not confined to writing.
He possessed very considerable powers of conversational ex-
position, and made use of them in explaining his favourite
views to the many statesmen with whom he was officially
brought into contact. And there is much evidence collected
in the volume before us that he did so with remarkable success.

The second subject with which Mr. Hume's name ought
in some degree to be connected is that of the currency. His
contributions to this subject are less important than to that of
Free-trade, and from other causes much less interesting. It
had been generally believed that the suspension of cash pay-
ments by the Bank of England had-at least before the time
of the Bullion Committee in I8IO-been followed by a great
depreciation in the currency of this country. Gold, it is
certain, was not then to be found in actual use here as a cir-
culating medium, and it was believed that it had been driven
abroad by over-issues of paper. Mr. Hume denied that the
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effect was owing to such a cause. He considered that the
exportation of gold was mainly owing to the demand for it
consequent on our foreign military payments, and on the un-
favourable balance of trade created by Napoleon's prohibition
of our manufactures. Gold went abroad, he thought, not
because our currency was in excess, but because it was the
only commodity which Bonaparte would permit the Continent
to take, or which would be suitable for war payments. He
believed besides that the prices of commodities here were not,
generally speaking, higher than they were on the Continent,
as apparently they would have been if our currency had been
depreciated below the level of theirs. Mr. Hume did not
dissent from the doctrine of the Bullion Committee, that the
English currency was depreciated below the value which it
would have maintained if the suspension of cash payments
had not been adopted. He fully agreed with the committee
that, to the price at the Mint, the paper currency was depre-
ciated below what must have been its value had it been con-
vertible into gold on demand; but he thought that if Bank-
notes had continued to be so convertible, the whole currency
of both gold and paper would have risen in value as compared
with commodities in general, because of the unusual demand
for gold upon the Continent. He believed, therefore, that the
measures of the Bank should rather be said to have prevented
an appreciation, than to have caused a depreciation of the
currency. Views of this kind have since been very extensively
promulgated, but in 1834 they were new; and, whatever may
be their soundness, Mr. Hume's name ought to be mentioned
in connection with them.

On the whole, Mr. Hume must be considered as one of the
first of the practical men of business who have contributed to
the progress of political economy. His mind was strong, and
his views, for the most part, sound. He was profoundly ac-
quainted with the commercial details of his age, and spared no
labour in attempting to verify his commercial theories by com-
parison with actual facts. He was unusually successful as an
expositor, for his great powers as a man of business inclined
most persons to listen to his theories about business.
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(From" The Saturday Review," 6th August, 1859.)

MR ROGERS is one of the authors who have taken too much
pains with their writings. The Pleasures of Memory employed
him seven years, Columbus fourteen, Human Life six, Italy
fourteen; and even after the publication of these poems he
did not cease to correct them. In these days of hasty com-
position it is impossible not to respect so much patience and
so much concentrated labour, and well-known maxims would
lead us to anticipate that very great excellence would be their
result. We believe, however, that in most cases these maxims
are erroneous. We indine to think that such extremely slow
production is very rarely favourable to the perfection of works
of genius. Writers forget what they mean to say. Who can
answer for the exact shade of thought which he intended to
express nine years ago? The author knows as little about it
as anyone else. If the subject is a favourite one, he is very
apt to confuse it with other thoughts which have come and
gone in the intermediate period. In consequence, when he is
correcting, as he calls it, the work of former years, he is apt
to substitute a thought materially different from the original
one, and less suitable to the connection in which it occurs.

• The first thought, at any rate, arose out of the thought which
preceded it in the course of composition. The interpolated
idea was suggested by the circumstances of succeeding years.
Again, even if the writer exactly remembers what he meant to
say, the effect is often worse. Probably the idea is a fixed
idea to him-a notion which he carries through the earth, and
which never leaves him. In that case the thought is apt to be

1Recollections,by Samuel Rogers. London; Longmans, 1859.
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so familiar to him that he hardly knows whether any particular
words convey it or not. All words on the same subject con-
vey it to his mind, and he is apt to expect that they will con-
vey it to others. Especially when he has altered his own
words=-as in the course of nine or ten years a man well may,
in a short poem, many times-he cannot say whether the
thought is adequately expressed or not. The very place in
the poem calls up the idea to him; and not any words at all
near the mark which satisfy his ear are very apt to satisfy his
mind. Accordingly, a student of the most celebrated poems
of Mr. Rogers will discover many expressions out of which a
patient elaboration has extracted the whole meaning, and many
paragraphs of which the first flow has been destroyed by in-
terpolated thoughts and gradually modified ideas.

But however applicable the practice of very elaborate
composition might be thought to be to the production of very
exquisite poems, hardly anyone, we should have imagined,
would have fancied that it was applicable to memoirs and
anecdotes. We might as well apply it to letter-writing. Who
would like to receive compositions which had been days under
cultivation, and which worthily conveyed the elaborate dullness
of patient attention? We may like the schoolboy scrawl, but
we are certain to dislike the meritorious theme. Accordingly,
the great pains and labour which we are told that Mr. Rogers
spent on these Memoirs have been very perniciously spent
He had exceedingly valuable materials. He was in the habit
of more or less constant intercourse with the best society in
London for about fifty years, and he entered in careful journals
what he heard there. I f he had confined his attention to
setting down with distinctness and accuracy the substance of
what occurred on the occasions which interested him the most,
we could not have failed to have a work full of valuable in-
formation, and exhibiting the sensitive taste, cool sense, and
refined cultivation which he indisputably possessed. We
could have borne with some triviality, for much of it would
probably have been characteristic of the times, and even more
of it of the writer. Mr. Rogers has unfortunately adopted a
very different course. Instead of telling us that he went to
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dine with Home Tooke at such and such a time, that he had
such and such a coat on, that he was amusing or not amusing,
he has given us selected scraps of his conversation on very
many different occasions. We have sets of such sayings as
the following :-" Plays and Epic poems mislead us. A leader
is often led He has a thousand opinions to struggle with.
Pieces of money are so many tickets for sheep, oxen, etc.
When a pension is given, or a salary, a draft is issued
on the tiller of the soil." Even if the sayings were in them-
selves happy, they would lose much of their interest from our
not being told to whom they were said, before whom, and in
what connexion; and when they have, as is the case with the
dicta we have quoted, no intrinsic value at all, it is easy to
imagine the folly of the labour which has separated them from
all extrinsic sources of interest. We can conceive nothing
duller than this book to a person who had never heard of
Charles Fox, or Home Tooke, or Lord Erskine. A reader
who is familiar with their characters and their circumstances
will occasionally, however, find something which is agreeable
to him, because his imagination will enable him to supply the
attendant circumstances and living details which Mr. Rogers
spent some yea.rs in omitting.

Mr. Fox is one of the best known persons of whom Mr.
Rogers recollected much, and many persons will therefore
feel a slight interest in looking over the disconnected memo-
randa which he has left us. Sometimes the bouyancy and
life of Mr. Fox's character almost prevails over the jejuneness
of the reminiscent. We like to read the following of the
great statesman :-" Very candid-Retracts instantly-Con-
tinually putting wood on the fire-His Trajan, his Venus, his

- Mosaics from Tivoli-His attachment to particular books-
his common-place book-they keep a journal at home and
abroad". . . . "When Francis said that Wilberforce, if it
was left to him to decide whether Pitt should go out of office
for ten months and the slave-trade be abolished for ever, or
Pitt remain in, with the slave-trade, would decide for Pitt-
•Yes,' said Fox, •I'm afraid he would be for Barabbas'."
. . . "After all, Burke was a damned wrong-headed fellow
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through life, always jealous and contradictory." There is
something of the simple emphasis of real conversation in these
phrases-we feel that they were said. Mr. Rogers observes
that his memorials of Mr. Fox show" his playfulness, his
love of letters, and his good nature in unbending himself to a
young man". There is no doubt that they do so j and if
Mr. Rogers had told us the actual details of what happened,
they would have shown these estimable qualities still more.
Few statesmen have felt so ardent a love of letters as Fox-
fewer still have recurred to them with the same fresh gaiety
in the midst of a very unsuccessful political career. He
thought poetry the "great thing, after all," and agreed with
Burke that there was "no truth "-no adequate representa-
tion, that is, of great subjects-elsewhere. His insensibility
to the kindred art is in contrast curious :-" Mrs. Fox said
the only fault she could find with him was his aversion to
music. The utmost she could say for him was that he could
read Homer, while she played and sung to herself." But we
cannot say that the undress conversations of this volume will
tend to raise the fame of Mr. Fox as a statesman. His situa-
tion in later life was singularly unfortunate for a person who
had spent his earlier life as he did. He had passed a youth
of fashionable excess qualified by fractious debating. From
neither of these pursuits had he acquired-for in neither of
them had he an opportunity of acquiring-a great store of
political reflection. On these subjects, as he declared in the
House of Commons, he sat at the feet of Mr. Burke. If he
had been thrown, as Mr. Pitt was, among the details of office,
there is considerable evidence that he would have mastered
them with real vigour-thought upon them with fresh origin-
ality. But he had no such opportunity. The twenty years
of his life in which his mind would have been most fit for such
a task were passed in opposition. His views, in consequence,
were almost always defective-often singularly so for a man
of his ability in his position. We do not dwell on his dislike
of political economy, which is curiously shown in the Recollec-
tions. "We know nothing on that subject," said Lord
Lauderdale, "before Adam Smith wrote." "Pooh," says
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Fox, "your Adam Smiths are nothing." We have no right
to complain of a statesman of even the end of the eighteenth
century for not having given a real attention to the true theory
of trade. Those who then did so deserve great praise, but
those who were deficient in it scarcely merit great blame.
Lord Derby said he was born in the "prescientific period,"
and Mr. Fox certainly was so. But the volume before us
shows distinct traces of a very uncultivated mind on parts of
politics which do not need so elaborate a treatment. Mr.
Rogers heard him say-" I always say, and always think, that
of all the countries in Europe, England will be the last to be
free. Russia will be free before England. The Russians
know no better, and knowledge might and would operate on
them to good; but the English have the knowledge and the
slavery too." Of course such reflections are but childish
absurdities.

The reminiscencesof Home Tooke, in Mr. Rogers's Memor-
andum Book, are likewiseoccasionallycurious. His literal kind
of wit-set off, as tradition recounts, by a courteous manner
and by imperturbable coolness-is not ill shown in the follow-
ing :-'" Power,' said Lord -- to Tooke, 'should follow
property '. ' Very well,' he replied, 'then we will take the
property from you, and the power shall follow it.''' . . .
" , Now, young man, as you are settled in town,' said my
uncle, 'I would advise you to take a wife.' 'With all my
heart, sir; whose wife shall I take?'" It is a trait of manners
that the " Rev. Mr. Home" must have been a young clergy-
man at the time of this conversation ; he did not, as is well
known, take the name of Tooke till a later period. We have
a trace, too, of his philological acuteness in Mr. Rogers's
pages :-" An illiterate people is most tenacious of their
language. In traffic the seller learns that of the buyer before
the buyer learns his. A bull in the field, when brought to
town and cut up in the market, becomes bceuf,beef; a calf,
veal; a sheep, mouton; a pig, pork ;-because there the
Norman purchased, and the seller soon learnt his terms; while
the peasantry retained their own." It is not surprising that
a sharp logical wit should be an acute interpreter of language.
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If, as is generally thought, the general reader be a person
of no information, we do not recommend him to read the dis-
connected scraps to which the punctilious care of Mr. Rogers
has reduced his reminiscences; but anyone who knows a
little of the principal people who have appeared in England
during the last sixty or seventy years will find something to
interest him, though much less than he would have found if
the same materials bad been used more freely and more
naturally.

18 •



THE SEMI-DETACHED HOUSE.l

(From" The Saturday Review," 27th August, 1859.)

ALTHOUGH this is not exactly a novel with a dogma, it is a
novel with a notion. The notion is that we ought not to dis-
like to live in a semi-detached house. " Oh, Aunt Sarah,"
exclaims one of the ladies, in the first page, "you don't mean
that you expect me to live in a semi-detached house."-
"Why not, my dear, if it suits you in other respects? "-" Why
because I should hate my semi-detachment, or whatever the
occupants .of the other half may call themselves."-" They
call themselves Hopkinson," continued Aunt Sarah coolly.
-" I knew it," said Blanche triumphantly, " I felt certain their
names would be either Tompkinson or Hopkinson.... Did
you see any of the Hopkinson when you went to look at the
house? "-" Yes, they went in at their door just as I went in
at yours. The mother, as I suppose, and two daughters, and
a little boy."-"Oh dear me! a little boy, who will always
be throwing stones at the palings, and making me jump;
daughters who will be always playing 'Partant pour la Syrie' ;
and the mother" -" Well, what will she do to offend your
Highness? "-" She will be immensely fat, wear mittens, thick
heavy mittens, and contrive to know what I have for dinner

- every day."
The lady who objects to the" semi-detachment" is a cer-

tain Lady Chester, and the book is to teach us that she ought
not to object Mrs. Hopkinson does turn out to be fat, but
also turns out to be very sensible, good-humoured and obliging,
to have two nice daughters, and to be capable of giving wise

1 Tlee Semi-Detadud House. Edited by Lady Teresa Lewis. Lon·
don: Bentley, 1859.
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counsel on the management of the kitchen chimney. The pur-
pose of the book, in so far as it has a purpose, is to teach us
that we should take life easily and frankly-associate with the
people whom chance throws in our way, if they seem sensible
and pleasant-that we should not be too much pleased at
speaking to persons of superior rank, nor too anxious to avoid
those who may be below us. Our readers will say that, after
all, this is not very new, and it certainly is not. But it is a
great achievement to teach an old lesson in an enlivening way,
and this is a lesson which it is rather difficult to teach with
perfect good taste. Mr. Thackeray, for example, has been
teaching it with consummate ability for many years; but
perhaps he makes too much of it. We fancy he considers it
both more difficult and more important than it really is. He
a little overrates the intensity of the snobbish propensities-
he dwells on them almost sympathisingly. A certain dean of
a departed generation cautioned his hearers against "That
besetting liquor, old port wine, by which even some of our
clergy have been led astray". In a somewhat similar spirit
our great satirist warns us that no literary ability, no fame,
no mental power is an effectual protection against the desire
to speak to Dukes. Wherever he looks through the world,
this is the desire he perceives. The insidious temptation
creeps into all hearts, and injures wherever it enters. We own
that we think this an exceedingly exaggerated kind ofteaching.
The snobbish desires undoubtedly exist, and are diffused most
widely; but it is only in rare cases that they are extremely
powerful. They would take most people a little way, but very
few people a great way. Mr. Thackeray, too, we think, fancies
his lesson too important. Like all missionaries, he intensifies
the evil against which he is preaching. Many people who do
care too much about the great, and who are too much afraid
of talking to those below them, are nevertheless very good
people. They have their faults, as others have theirs; but
for all that their nature may in the main be sound, and their
capacity for substantial excellence may in most of its parts not
be much impaired. Snobbishness is an insidious endemic, but it
is rarely a mortal malady. We can scarcely perhaps give the
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Semi-Detached House a higher sort of praise than that it
teaches Mr. Thackeray's peculiar doctrine in a healthier and
better way than he does. The two varieties of snobbishness
-that of running from our inferiors and that of making up to
our superiors-both occur pretty often in this book, and both
are laughed at. They are allowed to be venial sins, but it is
shown that they are ludicrous-that they interfere with the
tranquillity of life and with the chances of enjoyment that
tum up in it-that sensible persons, whatever their rank may
be, laugh at them. Of course there is nothing new in the
lesson; but there is a good-natured contempt in the way it is
given that is telling. We can fancy it curing, or half-curing,
the vice. Mr. Thackeray, we fear, only teaches people to hide
the indications of it.

A novel of this sort necessarily has its scene in the middle
rank of social life-with some people who are lords and ladies
and some who are neither; and it has the sort of merits
which such a novel may be expected to have. The dialogue
is very good, very witty and buoyant-jolly, though yet
lady-like. The events are the ordinary ones of social life.
Two families live in the two halves of one house, and are
naturally thrown together; and as one is of rank, and the
other by no means of rank, the scenes can be made amusing.
The lady of no rank fancies, moreover, that the lady of rank
is not all which she should be, and this is made amusing too.
The authoress has one peculiarity which is invaluable to a
painter of common social life-she has a genius for middle-
aged women. For obvious reasons young people are made
more prominent in novels than they are in reality. Perhaps
the discovery of this is one of the sorest disappointments of
early life. Young people come out with romantic notions of

- various sorts, and it is disappointing to find middle-aged people
with the influence which they in fact have. As to men it
does not seem to matter so much; they have occupations,
and briefs, and offices, which seem to explain it. But that
the social half of life should be subject to the administrative
vivacity of ladies with historical complexions is for a time a
trial. A novel like the Semi-Detached House, which brings
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out this fact, and shows how far the middle aged regime may
be made tolerable, is instructive.

There are two middle-aged women in this book-one good
and the other bad, but both fat and both energetic. We may
give a specimen of the conversation of the former :-

" Ah, there they are," said Mrs. Hopkinson, jumping up
in a fright. "Oh, John, what shall we do? I knew they
would corne to us in our turn."

"Who would corne, Jane?" said Captain Hopkinson, who
was half-asleep.

"Why, the burglars, of course! What will become of us !
Where's my purse? I always keep a purse ready to give
them, it makes them so good-humoured. Oh, dear, what a
noise they make, and they will be quite savage if they are
kept waiting," she said, as another violent ringing was heard.
" John, John, you must not go down to them; they willknock
you down. Let me go."

" I don't see," said John, laughing, "why I am to let you
go and be knocked down instead of me. But, my dear, there
is no danger; burglars do not corne and ring the bell and ask
to be let in like a morning visitor. It must be the police-
man."

"Ah, poor man! I daresay with his head knocked to
pieces with a life-preserver,and all over kicks and bites. But,
perhaps, he is only corne to tell us the house is on fire," said
Mrs. Hopkinson, with a sudden accession of cheerfulness.
"I should not mind that, anything is better than robbers.
Oh, John, now don't put your head out so far, those ticket-of-
leave men fire in all directions. And do keep calling out
Thomas and John, and I will answer in a gruff voice," said
poor Mrs. Hopkinson, who was so terrified her whisper could
scarcely be heard.

"My dear," said John, withdrawing his head, "there is
nothing to be alarmed at. It is Lord Chester; Lady Chester
is taken ill, and he wants you to go to her."

" And so that is all,' said Mrs. Hopkinson, instantly be-
ginning to dress. "Ah, poor soul, of course I will. Well,
now, this is neighbourly of them, and I take it very kindly
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their sending for me. Why, they are two babies themselves,
and they can't know what to do with a third."

The snobbish fat lady is a certain Baroness Sampson, the
wife of a certain Jewish millionaire in the City, who is dis-
covered at the end of the book not to be a millionaire, and
decamps. This lady is not, indeed, asked to the Queen's balls,
but intends to bring her Majesty" to her senses next year,"
and lives upon that pretension in the meantime. That she
pretends to know persons whom she has never seen, and is
very anxious to know people who will upon no account know
her, it is not necessary for us to relate.

One defect of the lesson not to object to a " semi-detached
house" is that it will not make a plot of itself. The authoress
of the book, wishing to have a plot, like other novelists, has
been obliged to annex one from other sources. She has not,
however, thought it worth while to look out for a complicated
one. The hero is a certain man named Willis, who has lost
his wife, and trades on his disconsolateness ever after. He
really makes a great deal of it in general society. Much
attention is paid him by way of relief, and the minor comforts
of life are constantly offered to him by way of compensation.
These, however,he resists, and perseveres in his unconquerable
depression, naturally feeling that while it obtained him so many
pleasant things it would be foolish to relinquish it.

There is one pursuit in life in which a conspicuous grief
for a deceased wifeis likely to be rather an encumbrance than
a help-and that is, the wooing of a second. In Mr. Willis's
case the difficulty is increased by his having selected a matter-
of-fact young lady who works out her ideas with unusual
distinctness. " Either," she says to Mr. Willis, "you do not
still care for your late wife, for whom you are in the deepest

- mourning, or you do not care for me. If you ·like me, leave
off your mourning; if you must keep your mourning, leave
me alone. Either your love is false or your grief is false;
please make your selection." Mr. Willis is logician enough
to feel the force of this reasoning, and ceases to be disconso-
late.

We do not know whether such a plot was intended to be
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anything; but it is nothing. No art could spin much out of
so slight a material. Besides, the moment Mr. Willis ceases
to be mournful,he ceases to be anything. He has, in other
respects, no more character than the mute in a funeral. He
displays all through the book one trait, and one only. The
moment he loses that, he vanishes in our fancy entirely. As
this is the case, we need not say that the merit of the book
does not lie in the story, but in its sparkling dialogue, its
good subsidiary characters, and its cheerful and habitual good
sense.



THE ADVENTURES OF PHILIP ON HIS WAY
THROUGH THE WORLD.

(From" The Spectator," 9th August, 1862.)

MR. THACKERAYhas arrived at a peculiar distinction in the
world of art. When we look at a new picture of any recog-
nised school-suppose the Dutch School of Art-we do not
expect to receive any entirely novel idea. We look at the
pictures of Wouverman's, and we ask where is the White
Horse: we look at Teniers or Ostade, and we expect to see
our old friends, the old clay jug, the old merry boors, the old
natural bourgeois life. Of each new picture, we judge, or
attempt to judge, whether that new specimen of the familiar
class is of the first excellence in that class. If a person says,
"Teniers is occupied with low subjects," we answer, "Of
course he is! how young you are!" In the same way, when
we read a new book of Mr. Thackeray's, we know precisely
that which we have to anticipate. We are well aware that
human life will be delineated in a certain characteristic way,
and according to certain very peculiar and characteristic con-
ventions. That is Thackeray, we say: we know what he is,
and we do not expect him to change; we compare himself
with himself; we only ask whether he is good to-day in com-
parison to what he was yesterday.

Mr. Thackeray is a writer to whom this peculiar sort of
fame is especially natural and appropriate. His most obvious
merit is an artistic expression. His words have a felicity in
conveying what he means, which no other words would have.
His delineation is inexplicably, but somehow certainly, better
than any other sort of delineation of the same kind. You say
those sentiments are low; they are, at any rate, not the high-
est; but if you try to express those sentiments yourself, you
will find that you come to nothing, or that you become unen-

a8a
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durable. The author of Vanity Fair can describe the world
as if it were a vanity fair, and all men read him, and those who
study the art of expression study him for that art; but we
should laugh at a baby imitator. We should say, "My dear
young sir, it takes years of worldly study and years of deep
feeling, at once worldly and unworldly, to know how to use
these worldly words so spiritually and so nicely. You can
hardly talk as yet. Do not try to imitate the delicate finesse
of the practised raconteur, or the melancholy mirth of the
Belgravian novelist. It is not for young enthusiasts, it is not
for patient-thinking men so to dress thought or a near approach
to thought, that the unthinking world will read and re-read it."

In this book,Philip, Mr. Thackeray is evidently trying to
baffle his critics. They have said very often that he could
never make a plot. He is now trying to show that he can.
He has accumulated all the best traditional material. An
eager, impetuous hero, who is skilful in getting into scrapes,
and unskilful in extricating himself from them; a nice little
heroine, gentle on all other matters, but biting like a tigress
when her lover is attacked; a bad father, who commits forgery
and seduction; a bad mother, who wishes to induce her
daughter to abandon her lover, partly from a just belief that
the match is a bad one, but partly also from a maternal
impulse to bully and tyrannise; a professional nurse who is
still not very old, and who was seduced in her youth, and
who passes her life in doing good actions to a son of her
seducer by a different woman; an old lord of diabolical
principles and conversation to match; a marriage perhaps
valid, perhaps invalid; a long period, during which the hero
is interestingly poor; a sudden discovery of a lost will by
which he is reinstated in comfort and opulence; these are
good materials. They are the best part of the recognised
stock in hand of narrativeartists. If a writer could accomplish
nothing with this capital apparatus, it is not likely that he
will accomplish much with any other. He has as good a
chance with this machinery as he is ever likely to have with
any.

Nevertheless as far as "plot I, is concerned, Philtp is a
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failure. Noone of all its most numerous readers has probably
read it with eager interest as a story. You no more care what
becomes of any of Mr. Thackeray's celebrated characters than
you want a biography of a Dutch boor or a Dutch utensil in
Teniers' pictures. There the characters are in "Thackeray";
you contemplate them with pleasure and indulgence and
satisfaction; and you watch them as you watch your com-
panions at a party only that you feel that you understand
them better. Thackeray is like the edited and illustrated
edition of a great dinner; but as for caring what becomes of
those people, of the adjacent crinolines and opposite white
ties, no, you cannot do that. You see what they are but you
cannot be interested in their future. Mr. Thackeray, as we
know well, cares for the people in the book, and Providence
(we suppose) will care for the people at the dinner, but we
cannot in either case concern ourselves with the subject.

Mr. Thackeray evidently feels this himself. He has no
great impulse to tell us what happened to his characters.
He must have a story, he knows, to tell us, and, therefore, he
concocts or adapts a story, and involves his characters in it as
best he may, but he can do no more. His feeling is the
opposite of Mr. Canning's knife-grinder; the latter had noth-
ing to relate, and was sorry for it: Mr. Thackeray must relate
something, and is sorry for that also. His characteristic ex-
clamation is, "Story! God bless you, I have one to tell you,
Sir; but do not ask me to tell it, Sir; it is such a bore, Sir".

Mr. Thackeray likes to have a characteristic particular in
every book, and he has one here. J t is the relation of children
to their parents. We do not mean the sentimental relation in
which each is fond of the other, or the pecuniary relation in
which one inherits from the other, but a more complex relation
in which one of them is contrasted with the other. With a
very peculiar watchfulness Nature has provided us with an in-
stinctive aversion to what our parents do. "I won't do that
at any rate," says the eager vanity, the improving conceit of
youth. From the faults and vanities of our fathers we rush,
angry and ardent, to follies of our own. Even with the very
best children of the best parents it is so. The religious
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daughter of a Puritan mother has very early a latent weakness
for the Virgin Mary. In the early self-will that accompanies
second teeth, she peruses the Christian Yea,. as a secret study,
not being quite sure whether she enjoys most the overt excel-
lence of the pure book or the latent flavour of her slight dis-
obedience. All the Wilberforces are anti-Evangelical, and the
Bishop of Oxford has very little anti-slavery fanaticism. The
good children of good parents are sure to have, at any rate, a
very different sort of goodness from that of their parents.
And the good children of bad parents feel the reaction too,
and make a much better use of it. They are excellent with
the very virtues which their progenitors missed, and loathe all
the offences in which those progenitors especially indulged.
Philip is bold, outspoken, and unworldly because his father is
mean, cringing, and parasitical. Nature won't have a monot-
onous world at any rate. With an impatience of what it has
always seen, an antipathy to what it has always heard, and a
frantic wish to be original, an eager youth flounders into life.
" May I be delivered from father and mother! " so begins his
litany. And his prayer is granted. The world strikes him
hard enough and often enough, but it has an insidious plea-
sure in exiling him far from his paternal home and driving
him far from his ancestral creed.

We do not mean that Mr .Thackeray resembles Sir Archi-
bald Alison. His books are not sermons with narratives
between them. Mr. Thackeray's favourite art is a sort of
annotated picture. He describes to you Philip and Charlotte,
the mother-in-law and the aunt-in-law, and then he likes to
pause to analyse, to assure you that Philip was very impetu-
ous and eager, which was a disadvantage to him generally in
life; but an advantage to him in this case, for else he would
never have been bold enough to seize that pretty little girl ;
and as to Charlotte, he tells you that she is a weak little thing,
which is also a difficulty for her in the general course of life,
but an advantage now, for if she had had any mind, she might
have obtruded it during the courtship, and so disconcerted and
startled her admirer. Any particular intellect in either party
would rather, the commentator says, disenchant than enchant
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the other. And so he goes on volume after volume painting
for us pretty scenes, and covering them with worldly remarks.

It is for these sort of half-cynical, half-true delineations
that Mr. Thackeray's pen was meant. He looks at the
spectacle of society, the play which is going on in the miscel-
laneous theatre of the world. He rather yawns at the great
passions, and but torpidly wonders at its great efforts and
troublesome events. The" grand style" may be grand, but
it is a little tiresome; it is rather a young notion to be taken
in by all that. Some divines earnestly counsel us not to be
busy about "public matters which concern us not"; the true
philosophy of this world is of the same mind. " If you bore
yourself, my son," it says, "you will become a bore; leave the
great tasks of life to the few who are entrusted with them and
paid for them; it is ridiculous to be an amateur statesman: if
you have an opinion on such subjects secrete it; sooner or
later it will bring you into trouble, and you will be laughed
at for it."

Such is Mr. Thackeray's evident belief. He won't en-
cumber himself with big ideas. If he should encounter a
serious discussion, as will happen to the lightest writers, he
will lounge through it if he can. He is great in minute
anatomy. The subsoil of life-not the very surface, but just
the next layer which one little painful scratch will bring up-
this is his region, and it is an immense one. The great
passions are few and simple; lists of the best situations might
well be drawn up, and categories of the highest characters
even more easily. The peaks of great mountains are much
like one another, and an artist who was celebrated only for
painting them would have but few pictures to sell. Various
art is, in its essence, sublunary. Do not be exaggerated, do
-not aim too low; do not take the worst of the world; ex-
treme badness is as monotonous and of as few species as the
best excellence. Live on the ordinary common follies of the
ordinary common world; analyse most men as they stand be-
fore you, interested in most things and practising most things.
By natural tact and studious pains Mr. Thackeray does so in-
imitably well,and therefore his art is copiousas wellas excellent.
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Affection-impossible as artistic subject, Amencan Colonies:
iii. 15-16. Ongm of, iii, 35°, 351.

Ages, special character of, viii. 20-1. War With, iv. 12, 28; v. 200, 221.
Agitation, value of, iv. 319. 328; Congress at the time of,
Agricultural communities. vii. II4. iii. 352.
Agricultural labourers : Americans:

Political nullity of, iii. u9, 153. Administrative capacities of, v. 294.
Population, increase among. viii. 208. Early reading of, ii, 133.
Privations of, habitual, Viii. 225 a.nd n. Amusement, iii. 3-5.
Wages of, in Ireland, viii. 222. Anderson. Mrs. Garrett, ix. 139.

Agriculture: Andorre, Republic of, viii. II6.
EcoJlOfffistes' doctrine on, vii. 20-1. Anglican Church:
Depression in (1816), ii. 294- Clergy of:
Improvements in, vii. 169, 176. Estimate of, vi. 256.
Manufactures and trade compared Position of, in 18th cent., I. 265.

with, by A. Smith, vii. 206-7. Establishment of, circumstances af-
Mercantile interests identical with fecling continuance of, vi. 250,

those of, iii. 314. 252; ix. 146.
Peasant proprietors, see tlwt heading. Estimate of, vi. 247.
Protection as affecting, iii. 315-16; Gladstone's views on, iii. 294-5.

vii. 48-9. Ireland, in, see Irish Church Bill.
287
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Anglican Church-cont.-

Jacobite leanings of, iv. 157·
Law and procedure regarding, vi.

249·
Oxford Movement, see that heading.
Parties in, vi. 250.1; Romanising

party,252.
Patronage in, iii. 295.6.
Preferment in, i. 263-4 ; to arch-

episcopate, iii. 377.
Privy Council decisions as to, vi.

249-50•
Public Worship Regulation Bill, vi.

251•
Animals:

Captivity, in, vii. 173, 221.
Taming of, vii. 237-9; selective pro-

cess in, viii. 33-4.
Transmission of faculties by, viii. 4-

5·
Animated moderation, viii. 130 fr.
Anne, Queen, dynastic question under,

iv. 142 ff., 170-2; promotes Marl-
borough, IV. 153; creates Peers,
v. 333, 335; dismisses Marlbor-
ough, IV. 158; distrusts Boling-
broke, iv. 159, 173; attitude
towards Peace of Utrecht, iv.
173; towards Jacobites, iii. 236 ; ,
towards House of Hanover, iv.
176; illness of, iv. 171; death of,
IV. 175; English feeling for, v.
188; estimate of, iv. 154, 173,
176: v. 334.

Antinomian Calvmism, i. 297-8.
Antiquities, viii. 1-2.
Antonelli, Card., ix. 218 ff,
Arch, Joseph, ix. 157.
Architecture, Classic and Gothic, con-

trasted, ii. 258.
Arguments and opinions, i, 308-9.
Aristocracy, English:

Benefit of, v. 223.
Business training, lack of, v. 308.
Challenging of, by the masses, un-

desirable, ix. 66.
Eighteenth century conditions of, iv.

70,74.
Electioneering power and influence

of, v. 132-3.
Influence of, v. II9-20; Parlia-

mentary, 277-8.
Liberalism supported by, ix. 158.
Martial temperament of, iii. 244.
Natural position of, alleged, v. 131.
Plutocracy, relations with, ii, 288-

9; v.131.
Prestige of, diminishing, v. 225.
Prolific habit of, vii. 174-5.
"Sneaking kindness II for, v. 132.

INDEX

Aristocracy, EnglisJa-collt.-
Social importance of, compared with

legislative insignificance, v. 226.
Unliterary, iv, 314.

Aristotle, estimate of, viii. 192-3; Plato
contrasted with, i. 282; con-
servatism of, viii. 16-17; cited,
viii. 25, lIO; quoted, viii. 8, 47;
on money, viii. 156.

Armaments:
Exact military budget suggested, iv.

49,53·
Evanescent nature of, iv. 42 fr.
Limits of, ix. 16 ff,
Objects of, three main, iv. 49.

Army, British:
Commissions:

Purchase of, abolition of, v. 136.
Signed by the Crown, v. 202.

Continental armies contrasted with,
V·305·

Objects of maintaining, iv. 49.
Recnnts, character of, v. 305.

Arnold, Dr., influence of, iv. 120-2;
estimate of, iv. 120; CIted, I.

175 ; it. 220 ; on Church and State,
viii, 17; quoted, i. 163, 1640 266;
iv. 31; on trade, viii. 25; on
race distinctions, viii. 26; on
misused trial time of modern
Europe, ix. 50, 256.

Arnold, Matthew, "Empedoc1es II by,
IV. 277-9; poetry lectures of, vii.
295-6; criticism by, of the
London University, vii. 286 fr.;
estimate of, viii. 38; quoted, i.
259; cited, iv. 130, 292; on
subjects of poetry, IV. 277.

Art:
Ancient and modern, compared, iii.

205-6.
English and foreign, i. 240.
Highest attainment of, IV. 240.
Painting and sculpture contrasted,

ii. 255.
Ptcturesque, meaning of term, iv.

27°-1.
Poetry, see that heading.
Symmetrical development in, i.iI.

78.
Umversal alone the matter of, iii, 15-

16.
Arthur, King, iv. 337-8 •
.. Artisanism," v. 283.
Artisans (see also Working Classes):

Employers in opposition to, iii. 159.
Enfranchisement of; see Urlder Fran-

chise.
Inventiveness of, viii. 132.
Thrift of, iii. 145-6.



INDEX

Aryan race:
Political capacity of, wi. 17.
Political institutions o~ viii. 43-4.

Ascetic and sensuous goodness con-
trasted, iii. 182 £1'.

Assassination of tyrants, ix. 25-6.
Assiento Contract, iv. 166.
Astronomy, personal equation in, vi.

231.
Atavism, viii. 100.
Athens:

Defeat of, by drilling aristocracies, viii.
19·

Hennae mutilation incident, viii. 67,
91•

Intellectua1level of, viii. nO-II.
Atmosphere, personal, ri, 69-70.
Atonement, doctrine of, i, 295.
Atterbury, Bp. of Rochester, iv. 176.
Attorneys:

Barristers, relations with, v. 73-6, 85.
Education of, V. 72.
Qualities of, i. 26~.

Augustme, Saint, i. 309; quoted, 278.
Austen, Lady, ii, ~2-4; cited, 31.
Austerity:

Goodness on lines of, iii. 183-5.
Party spirit characteristic of, iii. 200.
Solitariness as affecting, iii. 193.
Women's view of, iii. 196.

Austin, iv. 213-17.
Australia:

Gold discoveries in :
Prices as affected by, vii. 250.
Silver in relation to, vi. 285.
Trade, Australian, as affected by,

vi. 276, 284, 325.
National character of, viii. 2~.
Primitive tribes in:

Customs of, vii. 127-8, 142, 236.
Decline of, vii. 167-8, viii. 31-

Austria:
Crimean War, attitude during, ix. 13.
Mazzini's correspondence divulged

to, ix, 27.
Military collapse of (1866), ix. 86.
Revenue of (1859-60), iv. 42.

Authority, voluntary subjection to, ii.
101-2.

Average man:
Eccentricity of, iii. 191.
Estimate of, ii. 179-80.

Axioms. real and sham, vi. 228-9.
Aylesbury case, the, v. 229.
Aztecs, viii. 37.

BACON, Lord, scientific method of, vii.
101; Macaulay's estimate of, ii,
gS, 106; cited, i. 108; iii. ~
and n. S ; on discriminative

minds, iii. 285; quoted, vii. 212 ;

viii. 7+
Bagehot, form of name, i. 45.
Bagehot, Mrs. Thomas Watson

(mother), i. 3, 43·
Bagehot, Thomas Watson (father), i,

3,33·
Bagehot, Walter:

Appearance of. i. 3, 10, 50.
Books by, see thnr titles.
Career of-birth and childhood, i. Il-

3; at University College, 3 ff.,
II; in Paris, 23, 27; business
life, 29-30; articles for the Pro-
spectnJe Review and National
Review, 3D-I; marriage, 33; ef-
forts to enter Parliament, 41-3;
illness (1868), ~I ; death, 45.

Characteristics of:
Anstocratic views, i. 50, 75-6.
Arrogance, seeming, i. 7-10.
Buoyancy, i. I, 10.
Caution, i, 2.
Conversational powers, i, 43-5.
Cynicism, i, 25, 28_
Detachment of mind, i. 8-Il, 50.
Humour, i, I, 2, 31.
Imaginative qualities, i. I, 2.
Insight into men, i. 340 41.
Judgment, soundness of, i. 2, 31,

36,46•
Literary style, i,So, 6g; inaccuracy,

30,55-6.
Lucidity, i. 2,31.
Moderation and tendency to re-

straint of political energy, i. 6,
23, 37-9, 53·

Perversity, i, 71-2.
Social sympathies, lack of, i. 28,

37·
Theorising astray from facts, i. 69,

70.
Visionary nature, i. I, 16.

Literary essays, estimate of, i. 70-1.
Literary tastes of, i. II-I2.
Macaulay compared with, i. 6g.
Theological and religious views of, i,

7, 12, 15 £1'., 75-6.
Bailey quoted, iii. 128 and fl.'
Bain quoted, v. 102.
Balkan peoples, estimate of. ix. 207.
Bancroft. Dr., Bp. of London, i. 141.
Bank of England:

Account of, publication of, vi. 194-
5·

Advances by, practice of, ii. 352.
.. Bankers' Bank," as, VI. 191, 205-6.
.. Bankers' Deposits" at, vi. 186 ff.,

I91-2•
Bill-brokers' relations with, vi. 181-2.
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Bank of England-cont.-
Committee of Treasury, vi. 132-3,

149·
Constitution of, see sub-heading Man-

agement.
Contrasted with other banks, vi. 154-

5·
Corporate name of, vi. 139.
Credit of. vi. 52.
Crisis of 1825. action during, vi.

II3-14·
Deficiencyadvances by, vi. 72-3 and

n.2
Delusions of, vi. 50.
Departments of, distinct, vi. 48.
Deputy-Governor of, vi. 131-2, 135-6.
Deputy-Governor, permanent, sug-

gestion as to appointment of, vi.
143-7·

Directors of:
Anomalous position of, vi. 33-4
Bankers precluded from being, vi.

133-4; reform of this sug-
gested. 147-8.

Committee of Treasury, Deputy-
Governor, see those sub-head-
ings.

Election of, and tenure of officeby,
vi. 131-2.

Meetings of. vi. 149.
Number of, vi. 149.
Personnel and characteristics of,

vi. 36, 134, 137.
Policy of, vi. III-I3, II8.
Private anxieties of, at panic times,

vi. 145.
Sensitiveness of, vi. 53-4'

Discount Department of, ii, 339; vi.
136•

Dividendsof, vi. 34 and n.1
Division of, into two departments

proposed, viii. 149.
1819-44 period, position during, vi.

II3-14·
Foreign deposits at, VI. 31-2.
Foreign reserve at, vi. 30.
Foreigners' accounts as affecting, vi.

187-9.
Government account at, vi. 184-6.
Government of (seealso sub-heading,

Management) :
Criticisms on, vi. 130 IT.
Defects in, vi. u8.
Permanent official,appointment of,

suggested, vi. 143-7.
Government relations with, vi. 35,

48-9, 74, 75, 121, 124; viii. 149,
182, 184, 187; privilegesgranted,
ii. 332; vi. 67-8, 72-3 and n.';
viii. 185.

INDEX

Bank of England-cont.-
Governor of:

Appointment of, vi. 131-2, 135.
Permanent, suggestion of appoint-

ing, vi. 138 ff.; appointment
made, viii. 187

Speeches of, on crisis of 1866
quoted, vi. 212-14,216-18.

State-appointed, suggestion as to,
vi. 142-3.

Work of, vi. 135-6, 138.
Independence of, discussed,vi. 121 IT.
Liabilities of, nature of, vi. 183-4.
Loan of silver to, from Bank of

France, vi. 268.
Management of (seeabo sub-heading,

Government) :
Defects of, vi. 39, 49.
Nature of, and theory as to, vi. 33,

48.
Reforms of, suggested, vi. 53 IT.,

143 IT., 147 IT.
Misapprehensions regarding, vi.

48•
Moneymarket's relations with, vi. I;

market not controlled by, vi. 78.
Monopoly of, with Government, vi.

72-3 and n.'
National responsibility of, vi. 32.
Notes of:

Circulation of, as currency, vi. 2-
Fiduciary issue of, vi. 3.
Issue of (amounts), 1844-1903, vi.

24 n.
Legal tender, vi. 124.
Monopoly in, vi. 2, 68-9.
Substitute for coin, the best, viii.

171.
Origin of, vi. 65-6.
Panics, duty regarding, vi. 39-45, 49,

:[19, 191_

Peel's Act (1844). see under Currency.
Popular attitude towards, vi. 35, 76,

212.
" Public Deposits" at, vi. 185-6.
Rate of:

Effectiveness of, method of secur-
ing, vi. 6.

Market rate in relation to, vi. 39.
193-4; vii. 188.

Minimum, and published, vi. 77
and n.

Raising of:
Change of policy as to, vi. II5-16

and n.
EITect of, vi. 38-9; not immedi-

ate,Ig6.
Necessity for, early in panics, vi.

124-5-
Record of, vi. 136-7-



INDEX

Bank of England-cOllt.- Banking-cont.-
Reserve of: Natural system of, vi. 178-9, 199.

Amounts of, ii. 34G-I, 343-4; vi. Nature of, vi 138, 144, 146, ISO,
26-7 and nn., 29 and n., 34 and n.2 151.

H Apprehension" minimum, vi. I Origin of, v, 6-7; vi. 55 ff.
195-7 and n, I Banks :

Difference of, from reserves of other Bad, policy regarding, vi. 71, 73.
banks, vi. roo-ro. Confidential estabhshment of, vii.

Duty as to : I 258.
Governor's speech on, quoted, vi. Currency in relation to, v, 6-7; vi.

105-6. 57-9 and n.
Panics, in, vi. 40 ff., 49, 124-6. I Deposit, effect of, on current coin,
Uncertamty regarding, vi. 103, viii. 163-4'

ff., IIO-II, lIS, 129'3°' I Functions of, vi. 57-9.
Large, necessity for, vi. 44, 82. Loans by, securities for, vi. 97.

103, 154- Local management v. central, vi. 63.
Liabilities in proportion to-tables, Note circulation of, vi. 60'1.

vi. 202-3. Opposition of, to each other, theory
Minima of, in various crises, vi. as to, vi. 133, 147.

II4, 121. Joint stock:
Pnnciples which should regulate Apprehensions regarding, early, vi.

amount of, vi. 183 ff.; no Simple ISS ff.
calculation a guide to, VI. 193, Beginnings of, vi. 6g.
195. Bill-broker's relations With, VI. 179-

Sole keeper of, Se8 sub.heading So.
Unique position. Business methods of, ii. 341.

Reserves of other banks at, vi. 27-9. Cheque currency promoted by, vi.
Restriction, period of, vi. 75, 79, III- 2-4.

13, 229. Crisis of 1866, conduct during, vi.
Securities accepted by, vi. 129-30. 107.
1793-1844 period, position during, vi. Deposits in-proportion of, VI. 5;

104. amounts of, 13.
Specimen accounts of, vi. 24 n., 25. Government of, vi. 157 ff.; CQIII-
Statesmen's attitude towards, vi. 36. mtttee of directors suggested, vi.
Stock of, vi. 34 and n,l I 161·2.
Strain on, exceptional, instances of, Liabilities of, VI. 22.

vi. 28, 3x, 39; amounts of ad-I' London and Westminster, vi. 34
vances made, 48. and nn_, 45, 72, 154, 179, 207,

Suspension of cash payments by 2IG-II.
(before 1810), ix. 268-9. London Joint Stock Bank, vi. 187-

Unique position of, as to ultimate re- 8 and n.
serve, vi. 26, 32, 136, 191. Managers of, vi. 158-9, 160-2.

Danger of, ii. 333; VI. 50, 74>X80-I. '\ Overstone's criticism of, vi. ISS.
Inevitability ot, vi. X99-200. Power of, vi. 5, 12.
Ongin of, vi. 6g. Private banks absorbed by, vi.
Unalterability of, vi. 107, xag. 165 n., 167 II.

Bank of France, see under France. Profits of, vi. 152-4-
Bank of Germany, see under Germany- Reserves kept by:

imperial Amount of, vi. 26 and n., 27, 153
Bankers: and n., 156-7.

Saving habits of, VIi. 246-7. Improvement in, vi. 7.
Work of, vii. 131. Proportion of, to habilines-«

Banking: tables, vi. 202-3.
Capital required in, vi. 151. Risks of, vi. 20.
Changing character of, vii. 103. Salomon's evidence regarding, VI.
Deposit, ranty of, vi. 64. 205.
Detail of, increasing, VI. 16g-70. Success of, v, 2gB; vi. ISO ff.
France, in, see France-Banking. Private, vi. 164-71; note issue per-
Germany, in, see Germany-Bank- mitted to, vi. 68-9.

jng. Savings, vi. 199-200 and n.

19 •
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Barbarians, viii. 3D-I.
Barbes, i. 50, 81.
Baring Broe., vi. 21 n.
Barristers:

Attorneys, relations with, v. 73-6,
85·

Calling of, v. 65.
Degree examination of, v. 64-5.
Inaccessibility of, v. 73-6, 85.

Barter, vii, 128-31; viii. 153 ff.; school-
boy, vii. 182-3.

Beauty :
Moonlight in relation to, iv. 301.
Perceptions of, variable, vi. 230 ff.
Personal, iii. 187.

Bedford, Duke of (1765), iii. 260.
Beesley, Mr., viii. 38.
Behrens, Mr., quoted, v. 15-16.
Belgians, characteristics of, i. 102.
Belgtum, possibility of French invasion

of, i.120.
Belief:

U Animal nature" of, v, I02.
Childhood, in, v. 105-7.
Criterion of, v. 107.
Erroneous, danger of, v. 108-9.
Process of, v. 99.
Two parts of, v. 99, 101.

Benefit societies, iii. 145-6.
Bentham, ]., vii. 231; legend of, ii. 132-

3; quoted on Ricardo, vii. 26g.
Bentmck, Lord George, i. us. I
Beranger, life of, i. 106; iii. 19-20 ;

"utihsing his talent," iii. 25-6,
32; attitude towards Napoleon,
iii. 27'30; towards Revolution of
1830, iii. 31.

Characteristics of - style, iii. 13;
sympathy with the people, 20;
scepticism, 21, 23; geniality,
24-5; good sense, 32, 34, 35;
epicureanism, 35-6.

Cited, iii. 68; quoted, ii. II; estimate
of, iii. 19-20; French character
perfectly delineated by, 20, 36;
intellectuality in love-songs of,
18; contrasted with Horace, 23-4-

Works of, quoted:
"a l'Aeademie," viii. 39.
U Bohemiens," iii. 4.
"Cinquante Ans," iii. 17-18.
"Laideur et Beaute," iii. 8-9.
"Mouche, La," iii. 9-10.
"Roger Bontemps," iii. 21-2.
"Vieax Vagabond, Le," iii. 34-5.

Bernstolf, , iv. 73.
Berryer, M., quoted, ii, 271.
Bill brokers:

Bank of England's relations with,
vi. 181-2.

Bill brokers-cOltt.-
Bankers' relations with, vi. 179-80.
Business of, vi. 27, 41,46, IOI, 123,

172; vii. 131-2, 251; old form, vi.
I74-6; modem form, ii. 334 ff. ;
vi. 176 if.

Overend, Gurney & Co., sle that
hlading.

Rothschild, Messrs., vi. 133-4, 148.
Bills, negotiations in, vi. 208.
Bills of Exchange, vii. 251.
Bi-metallism, vi. 334 if. See also

Currency-Double Standard.
Biography, iii. 177-9-
Birmingham, Pre-Reform Bill, ii. 290.
Bishops, i. 263-4.
Bismarck, Prince, v. 303, 336; ix. 219;

speech on anti-Catholic policy,
ix. I60 if.

Blackstone quoted, v. 2.
Blair, Dr., i. 203; ii. 16g.
Blake, Mr., quoted on prices, viii. 178.
Blanc, Louis, i. 50, II3; quoted, 91.
B1anqui, i. 80.
Board of Trade, v. 312.
Bolingbroke, Viscount (Henry St. John),

career ot:-youth and upbring-
ing, IV. I38-9; marriage, 140;
enters Parliament, 140; dynastic
succession question, 144-6; the
French war, 146-8; Secretary at
War, 151; in retirement, 152;
relations with Mrs. (Lady) Mash-
am, 168-9, 175; Secretary of
State under Harley, 158; fame
and power, 159; peace negoti-
ations, 159 ff.; created Vis-
count, 170; problem of Han-
overian Succession, 170 if.; dis-
trusted by Queen and public,
173-4; Schism Bill, 175; Prime
Minister, 175; superseded by
Shrewsbury, 176; downfall and
flight. 177-8; attainted, 178; rela-
tions with Stuart court, 179; later
life in England, 179-80; char-
acteristics of-eloquence, 141,
148-9, 174; scepticism, 145 ;
sensitiveness, 164, 170; esti-
mate of, 164; type resembled by,
136'7.164,17°; Life of, 135 If.;
poetry of, quoted, 140; cited,
iii. 236; v. 258; quoted, iv. 166,
167; otherwise mentioned, i,
291; v. 276.

Books_
Appeal of, in diiferent ages, ii. 159.
Club, iv. 242.
Companionship of, ii. 95.
Plot of, iv. 239.
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Books-cont. courseon Ancient Oratory by, ii.
Read~ of, see Reading. 320; Statesmen of Georg» III.,
Reviewing of: estimate of, ii, 51-2, 324; IX. 53-4; Treatise o» Hydro-

55; parade of learning in, iii. statics, iv. I88; ix, 53; Cited, i.
178• 178; on party government, v.

Travel, of, iv. 8I·2. 258; quoted-on Lawrence, iv,
Writing of, see under Literature. 223-4; on Adam Smith, vii. 2;

Boroughs, see under Franchise. mentioned, ii, 74; v. 54, 239;
Boscastle, i. 334 If. vii. 55; ix, uS.
Boswell's Life of Johnson, quoted, iv. Browning, Robert, estimate of, iv. 302,

242. 308-10; "Caliban upon Setebos,"
Bourbons: quoted, 303-4; "Holy Cross

Beranger's attitude towards, iii. 25, Day," quoted, 305-7; .. The Pied
30. Piper," quoted, 310-13.

Spanish attitude towards, iv. 165. Bryce, quoted, VIii. 30.
BourgeoISie, i. 250-2; iv. 3IO. Bubble companies, ii. 128-9.
Boys: Buccleuch, Duke of, vii. 14-15.

Barter among, VIi. 182-3. Buchanan, Pres., ill. 374.
Counting, viii. 78. Buckmgham Palace, v. I95.
Personal infl.uence among, viii. 59. Buckle, cited, viii. 7.
SuperstItions of, VIii. 54-5. Budget, preparation of, v. 313.

Brady, quoted, iii. 131. Budgets:
Brassey, Mr., vii. 154. (1853), IV. 219-20.
Bridgwater election, v. 100. (1860), iii, 279, 280, 282; iv. 219.
Bright, Jacob, Bill of, for Women's Bulgarian atrocities, ix. 207, 210.

Enfranchisement, IX. 67 If. Bulhon ;
Bright, John, defends Mr. Stansfeld, European markets of, vi. 117 n.

ix. 23. 26; opposes Reform Act Importation of, viii. 156.
(1867), V. 122; rate-paying fran- Bulls and Bears, v. 104; vii. 281-2.
chise advocated by, iii. u6, ISS. Bunsen, Baron, Egyptiatt Hsstory of,
160; retirement of Ir Syo], ix. 76, iv. 208 If.
78; estimate of, ix, 76-8; con- Buonaparte, Napoleon, see Napoleon 1.
servatism of, ix. 188 if. ; cited on Burdett, Sir Francis, iii. 249.
landowning, ix. 176 If.; quoted Burial Bill (1873), ix. u3.
on redistribution, iii. 160-2; Burke, Edmund, relations of, with Rock-
mentioned, i. 6; iii. I33, 165, ingharn party, iii. 268-9; Rock-
280; v. 245, 277; vii. 79; ix, 34, mgham's influence on, iv. 14;
94. Reflections upon the Revoletion

Brougham, Lord, successful agitation in France, Cited, it. 63; iv. 25,
by, ii.292 if.; ix. 51-2; nse of, . andn.; estimateof,ii. 112.13; IV.
politically, ii. 308; Lord Chan- 32; party zeal of, iii. 200;
cellor, 309-10; later life, 314- Macaulay compared with, ix. 10 ;
16; speeches oi, quoted, 292 if.; I cited, i. 98; ii. 276, 288; on
work for education, 296-7; death French Revolution, iv, 36-7, 251
of, ix, So; estimate of. ii. 87-8, ana n.; quoted, iii. 163; v. 79,
285, 299 if., 312; as a lawyer, ":1.77;on wealthy aristocracy, iii.
310-12; as a law reformer, 316- 230; on jobbery, iii. 261-2;
17; as an orator, 319, 321; as otherwise mentioned, ii. 173,
philosopher, 322; as a memoirist, 179; iii. 283; iv. 9. 16, 27.
324-5; efforts for law reform, IBurnet, Bp., iv. 62; cited. 138.
297-8; oratory of, 317, 319, 321; i Burna, Robert, it. 263; iii. 15.
intellectual qualities of, 301 if.; i Business (s6e also Trade) :
intellectual courage, 305; skill Art of. v. 2gB.
of, in management of men, 303, Confidential staif in, vii. 258.
313-14; versatility of, 303-5; Dulness of, ix. 239 If.
miscellaneous activity of, iv. Growth of, v. 335.
I88, 200; ix. 54; "devil" of, ii. Pleasure compared with. i. 29, 44 n,
307; general information of, 322 ; Principles of various kmds of, simi-
defects of, 306; excitability, 299; larity of, v. 299.
Ill temper, 301. 303; ix, 52; Dss- Businesscapactty, IV. 156.
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Business imagination, iv. 199. Cabinet system-amt.-
Bute, Lord, iii. 256. English invention of, vii. 289.
Butler, Joseph, Bishop of Durham, Legislation and debate compelled by,

Analogy of, i, 291 ff.; criticisms v. 172, 173.
ot; 292 fr., 2g6 ff., 300 ff; esti- Moderates in all parties supporting,
mate of, 308; rhetoric of, 309; v. 208.
career of, 263; relations with Nature of, v. 198.
Queen Caroline, 263, 265, 279; Origin and functions of, v. 168, lli9.
life as a Bishop, 268-9; rumour', Pre-requisites of, v. 339-42
as to Roman Catholicism, 269-70, Popular acquaintance with ministers,
279; characteristics and estimate v. 181
of, 266, 283, 307-10; viii. 193; Presidential system compared with,
moral thoughtfulness, i. 266·8; i. 66; v. 170.
scrupulosrty, 275, 279; Frag- Secrecy of, v. 168.
ments of, quoted, 262, 265; Cairnes, Prof., discussion between J. S.
Milton contrasted with, iii. 219; Mill and, vii. 262, 265-6; esti-
Plato and Kant compared with, mate of character and work of,
i. 2gO; Sermons of, 283 ff.; style vi. 243-6; cited, vii. 187 n.2
of, 281, 282, 287-8, 290, 309; Cairns, Lord, ix, 63; cited, v, 67.
cited, v. 107. Calcraft, Mr., ii. 295.

Byng, Adm., iii. II2. California gold discoveries :
By-play of life, iv. 156. I Silver in relation to, vi. 285.
Byron, Lord, popularity and decline of, I Trade as affected by, vi. 276, 284,

iv. 267-8; contrasted with Peel, 325.
ii. 190-2; with Shelley, ii, 263; Calvinism, effects of:
~uoted, i.. 190-1; iii. I?; cite~, Evil, ii:.28-9.
Ill. 106; IV. 80; mentioned, I. Good, 11. 23.
251; iii. 44; iv. 131. Indifference, vii. 30.

Speculative minds, on, ii, 85.
Cambridge University:

Bill for reform of, ix. 228 ff.
Haut lyci», vii. 287.
Old-time thoroughness of, ix. 225.
Oxford compared with, i. 151-2, 167-

9·
Parliamentary representatives of, iii.

133 n.
Scotch education compared with that

of, ii. 73-4.
Studies of, characteristic, iv. 8.
Type formed by, i. 167.
Union, the, as political recruiting

ground, vii, 67
Campbell, Lord, v. 239; cited, i. 149;

estimate of, ii. II4.
Campbell, Sir George, vii. 123'4.
Canada:

Boots for troops in, ix. 17.
Union of Provinces of, v. 230.

Canning, Lord, iii. 344.
Canning, George, Wellington's dislike

of, vii. 52; Brookes's epigram
on, vii. 67; influence of, on
Palmerston, iv. 331; estimate
of, ii, 2IO-II; CIted, v. 312;
quoted, ix, 38; otherwise men-
tioned, ii. 290, 2g6; iv, 2, 72,
196; vii. 55; ix. 51.

Canningites, ii. 316; vii. 83.
Canterbury, Lord, ii. 93.

CABINET,the:
Appeal of, to next House of Com-

mons, v. 16g.
Choice of, v. 16]-8, 176.
Definition of, v. 168.
Difficulties in forming, v. 284-5.
Divisions of, vii. 86; practical com-

promIse of, ii. 198-201; iii. 297-8.
Frequent meetings of, advantageous,

iv.193·
House of Commons members of,

duties of, v. 250.
House of Lords as a reservoir for, v.

168.
Power of, v. 138.
Preoccupations of, iv. 52.
Prestige members of, vi. 140.
Qualities required for, v. 302.
Type of minister best suited for, iv.

223·
Cabinet system:

Advantages of, i. 63, 66; iii. 380.
Area of, limited, v. 344.
Attacks on, illustrations of, v. 288-

92•
Characteristic quality of, i. 5I, v.

166, 1!)2.
Councils for ministers suggested, v.

312-13.
Court influence a difficulty in, v. 210.
Deferential nations, in, v, II9, 347-8.



Capital:
Abstinence a means of augmenting,

vii. 235, 240; limitation to the
doctrine, vii. 235 if., 263, 265,
267.

Borrowed, vi. IS, 19-20; vii. 250 fr.,
261, 266; fluctuations of trade
as affecting use of, vii. 2']0-1.

Cattle as, Vii. 242 ff,
Circulating, Mill's definition of, viii.

198.
Circulation of, see sub-heading Trans-

ferability •
Co-operative, vii. 135-7; viii. 195;

increase in, as affecting re-
munerative capital, viii. 228-9.

COit of production including profits
of, vii. 262 if.

Emigration of, viii. 227, 229-30.
Employer of:

Labourers compared with, as to
pecuniary distress, vii. 277-8.

Supremacy of, in commerce, vii.
137-9, 192-3, 257, 268.

Work required of, vii. 268-9.
Equality of, in all trades, vii. 195-6.
Growth of, Vii. 235 if.: causes of,

viii. 2°3; amount of, dependent
on three things, vii. 244 ff.

Investment of, see Money.
Live, m early times, vn, 239, 242 ff
Loss of, estimated, Vii. 253.
Meanings of word, vii. 134-6_
New countries, in, vii. 265.
Remunerative, vii. 135-7; viii. 195,

198-9; as affected by increase in
co-operative capital, viii. 228-9.

Services better than commodities as
scope for, viii. 217.

Skill regarded as, vii. 136-7.
Suspense, in, money requisite for,

Vii. 130-1, 195.
Transferability of:

Causes determining, viii. 215.
Conditions necessary to:

Availability of capital, vii. 141-3.
Concentration of capital, vii.

143·
Employer with specialized skill,

vii. 139.
Government strength and fair-

ness, vii. 149.
Loan fund, existence of, vii. 131-

2,145-6.
Speculative fund, existence of,

vii. 132-3, 147.
Transferable labour, vii. 139-40.
Young business men's free choice

of trades, vii. 133, 147-8.
Ease of, in Great Britain, vii. 1I0.

INDEX

Capital-cont.-
Effects of, vii. 134'
International, vii. 151 if.
Remunerative capital chiefly liable

to, vii. 136-7; viii. 198-9.
Ricardo on, vii. 270-X.
Set towards most profitable trades,

vii.lg6-7·
Capitalist conservatism, ii. 288; need

for, iii. 163.
Capitalists:

Greed of, viii. 216.
III-feeling between labourers and,

viii. 226.
Parliamentary representation of, iii.

121, 124, 175; impotence of,
(1859), ni. IIS-16.

Prudential motives of, viii. 2II.
Trade, position in, vii. 137-9, 192-3.
Working classes compared with, as

to pecuniary distress, vii. 277-8.
Cardigan, Lord, ix. 44.
Cardwell, Lord, v. 112; ix. 127, 143, 155.
Carlyle, Thos., eulogium by, on Gov.

Eyre, ix. 42 if.; estimate of, viii.
49-50; quoted, i. 1-2, 139, 175 ;
iii. 177-8; vi. 232; vii. 291; viii.
40, 125; on artisan representa-
tion, v. 283; on Hume, vii. 31;
on Poor Laws, iii. 100; vii. 226;
cited, iv. 26g; vii. II, 24; on
uncongenial education, ii. 136;
Chartism, quoted, iii. 100; Life
of Schiller, quoted, iv. 273-5
and nn.; otherwise mentioned,
i. 203, 259, 264; ii, 104.

Carohne of Anspach, Queen, iv. 72,
180.

Caroline of Brunswick, Queen, i. 263,
279; it. 291,297,300.

Carthage, Republic of, Viii. 1I8.
Caste, vii. 120-3.
Caste nations, viii. 95 ff.
Caste system, iv.262.
Castlereagh, Lord, ii. 2g6; 111. 99 n.
Catlin's North Amencan Indians,

quoted, vii. HI-I3.
Cattle:

Capital, as, vii. 242 ff.
Lending of, in early times, vii. 241-2.
Money, as, vii. 145.
Taming of, viii. 33-4.

Cattle Plague, the, v, 3Il.
Cattle Plague Act, v. 274.
Caussidiere, i. II3.
Cavaignac, Gen., i. 93, II6; quoted, iv,

320; vi. 227.
Cavalier Party's religion, v. 187.
Cavalier temperament, ii. 99-103.
Cavendish, Lord John, iii. 26g.



Cavour, Mazzini in relation to, ix. 97;
British inspiration oC, ix. I2;
political career of, ix, XI If.; the
Turin-Novara railway, vii. 154;
death and estimate, ix. n-15;
contrasted with the Czar Nicho-
las, ix. :n; mentioned, iii. 379;
v; 179, 198; ix, 219.

Celtic character, iv. 339
Cernuschi, M., cited, vi. 263-4'
Chadwick, Mr., v. 293.
Chalmers, Dr., quoted, vii. 30.
Chamberlain, J., ix, :1:55.
Chamberlayne's Land Bank, vi. 67.
Chance, i, 29B.
Chancellor oC the Exchequer, see Ex-

chequer.
Chancery, Court of, v. 310.
Changarnier, Gen., i, 93, u6, 120.
Chapman, Mr., quoted, vii. 131.
Character:

National, building of, vi. 224.
Opinions and discussion of, vi. 229-

30•
Opinions in relation to, vi. 236.

Charlemagne, v. 216.
Charles I., King, iii. 181, 201.
Charles II., King, v. 194, 359; ruin of

the goldsmiths by, VI. 65-6; esti-
mate of, iv. 137.

Charles x., King of France, iii. 30.
Charles Albert, King of Piedmont, ix,

g8.
Charles Stuart, iv. 149.
Charters, political, v. 358.
Chartism, ii, 288, 290.
Cha"tism (Carlyle), quoted, iii. 100.
Chase, Mr., v. 39.
Chatham, Lord, attitude of, to George

III., v. 215: oratory of, iii. 283;
fame of, iv. 5: estimate of, v.
215; compared with Mirabeau,
viii. 251-2; quoted, v. 239; men-
tioned, iii. 262; iv. 8-9, 38; v.
206.

Chaucer, i. 205; quoted, i, 162-3; esti-
mate of, iii. 77.

Checks and balances, theory of, iii. 380;
v.160.

Cheerfulness in relation to sagacity, i,
239: ii.83.

Cheque currency, vi. 2. See also Cur-
rency-Paper.

Chesterfield, Lord, cited, ii, 158: quoted,
v. 240; on Bolingbroke, iv. 141,
164.

Chevalier, Michel, ii. 284; cited, v.30-
2; vi. 86; vii. 307.

Chichele, Abp., i. 147.
Childhood, reminiscences of, ii. 5-6.

INn£x

Children:
Credulity of, v. IOS-7.
Imaginative difficulties of, i. 16,

18g.
Imitative power of, viii. 66.
Provision for, vii. 245.
Questions of, vii. 182.

Chinese War (1860), iii. 280.
Christianity :

Pagan attitude towards. iv. 233: vi.
226.

Primitive, ii. 166-7, 170.
Church and State, identity of, neces-

sary in primitive times, viii.
17·

Churches, see Anglican aIId Roman
Catholic.

City life, effects of, vii. 219-20; viii. 31.
Civtlisation :

Arrested, viii. 28.
Beginnings of, viii. 10, 34.
Conditions precedent of, viii. S8.
Connective tissue oC, viii. 6.
Early, vii. 167. (See also Primitive

Societies.)
Family system in, viii. 139-40.
Heritage of, from uncivilised ages,

viii. 120.
Patriarchal theory, viii. 8 If.
Primitive advancement of, theory as

to, viii. 10-12.
Savages' decline before, vii. :1:67,221 ;

viii, 31.
Softness of, i. 84.

Clarendon (historian), estimate of, ii.
99·

Clarendon, George Villiers, Earl of,
esumate of, v. 88-92.

Class distinctions, iii. 230.
Classical poetry, see Poetry-Pure.
Cleon, ii. 2I1.
Clough, Arthur Hugh, Bagehot's rela-

tions with, I. 20-3; Arnold's
influence on, iv. 121; Newman's
influence on, iv. 121-2; cessation
of his influence, 123; estimate
of, iv. II7: critical mind of, iv.
I19; realism of, iv. U8-19, 133:
cited, i, :1:56: quoted, vii. 278;
Poems quoted, i. 22, 38: iv, uB,
II9-2Oo 124-9, 133-4, 3Z4; esti-
mate of his poetry, iv. II4; its
appeal, iv. 130; its rhythm, iv,
:131-2; mentioned, v, 52, 58.

Cobbett, quoted, ii. 48.
Cobden, Richard; general estimate of,

iv. 323; defects of, iv. 327;
humour of, iv. 324; sensitiveness
of, iv, 324-5; rracticality of, iv.
326; oratory 0 , iv. 326-7; Three



INDEX ~91
Paaks by, iv. 47; ix. 16 fr.; objec. of, i, 2II; COllversational method
tions of, to armaments, iv. 48; and powers of, i. 193, 212; vice
agitation for Free Trade, iv. 323 of, i, 199; will of, quoted, i, 203'
fr.; death of, iv. 323, 327; cited, ii, 4; estimate of, i, 32; influence
315; quoted, ii, 209; iii. 315; v, of, iv. 214; cited, i, 85, 165, 236;
260; vii. 96; otheIWise men- ii. 52, 132; iii. 71-2, 2Ih, 278; iv,
tioned, i, 6, 87; Ii, 188; iii. no; 226; v. 103 find n.
vito 88; iX.34. Coles, Capt., iv. 44-5.

Cochrane, Provost, vii. II; ix. 197.! I Colomal Governors, v.325-6.
Cockburn, Lord, cited, ii, 32X-2. Colonial life, conditions 01, iii. 362-3;
Cohn, Gustav, vii. lOG-I, 103. VIi. 171, 175; viii. 47-8.
Coin, exchange and tIansmission of, v.] Colonial office, the, v. 312.

12-13. Colonies, Brittsh:
Coinage: Origin of, iii. 351.

Anglo-Saxon system of, suggested, Protcctionist policy of, ix. xgB.
v. 37-9, 45-7· Colomsation, influences of, viii. II4.

Eight shilhng gold piece (10 francs) Colonists, characteristics of, v. 338; viii.
proposed, v. 32-5; objections to, 64.
40-5. Common Pleas, Court of, v. 309.

Farthing plan of decimal coinage, v. Commonplace on pnnciple, ii, 181.
37-9, 45-7· Companies, bubble, ri, 1I6-17; South

Florin, v, 43. I Sea, iv. 80. .
India, in, see under India. 'I Competition, ii, 283-4; viii. 160.
International, advantages of-minor, Compromise:

v. XI-4; real, 14 fr. : English tendency to, iii. 321.
Metric system as basis of, v. 30-2. I French distaste for, i. 107, III.
Report of Decimal Coinage Commis- Science in, iv. 45.

sioners, cited, v, 10. "Comptrollership of the Exchequer,"
Sovereign, English: I v, 310.

Change in, proposed, v. 27-8. IComte, Auguste, iv. 234·
Comparative value of, v. 26-7. Comtists, viii. 38.
International adoption of, pro-I Congreve, cited, ii. 171; ix. 245.

posed, v. 29. Conscience:
Weight of, v. 31. Authority of, i. 287.

Twenty-five franc piece as universal Conflicting temperaments, in, ii. 216,
unit, proposed by Congress of 230.
Paris, v. 1t6-g. Depravity of, theory of, i. 306.

Twenty-five franc piece as universal Divine precepts opposed to, impos-
unit, proposed, for decimalisa- sible, i. 300 fr.
tion, v. 35 fr., 47-8. Nature and function of, i, 266, 273-7,

Coining, v. 2 fr. 279; ii. 232-
Coke, Sir John, i. x41; quoted, x42-3. Pagan attitude towards, iv, 233.
Coleridge, Derwent, quoted, i, 192; iii. Superstitious ideas overshadowing, iv,

32 and n.; cited, 19B, 201. 100.
Coleridge, Hartley, childhood of, i 16,1 Youthful vigour of, Ii, 230.

18g-90; Wordsworth's verses to, Conservatism:
quoted, 188; education of, 192; American-Mr. Morris', iii. 369.
at Oxford, 192 fr.; the .. Horses Capitalists, of, ii. 288; iii. 163.
ofLysippus," 197-8 ; Lives ollne Crude, ii. 60-1.
Ntwtnern Wtwthies by, 202-3; Definition of, ix. 188.
sonnets of, quoted, 208-9, 216, Essence of, ii. roo,
iv. 276-7; minor verses of, i, Greek philosophers, of, Viii. 16.
2II ; estimate and characteristics Intellectual, rarity of, ix, 254 ff,;
of, 187-90, 192, 197, 1t04, 217; 1t57-8.
of his literary style, 203, 2II-12. Prevalence of, ii. 299.
21:5-1:6; conversational powers Rural, i, 35-6.
of, 193-4; death of, 204. Sceptics', it. 67.

Coleridge, S. T.-Aids to Rejltction, Scottish (early 19th cent), ii. 72.
cited, iv. 99 ana n.; minor Shakespearean, i, 249-5°.
poems of, I, aog-u; long poems Whig, ii. 66.



Conservative party (Sel also Tory
Party) ;

Long period of power of (early 19th
cent.), ix. 128.

Moderate section of, po&ition and
opportunitiesof,vii.79; ix. 171 ff.

Power of, nature of, vii. 76-7.
Preponderance of rule of, vii. 74-5,

79-80•
Sentiments of, two main, ix. 255-6.

Consols, vi. 47; vii. 281'2.
Constantinople, ii. 172.
Constituencies, see Franchise--E1ec-

toral Districts.
Constitution, British (seealso Cabinet,

Crown, Parliament) :
American constitution contrasted

with, v. 149, 320.
Anomalies of, v. 365-6.
Antiquity of, and modifications in,

VIi. 75.
Beginnings of, v. 354-5.
Change of Government, evils of, v.

283-6; mitigations of evils, 286.
Changes in, course of, v, II6-17.
Circumstances controlling, v. 165.
Complexity of, iii. 349-50.
Court the head of morality, v. 196.
Crown's position in, v, 136-8, 191,

199 ff., 2II, 217-19, 329; ix,
122 ff.

Democratic in form not spirit, vii.
87-8•

Development of, slow, v. 355.
Dignified and Efficient parts of, v.

161 ff.; disadvantages of digni-
fied parts, 308.

Discussion in relation to, viii. II4.
Executive;

Defects of, v. 322-5, 331.
Freedom developed by resistance

to, v. 362.
Legislative and judicial powers

divided from, v. 160 ff.
Legislative powers allied with, by

Cabinet, iii. 380; v. 166.
Safety valve of Constitution, v.

321-2,331.
Periods of, three-Ante- Tudor, v.

355-9; Tudor and Stuart, 359-
60; later, 360-1.

Political machinery, defects of, ix.
85·

Prerogative, power of and checks on,
v. 136-8. See also subheading
Crown.

Rebellion of 1688 in relation to, v.
360-1•

Representative system, imperfection
of, v. 283.

INDEX

Constitution, British---cont.-
Republican nature of, v. 194.
Sovereign power in, effective, v,

320-1.
Constitutional Royalty in Europe, v.

209,218.
Constitutional statesmen;

Definition of, ii. 179.
Functions of, ii, 213-14.
Hindrances of, ii. 193.
Intelligibility essential for, iv. 330.
Political advocacy by, ii, 201.
Receptive and adaptive intellect of

ii.192.
Constitutions:

American, see umier United States.
British, see above Constitution,

British.
Swiss, v. 228, 229.

Contagious Diseases Act controversy,
ix. 139.

Continental travel in early 19th con-
tury, ii, 245.

Conversation;
Art of, ii, l81.
Continuous, i. 193-4.
Promiscuous, i. 231, 240-1.

Convictions:
Arguments in relation to, i. 308-9.
Emotion of, v. 99, log-10.
Evidence in support of, v, log.
Irrational, four tendencies to, v. 103-

4,107-8.
Nature of, v. 101-2.

Conybeare, W. J., cited, ii. 16g n.3
Conyngham, ~archi~ne8s of, v. 210.
Cook, Capt., Cited, vu. 127-8.
Corn Laws:

Effect of, iii. 316; vii. 230.
Repeal of:

Effect of, iii. 315.
League for, iv. 325, 327; ix, 268.
Mode of, ii, 315.
Public opinion as to, iii. IIO.

Wilson's writings on, iii. 308, 310;
quoted, 314, 317-18.

Cornering a market, vii. 279.
Cornwall, scenery of, iv. 334-5.
Cost of production :

Exchange value in relation to, vii.
200 ff., 208, 269-70, 272.

Items included in, vii. 256 ff.; three
elements in, 266-7.

Machinery in relation to, vii. 258-9.
267.

Mill's view of, vii. 262 ff.
Profit as constituent of, vii. 271:.
Profit considered as antithesis of,

vii. 265-6.
Rent not included in, vii. 20, 204 ff.



Cost of production--coftt.~
Ricardo on, vii. 26g if.
Ultimate considerations as to cost

value, vii. 264-5.
Courier, Paul Louis, quoted, viii. 38-9.
Court, English, v. :195, 196; court

intrigues, iv. 156; court func-
tions, v. 195.

Court, French, v. 196.
Court Circular, The, v. 186.
Coventry, franchise in (18th cent.), iii.

247-8•
Cowper, Lady Hesketh, ii. II; quoted,

31.
Cowper, Major, ii, 18.
Cowper, Theodora, ii. II.
Cowper, Wm.:

Career of-birth and parentage, ii. 4-
5 ; school days, 5-8; legal studies,
9; life in the Temple, 9-n ; love
affair, II; financial anxieties,
14; efforts for a public post, 14-
15; breakdown, 15-16; attempted
suicide, 17; religtcus mama, 18
ff.; life with the Unwins, 21-2;
at Olney, 22 ff.; under Mr. New-
ton's influence, 24 1f.; renewed
insanity, 25; influenced by Mr.
Teedon, 30 ; friendship WIth
Lady Austen, 42-4; literary suc-
cess, 42, 4i; attempt on edition
of Milton, 49; prolonged melan-
choly and death, 49.

Characteristics of:
Details of mundane affairs, fond-

ness for, ii, 27.
Easy temperament, ii. II-13.
Humour, ii. II, 46.
Idleness and indolence, ii. 10, 11,35.
Invective, failure in, ii, 36-7.
Mildness, ii. 12-13, 36-7,44,47.
Tranquillity of manner, ii. II-I8.

Corresr?ndence of, ii. 44. 46.
Life of (Bickersteth), it. I, 13.
Olney Hymns of, ii, 28.
Poems of:

John Gilpin, ii. 42, 44.
Task, The, u, 41, 43; quoted, 34,

35,38.
Ttrocini1lm, The, quoted, ii. 5.

Poetical Works of (ed. Robert Bell),
ii. 1,3.

Poetry of:
Comparison of, with Pope's, ii, 31,

34; with Wordsworth's, 38-9.
Estimate of, ii. 35-6, 41.
Personal note in, ii. 4.
Popularity of, ii. 35, 40, 42.

Scholarship of, ii. 7-8.
Translation of Homer by, ii. 46-8.

INDEX

Crabb Robinson, see Robinson.
Crabbe, it. 16g; iv. 234; Hazhtt on,

iii. 52; The Library quoted, ii.
53·

Cranworth, Lord, v, 56 and n.'; cited,
70•

Crazy Castle, iv. 238.
Creasy, E. S.-Rise and Progress Of the

English Constitution, Iii. 222 n.1
Credit:

Banking system in relation to, vi.
102.

Book credits for hills, viii. 171-3.
Cash transactions II. sales on, vii.

282.
Delicacy of system of, vi. 82.
Elements m, ii. 330-1.
Fictitious, ii, 328 ff.
Fluctuations in, disastrous, vii. 48.
InB.uence of, on trade, vi. 286.
Nature of, VI. 52, 172-3.
Prices in relation to, vi. 91; vii. 282.

Credit Mobilier, see under France.
Credulity of young poluicians, ii, X96-7.
Crimean War:

Minority opposed to, iii. 14r.
Mistake leadtng to, iv. 54.
Parliamentary enquiry regarding,

iii. 1I2.
Political adaptations for, v. 179-80.
Results of, IV. roo.
Russian failure in, ix. 86.
Sardiman contingent in, ix, 13.

Criticism, iv. 268-70.
Croker, Mr., cited, i. 256.
Cromwell, Oliver, Carlyle's and Macau-

lay's views of, contrasted, ii. 1:04;
estimate of work of, v. 359;
quoted, vm, 50; mentioned, iv.
58; v. 194.

Crown (see also Government - Mon-
archical and Royalty) :

Benefits and evils effected by, v. 22I.
Divine right theory as to, iv. 142 fl. ;

v.I88-9.
Early attitude towards, v. 354.
"Estate of the Realm," an, v. 199.
"Extra," considered as an, v. 190.
"Fountain of honour," the, v. 167.
Functions of. at close of an adminis-

tration, v. 314'
Head of SOCIety, as, v. 191.
Injudicious interference by, harmful-

ness of, v. 22D-I.
Ministers and cabinet, control over,

V.212-13·
Mintsters chosen by, v. 166.
Ministries, influence and difficulties

in selection of leaders of, v, 203-
5,208.



Crown--cont.-
Opposition to, by country gentlemen

and rural representatives, v. 18g.
Parliamentary relations with, mediee-

val, v, 355.
Popular attitude towards, v. 341-2,

360-1,363.
Position of constitutional monarch

estimated, v. 136-8, 191, 199 ff.,
2II, 217-19, 329; ix. 122 ff.

Power of:
Continuity of experience conducing

to, v. 214.
Past and present, v. 138_
Uncertainty regarding, v. 199-200.

Prerogatives of:
Power of, and checks on use of, v.

136-8.
Secret, v. 201>-1.
Two special, v. 222.

Public opinion championed by,
against the Legislature, iv. 23-4.

Qualities required of, iv. 40-
Responsibility of, best assumed in

early life, v, 220.
Succession question, importance of,

iv. 142 ff.
Veto of, v. 199.
Whig families in antagonism to, iv.

10.
Cruickshank, George, iii. 73.
Crusoe. Robinson, vii. 235-6.
Cudworth's Immutable MOTality,

quoted, 285-6.
Curchod, Mlle., ii. 146-8.
Currency:

American, see under United States.
Banks in relation to, v. 6-7; vi. 57-9

and n,
Bi-metallism as affecting, vi. 335,

and SeIJ below sub-heading
Double Standard.

Bills of Exchange as, viii. 171-3.
Book credits, viii. 171-3.
Cheques as, VI. 2.
Congress of Paris proposals as to, v,

26 ff.
Debasement of, effects of, viii. 165-6.
Depreciation of, as affectmg foreign

Bills of Exchange, viii. 179-80.
Double standard of gold and silver:

Discussion of, vi. 334 ff.
Effects of, vi. 281.
English modification of, v. 25.
France, in, vi. 270-2, 281.

France, of, see under France.
Germany, of, see under Germany.
Gold:

Advantages of, for England, vi.
264.

lNDllX

Currency: Gold--cOlJt.-
Best for rich nations, vi. 251.
Fixed equation of, with silver un-

desirable, vi. 265.
Government monopoly of, viii. 147-8,

174-5, 182; effects of, 163.
Hume's views on, ix. 268-9_
Inconvertible paper :

Dangers of, viii. 173.
Effects of, on international trade,

v. 155; vii. 229_
France and Italy, in, vi. 282, 299.
Law of Reftux, viii. 166-7.

India, of, see under India.
International :

Proposals for, v, 26 ff.
Requisites for, v, 19-22.

Intrinsic value, of, proposed, viii.
ISo-I.

Metallic (see also sub-headings Gold
and Silver) :

Defects of, alleged, viii. 182.
Limitation of, proposed, vi. 281-3.
Results of, viii. 158.

.. Monopoly Coins," vi. 328-32.

.. Open coinage ayatem," vi. 322.
Paper:

Advantages of, viii. 182-3.
Bank notes the best substitute for

coin, viii. 171.
Bank of England the .. manager"

of, vi. 104.
Banking habit diffused by, vi. 60.
Convernbihty into coin an essential

of, viii. 173-4
Fears as to, ii. 356-7.
Inconvertible, see that sub-head-

ing.
Issue of, powers as to, ii. 353.
Purpose and effects of, viii. I64 ff.
Theories as to, ri, 345.

Peel's Act (1844) :
Administrative machinery of, ii.

213.
"Elastic clause" proposed, ii.

352-6.
Estimates of, iii. 320-2; vi. 3-4, II-

12; Lewis' estimate of, iv. 219.
Operation of, ii. 3SO-I.
Provisions of, viii. 149.
Purposes of, deviation from (1847),

viii. 149 ff., 187.
Suspensions of, ii, 326 ff.; vi. -28,

128; effect of, on foreign opinion,
vi. 31; on home opinion, 35-

Theory of, ii, 345.
Workmg of, vi. 10+

Restriction of coinage, results of, vi.
281-3.2g6.

Seignorage, v. 4•• 7-8.



Currency--c/Jllt.-
Silver:

Additional supply of, increasing
the demand for. vi. 275-6.

Best for poor nations, vi. 257.
Depreciatton in, an ultimate gain

to trade of England with
America, vi. 279.

Depreciation In, as affecting Indian
government and trade, vi. 275 If.

East, in the, vi. 258, 275.
Efficiency of, dependent on value,

vi. 275.
Fixed equation of, with gold un-

desirable, vi. 265.
Indian demand for, during cotton

famme, vi. 258.
Objections to, for England, vi. 264.
Value of, relative to gold, v. 25;

vi. 264.
Wilson's views on, iii. 319-22.

Curtius quoted, viii. III-12.
Custom:

Cake of-creabon of, viii. 18, 92;
power of, i. 35-6, 52-3; viii. 35-7,
138, 141; breaking of, viii. 35,
41, 142.

Power to make, i, 32; viii. 8g.
Tendency towards, viii. 92.

Customs:
Abolition of, planned by Pitt, iv. 197.
Consolidation of (1784), iv. 26;

by Hume (1822), ix. 265.6;
(1853), iii. 334.

DAMARAs,vii. 129; viii. go.
Dame aux Cameti«s, La, iii. 17.
Danish question of I~, iv. 227.
"Darby Griffith," v. 287.
Dartmouth, Lord (1700), iv. 159.
Darwin, viii. 132; quoted, v. 337;

ci ted, vii. 102.
D' Avezac, cited, vii. 237 and 71.'
David, King of Israel, iii 182.
de Beaumont, Gustave, quoted, vii.

309·
De Beranger, see Beranger,
de Bourges, Michel, quoted, 88.
de Broglie, Duc, vi. 227.
de Chambord, Comte, i. 97.
de Girardin, Emile, i. 93, 123-5.
de la Guersonniere, M., quoted, i. 87

47td 71.
de Lamartine, M., quoted, ii. 318.
de Montalembert, M., quoted, ii. 104;

cited, ix. 242.
De Morgan, Prof., i. 3, 5-6, 48-9; VIi.

135·
de Morny, M., i. II2; ii, 268.
de Pompadour, Mme., vii. 21·2.

INDEX 30t

De Quincey, i, 192-
de Sermoneta, Due, quoted. vii. 307.
de Stael, Madame, v. 217.
de Tocqueville-cited, on French ad-

ministration, ii. 266; on Ameri-
can patriotism, iii. 351; on the
Corporation of London, v, 364;
quoted, on money-making evil,
ii, 282-3; on the Suez Canal, vi.
18.

de Walmoden, Madame, v, 210.
Debate in Parliament, use of, v. 254.
Debating, see und,., Parliament.
Decency, relativity of, iv. 242.
Declsn« a1td Fall of the Roman Empire,

see unde'/' Gibbon.
Defences, national, see Armaments.
Defoe, Daniel, hi. 17, 94; quoted, vii.

235-6.
Deism, i. 291 If., 303, 306.
Democracy (see also Wilder Govern-

ment):
Despotism in, ii. 282-3.
Epigram on, viii. 104.
Evils and dangers of, iii. 368.
French Empire as exemplifying, iv,

317 If.
Ignorance of, ix. 260.
Instruction of, the remedy for inco-

herence of aim, ix, 87-8.
Local feuds in, iii. 367.
New countries, natural to, iii. 363.
Shakespeare's attitude towards, i, 249.
Society under, iv. 261-2.
"Thoughts on Democracy," viii.

240 If.
Wages question in relation to, viii.

218-19.
Demonic element, ii, 307.
Demosthenes, estimate of, ii. 95, 97,

320; cited-on oratory, iv. 190;
on statesmen, IV. 330; on money-
lenders, vii. 145-6.

Denison, Mr., quoted, I. 165-6.
Dennis (playwright), ii. 2gB-9.
DepeClatwlt of Sil'DW, i. 48,74. (See

also ullder SIlver).
Derby, Lord, supports creation of life

peers, v. 134; cited, i. 179;
quoted, ii. 201-2, otherwise
mentioned, iii. 273 and fl.; V.

u8, 207; ix. 63,127.143,171.
Deseartes-cited, i. 108; phdosophyof,

v·336.
Despots, choice of ministers by, v, 304.
Determinism, transrmssion of tenden-

cies in relation to, viii. 6-7.
Development, doctrine of, viii. 68.
Devonshire, mercantile and naval

celebrity of. iy. 338-9-
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Devoutness, i. 275.6.
Dicey. Prof., cited, i, 58. ,
Dickens, Charles:

Estimate and characteristics of-
excellence in miscellaneous
fiction, Iii. 39; irregular genius,
78; shrewdness in small things,
81; lack of reasoning under-
standing and sagacity, 50-I,
106; power of observation, 82-
3; humour, 89, 98,105; delicacy,
94, 97; creative taste, 103.

Works of:
Caricature in, iii. 85, 91.
Characteristics vivified in, iii. 85 ff.
City hfe as described in, iii. 84-5.
Later examples of, iii. 101, 106-7.
Love passages of, iii. 95-7.
Nature as treated In, iii. 83-4'
Pathetic element in, iii. 98, 107.
Plots impossible in, iii. 94-5.
Popularity of, iii. 73-4, 107.
Reforming bias In, Iii. g8 ff.
Style of, iii. 78-9.
Varied range of subject in, iii. 80.

Works of, quoted and cited:
"Barnaby Rudge," iii. 78-9.
"Martin Chw:zlewit," iii. 86, g6.
" Nicholas Nickleby," iii. 82.
.. Oliver Twist," iii. 86, 92-4, 100.
"Old Curiosity Shop," iii. 83'4.
" Pickwick Papers "-beginnings

of, iii. 73; quoted, 86-8; criti-
cised, go-I; Cited, 99, lOO-X, 105.

Dictators, qualities necessary for, iv.
3-4·

Dilke, Sir Charles, on the Civil List, ix.
122 ff.

Diplomacy, v, 244.
Discussion:

Freedom o~ desirability of vi. 222 ff.
Prerequisites of -social, VI. 223, 226;

individual, 228.
Truth's victory in, vi. 222-3.

Disraeli, Benjamin (Earl of Beacons-
field), career of, vii. 33 ff.; at
the Exchequer, i, 261; changes
of policy by, iv. 172; estimate of,
i. 107; vii. 36, 83 ff.; ix, 3-6,47-8,
:1:47; as leader (1859), ix. 1-6; as
leader of opposition, ix. ISO;
popular estimate of, ii, 182;
popular attitude towards, ix, 41 ;
estimate of his early novels, ix.
47; his attitude to Dissenters, ix,
II3-I4; first speech of, ix. 47;
democratic plunges of, ix, 172,
174; ill-health of, ix. 147, 149;
criticism of Lowe by, v. II4;
cited on Peel and his Ministry, ii,

INDEX

213; v, 324; ilL 47; quoted, i,
137; v, 98; on armaments, iv,
4B, 54; on Cobden, iv. 325;
otherwise mentioned, v. 276; vii.
79; ix.255·

Dissenters:
Bolingbroke's connexion with, iv.

138.
Disraeli's attitude towards, ix. II3-

14·
Education Act grievances of, ix. 115.
Oxford Umversny, admission to, i.

175 ff.
Politics of, v. 269.
Schism BiJ1 (Bolingbroke's), iv. 175.
SOCial status of, i. 177-8.
Temper of, i. 266.

Divine attributes, see God.
Divorce, Milton's book on, iii. 196-9.
Dorchester, Marquis of, iv, 58-9, 66-8.
Doubt, nature of, v. 107.
Dover, Lord, ii. 290.
Draper, Miss Elisabeth, iv. 255-6.
Dreams, credulity in, v. 107.
Droz, it. 104 n.
Dryden-cited, ii. 41; iii. 218; quoted,

viti. 36.
Dulness a good sign, ix, 239 ff.
Dundas, Henry, ii, 77; iv. 20.
Dundee, Bank of-Staternent of circula-

tion and deposits of-table, vi.
212.

Durham, bishopric of, i, 263.
Dutch auctions, vi. 78.
Dyce, Rev. Alexander, quoted, i. 193.
Dynastic revolutions, iv. 142 ff.

EAST India Company, v, 312.
East Indians, Burke on, iii. 163; v. 277.
Eccentricity, literary portrayal of, iv.

247-8•
Economic Studies, estimate of, i, 62;

other references to, 30 n., 40
and n., and ree vol. vi.

Economest :
Articles quoted from-on Rise in the

Price of Commodities, vi. 91-7;
on Bank Directors' meeting, VI.
104-8•

Bagebot's editorship of, i. 33. 47.
Wilson's work on, iii. 310,312,322-3.

Edinburgh Review:
Achievements of, ii. 88.
Early character of, ii. 51.
First writers of, ii. 67-8.
Object of, ii, 56.
Policy of, ii. 61-2, 66.
Public of, in Byron's time, iv. 26g.
Religious topics avoided in, ii. 85.
Suffrage article in, quoted, iii. 148-9'



Edinburgh University, political
economy studies of, ii, 295.

Editors, status of, ii. 78.
Education :

Aim of, iv. 195.
Brougham's agitation regarding, ii,

2g6-7·
Children and adolescents, of, con-

trasted, vi. 224-5.
Dissenters' grievances as to, ix. uS.
Elaboration of, from former corpus-

cular theory, ii. 8.
Examinations, value of, vi. 81-4.
Expenditureon, advantageous, vii. 246.
Factish and other, compared, ii. 324.
Faculty acquired by, viii. 4.
Forethought induced by, Viii. 2U-I2.
Germany, in, v.43.
Half-educated, realm of the, iv. 314'
Irregular genius, kind best suited to,

Ui.l04-5·
Legal, see Law-Education.
Linguistic, iv. 9.
Melancholy natures, for, problem of,

ii.6.
Middle classes, of, v. 308'9 and n.
Morley's address on (1876), ix. 201 If.
Opinions in, ii. 53; Ethnburgh Re-

'/Juw as supplymg, 56.
Political intelligence consequent on,

iii. 245.
Precise and desultory, ii, 136-7.
Public school:

Effect of, iv. 6.
Estimate of, ix. 38.

Regular, sphere of, iii. 104-
Scotch, ii. 73-4, II4.
Specialisation in, Lewis' views on, iv.

194·
Thoroughness an essential in, ix. 226.
Traditional Enghsh, IV. 327.
Two kinds of-speculation and facts,

ii·73-4·
Umty of purpose essential in, i. 16g.
University:

Aim of, views as to, ix. 223-4'
Effect of, i. 159, 161 ; iv. 8.

Useful Knowledge Society, ii. 323-4.
Working class need of, in England,

viii. 203 -4.
Egypt:

History of, iv. 208 If.
Turkish suzerainty over, ix. 209-10.

Eighteenth century :
Administrative inefficiency in, iii.

259-62.
Characteristics of-materialism, i,

264-5; scepticism, i. 279-80; ii
dig; dignity, ii, 159, 160; secu-
lar feeling, iv. 233-+

INDEX

Ei.mteenth century---cont.-
France in, viii. uS.
Glasgow in, viii. 9.
Lai.ssesr-allw philosophy of, iv. 31.
Letter-writing in, iv. 85.
London society in, iv. 69-7:1.
Political world of England during,

iv. 71 If.; stress of earlier por-
tion, iii. 235; independence of
county franchise in, iii. 229.

Tone of, iv. 75.
Eldon, Lord, policy of, ix. 51, 256-

7; estimate of, ii, 56.61; iv,
182; Brougham's opposition to,
ii, 57,309; quoted-on agitators,
it, 292; v. 274; on Oxford Uni-
versity; ii. 137; v. 64; vii. 290;
otherwise mentioned, ii. 308; iii.
99; iv, 2, 72; v. 79.

Election doctrine, i, 297-8.
Electoral College of America, choice of,

v. I76.
Electoral Districts, see"ndn Franchise.
Eliot, Mr., ii. 155.
Elizabeth, Queen, iii. 287.
Elizabethan age, viii. 107.
Elliot, Capt., V. 231.
Eloquence, ii. 25+
Emerson, R W., quoted, ii. 251, 261;

iii. 13; on Oxford type, iii. 275.
Emigration as means to social better-

ment, viii. 226 ff.
Employment, meaning of term, vii. 137.
Energy and ill-temper, connection be-

tween, iii. 188.
England (se/lalso Great Britain) :

Aristocracy of, set Aristocracy.
Coinage and coining in, v. 1 ff. (see

also Coinage).
Condinon of-under the Tudors, iii.

226; under the Commonwealth,
iii. 202-4; in early 18th cent.,
iii. 235-8, 259-62; after Na-
poleonic wars, ii, 286 If.; in
early 19th cent., ii. 61-2; iii. 99.

Currency of, v, 24; vi. 264 (see also
Currency).

Dynastic importance in, iv, 142 If.
Education in, compared with that in

Scotland, ii. 73-4, 114.
Industrial, growth of, iii, 109; v. 2']6.
Intellectual atmosphere of, iv. 228.
Land tenure in, ix. 177, and see

Landed interest.
London, S/lil that heading.
Middle class power m, ii. 308; iii.

lfi6..7, 371; v. 348, vii. 63.
North of Trent, importance of, in-

creased since 1832, iii. I09; v.
2']6.



England-cont.-
South of Trent, Parliamentasy prepon-

derance of, before 1832, v. 276.
Wars of, nature of, iii. 243.

" Englands, New," v, 338.
English Constitution, The, description

of, i, 50-2; estimate of, 63-5;
other references to, 17,30 n., 33-
4,47,55,

English language:
Heaviness of, iii. 25.
Universal sphere of, ii, 155.

Engltsh people:
Art of, 1_ 240; iii. ]:2-13.
Calvinism in relation to, ii. 23.
Characteristics of:

Abstract truth, indifference to, v.
191-2; vi. 249.

Admmistrative capacity compared
With that of French, iv. 317.

Animated moderation, viii. 130-2;
ix, 127-8.

Apprehension, dulness of, v. 253.
Conservatism, I. 249-50; iii. 235.
Depth and strength, iii. 12, 17.
Fairness, v. 253.
Humour, energetic, i. 240.
Insularity and ignorance, v. 307.
Intense absorption in smgle sub-

jects, iii. III.
Liberalism, cautious, ii, 58.
Merrts and defects, vii. 38-9.
Non-committal attitude, i. 237-8.
Obstinacy, i, 105.
Political contentment, v. 350.
Political stupidity, i. 26, 53.
Practical sagacity, VIii. 186.
Secular feeling, iv. 233.
Stupidity, i. 106.
Warlike qualities, iv. 167.

Institutions of-the militia, as a
specimen of, ii. 149.

Literature of, i. 241; best for the
English, ii. 1-3.

Roman Catholic Church, attitude to-
wards, i. 178, 186, 26g.

Romans, comparison with, vii. 307.
English royalty, see Crown.
Epicureanism, i. 284; IV. 8g; melan-

choly of, iii. 36.
Epochs, character of, viii. 20-1.
Equality, new communities exemplify-

ing, v. 346.
Equanimity, poems of, iii. 5-6.
Erskine, Crabb Robinson's remini-

scences of, v. 55.
Essays and Reviews, v. 311.
Estimates of some Englishmen and

Scotch".,n, i.. 31.
Radin, Dr., i. 3.

INDEX

Eton, iv. I38; v. 63; ix. 38.
Eugene, Prince, iv. ]62.
Eugenics, natural, viiI. 95.
Euripides, estimate of, iv. 273.
Evidence:

Principles of, ix. 204-5.
Sense of, iv. 228.

Evolution theory, i, 18, 19.
Exchange, par of, viii. 176-7.
Exchange dealers, vi. 134, 148.
Exchange value, see under Value.
Exchequer, Chancellor of the:

Office of, v. 310-
Positron of, in the money market, vi.

70 ff.
Qualifications for, iv. 15.

Exchequer, Court of, v. 309,310.
Exchequer, work at the, v. 314.
Exchequer Bills, ii. 349; v.313'
Expenditure, non-productive, vii. 252-3.
Experience, essentials to, i. 2Ig.
Exports, cheap money as affecting, vi.

79-80•
Extremists, vi. 232-3.
Eyre, Gov., Carlyle's championship of,

ix. 42 if.

FACTORYsystem, rise of, ii. 188.
Falstaff, i. 239-41.
Familiarity as affecting descriptive

power, i. 308.
Families, grouping in, viii. 88.
Fanaticism, iii. 11-12.
Fancy:

Bodily sensibility as affecting, ii,
261.

Imagination contrasted with, i, 246;
ii. 255-6, 258, 260.

Fawcett, Henry, ix. 108 ft.
Federation, definition of, iii. 359.
Feudalism:

Cattle-lending in relation to, vii. 242.
India, in, vii. 124.
Land tenure in England free from

principles of, ix, 177.
Origin and nature of, vii. U3.
Period of, v, 356.

Fiction :
Caricature in, iii. 85, 91-2.
Conventional rules in, iii. 97.
Historical, iii. 60- I.
Love-passages in, iii. 95-7.
Penal code of, iii. 54-6.
Plot of, iii. 71.
Religious, iii. 6g.
Ubi<J.uitous or miscellaneous claSil of,

Iii. 38, 41, 80.
Fielding, iv. 264.
Pinanee Minister, 5" Exchequer,

Chancellor of the.



First Lord of the Treasury, office of, v.
3II.

Firstrate ability, advantages of, v. lIS.
Fitzgerald, Percy, Life of Laurence

Sterne by, iv. 229 If.
Fitzwilliam, Lord, iv. 18.
Flamstead, cited, vii. 102.
Fleming, R., i. 147.
Foreade, Eugene, Essays of, ii, 265 i

cited, 275 n., 277.
Foreign policy:

English, v. 307, 308.
Treaties, v. 138, 139 If.

Forster, W. E., ix. 23, 34; estimate of,
IS6-7; address on higher educa-
tion, 222 If.

Foston Ie Clay, ii. 80.
Fox, C. J., in Shelburne Ministry, iv.

14; opposition to Shelburne, 14,
15; coalition with North, 16-18;
attitude to the Crown, 17-18;
the India Bill, 18- 19; dismissed
by the King, 20; .. Fox's
Martyrs," 23; estimate of, 35;
Rogers' Recollections of, ix,

272-4; quoted, ii. 179; iii. 281;
otherwise mentioned, iii. 232;
iv. 9, 26-7; v. 201, 206, 207,
361.

Fox, W. j., i. 6.
France:

Administrative Government in, v,
309·

Alsace--of most worth to France or
Germany? ix, 71 If.

Ancien regime:
Economic conditions under, vii.

16 If.
Political conditions under, viii.

Il5·
Sterne's description of, iv. 250 ft.

Army in, I. 131-2 i ix. I8, 84'
Assemblies, proceedings of, v. 146-7.
Assimilative power of, as to races,

ix. 72-3.
Association Gen~rale de Credit

Mobilier, see Credit Mobilier.
Bank of France ;

Accounts of, v. 17-
British loan from, in 1837-9, vi.

II4·
Governor of, State appointment of,

vi. 52, 142.
Liabilities of, past and present, vi.

61 arsd n.1, 63 and 1I.t, 268-71.
Management of, vi. 52.
Reserve:

Nature of, vi. 269, 271.
Proportion of, to liabilities-

table., vi. 203-
VOL. IX. 20

INDEX

France: Bank of-cont.-
Silver :
Exchange of, for Gold with Bank

of England (1860), vi. 268.
Stock of, vi. 346.
Suspension and resumption by, of

specie payments, vi. 30 and II.,
1I7 and II., 192 and ._

Effects of resumption, probable, vi.
268,272•

Methods of accomplishing sus-
pension, vi. 272-3.

Banking in, comparatively inexten-
sive, ii. 281; vi. 13, 56; cause of
prejudice against, 65.

Belgian and English invasions by,
possibility of, i. 120- I.

Bourse speculation amongst political
classes in, ii. 268.

Caisse d'Escompte, VI. 65.
Class fusion in, iii. 20- I.
Coinage league of, v. 9.
Condition of, under Louis Napoleon,

iv. 317 fr.
Constitution of jan., 1852, i. 93 If.,

II9-20, 129 If.
Coup d'Etat (1851):

Apprehension and terror preceding,
i. 79-81, 85, 86.

Ethical aspect of, i, 85.
justification of, i, 79-
Letters on-I, i. 77-83; II, 83-93 ;

Ill, 93-103 i IV, 103-12; V, 1I2-
21; estimate of Letters, 24 If.,
74-5; success of, 78, 82.

Prosperity following, vii. 308.
Credit in, almost non-existent, iv.

321.
Credit Mobilier:

Accusations against, ii, 270-1.
Business of, ii. 273-4.
Capital of, ii, 272.
Charter of, provisions of, ii. 272,

273·
Companies supported by, ii. 278-9,

2B+ II.
Government supervision of, ii. 278.
Influence ascribed to, ii, 275.
Objections to share speculations of,

ri, 275 fr.
Socialistic ideas of, ii. 269"7°.

Currency of:
Bi-metallism- effect of, vi. 270-2,

281; practical abandonment of,
336.

Description of, V. 22.
Inconvertible paper, vi. 282.
Latin Union's policy in, regarding

silver coinage, vi. 273, 349.
Nature and effects of, vi. 269-70.



France: Currency of-cont.-
Silver, Indian demand for, vi. 258,

347·
Democratic society in, iv. 261.
Economistes, vii. :1:9ff., 206; ix. 197.
Eighteenth century intellectuality in,

viir, lIS.
Emperor, position of, v. Ig6.
Empire, nature of, v. 356-7.
Equality, principle of, v. :1:96.
Foreign commercial undertakings of,

ii. 279-80, 284 n;
Free speech in, for advocates, ii,

27°-:1:·
German war, JCC Franco-Prussian

War.
Girondists, ix. 72.
Government, form of:

Monarchical, v. 183.
Open question, an, iii. 204.
Republican constitution, smgularity

of, v. 149.
Revolutionary, v. 303-4'

Government surveillance in, ii. 266.
Grand Alliance against, iv. ISO,

161.
History of French Cif1ilisation

(Guizot), vi. 241.
Lorraine-of most worth to France

or Germany? ix. 71 ff.
Lotteries in, ii. 276.
Marlborough's successes against, iv.

150 ff.; results of, 152-3, 160,
162; peace negotiations, 161.

Money hoarded in, unbanked, ii. 281 ;
vi. 13,56.

Montagnards, i, 27-8, 81, II6.
Municipal government in, i. 134-5.
Napoleonic Wars as affecting Great

Britain, ii, 292-3.
Naval and military needs of, ix, 18.
Officialism in, v, 364.
Orleans family property seized, i.

112, 127, 130.
Parliamentary debates in :

Intolerance in, viii. 106.
Vanity of, v. 280.

Parliaments in, usually bad, v. 147.
Peace of Utrecht, see Utrecht.
Peasant proprietorship in, ix, 180-1.
Pitt's treaty with, iv. 26-7.
Political corruption in, i. It7-18; iv.

320-1.
Political experiments of, i. 103-4,

H2-13; since 1789 President ap-
pointed and removed by As·
sembly, v. 145; Constitution of
Louis Napoleon, i. 93 tr., II9-2O,
129 ff.

Political fear in, vi. 239; ix, 181.

INDEX

France--cont.-
Population increase in, rate of, viii.

208.
Population of, ix. 75.
Press in, i. 122 ff. ; iii. 326.
Property law of, ix. 180.
Prussian War (1870), see Franco-

Prussian War.
Race admixture in, viii. 46.
Revolution, general fear of, vi. 239-40.
Revolution of 1789:

Burke on, ii. 63.
Effects of, in England, i. 279; ii.

59-60, 176, 184; iii. 251; iv. 29,
36-7; v. 361; vii. 46-7, 74; ix.
128, 256; effect in England of
horrors of 1793, vii. 56-7; reac-
tion against savagery of English
sentiment, vii. 51-2.

Gibbon's attitude towards, ii, 174-6.
Leaders in, diverse races of, ix.

72.
Mirabeau's part in, viii. 248-5°'
Pitt's attitude towards, iv, 3, 36-8.
Shelley imagined in, ii. 220.

Revolution of 1830:
Beranger on, iii. 31.
Effect of, in England, vii. 52-3, 62.

Revolution of 1848, i, II3.
Roman Catholic preachers in, i,13-15,

loS-IO.
" Rouge" element in, v. 360.
Russian entente with, results of

tumour of, ix. Ig.
Socialism feared in, i. 80, 89; trans-

portation of SOCialists(1852),91.
Sociahstic ideas of Credit Mobilier,

ii.26g-7°.
Societes anonymes, ii. 268-9.
Societes en commandite, ii. 26g.
Spanish Succession question,iv.I46 If.
Taxation in, under MacMahon, vii.

go.
Trade of:

Bourse speculations as affecting,
ii, 281-2.

Nature of, ii. 330-I.
Whiggism lacking in, ii, 65.

Franchise, Parliamentary :
Adult, v. 263.
All classes' inclusion in, necessity for,

iii. II7-I8, 149.
Apathy regarding (1859), iii. 172.
Artisan inclusion in:

Desirability of, iii. U8-20.
Differential scale of voting capa-

city, suggested, iii. 137-8, 174.
Diffused influence in all constitu-

encies, objections to, iii. I35-47,
174·



Franchise, Parliamentary: Artisan in-
clusion in-C:Old.-

Failure of, in eighteenth cent., iii.
247-8.

Ineffectiveness of, v. 277.
Methods of, two, iii. 135 ff.
Money qualification considered, iii.

145-7·
Reform Act of 1867 as affecting, v.

121.
Varying franchise as affecting:

Experience of, iii. 148.
Method of, iii. 153-5.
Objections to, iii. 150-2; practi-

cal disfranchisement of higher
classes, 165-6, 172.

Possibility of, iii. 147.
Working class constituencies, vii.I

63'4'
Borough freemen's, iii. 152-3.
Boroughs, close:

Advantage claimed for, illusory,
iii. 265 ff.

Objections to, iii. 267.
Proportion of, ill. 228.

Boroughs, corrupt:
Pitt's proposals regarding, iv. 28·

9·
Preferred to close, iii. 267-8.

Boroughs, large, type of member re-
turned by, iii. 175-6.

Boroughs, small:
Advantages of, ix. 35.
Combination of, suggested, iii.

157-9·
Corruptibility of, iii. 123, 153, 155-

7, 175, 225, 229·
Class representation, iii. 173-4.
Constituencies, see sub-h,admg Elec-

toral districts.
County, independence of, in eight-

eenth cent., iii. 229.
Corrupt, conditions leading to, iii.

248-50. (S" also sub.heading
Boroughs, small.)

Democratic, disfranchisement of
higher classes under, iii. 121,
242; ix, 261.

Democratic theory as to, iii. 125 ff.
Double representation principle, iii.

141 ff.
Educative effect of, iii. 122, 151.
Electoral districts:

Compulsory, v. 26S.
Power of, increased. vii. 69.
Select, vii. 65.
Subservience of, to the aristocracy

and incompetence of, v. 120-1.
Ultra-democratic theory as affect-

ing, v. 263.

INDEX

Franchise, Parliamentary: Electoral dis-
tricts-.cont.-

Variety and size of, vii, 64'
Voluntary, v, 26S ff.

Exercise of:
Corrupt, iii. 123, 155; palliative

agamst, 156-7.
Desirable conditions of, iii. 122-3.
Indirect influence on, iii. 154 n.
Poverty as affecting-vox populi

vox diaboli, v. 125-6.
Fitness for, argument as to, iii. 126-

7, ISO.
Intelligence tests for, futility of, iii.

131-3.
Labour, enfranchisement of, see sub-

heading Artisan.
Manufacturers' position as to (1859),

iii. lIS, 159, 163.
Minority principle:

Amelioration of disfranchisement
of higher c1aB11eS in working class
constituencres, iii. 169 ff.

Cumulative vote, suggestion as to,
Iii. 171-2.

Effect of, iii. 138 ff.
Restriction of electors to one vote

each, suggested, iii. 170-1.
Personal property qualification, sug-

gestion as to, iii. 168'9.
Political capacity level, necessity of,

hi. 247-8, 250, 270-1.
Pre-Reform system:

Borough, iii. 227-9; vii. 59.
County, iii. 229-30.
Defect of, iii. 245-6.
Expression of all views secured

under, iii. 247; vii. 63.
Restriction of, in few hands, vii. 61.
Ruling power under, classes en-

trusted with, iii. 233-4, 238, 240-3.
Scot and lot qualification, iii. 228 ;

vii. 59-60.
Scotland, in, iii. 231.
Select constituencies, iii. 233; vii.

65·
Sheriff's discretionary power re-

garding, iii. 13°-1,226; v. 356-7 ;
vii. 59.

Trade interest unrepresented. vii.
6x.

Variations in, iii. 227-8; vii. 58 ff. ;
instances of, in Somerset and
Lancs., iii. 227-8; VJl. 59-60.

Working class constituencies, v,
282 i vii. 63-4.

Property qualification for, proposals
for, iii. 133-4.

Ratepaying or household, iii. 116,
1:25, 154 a.nd ... , 160, 228.

20 •



Francllise, Parliamentary-cOllt.-
Redistribution, Bright's views on,

criticised, iii. rOO-2.
Reform:

Hare's scheme, v. 264-5, 266.
Mill's scheme, v. 264-5.
PItt's efforts for, iv. 28-g.
.. Wisdom of our Ancestors" argu-

ment in regard to, falsity of, vii.
60.

Shop-keepers swamping higher
classes, iii. 166-7.

State of (1859), iii. II6, 122.
Stanstics regarding, fonner lack of,

iii. 224.
Suburban constituencies, iii. 167-8.
Tests for determining, necessary

characteristics of, iii. 133.
Universal, effect of, iii. 149-50; in

America, iii. 367; in France, v,
147.

Variations of, v. 363-4.
Variety of qualifications for, prior to

1832 Reform Bill, iii. 1,.B, 227.
Women's adrmssion to, arguments

for, ix, 67 ff., 190.
Francis, Rev. Philip, ii. 132, 137.
Franco-Prussian War :

Annexation of territory, question as
to, ix. 71 ff.

Indemnity, payment of, vi. 94; vii.
152.

Lessons of, ix. 84 fr.
Napoleon Ill's part in, ix. 101.

Frederic the Great, v. 2g6, 3og.
Free State, meaning of, viii. 102.
Free Trade:

Advocates of, before A. Smith, vii. 10.
Benefit of, v, 242.
Bolingbroke'S approach to, iv. 167.
Cobden's agitation for, iv. 323 ff,
Coining an exception to, viii. 148,

159·
Consequences of, viii. 146-7.
Economistes as expounders of, vii.

19 fr.
Hume's adherence to principles of,

ix.267-8.
Louis Napoleon's efforts for, iv. '318,

320.
National question, development as,

iii. 318.
Pitt's efforts towards, iv. 26.
Smith's work for, vii. 31-2, 179-80.
Unpopularity of, abroad, vii. 93.

Free will:
Conservation of force theory in rela-

tion to, i, 18; viii. 7.
Transmillllion of tendencies in rela-

tion to, viii. 6-7.

INDEX

Freedom (seeabo Go¥ernment-Free) :
Political value of, viii. 143.
Servitude the preliminary to, viii. 20.

Freeman, E. A., cited, V. 352 n.; viii.
II3 ; on early Teutonic institu-
tions, VIii. 43.

French language:
Latin and English contrasted with,

iii. 25.
Neatness of, iii. 13.
Sphere of, ii, 154-5.

French literature, characteristics of, i.
105-6; vi. 241; in Gibbon's day,
ii. 146; tragedy, iii. 12.

French people:
Brrtish conception of, vi. 238•
Characteristics of:

Administrative capacity, iv. 317.
Beranger's delineation of, iii. 20,

36.
Brilliance, i, 107; iii. 8.
Cleverness, i. 106.
Commercial timidity, ii. 276.
Excitability, i. II7, 133.
Facility of manner, ii, 42.
Gambling propensities, ii, 276.
Instability, i, 104-5, 220; viii. 100.
Intellectual capacity, i. 28.
Logical propensity, i. 107. 133;

vii. 310; viii. 186.
Variety of, ix. 73.

Histoncal works of. ii. 162.
Influence of. on society, iii. 7-8.
Political deficiencies of, i. 13, 25, 49.

104, 107, 128-9, 133; vii. 309-
10.

Friends, Society of, iii. 303.
Friendship, i. t6g-70.
Fronde, A. J., iii. 60.
Fullarton quoted on paper currency.

viii. 167. 171.

GALTON cited-on population increase,
vii. 173, 218, 2[9; on eugenics,
viii. 95; quoted-con the Dama-
ras, vii. 129-30; viii. 90; on Ori-
ental markets, vii. 190 ; on
taming of animals. vii. 237-9;
viii. 33-4'

Garibaldi, v, 19B; ix. 97.
Gaultier, Abbe, iv. 161-2.
Gemus, regular and irregular, contrast-

ed, iii. 74 fr.; kinds of education
suited to each, 104-5.

Gentlemen, connotation of term, iv.
232-3.

George I., King, proclamation of, iv.
~77; Walpole's relations with,
IV. 74: estimate of, v. 195; men-
tioned. v. 189, 197, 218.



George II., King, quoted on jobbery, iii.
261; estimate of, v. 195; men-
tioned, iv. 179; v. 189, 197, 218.

George II!., King, popular attitude to-
wards, v_ 189-90; attitude of, to-
wards his ministers, v. 216, 323 ;
relations wrth Pitt, iv. 24, 32-3,
36; letters to Pitt, iv. 2; feeble
governments under, iii. 251; pat-
ronage activities of, iii. 253-4,
257-8; iv. ro-r r ; hatred of coali-
tion ministry, iv, 16-17, 24; the
India Bill, IV. 18·19; dismissal of
the coalition, iv. 20; estimate of.
iv. 12,18; v. r89, 195; influence
of, v. 201, 221; virtues of, v.
196-7; insanity of, v. 197,221;
vigorous will of, v. 209; per-
sonal antipathies of, v, 206;
policy regarding the American
War, v. 328; quoted, ii. 87;
otherwise mennoned, ir, 57, lfig,
291; V. 200,201,212-14,218,220.

George IV., King, excesses of, as
Prince of Wales, iv. 17; v. 361 ;
a model of family demerit, v.
197; policy on accession, v. 361 ;
estimate of, ii, 291; mentioned,
ii. 57, 300; v, 218.

George Eliot, estimate of. iv, 241.
German criticism, ii. 4.
German thought, i. 153-4, 165.
Germanic languages, characteristic of,

iii_ 13.
Germanic race, political institutions of,

viii. II3.
Germans:

Characteristics of, ix. 73-4.
Historical works of, ii. 162.

Germany (su also PrUSSIa) :
Army of, ix. 75.
Bank of England, relations with, vi.

187-90.
Banking liabilities and reserves in-

tables, vi. 203.
Coinage problem of, v. 9, 38.
Commercial superiorities of, vii. 154.
Currency of:

Demonetiaation of silver under, vi.
257,273,280-1,351•

London market as affected by, vi.
262.

Value of silver as affected by, vi.
261,285,287.

Education in, v. 43.
Franeo-Prussian War, se« that

headiflg.
Imperial Bank of, vi. 30 fl., 188 n.;

liabilities of, past and present,
vi. 61 and n.2

INDEX

Germany~.-
Nationalism of, epidemic of, is. 163.
Rise of, ix, 20'].

Gibbon, Edward (senior), Ii. 127-30,
130-1, 147, 148.

Gibbon, Edward :
Career-birth and early years, ii. 131-

2; school work and desultory
reading, 132-6; at Oxford, 137-
40; becomes Roman Catholic,
40-4; at Lausanne, 144-8; flir-
tation with Mlle. Curchod, 46-7 ;
in the Militia, 149 ; studious pur-
suits, 150 ff.; French essay, 153-
4; in Parliament, ISS - 6 ;
residence abroad, 173 ; the
French Revolution, 174-6 ; com-
pletion of memoirs, 177; death
Of,I77·

Cited, i. 145; quoted, v. 97, 99.
Estimate of, it. 148, 160, 161, 167,

173·
History of the Decline and Fall of

the Roman Empire, labour in-
volved in, i. 202; ii. 153, 102-3 ;
publication and reception of, 148,
156-7; estimate of, 173; excel-
lencies of, 136, 164; language
of, 160-1; stiffness of, i. 202;
monotony of, ii, 161; three
periods of, 165 ff. ; scope of, 164 ;
style and tone of, 158-61.

Jtnlrnal of, quoted, it. 151-2.
MisClllanies of, quoted, ii, 151 and n.
Otherwise mentioned, i, 181; ii, 92 ;

vii. 68.
Giffen, cited, 1. 58.
Gilbert, quoted, i, 158.
Gladstone, W. E.:

Appreciation of, iv. 301.
Budget of 1860, iii. 279, 280, 282.
Characteristics of :

Adapbve mind, iii. 281-3.
Advocacy, inclination to art of, iii.

282-3,292•
Contentious impulse, iii. 279-81.
Debate, pleasure in, iv. 332.
Deficiency in imagination, iii. 2go;

in tenacity of first principle, 290,
2g6,298.

Didactic impulse, iii. 278.
Inconsietency, iii. 291-2.
Laboriousness, iii. 276,284-5.
Minutiae, taste for, iii. 276, 280,

284.
Pacific temperament, iii. 279-80.
Scholastic intellect, iii. 285-8, 293.
Vehemence of temperament, ill.

292•
Zeal, iii. 283.
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Gladstone, W. E.-cont.-
Creed of, iii. 296.
Estimate of, iii. 288.
Financial policy of, compared with

Lewis's, iv. 2x9-2o.
Greenwich speech (1871), ix. 92 ff.
Influence and popularity of, v, X23;

viii. 59.
Irish Home Rule proposal opposed

by, ix. 89-90.
Oratory of, iii. 277 6'.; late develop-

ment of, ix. 94; contrasted with
Burke's, 283; disadvantage of
the impulse, 287-90.

Oxford's influence on, i, x63-4; iii.
274, 294; Liverpool's, iii. 276-7.

Oxford's rejection of, ix, 39.
Problem as to, iii. 272-3; prognosti-

cation regardmg, 298 6'.
Public attitude towards, iii. 293; ix,

4I•

Quoted and cited, v. 36, I32; viii.
no; on Bank of England issue
department, ii, 352.

Reserve power of, outside Parliament,
iX·93·

Resignation of leadership by, ix.
I526'.

War, views on, iii. 300.
Writings of:

Church and State, iii. 274, 294-5.
Homer, iii, 274, 290.
Pamphlet on Royal Supremacy,

quoted, iii. 286-8.
Ritualtsm essay, ix, 142 6'.

otherwise mentioned, v. 284, 313;
vi. 107.

Glasgow in 18th cent., viii. 9; Adam
Smith's connexion With, ix.
196-7·

Glasgow University, vii. 4.
God.

Attributes of, assumptions regarding.
i. 277-8, 304-6.

Intentions imputed to, i. 298 6'.
Precepts from, opposed to conscience

impossible, i. 300 ff.
Preconceptions regarding, i. 304-6;

iV·98-9·
Remoteness of, iv. 107.

Godolphin, Lord, Whig ministry of, iv.
lSI ff.; estimate of, IS6.

Godwin, Wm., ii. 244.
Godwin's Enquirer cited, vii. 213.
Goethe, conversation of, with Schiller,

cited, iv, 273-5 ; intellectual crea-
tion by, iv. 294; estimate of, i.
232-3; iv. 273; quoted, ii. 32;
on great compositions, ri, 248;
on Beranger, iii. 19; cited, ii.

INDEX

121; iv. 102 and n.1; on ideas
preceding experience, iii. 64-5;
mentioned, ii. 249; iii. 66 ; v. 50,
54,57·

Gold:
Cost of production determining rela-

tive value of, vi. 260, 264.
Currency, see under that headtng.
Discovenes, effect of, viii. 161; on

value of silver, vi. 257.
Fixity of value, need for, viii. 160,

187.
Intrinsic value of, viii. 155, lfio. 3.
Prices in relation to supply of, vii.

248,250•
Silver in relation to, vi. 285, 308,

323-7.
Stock of, unknown, vi. 343, 351.
Supply of, vi. 258; from U.S.A.,

290-1•
Total production of, vi. 310.

Goldsmith cited, iv. 139.
Gonneville CIted, vii. 236-7.
Goodness, two kinds of, iii. 182 it
Gorham case, iii. 286, 295.
Gentz, Baron, iv. 73.
Goschen, Lord, chairman of Committee

on Depreciation of Silver, vi.
283; quoted-e-on rates of ex-
change, vi. 115; on Indian fin-
ances, vi. 301.

Goupo, M., ir, 271. ..
Government:

Average, ix. 244 ff.
Beginnings of, v. 352-3.
Bloc system, i, lI4-17.
Bureaucratic, v. 295-9; in Prussia,

295,297·
Cabinet, see that heading.
Capacity for, principle determining,

iii. 127, ISO.
Club, by a, v, 257-8, 262.
Coining by, v. 2-4.
Constitutional (see also Constitution,

British) :
Kinds of nations capable of elect-

ing a good Parliament, v, 345.
Primitive aspects of, v. 353'4.

Constitutional Statesmen, see that
heading.

Defects of every form of, iii. 101-2.
Democratic theory of (see also

Democracy) :
Arguments for, iii. 125-6.
Disfranchisement of higher classes

under, iii. 121, 242; ix, 261.
Objections to, iii. 127-9.
'Origin of, iii. 163.
Ultra-democratic theory, v. 263,

316.



Government-cDnt.-
Despotic, methods of, ii, 193-4'
Despotism in democracy, effect of, ii,

282-3·
Dictatorial or Revolutionary, form of,

v. 302, 303-4'
Discussion, free, in relation to, vi.

222 ff., 226-7, 235.
Discussion, by, viii. 102 if.; condi-

tions leading to, 119; advantages
of, 124 ff,

Dull, ix. 239 if.
Econ.omistes, Ideal of, vii. 22-3.
Evolution of, vi. 56.
Executive:

Brttish dislike of, v. 362-3.
Danger of, v. 236.

Expenditure by, vii. S8-go.
Fairness of, necessary to transfer-

ability of capital, vii. 149.
Federal :

Defects of, v. 228.
Forms of-four, v. 302.
Hamilton's scheme of, iii. 354-7

andn.
Free:

Characteristic of, v. 272.
• Complexities of, ii. 193.

Value of, viii. 143.
Graduation of representation, in.

127.
Heads of departments, v. 2go· I.
Hereditary form of, v, 302.
Historical achievement, considered

as, v, 2-3.
Imitation of, by the public, vi. 67.
Inconvincible, ix, 259 ff.
Interference dear to, vii. 94.
Local authorities, see sub-heading

Municipal.
Middle, inevitable, ix. 126 ff.
Middle class view of, ii. 188-9.
Military system of, v. 305.
Mmisters:

Dismissal of, and votes of censure
on, v. 137, 138.

Good and bad, choice of, v. 303.
Social status of, iii. II4-15.

Monarchical:
Constitutional monarchy, when in-

valuable, v. 32-1.
Divine institution, as, v. 186-9.
English characteristics of, v. 185.
Reasons for, v. 182, 186.

Money market, relations with, vi.
70 ff.

Money of the country, attitude to-
wards, ii. 265-6.

Municipal, i. 134-5; v, 306, 363-4 ;
women participators in, ix. fig.

INDEX

Govemment-cont.-
Officials, v. 297-8,306-7 ; permanent,

s,e sub-lualling Permanent
officials.

Opposition as affecting, iii. 249-50
(seealso Opposition).

Parhamentary :
Departmental heads, v. 291.
Form of, v, 302, 304-5.
Head of, to change with the min-

istry, v. 294.
Home Department, See Home

Office.
Mind, fresh, importance of, v. 300.
Officials, naturally imperfect, v.

300-1.
Presidential at variance with, v. IS I,
Royal and unroyal, v. 314.

Party:
Characteristics of, in England. v.

259-00, 261-2 (see also Con-
servative, Liberal and Tory.)

Left centre the ideal, vii. 75 ff.; ix,
x72•

Long periods under same party,
vii. 73-4.

Middle Party, ix. 175 ; not possible,
ix, Iz6.

Patronage, see that heading.
Permanent officials:

Parliamentary connexion with,
former, vii. 68.

Responsibilities of, v. 313; vi.
137-8.

Specialised value of, iv. 194-5.
Work of, iv. 222; v. 261.

Persecuting tendency of, VI. 226.
Political crises determining fate of,

v.138.
Popular, v. 179; ix. 86.
Practicality essential fOT systems of,

v.136-7·
Predominant elements in, ix. 130.
Premier, position of, see Premier.
Presidential form of:

Comparison of, with Cabinet gov-
ernment, v. 170.

Defects of, v. 303.
Nature of, v. lSI, 178; defects, 180,

3°2-3.
President, choice of, v. 177, 181.
Principles of, v. 170, 172, 173-6.

Primitive need of, viti. 33 If.
Primitive times, in :

Forms of, among early Aryans, viii.
18.

Impressive kind of, necessary, viti.
I7,20·

Nature of-weak and chaotic, vii.
II5-16; despotic, viii. 43.



INDEX

Government: Primitive times, in- Great Britain: Governmentof--&61fl.-
cont.- Parliament. ue tbt lutuli1lg.

Secular and religious, identity of, Pre-Reform,weakness of, iii. 250 if.
viii. 17-18. Moneyavailable in, vi. 13-14-

Trade dislikedby, viii. 25-7. Moneymarket, see tbe h8ading.
Principles of, must be unquestioned, National Debt:

iV.320. Beginnings of, vi. 66.
Public meeting,by, v. 257-8,262,286. Pitt's dealings WIth,iv. 27.
Public order and industrial security, Pacificnature of, iv. 54.

duty as to, i, 81, II3. Politicalconstitution of, see Constitu-
Representative: tion, British; also Franchise;

Defectivein training of statesmen, Government; and Parliament.
theory as to, iii. 263. Political freedomin, i. II8-19.

First requisite of, iii. 233-4. Poor Laws of, vii. 194,226.
Republican,weak point in, v, 186. Population increase in, rate of, vii.
Revolution-created,vi. 66. 170.
Revolutionary,iv. 37. Public life in:
Right on the side of, likelihoodas to, Economy,an, iii. 297.

iii. 300. Rewards in. iii. 326.
Sectarian, v. 200-1. Public opinion, organised, a char-
Society, the head of, v. 193. acteristic of, iii. 234. (8ee also
Sovereignpower in : Public Opinion.)

Differencesof, v. 315. Representative system of, see Fran-
Necessityfor, v. 228. chise.

Specialisation in departments of, vii. Revolutionof 1688,ii. I07; v. 360.
143-4. Taxation in, see Taxation.

Strong: Trade development in, vii. 95;
Pre-Reformsystem not producing, foreign trade of, vi. 37; Ameri-

Iii. 250-63. I can Trade, vi. 277-9· (See also
Security for, iii. 270. Trade.)

Thinking, ix, 249 if. I Greece:
Unwillingdependenciesof, iii. 365. Constitutional development of, v.
Utility theory, iii. 126. 354.
Wellington'Sview of, iii. 252. Grote's history of, see under Grote.

Grant, Gen., ix, 86. Mitfordon history of, v. 95-6.
Granville, Lord, cited, i, 1; quoted on Political discussion in, viii. 102 ff.,

Bright, ix. 77. IIO·II.
Grattan, Henry, quoted, v. III. Greek coloniesunder Persia, Viii.II6.
Graves, Mr., ix, I05 if. Greeklanguage, ii, 153,154.
Gray, estimate of, iii. 207; .. Elegy," i. Greekmythology,i. 245.

206; iv. 275-7; "Elegy" quoted, Greenbacks,vi. 297,303,312,331.
ii. 7 n. Grenville,Lord, ii. 302; iv. 196; v. 361;

Great Britain (See also England): cited, iv. 197.
Aristocracyof, see Aristocracy. Grenville,Thomas, iv, 25.
Banker of Europe, vi. 20. Greville,quoted, vii. 55.
Banking developmentin, vii. 146. Grey,Lord, interviewof, with the King,
Bankinghabit in, vi. 55,60, 91. ii. 313; relations with William
Corn Laws, see that heading. IV. on Reform Bill 1832,v. 334;
Government of (slIe also Govern- work on the ReformBill, vii. 56-

ment) : 7; mentioned, ii. 72, 210, 309;
Feebleness of, in 18th cent., iii. v. 361; vii. 83.

259 if. Grey, Lord, Colonial policy of, v. 234;
Inefficiencyof, v, 305,307; causes refuses to join Russell'sprojecte:l

leading to, 8-10. ministry, 285; IIDpartiaiityand
Lavishness and corruptionof early cIeamess of, 249.

19th cent., ii, 28g·9O. Grey, Sir George, cited, v. uS.
Officesof, nature and growth of, v. Grote,estimate of, v. 93, g8; cited-on

308. I' early polities, viii. 18; on mon-
Officialsof, contrasted with foreign archical government, v. IS3-5;

officials,v; 306-7. quotecl-on ancient intolerance,



INDEX

useful knowledge, ii. 324; cited.
ii 37, 52; iii. 96; on Crabbe,
iii. 52; on himself. iv. 258.

Hemans, Mrs., ii. 243.
Hendriks quoted, v. IS.
Hereditary kings, v. 327.
Heredity, i. 199-200; viii. 71.
Herodotus cited, viii. IlO; on origin of

coining, v. 7-8.
Hervey, Lord, i. 279; iv. 78; estimate

of, iv. 72; MemOJTS, quoted, i.
265; ix. 168.

Hill, Miss, see Masham.
Hire, vii. 241.
Historian's temperament, u. 89,91, :r08.
Historical fiction, iii. 00-1.

HALF-BELIEF, iv. 298. History :
Hall, Sir Charles, i, 29, 49. Classical and Mediaeval, contrasted,
Hallam --elted, i. 264; quoted, iii. 236 viii. 109.

alCd n. Conjectural, vi. 55-6.
Hamilton (American statesman), Dawn of, viii. 10.

Federal Government scheme Macaulay's VIews of, perfection in
of, iii. 354-7 and n. narration of, ii. roo-ro

Hamilton, Lord George, quoted-on Materials of, ii, 122; variety of
Indtan finances, vi. 300-2. 161.

Hamilton, Sir Wm., Vii. 5. 284; con- Paradoxes of, iv. I.
trasted with De Morgan, i. 5-6; Philosophy in relation to, vii. 28.
quoted, viii. 134' Philosophy of, iv. I.

Hampden, Dr. i. 151; iii. 295. Preliminaries to-national progress,
Hampden Clubs, ii. 288. viii. 137.
Hankey, Mr. (Bank director), Economist Rembrandtesque, viii. 40-1.

cnticised by, vi. 108-9; letter of, Study of, ix. 202-4.
in Times cited, II7-I9; quoted on Umversal and particular, contrasted,
Bank of England, 32-3. ii. 163-4'

Hanover, House of, British attitude to-l Use of, to literary men, u 157.
wards, iv. 171-2; vii. 80-1; un- Writing of-manner of, ii. 158 ;
popularity In 18th cent., iv. 146; labour of, 162-3.
vii. 65; Insecurity of the dynasty H istory of Prices (Tooke), viii. 146 if.
prior to George III., v. 360. Hobbes, cited, v. 315.

Hardwicke, Lord. quoted, iii. 256. Hogarth. i. 240.
Hardy, Gathorne, IX. 188. Holland:
Hare. Mr., electoral scheme of, v. 264-5. Banking in. vi. 58-9.

266; vii. 70. Currency of, vi. 265, 347.
Harems as SOUICeof capital, vii. 240. I English attitude towards, under Bol-
Harley, Robert. see Oxford. ingbroke, iv. 147, 161.
Hardinge, Sir Henry, quoted on Althorp, English betrayal of. in Peace of

vii. 57. Utrecht, iv. 161-2.
Harman, Mr. (Bank director). quoted. Position of (18th cent.), vii. 17.25.

vi. Il2; on panic of 1825, 42. Holland. Lady, quoted, ii. 73.
Harrison, Mr •• cited, viii. 38. Holland, Lord, iii. 232.
Hartington. Lord (1875), ix, 157.8. Holland. Lord, MemoiTs of. quoted, ii.
Hartley, cited, viii. 4. 302-3; attitude towards Reform
Hayley (poet), ii. 42, 49. Act of 1832, vii. 55.
Hazlitt, contrasted with Lamb, v, 61-2; Holland, Launcelot (Gov. of Bank of

estimate of, i, 239; quoted- England), speeches of, quoted,
on Oxford University, i, 163; on vi. 212'14, 216-18.
S. T. Coleridge, i. 212; on West, Holy Alliance, ii, 286, 295.
i, 220; on .Mackintosh, ii, 94; on Holyoake, Mr., cited, iii. 132.
Burke, ii, 112 ; on Shelley, ii. 219, Home Office:
261; on Brougham, ii, 307; on Functions of, iv, 220.

viii. 103; on Mill, vii. 284; his
History of Greue, v, 94, 97;
views of evidence in, iv. 228; v.
95; aim of, 95-6; cited, iii. 43;
v. 354; quoted. vi. 221; ix.
II8-19; estimate of, viii. log.

Grove, Miss Harriet. ii. 241-2.
Guizot, M.. estunate of character and

career of, i. 219-20; VI.. 238-42;
History of FTench Ciflili$ation
by, vi. 241; cited, i. 105; quoted,
iii. 128 n. '; mentioned, v, 19B,
290·

Gurney, Russell. Public Worship Regu-
lation BiU of, vi. 247 if.
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IDEAS:
Abstract nature of, vii. 107.
Influence of, viii. 61.
New, unpopularity of, viii. 106.
Preceding experience, iii. 64'5.
Properties in, essential to irrational

conviction, v. 103-4, 107-8.
Schiller on, iv. 275.

Idleness:
Characteristic of, iii. 24.
Definition of, ii. 3t8.19.

Home Office-cont.- IIgnorance, the cause of inefficient
Limitations on responsibility of, v. -government, v.307; ix. 87-8, a60.

306. I~nation:
Work at, v, 314. Bodily sensibility as affecting, ii. 261.

Homer: Business, iv, 199.
Cowper's translation of, ii. 46-8; Concentration impossible to, iii. 190-1.

quoted, 1-2. Experience and, i, 219.
Estimate of, i, 205; iV.273. Fancy contrasted with, i. 246; ii.
Iliad-quoted, ii, 1-2 ; cited, viii. 1I0. 255-6, 258, 260.
Odyssey quoted, VIii. 10. Oratorical impulse as affecting, ii.
mentioned, i, 207; viii. 12, 75, 130• ago.

Hooker, 1. 26';. Romantic, iii. 60.
Hooper, quoted, v, 359- Unworldliness of, necessary for de-
Horace, estimate of, iii. 6,23,24, lineation of feminine character,
Horner, Francis, ii, 68-74; quoted, iii. 64-

312. I Workings of, iii. 14·
Horse Guards, the, v. 305, 3lI. Imitation:
Hume, David, influence of, on Shelley,) Conservative force, as, viii. 67.

ii. 229, 235-6; philosophy of, it. Faculty of, viii. 60 ff.
235-6 ; attitude towards England Nature of, i_ 61.
and France, vii. 6; Philosophi- Power of, in savages and children,
cal Essays, vii. 7; estimate of, viii. 66.
ii. 99, 154; correspondence of, Imports, cheap money as affecting, vi.
quoted, iii. 260; narrative style 79-
of, ii, 120; quoted, iv. 48; vii. Income Tax, see under Taxation.
14; cited, iii. 142; style of, vir, India:
24, 198; mentioned, ii, 61, 66; Bengalese, political incapacity of,
iii. 292. viii. n8.

Hume, James Deacon, ix, 196, 263 ff. Coalition's Patronage Bill, iv. 18-19.
Humour: Coinage in:

Application of, iv. 248. Baua on, v. 4-5.
Catastrophes relieved by, iii. 190-1. Bengal Chamber of Commerce,
Courage required for humorous writ- proposals of, vi. 295 ff.

ing, iii. lOS. I Restriction on, question as to, vi.
English literary, iii. 190. 281-3, 296, 322 ff•• 328.
Particular and universal. ii, 84. I Cotton supply from, British money
Province of, ii. 36. market as affected by, vi. n6.
Wit contrasted with, ii, 82. Currency of:

Hunter, Sir W., A1IIsals of Rural Double standard of gold and silver
Bengal by, quoted, v. 4-5; vii. suggested for, vi. 281, 328.
120. Silver, vi. 258 ff.; ryots' use of,

Huskisson, iii. 312, 313; iv, 26; vi. I 266-7, 292-3; objections to
126; vii. 68; ix, 265; tribute to changing, 266-8, 328-32.
Hume, ix. 266. Feudal system in, vii. 124.

Huxley, Prof., vii. 307; viii. 134; Ele-j Financial difficulties in (1858-9), iii.
mentary Physiology, quoted, i, 336, 341.
3-4. Government of:

Hyam, Mr., quoted, vi. 214- Christian propaganda prohibited
by, vi. 225-6.

It Council" bills, vi. 314-17, 3SI ; as
affecting exchange, ~ 18-21.

Creditors of, payable In silver, vi.
26].

Financial policy and position of,
vi. 260, 263, 300-2.

Officials of, silver currency as
affecting, vi, 267.

Revenue of, payable in silver, vi.
260, 261, 262, 266, 350.

Silver coinage policy of, vi. 322 ff.



India: Government of-ront.-
Silver demonetisation by, sug·

gested, vi. 280.
Silver depreciation as affecting, vi.

275, :aSo; lUI affecting revenue,
350.

Exports to United Kingdom from,
table and prices of, vi. Z9S.

Imports to, and elq'Ort8 from, as
affected by price of silver, vi.
293-4·

Irrigation works in, native expendi-
ture as to, viii. 92.

Laurence's rule in, ix. 55 ff.
Macaulay's speeches on, ii. 93'4.
Mint of, obligation on, vi. 295.
Native attitude towards British rule,

viii. 101.
Population, increase in, vii. 169-70,

172,222.
Race mixture and "half-castes" in,

viii. 46.
Silver (see also sub.headings Cur-

rency and Government) :
Depreciation of, as affecting trade,

vi. 274, 276-9, 338-40, 343-5.
Drain of, to India, during cotton

tamine, vi. 258.
New, discovery of, as alfecting

Government and trade, vi. 259-
60.

Price of, as affecting trade, vi. 258-9,
262, 274, 276-9, 336, 338-40,
343-5.

Stock, vi. 129-30.
Taxation the crux in, ix. log.
Tribute payable to England:

Increase of, vi. 288, 313-x6.
Prices as alfected by, vi. 315-17.

Unapproachability of the two races
in, viii. 94.

Village communittes in, i. 134; vii.
n6-17, 121.

Wilson's early experience regarding,
iii. 326-7; his work as Financial
Member of Council, 337 If.

India Office:
Council of, V. 312.
Financial transactions of, vi. 185.

Induction and deduction, i. 107-8.
Industry (see also Trade) ;

Over-stimulation of, ii. 278.
Productive power of, increase in, vii.

249; Viii. 203-4'
Slave labour in, vii. 141.

Innovation, unpopularity of, viii. 106.
Inns of Court, v. 63-8.
Inoculation, introduction of, into Eng-

land, iv. 82-3.
11l1J14i""., i, 24.

INDEX

Instinct :
Protective, iii. 183.
Reason as affecting, viii. 78, 81.

Insurance companies, vi. 150.
Intellect :

Advocates', iii. 282, 292.
Discursive and discriminating, con-

trasted, iii. :aSS.
Enterprising and courageous, rarity

of, ii. 301.
Speedy and scrupulous, contrasted,

ii·306·
Intellectual dialogue, i. 254-5.
Intellectual entertainment, ii. II7-19.
Invective, essentials for effective, ii. 36-7.
Inventions, viii. 136.
Investment, see und". Money.
Invisible world, beliefs regarding an,

iv. 115 If.
Ireland:

Cattle-lending in, by chiefs, vii. 241 ,2.
Conacre system in, viii. 153.
Condition of, during Pitt's ministry,

iv. 29, 30; v. 221.
Cottier system in, viii. 219-20.
Devon Commission, viii. 220 and n.
Government of, against her will, iii.

365.
Hoarding instinct in, vii. 244.
Home Rule for, arguments against,

ix. Bg-gl.
Large farm system in, drawbacks to

scheme of, viii. 221-3.
Maynooth College, iii. 295.
Mill's proposals for, viii. 219 fI.
Parliamentary representation of,

before the Union, iii. 232 n.
Peasant proprietors in, proposal as to,

viii. 220-5.
Ulster, land tenure in, viii. 221-2.
Wages oflabourers in, viii. 222.
Waste lands in, viii. 220 and n.

Irish Army Bill, i, lIS.
Irish Church Bill (:r86g), ix. 63 If.
Irish people:

Instability of, viii. 100.
O'Connell's influence over, ii. 307.

Irritability of mankind, viii. 100.
Italians, Viii. 203-4.
Italy:

Cavour's work for, ix. 12 If.
Currency of, inconvertible paper, vi.

282.
Mazzini's work for, IX. 97 If.
Revenue of (1861), iv. 42.
Turin-Novara railway, capital for,

vii, 154.
Unification of, contrasted with

federalisation of American
States, iii. 356-7.



JACOBINISM, iii. 251.
Jacobites, iii. 235-7, 238,240; iv. 171,

172, 178, 179; v. 360; vii. 65,
80-1; rising of 1745, iii. 271.

James II.:
British attitude towards, in Anne's

rergn, v. 187-8.
Macaulay's estimate of, Ii, 124.
Nature of opposition to, v. 360.

Janin, Jules, CIted, I. 105.
Jeffrey, Lord, estimate of, ii, 74-8;

quoted-on Wordsworth and
Shelley, i. 31-2; it. 77; iv, 269
and n.; estimate of Lord Althorp
by, vii. 40.

Jena, battle of, v. 2g6.
Jeroboam the first Liberal. viii. 19.
Jevons, Prof., political economy of, VIi.

104, 185; quoted-on prices, vi.
91, 325; vii. 249-50; on educa-
tion of solicitors, v. 72 a,ul n.; on
Bacon's notion of scientific
method, vii. 101.

Jews:
Financial aptitude of, vii. 228-9.
History and characteristics of, ii,

231-2•
National law's effect on, viii. 19.
Political disabilities of, in England,

removal of, iii. 295.
Progress among, compared with

Grecian, viii. IU-13.
Progress and permanence as exem-

plified by, viii. 41-2.
Reliigous advantage of, viii. 42, 50.
Variety, element of, secured in the

race, viii. 46.
Johnson, Dr., Sydney Smith compared

with, ii. 82; quoted, ii. 202; on
education, 296; on Sterne, iv.
249; on the Classics, viii. 36;
cited-on blank verse, ii. 48; on
Mtlton, iii. 181, 193, 218, 221.

Johnson, President, v. 181, 317; policy
and impeachment of, ISO; esn-
mate of, ix. 31-2.

J oint Stock Banks, see under Banks.
Joint Stock Companies:

Classes of, which prosper, vi. ISO-I.
Government of, vi. 134-5.

Jonson, Ben, iv. 273.
Jouffrey, M., quoted, ii. 238-9.
Journalism, effect of, ix, 253.
Jowett, Dr., ix. 39 ; quoted-on ordinary

men's religion, ii.86; on ancient
SOCIety, ii, 171; on classical
religions, viii. 36, 75.

Judges, two classes of, ii. 310-II.
Judgment, taste in relatiou to, viii.

142'3.

INDEX

Julius C.aeaar contrasted with Pompeius,
ii. 208; position o~ iv. 316.

KAMES, Lord, vii. 7.
Kant, i, 290; viii. 193; philosophy of,

iv.274·
Kaunitz, ix. 220.
Keats, John, quoted, on young poets, i.

196; compared with Shakespeare,
i, 244, 246; contrasted with
Shelley, it. 256, 259-60, 261-2;
.. Endymion," cited, i, 245;
.. Ode to a Grecian Urn," ir,
256; iii. 290 and n.; .. Ode to
the Nightingale," quoted, ii,
259·

Keble, John, i, 215.
Keightley, Thomas, Life of Milton by,

iii. 180.
Key, Prof. T. Hewitt, i. 5.
King, Rufus, v. 23.
Kinglake's Eotlun, cited, iv. 35, 251;

viii. 12, 60-1.
Kingsley, Charles, iv. 339.
Kirwan, A. V., quoted, i, 87-8 and n.
Kit-Cat club, iv. 59.
Knox, John, v. 102.
Koran, Omar's belief in the, v, 99.

LABOUR.(see also Agricultural, Artisans,
Working Classes) :

Commodities contrasted with, vii.
278.

Co-operative schemes of, vii. 193.
Cost of, vii, 257-9; ambiguity of

phrase, viii. 229 n.
Enfranchisement of, see Franchise->

Artisan.
Free circulation of:

Conditions necessary to :
Employments, existence of, vii.

III-14·
Government efficiency, vii.

II4-23·
National security, vii. 123'4.
Slave labour, non-existence of,

vii. 124-6.
Consequences of, vii. II4.
Necessity of, for transferability of

capital, vii. 140.
Obstacles to, vii. 194-5.

Kinds of, vii. 257-8; Ricardo on, 272.
Monotony of, increasing, viii. 231.
Specialisation of, vii. 119.
Tides in transferability of, vii. no.
Value created solely by, theory as to,

vii. 268.
Value of, vii. 199 ff.
Wages of, as item in cost of produc-

tion, vii. 262 ff. (S", also Wages.)



INDEX

Labouring classes, see Agricultural, Law-eont.-
Artisans, Labour and Working Declaratory Acts, v. 358.
Classes. Divillion of legal profession, evils of,

Laing, cited, on bureaucracy, v. 297. v. 73-6, 14-7-
Lamb contrasted with Haziitt, v. Early, secsuh-Juaditlg Primitive.

6x-a. Education in:
Lancashire: Defects of, v. 64,66,79-81 •

.. America and water," iii. ~. Nature of-for barristers, v. 66-7,
Franchise divergencies in, before 69-71, 77; for solicitors, 7a.

I83a, iii. aa8. Reform of-movement for, v. 63;
Lancashire famihes, ii, :z8g. suggestions for, 81 ff.
Land: .. Exercises," v. 64-5.

Family ownership of, ix, 176 ff. Force of, i. 285.
Peasant proprietors, see that heading. Judge-made, v. 78.
Political economy's assumptions as Maxims of, ii. 9.

to, vii. 165 ff. Primitive:
Priminve tenure of, viti. 36. Cramping effect of, viii. 35.

Landed interest: Lucky rites, as to, viii. go.
Merchants and landowners contrasted. Nature of, v. 353: vi. 224; viii.

Ii, 18g. 19-20. 102, 103.
Parliamentary influence of, prepon- Primary want. considered as, viii.

derant, iii. II3-15, 158, 175; v. I., 18, 33.
274,276-7. Property, as to, viii. 8g.

Parliamentary representation of, Principles of:
charactenstic of, iv. 142. Hair-splitting as to, iii. 2Ss.

Taxation in relation to, iii. II3. Lawyers' neglect of, v. 7709-
Landholdmg, commercial, vii. II8-1g. Reform of, Brougham's efforts for, ii.
Langport, i. 2,48. 297-8, 316-17.
Language: Study of, i. 165-6.

Accurate use of, iv. 215. Roman, adaptiveness of, viii. 41.
Comparative advantages of study of Toleratton by, vi. 2Ig, 235-7.

ancient and modern. viti. 233 ff. Lawrence, Lord, estimate of, ix. 55 ff.
National, orgm of, viii. 24-5. Lawrence, Sir Henry, ix. 56-7.
Rigidity of terms undesirable, vito Learned professions, i. :r61-2.

135. Learmng, mediaeval and modern, i.
Seller's acquisition of the buyer's, ix. 252-3.

274. Legislation, administrative, ii. aI3.
Variability of, in primitive societies, Lending. habit of, vii. 241.

viii. 93. Lennox, Mrs.-Ft'lJlale Q.uote, iv. 61.
Lansdowne, Lord, Sydney Smith', Leopold, King of the Belgians, i, 120;

estimate of, ii, 64-5. v. 2I4, 218.
Latin language: Letter-writing in the 18th cent., ii.

Breaking up of, iv. 201 ff. «-6; iv.85-6.
Estimate of, iii. 25. Levi, Prof. Leone, cited, v. II; quoted,
Position of, in Roman world, li, I54. 4I-2.

"Latin Union," the: Lewes, Mr., quoted, iii. 7.
Agreement of, terms of, vi. 273. Lewis. Sir G. C. :
Bi-metallism abandoned by, vi. 308. Career of-rise in Parliament, iv.
Inconvertible paper in, vi. 299. 218-19, 2::16; Cbaneellor of the
Silver coinage, policy as to restrict- Exchequer, 219-20; Home Sec-

ing, vi. 282-3, 287-8, 299. 308, retary, 221; at War Office, 187,
332-3. 346-9. 21., 221-2.

Laud, Abp., Oxford reforms by, i. Characteristia of-SImplicity, iv.
139-45. 18g, 227; lucidity, 18g-91; obstin-

Lausanne, ii. 173. aey, 193; sound judgment, X94;
Law: erudition and scholarship, 194

Case-law, v. 77. ff., 228; exhaustive style, I97-8,
Charters, v. 358. 21:6-17; lack of enthusiasm and
Compensation of errors in, vi. 248-9. passion, 198-9; memory, Ig8;
Courts of, English, v. 309-10. courage. 200; pertinac:ity, 203;



INDEX

Lewis, Sir G. C.: Characterilltics of-
cord.-

conversational powers, 223; reo
liability, 226.

Cited and quoted, iii. 128 n.- ; iv. 143
and n.; v. 8; viii. 13; on intelli-
gibility, iv. 330; on Niebuhr, v.
95; on Thirlwall, v. 96-7; on
duties of Cabinet Ministers, v.
300; on specialisation, vii. 143'
4; on uncertainties of science,
vii. 161; on French friendliness
(1862), ix. 17.

Estimate of, iv. 188, 218, 220, 228;
attitude of, to public opinion, iv.
200; lnnitations of, iv. X98 If.;
influence of, on Bagehot, i. 38;
Austin's influence on, iv. 213 If.;
Palmerston compared with, iv.
226.

Memorial to, unveiling of, iv. 225 If.
Writings of-historical, iv. 201- 13;

political, 213-18; Dialogue on
the best form of GOf1ernment,
187 n., 217, 223; quoted, 191-2.

mentioned, v. 293, 312.
Liberal party :

Hartington's leadership of, ix. 157-8.
Measures possible to, necessary char-

acteristics of, vii. 87.
Moderate section of, ix, x72-3 ;

characteristics of, vii. 75-6, 78.
Liberalism :

Aristocratic support of, in transition
periods, ix. 158.

Definition of, ii. 80; ix. 188.
English, defects of, ix. 6o-x.
English tendency towards, ii. 58.
Religion no field for, ii. 87.
Scotch, ii, 73, 77; ix. 61-2.

Liberals, description of, ii. 86-7.
Liberty, see Freedom.
Life, explanation of brevity of, iv. 103-4.
Life of Niebuhr, cited, i. 153-4,
Life peerages, v. 134-6.
Limited liability, vi. 67-8.
Lincoln, Abraham, Pres. U.S.A., first

election as President, iii. 365,
374'5, 382-4; second election as
President, 177; conduct of the
Civil War by, 318, 383; effects
of death of, ix. 28 If.; estimate
of, v. 181; ix, 30-1; mentioned,
iv. 227; v. 149, 317.

Literary life, drawbacks of, i. 228-31.
Literary men, popular estimate of, ii. 182
Literatesqsu, plea for word, iv. 270-3.
Literature:

Biograpby, see that heading.
Eccentricity, pourtrayal of, iv. 247-8.

Literature--cont.-
English;

Casual character of, ii. 52 If.
Humour of, i. 241 ; iii. 190.
Life-likeness of, iii. 18g--9O.
Superiority of, for the English, ii,

1-3·
Ephemeral, iii. 26.
Fashions in, viii. 57-8.
Fiction, see that heading.
French, see French literature.
History, see that h,adsng.
Home and foreign, ii, x-3.
International comprehension pro-

moted by, iii. 1-2.
Modern model, the, ii. 54-5.
Poetry, see that headJng.
Practice of, i. 228-31.
Preference for, over life, ii. 94-5.
Pure, iv. 250 If.
Sacred and profane compared, ii. x05.
Self· expression in, modes of, ii. 2%5-

16,240.
Skill in, iv. 240.1
Style in, see Style.
Types of, in dilferent epochs, viii.

21· ...
Typical in, the, iv, 272-3.

Liverpool:
Characteristic of inhabitants of, iii.

277·
Representation of, v. 266.

Liverpool, Lord, ii. 186, 290; iii. 251;
vii. 68; Brougham on, ii. 57;
estimate of, iii. 266; anxiety of,
ii. 203; quoted, v. 4.

Local authorities, v. 306.
Locke, vii. 172; viii. 132, 192-3; esti-

mate of, ii, 107; Shelley influ-
enced by, ii. 229.

Locke King, Mr., iii. 158.
Lockhart, cited, iii. 45; quoted, 46.
Logic in practical politics, i, 107-8,

nD-II, 124, I25.
Lombard Street, vi. I If. (see also Bank

of England, Banks, Bill-brokers,
Money Market).

Lombard St!'eet, i, 47; cited, 40; esti·
mate of, 72-.; Bonamy Price's
attack on, 73-4'

London:
City, representation of the, v. 266.
Clearing-houae, European, as, vi. 31.
Condition of, in x8th cent., iii. 260.
Corporation of, v. 364'
Dickens' pictures of, iii. 83, 84-5.
Eighteenth cent. world of, iv. 69-71.
Organs of expression in, iv. 3I9.
Political talk in (18th cent.], iv. 74'5.
Wealth of, vi. 65.



.. London Nonsense," v. 122.
London University:

Criticism on, by Matthew Arnold,
vii. 286 fT.

Difficulties of, vii •• 7.
DiSliellters at, i, 178.
Estimate of, i. 3-6.
Oxford University compared with, i,

179·
Parliamentary representation of, iii.

133 n.
Political economy heresies at, vii.

302-3·
Possibiliues of, vii. 288.
Senate of, vii. 292, 296.
Women's degrees proposed at, ix. 138.

Longhurst, J., cited, ii, 284 n.
Long, Prof., i. 5-6, 49.
Lord Chancellor, office of, v. 31D-n.
.. Lord's anointed," the, v. 187.
Lords, House of, see unthr Parliament.
Louis XIV., King of France, iv. 146,

149, 160, 163·
Louis XV., King of France, iv. 160.
Louis Napoleon, see Napoleon Ill.
Louis Philippe, King, v. 218; political

methods of, i. 117-18; iii. 258;
failure of, v. 198.

Love:
Fictional treatment of, iii. 95-7.
Lyrics of, ii, 253.
Novels preponderantly concerned

with, iii. 39.
Poetry of, iii. 14-
Shelley's view of, ri, 220-1; his cap-

acity for, 247.
Lowe, Robert, career of, v. III; at the

Exchequer, v; III if.; physical
disahility of, v. II3-14 ; rhetori-
cal methods of, v. 1I3; Con-
servatism of, ix. 228; cited on
Oxford Education, i. 155; quoted,
v. 250; on legal abuses, v. 68;
mentioned, vi. 186; ix. 34.

Lowther, the wicked Lord, v, 226.
Loyalty:

Hereditary, v, 189.
Nature of, ii, 101; vi. 51.

Loyd, viii. lSI n.
Loyola, Ignatius, v. 102.
Lubbock, Sir John, Ancient Monu-

ments Bill of, ix. 166 if.; cited
-on savages, vii. 142, 236;
viii. 12; on prehistoric man, 73 ;
on University reform, ix. 231.

Luck:
Gamblers' belief in, viii. 84.
Idea of, t. 298.
Savage belief in, viii. 82 fT.; go if.,

140•
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Lucretius, gods of, iv. 89; viii. 37;
Shelley compared with, ii. 235.

Luddite&, ii. 288, 291.
Luxuries, production of, i. 83-4-
Lyell, Sir Charles, vii. 101-2.
Lyndhurst, Lord, carries amendment

destroying Reform Bill 1832, v.
334; defeats creation of life
peers, v. 134, 246-7; estimate of,
iv. 181 if.; v. 246; on meagre
achievements of the Legislature,
v. 252-3; mentioned, ii. 201; v.
239,3It•

MACAULAY, T. B.:
Characteristics of-aloofness from

practical life, ii. 94, 123; pre-oc-
cupation with posterity, ii, g6-8;
no sympathy for puritan tempera-
ment, ir, 103-4, 106; vivid fancy,
ii. loS-II; Scotch intellect, ii.
II3-15; memory, ii. 113; iii.
332; iv, 19B; inclination to ex-
pediency, ix. 9.

Compared-with Bagehot, i. 6g; with
Burke, li, II2-13; ix. 10; with
Adam Smith, vir, 29.

Estimate of, i, 6, 70.1; ii, 92-5, 107,
1II-13, 122-3; ix. 7-10, 195;
possession of historian's tempera-
ment, ii. 8g; failure to depict.
ing Cavalier temperament, Ii, 99,
103; failure in depicting pas-
sionate eras, ii. 99; dioramic
narration, ii, 120; vividness of
characterisation, ii. 120 ; ex-
ternal tIeatment of characters,
ii. 165-6.

History oj England by, ii. 8g, 109,
IU, 124; quoted, II5·17; style
of, 120-2, 125-6.

Intellectual entertainment afforded
by, Ii, II7-19.

Political oratory of, ii, 96-7.
Quoted,iv.92andn.1; vii. 17,30; viii.

~2.4, 136; on debat1~, iI., 197-8;
IX. 252; on Bacon, It. gl), 106;
on history, ii, 108-9; on invest-
ment and bubble companies, ii.
1l5-I7; vi. 87-9; on Pitt, iv,
34; on Grote's History, v. 97;
on power, ix. 147; cited, v. 359;
viii. 43, 103, 107; on Lord
Somers, ii, 70; on Shelley, it.
249. 255, 262; on representative
systems, iii. 263; on the Bank
of England, vi. 65; on Milton,
iv. 286-7; on Gladstone, ix.
94·



Macaulay, T. B.-eont.-
Style of, ii. ~m8,121-2; positiveness,

122-4; so-called inaccuracy,
123-4; party spirit, 124-5 ; other-
wise mentioned, ii. 46, 162; v.
247 ; vii. 68.

MaccuIloch, cited, vi. 19.
Machinery:

Cost, repair and running of, vii. 258-
60,267·

Labouring classes as afrected by, viii.
19B-202, 214.

Mackintosh, Sir James, Hazlitt on, ii.
94; Macaulay on, ii. u3; quoted,
v. 358; on Parliamentary debat-
ing, ii. 210; on Brougham, ii,
303; on franchise. iii. 148-9 ;
vii. 58, 63-4; mentiOned, ii, 297.

Macknight's Life of Bolingbroke, iv.
135 fr.

Madan, Rev. Marti~, ii, 20-1,25.
Madge, Mr., v. 59.
Madison quoted---on system of govern-

ment, iii. 361.
Magna Charta, v. 358.
Mahon, Lord, ii, 162.
Maine, Sir Henry, quoted-on Indian

village communities, vii. U6-17;
on Patriarchal theory, viii. 8-10;
on early politics, viii. 14-I 5 ;
on inherited usage, viii. 92; on
primitive law, viii. 1:02; cited,
Viii. 44; on early Irish institu-
tions, vii. 24I; on primitive law,
viii. 89.

Malcolm, Sir John, quoted, viii. gB-Ioo.
Malden, Prof., i, 5-6.
Manet, Mr., ii. 144.
Malmesbury, Lord, v. 214.
Malthus, David, vii. 212.
Malthus, Robert, upbringing of, vii.

212; Essay on Population by. vii.
2I3-I6, 223-4; views of, on agri-
culture and rent, vii. 224-5 ; esti-
mate of, vii. 216, 225-6.

Management of men, vii. 268-g; ix.
106-7·

Manchester philosophy, ii. 291.
Mandan Indians, VIi. III-13.
Mania, convictions of, v, 107.
Manner:

Fine art of, v. 223.
Importance of, viii. 97 ff,
Matter and, relations between, viii. 62.

Manning, Abp., viii. 133.
Mansfield, Lord, cited, vii. 24'
Manufacturing mterest;

Agricultural interests identical with
those of, iii. 314.

Corn Laws as affecting, iii. 316.

INDEX

Markets:
Corners in, vii. 279.
Jargon of, vii. 188.
Legitimate transactions, vii. 280.
Mental elements affecting, vii. 1:87 fr.,

280.
Money, see Money market.
Speculative and ordinary, contrasted,

vii. 188.
Time bargains, vii. 281-2.

Marlborough, Duchess of, estimate of,
iv.153-4·

Marlborough, Duke of, Whig ministry
of, iv. 151 fr.; promotion of, 153 ;
military successes of, ISO, 159,
162; dismissed, 158-9; men-
tioned, 178.

Marlowe's" Faustus," iv. 293.
Marmontel, quoted, vii. 21.
Marriage;

Ascetic moralists' ill-success in, iii.
1:96.

Deceased Wife's Sister Bill, ix. 61.
Divorce, Milton's book on, iii. Ig6-g.
Genius, mating of, ii, 243-4.
Parental objections in relation to, ii,

12.
Primitive, viii. 81.
Settlements, Tatler on, iv. 66.
Shelley's view of, ii. 220-1.

Martello towers, iv. 196-7.
Mary, Queen of Scots, iii. 59-60.
Masham, Lady (Miss Hill), influence of,

iv. 1S4, 173; v, 334; Harley'S re-
lations with, iv. 157-8, 175;
Bolingbroke's relations WIth, IV.

16g.175·
Masson, Prof., Life of Milton by, iii.

177, 179-80; quoted, IS].
Maudsley, Dr., cited, vii. 174; quoted,

viii. "-5.
May, Sir Erskine, cited, ix. 63.
Maynooth College, iii. 295.
Mazzini, correspondence of, tampered

with, in England, ix. 27; the
Greco affair, 23, 26; estimate of,
24-5, 97-100; cited, i, 136.

Medical art :
Chance discoveries of cures, viii. 82.
Superstitions connected with, viii.

83 and,..
Mediterranean Sea, civilisation's be-

ginnings near, viii. 34.
Medwin, Capt., cited, ii. 225, 227, 243;

quoted, 242.
Melbourne, Lord, i, 38: laissu-alln

policy of, i, 38; contrasted
with Sydney Smith, Ii, 79-80;
cited, ii. 312; on his disinterest-
edness, iv. 43; on religious be-



Iiefs, viii. 65; mentioned, ii. 314;
v. 167; ix. ISO.

Mimoi.l'es de Gl'ammont, cited, iv. 244.
Memoirs:

Characteristics of, ii. 46.
Publication of, iv. II3.

Memoirs of Lucy Hutchinson, cited, IV.
58.

Memory, belief in, v. 106-7.
Middle Ages :

Characteristic of, viii. II3.
Grotesque subjects abundant in, iv.

307. i
Middle classes: I

Distinctive characteristics of, it.
188'9·

Education of, v. 308-9 a1&dn.
Estimate of, in literary matters, iv.:

314·
Lower, severe taxation of, v, no.
Power of, in England, ii. 308; iii.'

166-7,371; v. 348; vii. 63. '
Preoccupations of, iv. 84'
Protestantism of, as affecting political :

developments, v. 359· i
Shakespeare's view of, I. 25<>-2. ~

Middle course (p.~D'O" of pagan world), I
iii. 296. :

Middleton, Dr.-Free Inquiry quoted,:
ii, 141-3.

Military art: ,
General preoccupation with, in early:

times, viii. 32; Jewish excep- I
tion,42. i

Morals engendered by, viii. 51-2. '
Progress in, viii. 29 If.
Superstitions in relation to, viii. 86.
Virtues engendered by, viii. 49,53.

Military estimates (1862), ix, 19-20.
Mill, James, cited, v. 102 and n.,

estimate of, vii. 231; friendship
with Ricardo, VIi. 232.

Mill, John Stuart, electoral scheme of,
v. 264-5; relations with West-
minster as member, v. 267;
Cairnes' discussion against, VIi.
262 If.; proposals for betterment
of working classes-in Ireland,
viii. 219-25 ; in England, 225 If. ;
death of, ix. :II7; estimate of,
vii. 284-5; viii. 193-4, 200, 232;
ix. u8, 120-1; position of,
among thinkers, Viii. 191-3;
work of, in political economy,
vii. 107-8; Syst.", of Logic, ix.
1:17-19, 121; Priucipl.s of Politi-
ad EconoMY, iii. 132; viii. 188 If. ;
estimate of the work, viii. 191,
231-2; ix. 1:17-18, ng-20; cited,
:18, 86 a.d fl. ; on the cumulative
VOL. IX. 2 I
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vote, iii. 171; on international
trade, vii. ISS; on bank notes,
viii. 170; qucm:d, "'. 159; on
persuasive phrasing, vu. II.

Milman, Dean, quoted, ii. 139, 168_
Milton, Mrs. (Mary Powell), iii. 194-6,

199·
Milton, John:

Career of, iii. 180- I.
Characteristics of-asceticism and

austerity, iii. 185, 193, 200;
lack of humour and of know-
ledge of mankind, x8g If. ; jealous
partisanship, 200.

Contrasted with Shakespeare, i. 225-
8, 2SX; iii. 190-2; with Shelley,
ii, 26x ; with Butler, iii. 219.

Estimate of, iii. 188-9; of his poetry,
iii. 206-8, 221; of his character-
isation, iv. 281, 283; of his style,
iV.288.

Government, theory of, iii. 203.
Isolation of, iii. 193, 200, 203.
Lsfe of-by Prof. Masson, Iii. 177,

179-80; by Thos. Keightley, 180.
Marriage of, first, iii. 193 If.
Personal beauty of, iii. 187.
Quoted, i, 207; cited, v. x08.
Works of:

" Apology for Smectymnuus,"
quoted, iii. 185-7.

Book on divorce, iii. 196-9.
" Comus," iii. 220-1 ..
"Defence of the People of Eng-

land," quoted, iii. 201.
.. Paradise Lost "-Eve, iii. 206,

217; Satan, 213-16; Adam,
218; debate In Pandaemon-
ium, iv. 283-7; criticism and
estimate of, iii. 208 If.; iv.
284; Gladstone on, iii. 281-2 ;
quoted, iii. 204-5; IV. 285-6.

.. Samson Agonistes," iii. 191 ;
quoted, 192.

otherwise mentioned, ii, 49, diS; vii.
172•

Mind and matter, inter-relation of, viii.
6.

Minds, leading, v. 299.
Minorities, votes of, v, 266.
Mirabeau, viii. 243 If.
Miracles, Middleton on, ii. 142-3.
Mitford, iii. 251; Grote's refutation of,

v. 95-6; viii. IOg.
Moderation, animated, viii. 130 If.
.. Modern Spirit," the, v. 241.
Mollien, vii. 92; quoted, 179.
Monarch, see Crown.
Monarchical government, see under

Government.
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Money (see also Currency) :
Ancients, of the, i, 8.
Availability of, in England, vi. 13'14.
Capital in suspense Impossible with-

out, vii. 130- I, 195.
Cash 1J. credit, vii. 282.
Cattle as, vii. 145.
Commodity, considered as, vii. 276 ff.
Double standard, see under Currency.
Exchange principle unaffected by,

vii. 183.
Government attitude towaxds, ii,

265.6•
Hoarding of, in France, ii, 281; vi.

13,56•
Investment of:

Difficulties as to, in pre-Revolution
days, ii. us; vi. 87.8.

Expanding trade, in periods of, vi.
97·

Ignorance as to, ii. 127-8.
Lenders of, in primitive communities,

vii. 140-1, 145.
Mining of, effect of rise of wages in,

vii. 273.
Popular estimation of, v. 3.
Price of, variability in, vi. 93; effect

of cheap money on trade, 78 ff.,
93 ff.

Reserve of, ultimate, see Bank of
England.

Saving of, causes of, vii. 244 If.
Standard of value, the, viii. 153 ff.
Trade calculations impossible with-

out, vii. 128-30.
Value measured by, vii. 198-9.
Value of:

Invariable, hypothesis as to, vii.
256•

Mode of determining, vi. 77 ff.
Prices in relation to, vii. 276.

Wealth, as, erroneous notion as to,
vii. 197-8.

Money maxket:
Bank of England, relations with, i,78

ff.; Bank rate as affecting, 38-9 ;
Bank rate not determined by rate
Of,193-4'

Banks' power in, vi. 5 (see also
Banks).

Beliefs of, viii. 61-2.
Bill-brokers, see that heading.
Bulls and bears, v. 104; vii. 281-2.
Cheque currency as affecting, vi.

1-2.
Clearing-house lIystem, vi. 121-3.
Consol prices, vii. 282.
Consols as securities, vi. 47.
Finance Minister's position in, vi.

70 ff.

Money market-cont.-
Franco-Prussian War as affecting,

vi. 94.
Interest, circumstances affecting rate

of, viii. 158.
Loan fund, vii. 131-2, 145-6; inter-

national, 152-3.
.. Making" of prices on, vii. 97-8.
Meaning of term, vii. 185.
Panics 1D:

Analysis of, vi. 120, 122-3.
Bank of England's duty as to, vi.

II9,124-6•
Bill-brokers' position in, vi. 179-80.
Causes of, vi. 82.
Nature of, vi. 39-45.
Remedy for, vi. 39-45, 49, 82, 191.

Panics in, instances of:
1825, vi. 28,42, 102, II3-14, 126-8.
1837-9, vi. 114.
1847, vi. 49, 50, II4; results of,

viii. 146-9.
1857, ii, 326 ff.; vi. 39, 50, u4,

181.
1866, vi. 31, 49, SO, 102, II6-17,

121; Bank Governor's speech
on, 105-6.

Rate of, in relation to Bank rate, vi.
193-4·

Sensitiveness of, vi. 101.
South Sea Bubble, vi. 89-90.
Speculative fund, vii. 132-3, 147; in-

ternational,153-4·
Uniformity of prices in, vii. 190-1.

Monotony of early communities, viii.
141•

Montagu, Edward, iv. 82-3.
Montagu, Lady Maxy Wortley, child-

hood of, iv. 59; edueation, 00-1 ;
correspondence with Miss
Wortley, 63; relations with Mr.
Wortley, ~-5; elopement with
him, 67-8; marriage, 68-9; re-
lations with her husband, 83; in
London society, fig, 71, 76,80;
visit to Constanttnople, 80-2; re-
turns, 83; residence abroad, 83,
85; her letters, 61, 85-6; returns
to England, 86; death of, 87;
estimate of, 57-8; literaxy style
of, 62 ; wit of, 65, 71, 74, 76, 79;
unscrupulousness of, 79, 80; her
dislike of Walpole, 72, 79 ;
quoted on Walpole's position,
72-4; Letters and Works of, reo
VIewed, iv. 57 ff_; ROZlUfa,
quoted, 76-8.

Montagu, Wortley, relations with Lady
Mary, iv. ~-5; after marriage,
83; opposition to Walpole, 79;
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death of, 87; estimate of, 61;, Constitution of, i. 93 if., 1I9-20,
wealth of, 61-2. ! 129 if.; efforts for Free Trade,

Montaigne, i, 256; ii, 6It 66. 1 iv. 318, 320; achievements of,
Monteagle, Lord, v, 310. ix. 102; malady of last years of,
Montesquieu, viii. uS. ix. ror fr. ; popular attitude to-
Moonlight, iv. 301. wards, i. 130, 133 ; ii. 59, 284 n. ;
Moore, Tom, i. 210; iv. 131; estimate I English attitude towards, iii. 32 ;

of, iv. 268; Life of Sheridan,' estimate of, i, 82-3,87; ix. 103-
ci ted, iii. g6. 4; vacillating military policy of,

Moral life, essential conditions of, iv, ix. 84; commercial bias of, ii.
101-8. 26';-8; Csesarism of, iv. 316 if. ;

Moral thoughtfulness, i. 266·8. Life of Julius Casor by, iv.
Morahty: 316; mentioned, iv. 164 ; V. 2II ;

Intuitive theory of, viii. 76. I vi. 227; ix. 245.
Literary subject, as, iv. 299, 300. , Narration :
Primitive ages, in, viii. x3, 74-6, 81. I Art of, i. 236.
Religion In relation to, iv. 88 fr.;; Styles of, ii. II9-20.

cases of opposition, 100. National debt, see under Great Britain.
Revelation in relation to, iv. 97-9. I National expenditure, vii. 88'90.
Views as to nature of, varieties in, iv. ~Nations:

106'7. . : Changes in, viii. 56-7, 133.
Morgan, Forrest, Preface of, i, 55'76. Character of:
Morley, John---address on education Formation of, viii. 20, 24 fr., 94-5.

(1876), ix. 201 fr. Inexpressibility of, to other nation-
Morning Herald, i. 123-4. alities, iii. I.
Morris, Mr., speech of, on representative Inscrutability of causes leading to,

government, quoted, iii. 3fig-70. i i.99-1OO.
Mortgages, vii. 252,280. I Puritanism as affecting, ii. 107.
Motives, co-operating, iv, 92. Common ancestor, theory as to, viii.
Moxon, Mr., quoted on Bank of England I 54·

policy, vi. 215-16. I Deferential, v. 347'51.
Mundella, Mr., cited, viii_x32_ ,Making of, viii. 54 ff,
Municipal Councillors as Electoral cei.: Natural selection principle in early

lege, iii. 143-5. I human history, viii. 16; in rela-
Municipal government, see under! tion to religion, 29.

Government. I Nature:
Mure, Col., quoted, ii. 321 and n. Observation of, i. 221 II.
Murray, Lord, quoted, ii. 70. Religion of, see under Religion.
Murrieta and Co., vi. 21 n. Theatre for moral beings, considered
Mysticism: as, iv. 101-3.

Philosophy of, ii. 75-6. Wordsworth's view of, contrasted
Whig attitude towards, ii. 75.6, 87. with Cowper's, ii, 38'9.

Mythologies, Greek and Gothic, i, 245, World of, pre-occupation with, iv.
248. II4 fr.

Mythology, poetic treatment of, ii. Naval and military outlay, standard of,
232. ix. 18 ff,

Naval estimates (1862), ix. 20.
NAPOLEON 1., Emperor, achievements Navy, British, two divergent policies

of, 96; B&anger's attitude to- as to management of, v. 305.
wards, iii. 27-30; refuses to be Necker, M., ii, 146, 148.
Grand Elector, v. 190; settles Neglected classes, notions of, v. 282.
the administration of France, v. Newcastle, Duke of (1762), iii. 252,
309; financial adviser of, vii. 92 ; 254; v. 209; quoted, iii. 256;
contemporary English opinion policy on Crimean War, v. 301.
of, vii. 47; cited, ii.ll86 ; quoted, Newdegate, Mr., iii. 161.
iv. 194; vii. 120; otherwise Newdegate poems, i. 196.
mentioned, i. 256; ii. 287; iii. Newman, Francis, anecdote of, viii. 85'
251; iv. 146, ISO, 194; v. 216. 6; cited, ii. 218.

Napoleon III., Emperor, coop d'Et4t Newman. Card. H. J., estimate of, iv.
by, i, 23, 26-7, 78001},83, 85;, 121'3; ix. 39; LOM and G4iu

21 •
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quoted, i. 266-7; ii. 141; iv. Opinion, public, see Public opinion.
295; "Call of David" quoted, Opinions:
iii. 182; .. Warnings" quoted, Administrators' attitude towards, ii.
iv. 298; Grammar of Assent 196.
cited, v. I09; on truth, ix, 254; Arguments in support of, 308-g.
"Personal Influence the means Change of, by statesmen, ii, 200-1.
of Propagating the Truth" 207-9.
cited, viii. 58-9; influence of, i. Character in relation to, vi. 236.
12, 175; vi. 252; quoted-on I Character, on, vi. 229-30•
definiteness, i. 136 ; on the Formation of, widespread instruction
visible world, i. 191; on the! considered necessary for, ii. 53;
18th cent., i, 265; cited, ii. 288; i Edinburgh Revi.ew as supplying,
iii. 296; on Universities, i. 157; 56.
on reconcilement of science and Holding of, manner of, ix. 254.
Scripture, hi. 293; on English Leisure required for, ii. 195.
temperament, v. 260. Status dependent on, vii. fig.

Newmarch, Wm., electoral statistics Two, about everything, i. 114, u6 ff.
compiled by, iii. ro8 n., 152. Youthful zest for, i. 194.

News, promulgation of, v. 156. Opposition, Parliamentary:
Newspaper press, see Press. Dangers of-moral, iii. 300; physi-
Newton, Isaac, vii. 101, 102, 172; viii. cal, iv, 92.

132 Government as affected by, iii. 249-
Newton, Rev. John, ii. g. 22-5, 27, 2g. I 50.
Nicholas, Emperor of Russia, iii. 280; : Oratory:

ix. II; quoted, ii. 179. Anstotelian teaching as to, iv, 326'7.
Niebuhx, v. 195; cited. 1. 132; Life of, Classical and modern, compared, ii,

cited, 153'4; his History of 320-1.
Rome, iv. 203.6. Delivery in, iv. 19o.

Nobility, see Aristocracy and Parha- Disabilities of, ix. 77.
ment-Lords. I Impulse to, iii. 278, 288-go.

Nonconformists, see Dissenters. Influence of, iii. 279.
North, Lord, government of, iii. 261; Instrument of, ill. 282.

V. 200; hostihty towards Ameri- Nature of art of, ii, 317; iii. 278; iv.
can War, v. 200, 328; resigna- 33.
tion, iv. 12-13; coalition with Parliamentary, change in, ix. 242-3.
Fox, iv. 16-18, 21; Coalition's Political, cause of rarity of, ii. 318.
India Bill, iv. 18-19; dismissed Scottish gift of, vii. 7-8.
by the King, 20; estimate of, ii. Two kinds of, i. 309.
155-6; iv, II, 18; mentioned, ii. Transitoriness of, iv. 185.
173; v.332. Originality:

North American Colonies of England, Prmciple of, viii. 35, 37-8, 40.
conditions in, v. 345. Rarity of, Viii. 132.

Northcote, Sir Stafford, quoted on Ormond, Duke of, iv. 159.
Lewis, iv. 200. Osler, T. Smith, i. 24; quoted, 44-5.

North's translation of Plutarch, quoted, Outside sense, v. 301.
i. 276. Overend, Gurney & Co., practice of, ii,

Norway, restricted increase of pOPula-1 336-9; recklessness of, vi. 21,
tion in, viii. 207,210. 137; business and failure of,

106, 107, u6, 164, 167-9; at-
O'CONNELL, Daniel, estimate of, ii. tempt of, to embarrass the

307; trial of, v. 248. Bank, 182; quoted on Joint
Office, idolatry of, v. 22.... Stock banks, 155; cited on two
Officials, see under Government. currencies of different values,
Oldfield, T. H. B., Representative 330, 331.

History by, iii. 222 n.2, 232 Overstone, Lord, cited, ii, 345, 348.
and n. Oxford movement of 1833, i, 186; in-

Olmstead, Mr., cited, iii. 39. fluence of, iii. 2g6.
Omar, Caliph, v. 99. Oxford University:
Omens, belief in, viii. 86-7, 91. (See Aim of, origina1, i. 152.

also Superstition.) All Souls' College, i. 146-7.
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Oxford University-cont.-
Bill for reform of (1876), ix.

228 if.
Cambridge compared with,

z67·9·
Charm of, i. 151.
Colleges :

Prizes of, excessive number of, ix,
186'7. PAGANcivilisation, ii. 231'2 (see also

Statutory obligations of, i. 148. Primitive society).
Wealth of, ix. 184. Pagamsm, gentlemanly, IV. 232'3.

Collegiate system, supplementing of, I Paget, Lord Clarence, cited, iv. 50.
i. 173'4' i Painting contrasted with sculpture, ii.

Commission for Reform (1852) : i 255.
Need for, i. 148'50. I Pakington, SIT John, IV. 4l! and Il., 55.
Opposuion to, i, 14K I Paley, Dr., quoted, i. 304; Cited, ii. 58;
Precedent for, i. 138 if. I iii. 288; v. 257; Moral Pkilo-

Condition of, in Shelley's day, ii, sophy, iv. 92.
228. Palmer, Capt., quoted, viii. 138.

Congregation, i. 185. Palmerston, Viscount, education and
Convocauon, I. 183'5. acquirements of, iv, 329; atti-
Dissenters, admission of, i. 175 if. tude of, towards 1832 Reform
Examination standard, i. 145; Eldon Bill, vii. 55 , frustrates formation

on, ii, 137; v. 64; vii. 290. of ministry by Lord John Russell
Fellowship system at, i. 172-4, 181 ; (1847), v. 285; errors of (1857),

characteristics of Fellows, 197- IV. 24; influence as premier, Y.
8; ii. 138. 279-80; conduct of administra-

Government of, i. 178-9 uon in 1858, v. 284, 287; second
Haters of, vii. 286. administration, ix. 127; cause
Haut Lycie, vii. 287. of his continuance in office, v.
Heads of Houses, I. 180-2. 273; foreign policy of, iv. 331-2;
Hebdomadal Board, i. 180. Parliamentary strength of, IV.
Heterodox views prevalent at, ix. 332; Church patronage under,

244-5. iii. 296; proposes creation of
Influence of, iii. 274; ix, 185, 186. life peers, v. 245.6: changes at
Laudian code, i. 139-45, 173, 174. death of, v. II8; official expert-
Lectures, discontinuance of, i. 145; ence of, vii. 83; personal influ-

ii, 137. ence of, viii. 59; estimate of, I.

Lincoln College, i. 147.8. 87; iv. 330-2; viii. 131; ix, 213,
London University compared with, i. 215, 217; of his leadership, v.

179. 324; intelligibility of, iv. 330;
Nadir of, in Gibbon's time, h. 137 impertinence of, v. 287; com-

if.; vii. 290. pared with Lewis, IV. 226; With
New Schools in (1851), i. 171. Prince Consort, v. 214; ix. 212
Newdegate Prize Poems at, i. 195-7.' ff.; Royal attitude towards
Old-time thoroughness of, ix. 225. (1857), v. 209, 2II; otherwise
Oriel College, vii. 290; ix, 185. mentioned, ri. 321; in. 329; iv,
Parliamentary representation of, iii. 49,54, 160; v. 167,204, 205.

133 n.; ix. 38. Panama ship railway scheme, vii. 154.
Poverty of, ix. 184. Panic, see under Money Market.
Professional element in, I. 174-5, 182. .. Paradise Lost," see under Milton
Professoriat, functions of, vii. 295. -Works.
Smith, Adam, at, vii. 5, 28g-9O. Paris, Declaration of, ix, 232 ff.
Snell foundation, vii. 4-6. Paris University, vii. 292-3.
.. Stupid average" of, ix. 39. Parhament (sec also Govemment-
System of, i. ISS. Parliamentary) :
Tractarian movement, i, 186; iii. Advocacy m, ir, 198 ff.

296. Commons, House of :
Training acquired at, i. 156-7, 159; Aristocracy disprcpornonately re-

failure on practical side, 165. presented in, v. 277.

I Oxford UOIversity-cont.-
182 ff"1 Type formed by, i. 162'3, 167; iii.

274-5·
i. 151-2, Union, the, as political recruiting

ground, vii. 67.
Unpopularity of, i. 185-6.
mentioned, iv. 138.



Parliament: Commons, House of-
cont.-

Capitalist representation in, iii.
121, 124, 175; impotence (1859),
iii. U5-I6.

Commonplace level of, causes of,
iX.137.

Continuous functions of, v. 176.
Conversation of members of, vii. 68.
County members of, v. 259; ix. 49.
Critical nature of, iv. 34-5.
Defects of, v. 236.
Dignified aspect of, v, 251.
.. Dressing up a case for,' v.

112-13.
Ei~hteenth century corruption of,

iii, 380; power of, iv. 71; aristo-
cratic composition of, 74.

Election to, considerations deter-
mining mode of, iii. 122-3 (see
also Franchise).

Elective function of, v. 251-3, 259,
271_

Expressive function of, iii, II7,
121, 155; v, 253, 254, 271, 281_

Financial function of, v. 255-6.
Five functions of, v. 271 If.
Growing and stationary districts

contrasted as to representation
in, iii. 1I5; v.276.

Ideal composition of, v. 177.
Independent members, Govern-

ment and Opposition attitude to,
v.14°·

Informing function of, v. 253, 271,
281.

Importance of, growing, in Queen
Anne's time, iv, 16g.

Indecision of, undesirable, iii. 141.
Landed interest predominant m,

iii. Il3-15, 158, 175; v. 274-7;
characteristic of, iv. 142.

Leadership of, qualities best for.
vii. 58.

Legislativefunctionof, v. 254-5, 271.
Majorities, pre-Reform, v, 259.
Measures not ministers in control

of (18th cent.), iv. 153, 156.
Mediaeval function of, v. 355.
Membership of:

Advantages and drawbacks of,
ix. 131 If.

Motives conducing to, v. 192.
National variety in, viii. 46.
.. National palaver," viii. 125.
Newly elected, despotic power of,

V·320•
Nominative system, ii, 71.
Opulent dullness in, v, 281.
Party the essence of, v, 259-60.

..

INDEX

Parliament: Commons, House of-
cont--

Payment of members of, in early
times, iii. 228, 266.

Petitions to, ii. 293.
Predilections of, iv. 218.
Premier, relations to, v. 252.
Public opinion represented by, iii.

IIO-12, II6, 135, 141, lSI, 159,
175-6,371; v. 278-9; two excep-
tions, v, II3-16.

Reform-Bill (1832), result of, on re-
presentation of working classes,
v.282.

Reform of, probability of rash, v.
250.

Representation in, of every section
of the community a necessity,
iii. II7-18, 149; oflowest classes
under ultra-democratic theory, v.
264; reasons for representing
the lowest classes, iii. 148-9.

Revising chamber over, usefulness
of, v. 235, 236.

Ruling function of, iii. II6-17, ISS,
158, 175; v. 251.

Selfish combinations in, power of,
v.23S-6.

Speakmg in, but a part of members'
duties, iii. 325.

Success in, attainments necessary
for, v, 218-19.

Teaching function of, v. 253, 271,
281; deterioration as to, after
Palmerston, 279.

Training school for statesmanship,
as, ix. 33.

Treaties, attitude towards. v. 138.
Two sorts of seats in, ix. 39-40.
University representation in, iii.

132-3 and n.
Unreahty of struggles in, iv. 17.
Vulgarisation of, under democracy,

consequence of, iii. 129-30.
Debates, instructive nature of, v. 280.
Debating in :

Drawbacks of, ii. 197 If.
Elfects of~n the debaters, ii.

197-8; iii. 263; ix. 252; on
legislation, u8.

Excellence in, essential for in-
ftuence, iii. 281.

Pre- Reform Bill, character of, vii.
66.

Dissolunon of, by William IV., Roe-
buck's account of, ii. 313-14.

Dulness of, ix. 239 If.
Estimate of, ii. 156.
Foreign policy as directed by, v,

307-8 •



INDEX

Parliament-cont.- Parliament: Lords, House of-cont.-
Good, some disfranchisement neces- Revolution, no power over, v. 233.

sary to, iii. 151. Sovereign's power supreme in
"Gross appearance" of, v, 203. (1832), v. 228-9.
Long, Milton's connection with, iii. "Tapestry:' the, v. 239.

181; his attack on, 201·2. Treaties, attitude towards, v; 1:44·5.
Lords, House of: Unifonn character of composition

Abolition of, effects of, v. 133. of, v. 240.1.
Additions to, since 1832, effects of, Unimportance of, as compared

v, 332. with Commons, iv. 16g; v. 138.
Bagehot's attitude towards, i, 51, Use of, and reverence for, v. 222.

52. Veto, power of, restricted, iii. II7;
Business, no training for, v. 242.4. v, 232.
Cabinet recruitment from, v. 168. Wellington's attitude to, v, 230.2.
Catastrophic creations of peers, v. Whig predominance in, v, 232.

333. Nature and powers at:, v, 286.
Committees of, v, 240. Pre- Reform :
Constitutional theory of, wrong. v, Administrative inefficiency under,

227. iii. 259 ff.
Com law repeal, policy on, v. 233, Composition of, iii. 232.3; iv. 17.

242. Constituencies retummg, diversity
Criticism a function of, v. 249. of, iii. 227.8.
Decline of, probable, v. 251. Debates m, vii. 66.
Defects of, v. 239, 240. Legislative inactivity of, iii. 262·3.
Diplomacy, capacity for, v, 244. Patronage under, iii. 252 ff.; iv.
George III.'sinfluence in, iv. 19, 23. 10·11,28.
Identity of, practical, with Com- Reformed contrasted with, ii.

mons before 1832, v, 128. 210·II.
Independence and leisure of, ad- Select constituencies returning, iii.

vantageous, v. 238, 250. I 233; vii. 65.
Inferiority of, to House of I Spokesmen of grievances in, iii.

Commons, v. 225, 227; causes 249.50.
of, 226. strong governments the exception

Influence of, in the House of, under, iii. 250 ff., 263.
Commons, potent, v, 227. I Working class representation in,

.. Instinct" of mass of, more keen! v. 282; vii. 63·4.
and exact than the" fine intelli- I Range of subjects raised in, ii. 195.
gence " of the few, v. 138. I Responsibility of, v. zog.

Irish Church Bill prospects in, ix.] .. Special Acts," v, 255.
63 ff. I Two co-equal Houses, evil of, v. 227.

Judicial function of, v. 248. I" Wisdom" of, ix, 246.
Life Peers: IParliamentary Government, see .. ..aer

Advantages to be gained from. Government.
v, 247, 250. Parliamentary leaders, attainments

Creation of, resisted by, v. 245·7. necessary in, v. 218·19·
Mediaeval function of, v. 355. Parliamentary reform, iii. 108 ff. (see
Power of (1859), merely a suspen- also Franchise).

sive veto, iii. 117; v. 232. Parliaments, Colonial, v. 234; the
Pre-Reform. v. 128,332. Victorian, v. 228,229.
Proxies, voting by, v, 227, 247; Parliaments, Septennial, v. 270-I.

disuse of, 240 n. Parties, Whig and Tory, long perIods
Quorum in, v. 239. of power enjoyed by, v. 332 (set'
Reform, attitude towards, vii. 55.6. also Conservative, Liberal and
Reform Act (1832), policy as to, v. Tory).

233. Party election unsuitable for choice of
Reform Acts (1832 and 1867) as ministers, v. 'III.

affecting, v. 127.9, 229. 241. Party spirit:
Reform of, unlikely, v. 250. Anne's time, in, iv. 171.
Resistance to Commons, limit of, Danger of, in Parliament, v. 330•

v, 129-30. 133. Isolated natures zealous in, iii. 200.



Party 8pirit-cont.-
Motives commonly actuating, iii.

26g.
Whig tendency to, ii, 71.

Party system, see Government-Party.
Patent office, the, v. 310.
Patriarchal theory, the, viii. 8 ff.
Patronage: ,

Administration as affected by, iii.
26I-2.

Ecclesiastical, iii. 295-6.
Gladstone's attitude towards, iii. 284.
Peel's views regarding, ii. 206-7.
Premier's exercise of, v. I67.
System of, IIi. 252-3; IV. 28; defects

in, iii... If.; iv. lO-H, 22.
Patronage brib!'ry in U.S.A., v. 302.
Pascal quoted, viii. 120.
Paul, St., cited, ii, 2I7.
Paul I., Emp. of Russia, IX. 26.
PaviUiard, M., ii, I44-5.
Pearse, Mr. (Governor of Bank of

England). quoted, vi. H2_
Peasant proprietors:

Drawbacks of system of, IX. 177 If.
Insh, proposals as to, viii. 220-5.
Secunty of, viii. 210.

Peel, General, iv. 55.
Peel, Sir Robert, sen., ii. 188.
Peel, Sir Robert:

Career of, iv. 2-3; training in oratory
given to, ii. 202-3; relations
with Perceval, ii. I97; Catholic
Emancipation question, ii, 178-9,
183; changes of opmion, ii. 183,
18g, 207-9; Disraeli's attacks,
vii. 33'4; letter of, to Welling
ton, quoted on panic of 1825,
vi. 126-7; attitude of, towards
joint stock banks, vi. 156; Cur-
rency Act of 1844, see under
Currency; financial policy of,
compared with tbat of Lewis, iv.
220; ministry of 1845 .. an
organised hypocrisy," v. 324;
Cobden's relations with, rv. 325;
repeal of Com Laws, it. 315.

Characteristics of-admmistrativecap-
acity, ii. 193, 213; debating pro-
ficiency, I97 ff. ; conscientiousness,
203-8; veracity, 204.

Estimate of, i, :rOI; ii. 183, 208, 2H,
213; of his oratory, ir. 201-2; of
his leadership, v. 261; of his cir- I
cumstances, ill. 299; Disraeli's
estimate of, ix, 47; popular
estimate of, iv. 2; type of
practical intelligence of his time,
ii. 183, 208, 212; iii. III; his
method in argument, v. 261;

INDEX

purity of his public life, ii. 204-7;
contrasted with Byron, ii. 190-2.

Memoir of, by Dean of York, quoted,
ii. 205; Memoirs, cited, ii, 312
and n.

Quoted-on making a gentleman, ii,
289 : on Premier'S labours, :r94-5 ;
vii. 84; ix. 148; on Cabinet dis-
agreements, 195-200; on Glad-
stone, ix, 94; cited on Currency,
iii. 319; on questions in Parlia-
ment, v. 287.

otherwise mentioned, i. uS; ii. 296,
31:4; iii. 292, 295, 329·

Peelites, ii, 315.
Pelham, Mr., iii. 256.
Penal laws in early 19th cent. ii. 28g.
Perceval, Spencer, George IV.'s attitude

towards, v. 361; Peel's con-
nection with, ii. 197; estimate
of, ii, 184, 293.

Pereire, Isaac, ii. 284; quoted, 270
and n.; cited, 277.

Permanent officials, sll under Govern-
ment.

Persecution :
Effects of, negative and positive, vi.

222,234·
Natural and Widespread instinct for,

VI. 220-1, 237.
Nature of, i. 61.
Religious, vi. 221-2, 234.

Persecutors, unfixed opinions of, vi.
225·

Persia, Greek subjection by, viii. u6.
Persians, ceremonial exactitude of, viii.

98'100.
Persigny, Mons., i. 112.
Personal influence, viti. 58.60.
Personality identified with will, ii. 238.

9·
Peschel, Oscar, quoted, Vii. 236.
Peterloo massacre, ii, 292.
Philanthropy, evils done by, viii. 122.
Philhmore, Sir Robert, quoted, v. 79.
Philosophers, two kinds of, 281.
Philosophic Radicals, v. g6; vii. 231.
Philosophy:

Deductive, popular attitude towards,
viii. 123'4.

Dominant personalities in, ii. 6.
Epicurean, see that heading.
History of, IV. I.
Indifference of, iii. 6.
Mysticism, see that heading.
Religious difficulty of, i. 277.
Scholastic, iii. 285-6.
Utilitarian, i. 283 ff.; compound utili-

tarianism, 2gB.
Physical science, see under Science.



PhysiC$ and Politics, i. 3, 47; descrip-
tion of, 52-3, 59, 62; estimate of,
34-5, 59-60; cited, 17-18, 23, 30,
72•

Pierce, Pres., hi. 377.
Pierrepont, William, iv. 58.
Pitman, Dr., ii. 5, 7.
Pitt, Wm.:

Career of-youth and education, iv.
5-9 ; Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer and leader of the house,
IS; relations with George Ill.,
24, 32-3, 36; Prime Mimster and
Chancellor of the Exchequer,
20 ff., 24-5; v, 209; dissolves
Parliament, iv. 22; Customs
consolidation, 26; Free Trade
policy and French treaty, 26-7;
financial policy, 27-8, 197 ; efforts
for Parliamentary reform, 28-9;
Irish policy, 30; attitude to-:
wards French Revolution. 3, I

36-8; Bank restriction by, vi. 75.
Charactensncs of-courage and self-

reliance, IV. 6, 24, 34, 38; shy-
ness and haughtiness, 7, 35-6;
humour, 7; discretion, 32-3;
laboriousness, 34-5; sanguine-
ness, 34, 38; pleasure in debate,
332•

Contrasted with Burke, iv. 3, 32;
WIth Fox, 3. 35·

Estimate of, iv, 3. 4; a great admims-
trator, 4, 3°.1; his oratory, iii.
283, 28g; iv. 9, 33-4.

Quoted--on population, vii. 266.
Stanhope's LIfe of, iv. I ff.
otherwise mentioned, ii. 56, 93, 292.

322; iii, 251, 256; iv. 196, 285;
v. 206, 207, 221.

Plato, estimate of, viii. 193; contrasted
with Shakespeare, I. 254-5 ; with
Anstotle, 281-2; compared with
Butler and Kant, 290; conserva-
tism of, viii. 16; symmetrical
genius of, hi. 75-7; influence of,
on Shelley, it. 237; cited, viii.
25, lIO; on the sanction oflaw,
i, 285; mentioned, ii. 238; iv.
288.

Playfair, Dr., ix. 231.
Plutarch, quoted, i. 276.
Plutocracy :

Aristocracy, relations with, v. 131-2.
Growth of, ii. 288-9.

Plymouth Arsenal, danger of, iv. 56.
Poetry:

Action-delineation theory as to, iv.
277·

Amusement, of, iii. 3-5.

INDEX

Poetry-cont.-
Arnold's (Matthew) lectures on, vii.

295-6·
Ballad, iii. 43.
Blank verse compared with rhymed,

ii, 47-8.
Classical, see sub-headl1'iJ Pure.
Composition of, ii, 317; iii. 290.
Definition of, by Shelley, ii, 31, 249.
Dogma contrasted with, iii. II.
Early stages of, i, 205.
Elegant, iii. II.
English hexameter, iv. 132.
Epic, i. 205.
Equanimity, of, iii. 5-6.
Facility in metre, common, i. 210.
Grotesque, iv. 301 ff.
I nspiration of, lit. 33.
Intellectual, iv. 1:30-1.
Intolerant view of, ii. 40.
Love, of, iii. 14.
Lyrical, 206; Shelley'S excellency in,

ii. 249 ff.
Mechanical help, as, iv. 279.
Newdegate poems, i, 196.
Obhgauons on, IV. 279-80.
Ornate, iv. 289 ff. .
Passion, of, intellect pervading, iii.

18-19.
Popular estimate of, iv. 268, 270.
Popularity of, among different classes,

iv.130.
Prose rendering of, Coleridge's view

as to, iii. 71-2.
Publicity the essence of, iii. 15.
Pure or classical, iv. 280 ff.; compared

with romantic poetry, ii. 255;
with ornate poetry, 294-5.

Rhythm in, iv. 131.
Second-hand, iii. 206-7.
Self-delineative, i. 206'9.
Slow production of, undesirable, ix.

270-1.
Society, of, see Imdtr Society.
Sonnets, i. 2ag.
Subjects of, i. 245; humanity, ii,

32-4'
Theory of art of, lacking, iv. 26g.
Three types ot:-pure, ornate, gro-

tesque, iv. 280 ff.
Two kinds of-worldly and other-

worldly, iii. 2 ff.
Typical and generic the concern of,

iv. 273, 275.
Poets, .. Common-sense," it. 33.
Poise of mind, viii. 142-3.
Police, popular attitude towards, v.

363.
Policy, nature of, v; 321.
Political corruption, iv. 320-1.



INDEX

Political economy: Politics-cont.-
Aim of, vii. 109. Origin of, Maine's theory as to, viii.
Assumptions of: IS.

Capital, transferability of, vii. 127 ff. Profession, as a, ix. 33 ff.
(u, also Capital). Speculative, of soldiers and sailors,

Labour, transferability of, vii. log ix.82.
ff. (see also Labour). " Spirit" of, consequent on change of

Business men's contributions to, ix, generation, v. II9.
263-'J, 269. Transitions 10, gradual and abrupt,

Catallactics, vii. 181. v. u8.
Comparison of, with analogous Polytheism, viii. So.

sciences, vii. 157-8, 160-2. Pompeius, ii, 208-9.
Defects in mode of treating, vii. Poor Law administration, v, 292-3.

I05-6. Poor Law Commission, v. :193.
Delimitation of, necessary, vii. 105-6. Pope, Alexander, i. 197; relations with
Difficulties of, vii. 96-7. Lady Mary Wortley Montagu,
Elementary principles of, the, viii. iv. 79-80; estimate of, ii. 31, 33,

153 ff. I 37; contrasted with Horace, iii.
English pre-occupation with, in early 24.

19th cent., vii. 230. Population increase:
Era preceding postulates of, vii. 149'1 Causes modifying, vii. 173, 217 ff. ;
Exchangeable value, vii. 128-30. , viii. 207-10.
Heresies of, vii. 302-3. I Checks on, vii. 214,216 ff.
Hume's writings on, ix, 267-8. Malthus on, vii. 213-16, 223-4; viii.
Inapplicability of, in certain cases, 206 and n.

Vii. 163. Mill on, viii. 206, 212.
Land, assumptions as to, vii. 165 ff, II Overpopulation, evils of, viii. 127·
Limitations of, Vii. 177. Peasant proprietorship in regard to,
Mill's work m, Vii. 107-8; ix, 120. viti. 221.
Nature of, vii. 157 ff.; ix. 193. Rate of, vii. 16g ff.
Necessity for, vii. 99. Porter, Mrs. Catherine, ii. 131, 137.
Origins of, V.I. Porter, G. R., hi. 305 nt.
Period of British science of, vii. 91, Posterity:

156. Attitude of, towards literary classics,
Population increase, assumptions as' iii. 37.

to, vii. 16g, 174. .. Contemporary," iii. 26.
Population theories of, vii. 216. Immortality with, two kinds of, vii.
Practical treatment of, iii. 3II. 303-4.
Price as considered in, vii. 255. Verdict of, Macaulay's pre-occupation
Ricardo's work in, vii. 93, 107. with, ii. g6-8.
Scenes illustrating, vii. 162. Poverty, delineations of, iii. 50--2.
Smith's work in, vii. 91-3, 107. Powell, Richard, iii. 194, 195, 199-
Statistics in substitution for argu- 200.

ment, danger of, vi. 244. Power, exercise of, iii. 239-40, 254.
Systems in rivalry with-all-case Precocity, i. 220.

method, vii. 100--3; single-case Predestmation, i, 297-8.
method, 103-4. Premier, the:

Terms of, ambiguity of, vii. 134-6. Commons, House of, relations with,
Unpopularity of, Vii. 95-6, 156-7. v, 252.

Political machinery, British, defects of, Duties of, Ii, 194-5; vii. 84; ix. 148.
ix, 85. Election of, mode of, v. 203.8; in

Political rights, Iii. u6-7, 150. case of three parties, 207.8;
Political satire, iii. 26, 32. .. double election," 167.
Politicians: Opportunities of, for elevating the

English, social predominance of, v. country, v. 279.
192. Patronage exercised by, v. 167 ;

Limitations imposed on, ii. 182. ecclesiastical, iii. 295.
Politics: Position of, v. 329; in .. new" Gov-

Modern complexity of, i. 160 ; iii, 349. ernments, 19B.
Nature of, i. 97-8; ix, 249. Power of, v. 138, 205-6.



INDEX

Premier, the-collt.- Primitive societies-cont.-
Qualities necessary for, iii. 264; v. Conditions of !tfe among, vii. II3 If.;

205; 18th cent. requirements, iv. viii. 141.
12· Constitution of, vii. II3.

Treasury responsibility of, iii. 329. Custom.making power in, viii. 89.
Prerogative, the, see unde/1 Crown. Free States, viii. lIS If.
Presidential government, se« under Infant mortality among, viii. 68-9.

Government. I Intellectual consistence in the mak-
Press: ing in, viii. 87-8.

English ~d French, compared, i, 1221 Isolation of, viii. 139.
If.; IV.319. I Kinship, common, assumed in, viii.

Influence of, iii. 1I0. : IS, 72.
Wntings in, more vigorous than; Landholding in, vii. lI8; Viii.36.

Parliamentary Debates, v. 280. ' Language m, viii. 103.
Pretyman quoted, iv. 7, 8. ~ Law in, Set Law-Primitive.
Prevention and cure, iv, 193. Marriage in, viii. 81.
Price, Prof. Bonamy, i. 73. Matrilineal, viii. 79-80,88.
Prices: .. Might is right" theory as to, viii. 94.

Cash and credit, vii. 282. Migrations of, viii. 93.
Corn, of, influence of, vi. 95·6, 99. Money-lender in, vii. 140.1.
Determining causes of, vii. 185 If. Morality in, viii. 13, 74.6, 81.
Fall in, causes of, vi. 101. I Patriarchal theory, slavery in relation
Fixed, vii. ISO-I. i to, viii. 48.
Gold supply in relation to, vii. 248, i Trade rare in patriarchal conditions,

250. I vii. 241•
H Making" of, vii. 97-8. Traditions in, binding nature of, viii.
Market, determination of, vii. 185.6, 65.

204,208 If., 250. Women as regarded in, viii. 52.
Meaning of term, in politicaleconomy, Primogeniture, v. 133.

vii. 255. J .. Princess Sophia" of Hanover, v, r88.
Money, value of, in relation to, vii. Pnvy Council:

276. Judicial Committee of, v, 248.
Natural, vii. 203. Officeof, v. 3II.
Nature of, vii. 275. Probability, life a school of, ii. 122-3.
Regulation of, Viii. 154 If. Profit:
Rise of: ..., 1 Causes de~.~rminingrate of, vii. 274

Causes determining, VI.78,91,94 If. If.; YIU. 228-9.
Elfect of, on trade, vi. 78 If. Constituents of, vii. 275.
Prosperity based on, analysis of, vi. Cost of production including, vii. 271.

98-9. Equality of, in different trades, vii.
Wages in relation to, viii. 215, 275.

228'9. Progress :
Statistics of (1820-57),vito249. Arrested, viii. 28.
Trades Unions as affecting, vii. 273. I Condition of, viii. 35; three laws reo
Uniformity of, in markets, vii. 19o·I. j garding, 28 if.
Wages in relation to, vii. 212'3; viii. I Conservative innovation, viii. 53.

215, 228-9. Human co-operation essential to, viti.
Prichard, Dr., i. 3, 48. 137 If.
Prim, Marshal, ix. 79-83. Method of, viii. I'll.
Primitive man, conditions of, viii. I2 If. Nature of, varying opinions as to,
Primitive societies (see also Savages) : i viii. 133-...

Advantages securing progress in. I Rarity of, viii. 137·
Legal fibre, viii. 33 ff, Source of, Macaulay on, viii. 103.
Mixture of races, viii. 44. Spencer's definition of, viii. 135·
Political institutions, perfection in, Unknown conception to the ancients,

viii... 3 If. viii. 27.
Provisional institutions, viii. 47 If. Verifiable, viii. 134.
Slavery, custom of, viii. 47 If. Property: .

Caste in, viii. 95 If. Ancient Monuments Bill as affecting,
CORltllonancestor of, viii. 72. ix. 167 If.



Property-cont.--
Franchise qualification based on

(1859), Iii. 133-4; proposals for
cumulative vote, 137-8; proposal
as to personal property qualifica-
tion, 168-9.

Integrity of, Government supervision
of, viii. 223.

Intelligence presumed by, iii. 1I5.
Mirabeau on, viii. 250.
Peasant proprietors, see that heading.
Primitive ownership of, viii. 8g.
Real and personal, contrasted, iii.

134·
Prophets, viii. 1II -12.
Prospective Review, i, 30, 50.
Prosperity, i, 239-40.
Prosperity, national, real and fictitious,

vi. 9S-9.
Protection:

Agriculture, of, iri, 315-16; vii. 48-9;
Malthus on, vu, 224.

Ascendancy of, in Adam Srmth's
time, vii. 179-

Colonial and American adherence to,
ix. 198.

Persistence of theory of, vito 32, 93.
Principle of, iv. 26.

Proudhon, M., i, 80, 113; quoted, 89-
go.

Prowling faculties, i. 264.
Prussia (see also Germany) ;

Administrative Government in, v.
309·

Bureaucracy of, V. 295, 297.
Electoral system of, iii. 136-7, 142,143.
Franco-Prussian War, see that head-

ing;
Military system of, v. 296; ix.84-5.
Roman Catholic Church in, ix. 160 ff.

Public accounts, iii. 340-1.
Public life in England, sec under Eng-

land.
Public men, reputations of, iv. 222.
Public opinion:

Constitutional elements of, iv. 46-7;
v·348•

Creators of, iii. 127-8, 131.
Effect of, on an aristocracy, iv. 70.
Exaggcratedness of, iv. 200.
Exercise of, v. 235.
Expression of:

Achieved in Reform Parliament,
iii. 234-

Form of, iii. 299.
Formation of, iii. IlS.
Franchise reform, apathy regarding,

iii. II2-13.
Free government as tested by, v. 272.
Level of. iii. 264.

INDEX

Public opinion-aml.-
Parliament in general agreement

with, iii. nD-III, u6, 135, 141,
151, 159, 175-6, 371; v. 277-8;
two exceptions, II3-IS. Il5-16.

Parliament inadequate in elevating.
v.279·

Parliamentary representation of all
sections of, essential. iii. II7·I8.
149; v.282.

Power of. ir, 181; iv. 164; V. 90;
political. iii. 259.

Provincial, iv, 246.
Requisites for, iii. 234.
Rightness of, iv. 215.
Slow growth of, IV. 21, 23-4, 168.
Statesmanlike attitude to, iv. 200.
Statesmen's attitude towards, in Eng-

land, iii. 297.
Taxation as affected by, v, 159.

Publicists, vii. 298.
Pulteney (Lord Bath), iv. 179.
Punishment;

Disinterestedness in relation to, iv.
94, 102-4·

Severity of, in early 19th cent., iii. 99
and".

Puritan temperament, ii, 105-6.
Puritanism:

Cromwellian, nature and opportunity
of, v. 360.

Effect of, on national character, ii.
107.

Puritans, Macaulay on, i. 71; Scott's
delineation of, iii. fig.

QUAIN, Justice, i, 29, 49.
Quakers, iii. 303.
Quarter Sessions, v. 257-8, 262.
Quarterly Reoiem, iii. 272; quoted on

.. Eldonine," iv. 182; cited on
lessons of Franco-Prussian War
(r870), ix, 84 ff.

Quatrefages, M., quoted, viii. 45.
Queen's Bench, Court of, v. 309.
Quesnay, vii. 19,21-3.
Quotation, immortality of, vii. 304.

RACE:
Climate, etc., as affecting, viii. 55-6.
Difference in, fundamental:

Inexphcabihty of, viii. II9-20.
Theories to account for, viii. 70 ff.

Differences in, of pre-archaic origin,
viii. 88.

Distinctions of, Arnold on, viii. 26.
Increase, rate of, vii. lfig ff.
Mixture of:

Advantages of, viii. 44 ff., 93-4'
Disadvantages of, viii. 46.
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Race--cont.- Reform Act (186']) :
Reproductiveness of, in early and Amendment of, desirable, ix, 157.

later ages, viii. 127. Character or, vii. 6g.
Transmission of tendencies in, viii. Debates on, v. 122.

4-6. Disraeli's identification with, ix, 46.
Radical, early use of name, ii. 288. Effect of, on House of Lords, v. 127.
Radicalism: Immediate consequences of, small,

Defect of, ix, res, i v. II7, I19.
Origin and growth of, iii. 99. ..! Minority representation under, iii.

Radicals, philosophic, v. 96; VII. , 138 n.
231. I Results of, v. X21; (1874), ix. 129'30.

Radnor, Lord, iii. 310, 324. Supporters and opponents of, v.
Railway chairmanship, VI. 139. : 1:22-3.
Railways, successful, v. 299. i Religion:
Rank: : Aloofness from, a common pheno-

" Market" value and worship of, v menon, ii. 85-6.
131-2. Basis of, ii, 231.

Wealth contrasted with, v. 223. British discussion of, viii. H4.
Raynouard, M., on Romance language, i Calvinism, see that heading.

IV. 20X ff. Classical, viii. 36, 75.
Readers: Essential to, it. 238.

Conventionality of, viii. 23. Indifference, tenets producing, vii. 30.
Kinds of, ii. 53, 150; iii. 38. Jewish progress in, viii. :lI1-13.
Staying powers of, iv. 304. ' Liberalism in, ir. 87.
Tast~.of, determining kind of fiction, I Madness in relation to, ii. I8-19.

UI. 39; IV. 242. , Meditative, of ascetic temperaments,
Reading: I iii. 183-4'

Desultory, ii, 132. Military advantage of, viii. 49-50.
Easy, i. 256. ' Monotheism v. polytheism, viii. 50.
Essentials to secure, ii, 53-4' Morality in relation to, IV. 88 ff. ; cases
Evidences of, I. 281. of opposition, 100.
Rarity of books for, I. 202. National, among early peoples, vi.

Reality, doubts of, I. 19o'2, 200-I. 223.
Reason in relation to instmct, viii. 78, I Natural, i, 27°-2, 294; ii. 75-6; vi.

81. 94-7.
Reflex actions, natural and artificial, Natural selection in relation to, viii. 29.

vii. 3 ff. Obedience to rulers enjoined by, v.
Reform, Parliamentary, see under 187.

Franchise. Persecution on grounds of, vi. 234;
Reform, Shelley's passion for, ii. 218.' on political considerations, 221-2.
Reform Act (1832): Revelation of, IV. 99-100; difficulties

Althorp's work for, vito 57-8. of i. 292 ff.
Cabinet attitude towards, vii. 55. Sacramental, ill. 144-5'
Contemporary estimate of, vii. 37. Savage forms of, viii. 36-7, 65;
Defects of, vii. 38, 63 if.; as to lower belief in luck, 82 ff., 90 ff.

classes, iii. II8; as to higher' Sensuous natures, of, iii. 183.
classes, 120; as to smaller Supernatural, i. 270, 273 ff.; diffi-
boroughs, I23-4' culties of, 292 ff.

Design of, achieved, iii. roq-ro, Views as to nature of, varieties in,
Inequalities left by, Iii. 152. ! iv. w6-7'
Offset to, vii. 234. I Rehgioniste, i. 258-9.
Popular enthusiasm for the Bill, ii. I Religions, comparison of, viii. 140-1.

308-9; iii. 112; vii. 54. ; Religious loyalty, Crown unsupported
Principle of, hi. 123. I by, under early Georges, v. d19·
Results of, iii. 108-9; v. II9; vii. ' Rembrandt, viii. 40-1 ; print of, cited, i.

62; immediate consequences, I 214.
small, V. 117. IRent:

Sweeping nature of, vii. 54- Average, Adam Smith on, vii. 202-3.
Uniformity substituted by, forvariety, Cost of production not including,

vii. 63'5. vii. 20, 204 ff.
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Republican Government, weak point in, Rogers, Samuel, R,eollecMJls of, ix.
v, 186. 270 ff.

Revelation: Rogers, Thorold, quoted, vii. 144-5.
Difficultiesof, i. 29z ff. Rolfe, - (Lord Cranworth), v. 56 and
Morality in relation to, iv, 97-9. n.·

Review-writing, ii. 51-2, 55. Rollin, Ledru, i. 120.
Revolution: Roman Catholic:Church:

General and particular, anticipation Bagehot's attitude towards, i. 12, IS.
of, i. 79-82, 85. I Emancipation question, ii, 177 ;

Two powers in a, v, 233. Brougham's advocacy of, zg8.
Revue des Deux Mondes, iv. 319. English attitude towards, i, 178,186,
Rhetoric, see Oratory. 236, 269; ii. 140; iii. 236; iv,
Ricardo, fussinessof, vii. 227; in Parlia- 143; ix. 145-6.

ment, 233; estimate of, 226'1' French preachers cited, i. 14-15, 108-
229, 232-4, 269, 303; viii. 190; 10.
of his work, vii. 93, 107; style Oxford, suggestion of Catholic Hall
of, ix, 196; On the Principles in, i. 178-9.
of Political Econot/ly and Taxa- Prussia, in, Bismarck's attack on, ix,
tio» by, vii. 230,232; Peel's Act 160 ff.
(1844),a deduction fromtenets of, Scotch attitude towaxds, ix. 62.
viii. 152;_viewsof, on cost ofprO-

I
Tractarian converts to, i. 186.

duction, vii. 269-70; on circula- Roman Empire :
non ofcapital , 270-1; on varieties Christianity in relation to, vi. 226.
of labour, 272; on prices in re- Decay of, under complexities of its
lation to wages, 272-3; on de- politics, ix. 224-5.
mands of money by commerce, History of, Gibbon's studies in, ii.
viii. 160; on substitution of co- 135-6; his Decline and Fall, see
operatrve for remunerative capi- under Gibbon.
tal, 201; on population increase, Romance language, iv. 201 ff.
206, 216; on laying out of Romans:
capital, 217; ring-fence nations Adaptability of, viii. 41, 53.
considered by, vii. 151; quoted, Armies of, discipline of, viii. 44.
22. Asian conquests by, viii. II7.

Richardson, Mr., quoted on bill-broking, Augustan age, viii. II5.
vi. 173-5. Barbarians' assimilation to, viii. 30.

Richelieu, v. 216. British compared with, ix. 224.
Ritual, i. 274-5, 295. British the real successors of, vii.
Ritualism, ix. 144-5. 307.
Robespierre, iii. II-12. Estimate of, ii. 166.
Robinson, H. Crabb, career of, v, 54; Family discipline among, viii. So.

appearance of, 53-4; grotesque- Greeks compared with, i. 26, 100-1.
ness of, 52 ; defective memory of, Language of, ii. 154.
57-8; legal knowledge of, 59-60; Matrilineal custom among, in early
forensic gifts of, 60; generosity times, viii. 79.
and activity of, 00-1; breakfast Military virtues of, viii. 49.
parties of, i. 9; v, 52-3; stories Scrupulosity of, i. 276.
told by, 56-7; quoted on Grote, Tribal polity of, viii. IS.
93; cited, i, 21, 25; reminis- Romantic imagination, iii. 60.
cences of, quoted, v. 55-7' Romantic novels, iii. 39.

Robotun, - , iv. 73. Rome, Niebuhr's History of, iv. 203-6.
Rockingham, Maxquisof, iii. 232; iv. 13, Rome (city) :

14; Memoirs of, quoted, iii. 256. Clough's poem on, iv. 124 ff.
Rockingham patty, iii. 230, 268; iv. 13. Mazzmi's administration of, ix. 97-8.
Roebuck, J. A., Crimean war motion of, Romilly, Sir Samuel, ii, 64,297; esti-

iii. II2; quoted on Brougham mate of, 64; preference of, for
and the King, ii. 213-14. corrupt to dose boroughs, iii.

Rogers, Prof. Henry, quoted-on But- 267; quoted on axguments, ii.
ler's A8alogy, i. 291-2, 303; 62; on the French Revolution,
Eclipse of Faith, quoted, 299 and vii. 46.
n.; cited, 303. Roscoe, -, i. 24; cited, 44-5.
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Rose. Sir George. vii. 68; quoted, i. rr, I Satire:

II4, 205 and n. Political, iii. 26, 32.
Rosslyn, Lord, ii. 302. Province of, ii. 36.
Rothschild, MessT8.. vi. 133-4, 148. Saturday Review, iv. 62,66; estimate
Rouber, M., v. 148: cited, ii. 280. and style of, iii. 275; quoted on
Routine, ii, 195. I House of Commons, v. 280;
Royal supremacy, Gladstone's pamph- : articles reprinted from, ix. 239,

let on, quoted, iii. 286-8. ' 244, 249, 254, 263, 270, 276.
Royalty (seeabo Crown) : : Savages (seealso Primitive Societies) :

English, history ot, v. 194. ; Conditions of life among, vii. 1I3 If. ;
Hereditary, estimate of, v. 338-9. viii. 36.
Popular attitude to, v. 341. Decline of, before civilisation, vii.
Primitive attitude to, v. 353. , 167, 221 ; viii. 31.

Rugglee, Mr., quoted, v. 23. ' Discussions of, viir, :t:07-8.
Rural conservatt~ and d~ty, i. 35~6.1 Hand-to-mouth existence of, vii. 142,
Ruskm, John, VI. 232; vnr, 134; IX.' 254.

44. ' Heredity among, viii. 71.
Russell, Lord John, efforts of, to form Imitative powers of, viii. 66.

a Mimstry (1847), v. 285; letter Implements of, first making of, vii.
to Bank of England, viii. 149, 236-7,241.
182; attitude of, towards the Infant mortality among, viii. 68-9.
Government, ii, 315; Danish Inventive attempts of, viii. ro-rr,
policy of, iv. 227; Reform Bill of Luck believed in by, viii. 82 If., go ff.,
(1866), iii. 146; power of, v. n8; 140.
estimate of writings of, v, go-I; Matrilineal descent among, viii. 79,
quoted-on Oxford Commission, 88.
i. 142; on franchise reform, iii'l Persecuting tendency of, viii. 66.
149; Vii. 53; Cited, iii. 262; iv. Physical attrtbutes of, viii. 65·
16; on Gladstone, ix. 153; Prehistoric :
otherwise mentioned, ii. 201'1 Characteristics of, viii. 73 If.
203; iii. 273; v, 204, 205, 211, Summary as to, viii. 73, 87-8.
231, 284. I Religions of, viii, 36-7,65-

Russia: Sameness of, viii. 65.
Aberdeen's policy regardmg, iv. 54. Stock non-existent among, vii. 142-4.
Bank of, vi. 30 n. Traffic unknown among certain low
Black Sea rights of. ix. 208-9. races of, vii. 127-8.
Crimean war, see that heading. Weapons of, viii. II.
French entente with, results of Savigny cited, i. 183.

rumour of, ix. 19. Savile, Sir George, quoted, iv. 23.
Turkish war (:[876), ix. 206 If. Saving, efficiency of:

Causes determimng, vii. 248 If.
SACHEVEREL,DR., iv. 157. Variation in, vii. 247.
Sadler, Thomas, Diary. etc., of H. Savings banks, vi. 199-200 and n.

Crabb Robinson edited by, v. 49, Say, M. Leon, speech of, at Wealth of
52. Nations centenary, ix. 193, 198;

Sagacity contrasted with shrewdness cited on instability of the value
in details, iii. 81. of gold and silver, vi. 308;

St. John,-, (father of Bohngbroke), iv. quoted on international loan fund,~~ I ~IP4Salisbury, Marqws of, as Indian Secre- Scepticism:
tary, v. 284; speech of, on Attitude of, i. 293; in 18th cent., 279-
moderate labour measures, IX. I So.
171 ff.; University Bill of, iX'1 Eighteenth century prevalence of, i.
182 ff.; esnmate of, ix. 183. I 279-80.

Salomons, Ald.erman, quoted, vi. 107, I French literature, of, ii. [46.
1']9. 216, 218; extract from evi- Production of, by persecution, vi. 222,
dence of (1858), quoted, vi. 204- 234"S.
12. Schiller, estimate of, iv. 273; conversa-

Sand, George, quoted, i. 130. tion of, with Goethe cited, iv.
Sanford, j. Langton, i. 24. 273'5.



Scholastic philosophy, iii. 285-6.
School life, Cowper's views on, ii. 5-7.
Science:

Advance of, in 19th cent., ii. 323; vii.
293-4; viii. 1-2.

Modern, methods of, v. 281.
Physical :

Development of, v. 336; viii. 203 ;
ix.225-6.

Moral compared with, iv. 207.
Pre-occupation With metaphysics

a bar to, iii. 7.
Quietude essential to study of, viii.

121.
Primitive attitude towards, viii. 103.
Social, ix, 201.
Uncertainties of, vii. 161.

Scientific method, viii, 40.
Scientific temperament, ii. 8g-90.
Scotch people:

Argumentativeness of, vii. 10-11.
English attitude towards (18th cent.).

vii. 6.
Formularising faculty of, ii. II4.
Oratorical powers of, vii. 7-8.

Scotland:
Ballads of, iri. 43.
Bank profits in, vi. 152 n., 154 and n.
Banking in, vi. 60.
Educated public in (18th cent.], vii.

7·
Education in, compared with that in

England, ii, 73-4 ; nature of, II4.
Franchise restnctions in, before 183:1,

iii. 231.
Jacobite rising of 1745, iii. 271.
Toryism of (early 19th cent.), ii,

72•
Universities of, vii. 4, 8; desirability

of Parliamentary representation
of, iii. 133 n.

Scott, Rev.-(Rector of Olney), quoted,
ii·43.

Scott, Sir Walter:
Anecdote of superstitious cures pro-

posed for, viii. 83 n.
Characteristics of- Jacobitism, iii.

45; Toryism, 45, 46; saga-
city, 45-9, 52-4, 62; love of
administration, 46; incapacity
for abstract speculation, 62;
view of democracy, 47-8.

Estimateof, i, 231-2; viii. 130; tem-
perament of, ii, 100; narrative
style of, il. II9-20; comparison
of, with Shakespeare and Words-
worth, i. 223-5, 233, 238; with
Sydney Smith, ii. 81; with
Shelley, ii. 261; with Thackeray,
iv.259·

INDEX

Scott, Sir Walter_I.-
U Hunting Song" quoted, iii. 3.
Jeffrey's rivalry with, ii. 17-8.
U Lady of the Lake, The," quoted,

iii. 43-5 ; v. ror.
Life of, ii. 82.
Life of Sterne by, iv. 229-
" Marmion" quoted, 223-5.
Quoted, i, 158, 210; ii. 182; on

Francis Homer, ii, 68; on work-
ing to order, v. 60; cited, i. 250.

Waverley novels:
Abstract 'speculation non-existent

in, iii. 63-4'
Common-sense of, iii. 45.
Eccentric characters in, iii. 49-50.
Heroes of, iii. 67.
Heroines of, iii. 56-7,64-7.
Materialistic character of, iii. 70.
Penal code of, iii. 54-6.
Plot and style of, iii. 70-2.
Poor people as depicted in, iii. 58,

52.
Popularity of, iii. 38.
Religious nature not delineated in,

iti.67-70·
Romantic sense of, iii. 41.
Romantic susceptibility evident in,

iii. 56-61.
Society as depicted in, iii. 47-8.
Transitional character of, iii. 40-1.
World depicted in, iii.•p.

Waverley novels cited and quoted:
Abbot, The, iii. 46-8, 60.
Bride of Lammermoor, The, iii.

67·
Guy Mannering, iii. 53-4.
Ivanhoe, iii. 57-8.
Old Mortality, vii. 78.
Waverley, iii, 41,42,45,66.

Scottish scenery, i. 223-6.
Scrupulosity, i. 275-6,279.
Sculpture contrasted with painting, ii.

255·
Sebright, Sir John, v. 337.
Seeker, Abp., i, 26g.
Security for loans, vii. 250-2.
Seeley, Prof., quoted-on a real Uni-

versity, vii. 293.
Self-deception, ii, 209.
Self-expression, modes of, ii, 215-16,

240•
Self-knowledge of Society, iii. 5.
Semi.-detached Home, The, ix. 2']6 ff.
Senior, Mr., as publicist, vii. 298,300-1;

hiB political economy, 302; his
Journals. 303 ff.; quoted-on
Oxford Fellows, i, 181; on
money, viii. 168; cited-on ma-
chinery all consumer. viii. 200.
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Sensuous and ascetic goodness con- II Sheffield, Lord, Gibbon's M~cellQ.llies

trasted, iii. 182 fT. edited by-quoted, ii, 151 and n_ ;
Sermons, inconsistency of, iv. 91. I Gibbon's letters to, quoted, ii,
Sewell, Prof., cited, i. 5; quoted, 169'1 175, 176; mentioned, ii. 140_
Seymour, Sir Hamilton, iii. 280. Shelburne, Lord, iii. 232; estimate of,
Shaftesbury, i, 291. iv, 13-14; ministry of, 14.16.
Shakespeare: Shelley, Percy Bysshe:

Anecdote of, i. 260 ,.2. I Atheism of, ii. 229, 232, 235.
Commentators on, i. 257. Career-at Oxford, ii, 228'9; ex-
Common people, sympathy with, i.: pelted, 229, 242; relations with

233 ff, I Miss Grove, 2.41-2; mamage
Compared with-SCott, i. 223, 225, I with Harriet Westbrook, 243;

233. 238; Milton, 225-8, 251. I separation, 2H; foreign tour
iii. 190-2; Keats, i. 244, 246; I with Mary Wollstonecraft, 244'
Plato, i, 254'5; Sophocles, ii., 5; depression at wife's death, ii.
257-8; Shelley, ii, !461. 245 ff,

Estimate of, i, 32; iii, 13, 76; iv. Characteristics of: impulsiveness,
273, 292-3; viii. 130. ii, 216, 218; reforming passion,

Experience of, i. 219, 221. 218; quest for truth, 222-3;
Falstaff, \. 239-41; iii. 92. abstract character of intellect.
Fanciful creations of, i. 245 ff. 232'3; capacity for love, 247;
Humour of, i. 239-41. imaginativeness, 255, 258-60;
Insight of, into solitudes of hfe, i. fancifulness, 260_

242. Contrasted with=-Burns, ii. 263;
Learning of, i. 256-7. Byron, 263; Keats, 256, 259.60,
Melancholy of, later, i. 244. 261·2; Milton, 261.
Middle classes, attitude towards, i, ESb3.y~-" On Life," quoted, ii. 236-

250-2. 7; .. A Defence of Poetry,"
Politicsl views of, i, 248 ff. quoted, 249-50.
Religious attitude of, i. 258-60. Estimate of, ii. 216, 218, 254, 261;
Spirited style of, i. 238 ff. I iv, 288-9; intellectuality of his
Women, acquaintance with. i. 252 ff. I style, ii. 262-3; Hazlitt's esu-
Works of: i mate, 219: Jeffrey's estimate. iv.

" As You Like It." quoted, i. 221, : 26g.
244.253-4; Cited, ii. 84. " Fragments." ii. 248 ff,

" Cymbeline," i. 258. Novel-" The Assassins." ii. 245.
"Hamlet," iv. 247, 301; quoted" Poems of:

i. 200-1, 244. I" Adonais," quoted. ii, 238.
" Julius Csesar," quoted, i, 251. : .. Alaster," quoted. 1.260,270; Ii.
.. King Henry IV .... quoted, ir, 85.: 224; iv. 33 and fl. 1,62.
"2 King Henry VI.," quoted. 237., "Arethusa," quoted, ii. 233.

249. " Autumn." quoted, ir. 240-L

"3 King Henry VI.." quoted. i. . "Cenci, The," Cited and quoted.
242-3. ii. 225-7•

.. Kir.g Lear," i. 258; cited, ii. .. Cloud, The," cited. ii, 233.
257-8. , .. Epipsychidion," it. 2aI; quoted,

.. Love's Labour Lost," quoted, i , i, 277; cited. ii, 253; Iii. 18-
236. '19·

.. Measure for Measure," estimate "Genevra," quoted, ii. 241.
of, i. 252. , " Hellas," <J,uoted, ii. 252.

.. Midsummer Night's Dream," i. .. Isle, The, ' quoted, iv. 288.
258; quoted, 247-8. .. Julian and Maddalo." quoted, il.

.. Much Ado About Nothing,". 245-7'
quoted, i, 234-5. ' .. Queen Mab,' quoted. i, 271; ir,

Sonnets, estimate of. i. 246. 234-5; cited, ii. 254•
.. Venus and Adonis," quoted, i, ..Revolt of Islam," cited, i. 225-

221-2; estimate of, 245. ' " Rosalind and Helen," ii, 221-2.
_ .. Winter's Tale, A," quoted, i. 255. I .. Skylark. The," cited, ii. 233;
WorldlinCIIs of, i, 260- I. I quoted, 250-I.
otherwise mentioned, iii. 48; vii. 172. .. Witch of Atlas," Cited, ii, 260.
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Shelley, Percy Bysshe-cont.-
Poetry defined by, ii, 31, 249.
Political opinions of, ii. 239-40.
Quoted, viii. 102.
Works of:

Abstract subjects preferred, ii, 254,
258-9,262.

Characters depicted, ii. 221 ff.; de-
lineation of women, 248.

Love, views on, ii. 220-1.
Pain, msrstence on, ii. 262. I
Self-expression, i. 204; ii. 215-16, I

240. "
Shelley, Sir Timothy, ii. 227-8. I
Sheridan, Parliamentary expenses of, I

iii. 248; estimate of, iii. 96; I
compared With Mirabeau, viii. I
251-2; quoted, ii, 157.

Shrewsbury, High Treasurer, iv. 176.
Sidmouth, Lord, ii.308; iii. ggn.; iv.2,

25; estimate of, ii. 291-2 ; ix. 51. :
Sieyes, Abbe, i. 94; v. 210; cited, v. :

190· I

Silver:
Coinage of: I

Prohibition of, in India, suggested, i

vi. 328-32. \
Restncnons on, proposed, vi. 295 ; i

effects of, 2g6. I

Cost of production determining rela-
tive value of, VI. 260, 264.

Currency, see under that heading:
Demand for, increased where supply

is augmented, vi. 306.
Demoneusation of:

Germany, in, vi. 257, 273,351.
India, in, suggested, vi. 280, cost

and losses entailed by, 280-1.
Depreciation of:

Causes of, vi. 284, 345.
Committee on :

Appointment and recommenda-
nons of, vi. 279 ff.

Bagehot's evidence before, vi.
338-52.

Terms of reference of, VI. 283.
Evil results of, vi. 280.
Prices as affected by, vi. 340-5.
Remedy for, vi. 283, 293-4, 333.
Variation of, against gold and

commodities, vi. 302-6.
Discoveries of, in America :

Demand stimulated by, in countries
with a silver currency, vi. 255,
285.

Imports into Great Britain as
affected by, vi. 285.

Prices as affected by, vi. 285-6,
333·

Gold in relation to, vi. 285, 308, 323-7.

INDEX

Silver--cont.-
Imports of (nett), into India, vi. 302.
India, see that heading.
Price of:

Causes determining, vi. 291, 294.
3II, 349-50.

Fall of, causes of, vi. 287-90.
Fluctuations in, causes of, vi. 255,

332-3.
Gold, price of, compared with, vi.

284-5, 323-7.
Gold supply as affecting, vi. 290-1.
"Indian Council" bills as affect-

ing, vi. 315.17.
Indian import and export trade as

affected by, vi. 293-4.
New discoveries as affecting, vi.

284.
Tribute from India as affecting, vi.

28g-90, 302, 313-16.
Stock of, vi. 343, 351.
Supply of:

Inadequate to needs if prices had
risen in ratio to new discoveries,
vi. 285.

U.S.A., from, vi. 2go-I.
Value of:

Double paying medium as affecting
rise in, vi. 274.

Fall in, vi. 257, 260.
Indian trade as affected by, vi. 258-

9, 262, 336, 338-40, 343-5·
Sinking Fund, Pitt's creation of, iv. 27.
Sismondi cited, viti. :UO.
Slave trade, iv, 166.
Slavery :

Advantages gained by-in primitive
societies, VIii. 47 ff.; in ad-
vanced societies, iii. 363.

Democratic tendency counteracted
by, iii. 362-3.

Evils of, iii. 364.
Free labour as affected by, vii. 124-6.
Industrial inefficiency of, vito 141.
MIddle-class eloquence impossible

under, ii. 2II.
Retail and wholesale, viii. 48.

Slaves regarded as capital, vii. 240.
Smith, Col., currency plan of, v: 47.
Smith, Adam, education of, vii. 4-7; ix.

196; Commissioner of Customs,
27, 28; Wealth of Nations, see
that heading; publishes Wealth
of NatWII$, 23; The Theory of
Moral Sentiments, 3,12-14.24;
tutorship abroad, 14 ff.; death
of, 29; Scott's attitude towards.
iii. S3; comparison of, with
modem economists, vii. 176-S;
with Hume, be. 196; literary



ambitions of, 2-3, 23, 27-9; as
Lecturer, 7-8 ; characteristics
of, I, 7, 15, 28; cited, ii. 305;
quoted-on Oxford University,
ii. 137; vii. 28g-go; on currency
and banking, v. 6-7; on cur- i
rency, vi. 57-9 and n.; on:
mercantile monopolies, vii. 180; I
estimate of, vii. 28 If.; viii. 189- I
go; estimate of work of, 178-9,
212.

Smith, Alexander, cited, iii. 2.
Smith, Goldwin, cited, v. 155.
Smith, Sydney, humour of, ii, 83-4;

sermons of, h. 87; style of, ii,
78-9; contrasted with Swift, ii.
82-3; estimate of, ii, 80-1;
quoted, iv. 19B; vii. 5, II; on
political economy, ii, 54; iii.
31D-n; on Lord Eldon, ii, 61,
289; on the Edinburgh Re1I/~UI,
ii, 61-2; on Lord Lansdowne,
ii, 64-5; on Homer, ii. 69 n., 70;
on Lord Jeffrey, ii. 76; on his
Yorkshire life, ii. 80-1; on Mr.
Perceval, it, 184; cited, v. 51;
mentioned, iii. 25 and ,••

Smith, W_ H., ix, 166, 168-70.
Snobbishness, iv. 262-3; IX. 277-8.
Sobrier, i. Il3.
Social habits in relation to literary ex-

cellence, i, 228-32.
Social science, ix. 201.
Socialism, French terror of, I. 80, 89,

91•
Society:

Aristocratic, torpor of, v. 225.
Civihsed mise-en-scene essential to,

iii·7·
Class distinctions in, Iii. 230.
Constitution and functions of,

193-4·
County, hi. II4, 230.
Dnni-monde, 11i. 16 If.
Dulness of, real or feigned, v. 225.
Government the head of, v. 193.
Increase of, at lower end, iii. I39.
Luxurious, in relation to growth of

capital, vii. 245.
Mediaeval, Iii. 58-9.
Methods of constituting, three, i.

261 If.
Monarch the head of, V. I91.
Oligarchical structure of, v. 195.
Organisatlon of, desired by men of

ideas, viii. 38.
Poetry of:

Blemishes of, iii. 20.
French excellence in, iii. 12.
Limitations of, iii. 14-16.

INDEX 339
Society: Poetry o~cont.-

Two kinds of, iii. 2-6.
Political, in England, iii. 234; in

pre-Reform days, vii. 66.
Primitive, see Pnmitive Societies.
Provincial, iv. 248.
Removable inequalities, system of,

IV. 262.
Sadduceeism of, iii. 21.
Savage, see Savages.
Scott's delineations of, iii. 47-8.
Self-knowledge of, iii. 5.
Theatrical show of, deference to, v.

348-9.
Toleration in relation to, vi. 235-7.

Socrates, v. 193; viii. 104.
Solicitors, see Attorneys.
Solitude, capacity for, i. 241.
Somers, Lord, ii. 69-70.
Somerset, Duchess of, iv. 173.
Somerset, Duke of, iv. 176.
Somersetshire, Franchise divergencies

in, before 1832, iii. 227.8.
Sophia, Princess, Electress of Hanover,

iV·145-6.
Sophocles, quoted, ii. 256-7.
South Sea Bubble, vi. 8g-go.
Southey, Robert, i, 192, 195, 209; iv.

226; v. 50; delusion of, i. 210 ;
habits of, i, 229.

Spam :
Catalans' betrayal by Bolingbroke,

iv. 163-4.
Succession question In (18th cent.],

iv. 146 If.; Peace of Utrecht,
as affecting, 163, 165.

Speculation, mania for, ii, 294-5.
Spencer, H., quoted-on brain develop-

ment and procreative capacity,
viii. 127-9; cited on progress,

v. viii. 135.ISpurgeon quoted, iii. 98-9.
'I Stafford, franchise in (18th cent.], iii.

247-8-
! Stanhope, Lord, Life of Pitt by, iv.
: I If.; quoted, 22; Lewis' corre-

spondence wrth.quoted, iv. 196-7.
Stansfeld, Sir James, ix. 23, 24, 26,

34·
Statesmen:

Early training of, in politics neces-
sary, ix, 33 If.

Great, no place for, in England, ix.
244 If.

Power and duties of, v. I24-6.
Presidential contrasted with Cabinet,

, v.179·I Statistics :
Nature of, vii. 97-9, 103.I Popular attitude towards, v. 14.

2~ •
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Statute of Limltanons, ix. 206.
Steele, Sir Richard, iv. 61; viii. 21,

57·
Stephen, Mr., ii. 293 and n.
Stephen, Sir James, quoted, i. 156;

his eulogium on Hume, ix,
265.6•

Sterne, Mrs., iv. 234-5, 254.
Sterne, Rev. Laurence:

Appearance of, iv. 249.
Career: birth, childhood and educa-

tion, iv. 230-2; enters the
Church, 232; visits to Crazy
Castle, 228-9 ; feted for Tristram
Shandy, 248-9; Parson's throat,
249; foreign travel, 249 ff.; at
Montpelier, 254; in London,
256; illness and death, 256-7.

Characteristics of:
Conversational ability, iv. 249.
Paganism of, 233-4.
Sensitiveness of, 235-6, 239, 240,

250,257,264-5.
Sentimentality and laxity of, iv.

254-6.
Fitzgerald's Life of, iv. 229'30'
Love-letters of, iv. 234'5.
Sermons of, iv. 233-4, 249.
Works of:

Sentimental Journey, estimate of,
iv. 250-1, 254; style of, 252-3;
quoted, 251-2.

Tristram Shandy, estimate of, iv.
232, 239; indecency of, 242-5;
popularity of, 248-9; quoted,
236-7.

Steuart, Sir james:
Inqu.iry of, quoted, vii. 91-2.
Principles of Political Economy by,

quoted, vii. 2IO-II.
Stevenson, John Hall, iv. 238.
Stewart, Dugald, quoted, vii. 29,

31•
stock Exchange, nature of work on,

vii. 227-8.
Stockbrokers, vi. 172 (see also BIII-

brokers).
Story, Mr. justice, quoted, iii. 372-3.
Stourbridge Fair, vii. 144-5.
Stowell, Lord, quoted, ii. 296-7.
Stafford, Lord, iii. 190.
Stuart dynasty :

Credit of, financial, loss of, vi. 66.
English supporters of, see jacobites.

Stubbs cited, v. 352 n.; viii. II3.
Stuckey, Samuel, i. 2, 3.
- Vincent, i. 33-4.
Student life.. i. 154-5.
Stupidity as national characteristiC, i.

25-6, 100-2, 106,

INDEX

Style:
Appeal ~ ii, 6g.
BfiUiant, ii. 159.
Careful, ii. 97-8, 121-2.
Cautious, ii. 78.
Charm o~ ii. 1I8.
Formation of, viii. 22-4, 57-8.
Macaulay's, Ii, 97-8, 121·2.
U Molar," Sydney Smith's, ii. 79.
Ornate, iv. 289 ff.
Perfection of, rarity of, vii. 25.
Pure, IV. 280 fr.; compared with

ornate, 294-5.
Romantic, definition of, iv. 299.
Self-expression in, ii. 216.
Varieties of, i. 203.

Suard, M., quoted, ii. 147.
Suez Canal, vi. 18-19 and nn.
Suffolk, Lady, iv. 179-80.
Suffrage, see Franchise.
Superstition :

Conscience over-shadowed by, iv.
roo.

Corporate responsibility, as to, viii.
t03.

Military inexpediency of, viii. 86.
Religion of, i, 270, 273-4 ; iii. 68-9.
Savage, viii. 77-8, 82 ff., go fl. (see

also Luck).
Strength of, viii. 85-6.

Supply:
Actual and prospective, contrasted,

vii. 283-4'
Estimated, influence of, vii. 283'4.

Supply and demand:
Fallacies connected with, vii. 187-8.
Ultimate factors in, vii. 191 ff.
Wages a case of, vii. 277-8.

Supreme Court, ideal, constitution of,
v.248-9·

Swift, Dean: Journal to Stella quoted
iv. 152; relations with Boling-
broke, iv. 170; Sydney Smith
contrasted with, ii. 82-3 ; quoted,
ii. 181; V. 220; viii. 62; on
Queen Anne, iv. 154; v. 334; on
Duchess of Somerset, iv. 173;
cited, iv. 61, 154; on Boling-
broke, iv. 164; on Earl of
Oxford, iv. 175; mentioned, i,
241 j ii, 41; iv. 168, 265.

Switzerland:
Banking in, vi. 63 and H.g•

Constitution of, v. 228-9.
Defective historical knowledge of, ix.

202.

TALBOT, Bp., i. 265.
Talbot, Lord, iii. 261.
Talleyrand, ii. 208; iii. 75.
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Taste: Thackeray, W. M.-cont.-
Guidance for, lacking, iv. 314. Estimate of, iv. 265.
Judgment in relation to, viii. 142'3. Quoted-on Sterne, iv. 233; Paris
Principles of, variable perceptions of, Sketch Book, quoted, iii. 1·2.

vi. 230.1. Style of, iii. 97; iv, 264.
Sane and insane, iv, 308. Works of:

Taxation: Adventures of Philip, The, ix,
Americans' unsensitiveness to, v. 153; 282 fi.

their method of imposing, 156-9, Painfulness of, iv. 259.
171. Roundabout Papers CIted, iv. 237 ;

Anglo·Indian, v, 171. quoted,260·I.
Capital that would otherwise emi- Snob Papers, estimate of, iv. 261.

grate appropriated in, viii. 227, Theism, i. 291 ff., 303, 306.
230. Theramenes, ir. 208.

Customs, see that heading. Thiers, M., i. 93, lIS; cited, 103; on
Income tax : felicity of language, iii. 71;

Gladstone's views on, iii. 291.2. against political economy, vii.
Orientals in relation to, iii. 339., 156; quoted on protection, ix.

Increase of, under William III. and I 199; position and power of, as
Anne, IV. 16g. President, v. 146, 147, 148'9;

Land, of, iii. 113. o!herwise mentioned, vi. 227;
Lower middle classes, of, v. 120. vll.93'4.
Magna Charta in relation to, v.1 Thirlwall, Dr., Lewis' estimate of, v.

358. , 96'7.
Public opinion as affecting, v. 159. I Thornton on Labour cited, vii. 187 n.2;
Representatton concurrent WIth, ix. Over-population CIted, Viii. 207,

68. 225 n.
Trade as affected by, v. 154. Thought, customary shirking of, ix. 249.

Taylor, Henry, cited, iv. 130. Thucydides, iii. 105; cited, viii. 1I0.
Teedon, Mr., ii, 30. Thurlow, Lord Chancellor, ii. 8, II,
Temperaments: 49; power of, in pohtics, v, 226;

Bourgeois, iv. 310. quoted, 201.
Cavalter, ii. 99-103. Times, The:
Conflicting principles, of, ii. 216·17, Estimate of, ii. r80.

230; iv. 300. Quoted on Lord Brougham, iv. 200.
Fanatic and poetic, contrasted, iii. Supports Reform Act, 1867, v. 122.

II·I2. Style of, viii. 57.
Historian's, ii. 89, 91, r08. Tindal, Sir Nicholas, ir, 310.
Impulsive, ii. 216.18, 230, 239. 247. Toleration:
Puritan, ii. 105.6; Iii. 6g. Actions, of, vi. 235.
Representative man's, ii. ISS. Discussion in relation to, viii. lOS-Ii.
Scientific, ii, 8g-9O. Late growth of, ix, 164.
Self-deceiving, ii. 209. Metaphysical basis of, vi. 219 ff.

Temple, Earl, iv. 19-21,34. Opponents of, vi. 235.
Temple, Mr., quoted, i. 173, 181. Society in relation to, vi. 235-7·
Tennyson, Lord-" Enoch Arden," iv. Tooke, Home, cited, IV.48; quoted, vi.

289-91, 295-300 ; " Northern 149; his H istory of Prices, viii.
Farmer," iv. 297; quoted, i. 152 ff.; Rogers' recollections of,
101; ii. 318. ix. 274.

Teutons, political mstitutions of, viii. Torrens, Col.. cited, viii. 151 ff.
43-4. Tory party (see also Conservative

Thackeray, W. M. : Party) :
Appeal of, iii. 74. Army and Navy connections of, iv.
Characteristics of: 55.

Realism, iv. 259. Bolingbroke's nme, in, iv. 141, 147,
Sensitiveness, iv. 257-60, 264. 171.
Sympathy with humble persons, iv. .. Esoteric Doctrine" of, Iii. ,252, 255;

26x. iv. II.
Contrasted with Scott, iv. 259; with Mistake of, in early 19th cent., iv.

Fiolding, 2~; with Sterne, 264. r82; IX.50-1, 256.
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Tory party-eOllt.-
Peace of Utrecht as affecting fortunes

of, iv. 168.
Peel's purification of, ii. 204-5.
Wellington's break-up of, vii. 52.

Toryism, see Conservatism,
Townshend, Lady, iv. 73.
Townshend, Lord, iv. 73-4.
Townshend, Charles, vii. 14-15.
Tractarian Movement, i. 186; iii. 296.
Trade:

Advertisement in, vii. 261.
Agriculture compared with, vii. 206-

7·
Bankers' loans in relation to, vi. 97.
Banking contrasted with other kinds

of, vi. 144.
Banks' functions in relation to, vi.

57-9·
Barter, vii. 128-3I. I
Borrowed capital in, see caPital-I'

Borrowed.
British development of, unique, vii.

95·
Buying, art of, vii. 189·go.
Califorma gold discoveries as affect-

ing, vi. 276, 284, 325.
Capitalists' position m, VIi. 137-9,

192-3·
Cheap money as affecting, vi. 78 ff.,

93 If.
Coinage change as affecting, v, 14 ff.
Comparison of, with other profes-

sions, v. 312.
Conditions of, early Igth cent., VIi.

230•
Cost of production, sec that headmg.
Credit in, see Credit,
Democratic structure of, vi. 16.
Depression in, analysed, vi. 84-5;

periods of, vi. 97; after Napo-
leonic wars, ii, 286'7, 294'5.

Districts of, vi. 17.
Effects of, general, viii. 27.
Enterprise in, ii. 331.
Excessive action as affecting, viti.

123.
Exchangeable value, vii. 128-30,
Expansion, periods of, vi. 92'7; reo

action from, 99 ; mercantile
mistakes during. 101; frauds
engendered by, 102.

Foreign:
Price variation not affecting, viii.

177-80.
Principles of, vi. 37.

Free, see Free Trade.
Growth of-prior to 1832, III. 245;

in second quarter of 19th cent.,
iii. 109, 115, 16].

INDEX

Trade-eOllt.-
Guilds, pernicious restrictions by, vii.

147.8•
Honesty in, ix. 106.
Increase in, a national benefit, v.

18.
Instrumental trades, sensitiveness of,

to increased demand, vi. 95.
International-bullion the cash of,

vi. 38; development of, viii.
151 ff.

International measure of account as
affecting, v. 14 ff., 27.

Jargon of, vii. 188.
Management of men involved in, vii.

268-9.
Market price, determination of, vii.

185-6, 204, 208 ff., 250.
Monarchy in, significance of, vi. 51.
Money lenders' position in, vii. 140·1,

I45·6.
Monopolies in, A. Smith on, vii. 180.
Napoleonic wars' effect on British,

vii. 47-9.
Origins of, vi. 57.
Panics, causes of, Viii. 123 (see also

Money Market).
Parliamentary representation of, de-

ficient (1859), iii. II5-16, 159,
163.

Patriarchal Society, rare in, vii.
24I•

Political Economy the science of,
vii. 94, 108.

Pre-requisites of, iv. 335.
Pnees, see that headtng.
Pnmitive government's dislike of,

viii. 25-7.
Prosperity in, analysed, vi. 82'3, 95-7.
Protection theory as applied to, iv.

26.
Savage tribes lacking notion of, vii.

127-8.
Saving habits engendered by, vii.

246--7·
Selling, art of, vii. 189-go.
Social effects of, viii. 114.
Specialiaation in, VIi. 132-3, 143-4.
Speculation, excessive, as affecting,

ii.281·2.
Sudden, vi. 18.
Supply and demand, co-ordination of,

vi. 83.
Taxation as affecting, v. 154.
Time as an element m operations of,

vi. 83.
Traditions of different sorts of, vii.

133, 144·
Triangular, vi. 278.
Universal custom of, v. 10.



Trade, Board of:
Non-existence of, v, 312.
Statistical department of, creation of,

v.89·
Traders :

Judgment of, sound, vii. 96-7.
Policy of, ii, 308.
Sentiments of, expression of, ii. 212.

Trades Unions:
Power of, vii. 187-8.
Prices as affected by, vii. 273.
Primitive methods of, viii. 18.

Translation, objects of, ii. 48.
Treasury, the:

Board of, v. 312.
Court fees, indifference as to, v. 310.
Fmancial Secretaryship of, 11i.238-9.

333'4·
First Lord of, v. 3II.
Influence of. v, 224.
.. Spring of business," v. 167.

Treasury Bills, ix. 237-8.
Treasury Boroughs, iri, 256-7.
Treaties:

House of Lords' attitude to and:
powers regarding. v. 144-5.

Parliament not consulted as to, v.
138, 139 ff. I

Trench, Abp.-On the Synonyms of the,
New Testament, quoted, i. 275- '
7· '

Trevelyan, Sir Charles, iri. 339.
Tristram Shandy, see under Sterne.
Trollope, Anthony, quoted, viii. 98.
Truth:

Newman's view as to nature of, ix. ,
254· '

Victory of, in diSCUSSIOn,vi. 222'3.
Tucker, Dean, quoted, ill. 232.
Tudor dynasty, Iii. 226.
Turgot, vii. 22.
Turkey:

Britts? pohcy in regard to, considera- I
nons of, IX. 206 ff., 214-15. ,

Constantinople, International question,
as to, ix. 207-9. i

Eighteenth century status of, IV. 81. :
Misgovernment of, ix. 207, 214.15. :

Turks, Palmerston's views of, iv. 331. '
TWIss-Life of Lord Grey quoted, ii.:

58. I

Tylor, Mr., cited, viii. 90; on pre-i
historic man, 73· I

Tyrol, Italian language in, ix. 71. !

ULRICI, Dr., cited, i. 258.
Ultra- democracy the result of State,

legislation, v. 316.
Uneducated, the, power of, v. 130-1.
Unitarians, i, 24-5.

INDEX 343

United States of America:
Administrative capacity of, compared

with that of France, iv. 317.
Banking in:

Liabilities and reserves in-tables.
vi. 203.

Policy of, vi. 73.
Principles of, vi. 202.

British quarrel with (1815), ii. 292.
Bullion market in, vi. II7 It.
Civil War:

Conduct of. v. 318.
History of, v. 180.
Lewis quoted on, iv. 227.8.
Preparations for, by Pres. Buch-

anan, iii. 375.
Settlement of, v. 318, 319.

Confederation, the, IIi. 352-3.
Congress :

Debates of, v. 280 •
Powers of, iii. 358.

Constitution of (see also sub-heading
Presidential Government) :

Administrative power of, v. 317.
Alteration of, authority to make.

v. 318, unwillingness to make,
vii. 74.

British, contrasted with, v. 149,
320.

Defects of, iii. 350, 359, 366, 375,
378, 384; v. 228.

Determining power m, v. 3I5, 317,
319.

Nature of, iii. 358-9, 368.
Origin of. iii. 350.
President, choice of, v. 177, 18t,

268.
Principle of, iii. 371, 384.
Vice-President, choice of, v. 181

alld II.
Currency of:

Adoption of existing, v. 23.
Choice of new, vi. 309-I3.
Commission on, vi. 307 ff.
Condition of, v. 38-9 •
.. Legal Tender Act" and Treasury

Notes, v. 155,156.
Paper, v. 318; vi. 297.8, 303,312,

331•
Democratic Society in, iv. 261.
Double representation principle in,

iii. 142-3.
Electoral College, the, v. 251.2.
Executive Government in, popular

attitude towards, v, 362.
Financial history and policy of taxa-

tion, v. 151-5, 156'9, 171.
Franchise in, iii. 366-7.
Gold supplied from, vi. 290-1.
Government disliked by, ix. 29.
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United States of America-cont.- Trade of, with England, vi. 277-9.
Government in, difficulties of analogy Western townships, viii. 64.

from, iii. 223. Universities (see also names of KniveJ'-
Hamilton's proposals for government .sities) :

of, iii. 354-7 and n. Aims of, i. 152.
Historical point of view of, defective, Carlyle's view of, v. 84.

ix, 203. Collegiate system, i, 16g'70; vii.
House of Representatives: 291-2.

Electors of. iii. 367-8. Compact system taught by, i, 168-9.
Hostility of, against President, v. Discussion among students, value of,

150. i. 194.
Johnson's description of, v. 150. Functions of, vii. 287; importance of

Independence, Treaty of, iii. 353. teaching function, 291; import-
Institutions of, i. 64 if. ance as seat of learning, 293-4.
Lancashire compared with, iii. 276-7. I "Great collection of books" idea,
Legal profession in, v. 85-6. . vii. 291.
Manner in, viii. 97. Ideal for, vii. 291.
Mind of, v. 338. Parliamentary representation of, iii.
Monetary commission appointed by, 132-3 and 1J.

vi. 8. "Universal knowledge" theory as
Mutual antipathies of, iii. 351, 357. to, i. 157.8.
National character of, viii. 24. Unmoral humanity, uses of, iv. 105-6.
New England character, viii. 63-4. Unwin, Mrs., ii. 3r, 42,44,49.
North v. South cleavage, iii. 361. Unwin family, it 21-2.
Northern States, characteristics of, Useful Knowledge Society, ii, 323-4'

iii. 356. Utilitarianism, I. 283 if.; compound
Patronage bribery in, v. 302. Utilitarianism, 28g.
Politics of, character of, iii. 120, 129' Utrecht, Peace of:
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